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CHAPTER I 
A BIOGRAPHICAL PORTRAIT OF I.L. KANDEL AS A PROFESSIONAL EDUCATOR 
The central focus of chapter I is on Dr. Isaac L. Kandel's long 
and fruitful career as a professional educator. 1 Kandel's career as 
a professional educator spanned •ore than five decades. froa his 
appointment at Colt111bia in 1913 to his death in 1965. During this 
tiae period he aade significant contributions to education in the 
United States and worldwide. His great breadth and depth of 
knowledge had their underpinnings in his respect for truth, in his 
ideas on the advanceaent of civilization through schooling, and in 
his ideas on international cooperation gained through the 
contributions of each nation to the rest of the world. 
Willia• Brickman, the well known historian of education and a 
noted coaparative educator, published a brief but detailed 
Festschrift in honor of Kandel's seventieth birthday. Much of 
Brickaan's information came from personal correspondence. 
1 Not auch information on his early life is available from 
published sources. from the UNESCO archives in Paris. France. the 
Hoover Institution archives at Stanford University, or the personal 
papers of William Russell. former Dean and President of Teachers 
College, Columbia University. 
This writer visited the archives at Unesco in Paris. France in 1987 
and again in 1988, examined the personal papers of I.L. Kandel at 
the Hoover Institution at Stanford University, and obtained all 
relevant papers on Kandel from the William Russell papers at 
Columbia University. After exaaining all three archival sources and 
scrutinizing published materials. relatively little biographical 
material could be found. 
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interviews. and his close association with Kandel. Depicting 
Kandel's early life Brick.aan said."Isaac Leon Kandel was born 
January 22. 1881. in Botosani, Rou11ania, to Abraham and Fanny 
Manales Kandel of Manchester. England. during the course of a 
business trip. "2 Isaac's father was a Manchester •erchant. Isaac 
Kandel died on 14 June 1965 in Geneva. Switzerland at the age of 84. 
In examining the huge number of works by Kandel, this writer found 
that he •ost often used the initials I.L. for his first and •iddle 
names. The New York Times obituary said that. "Kandel never used 
his given names. Isaac Leon."3 While that may have been true of his 
published works. he did use his first name. usually spelling it 
"Izak." in his personal and professional correspondence. 4 
Isaac Kandel attended the Manchester, England priaary school 
from 1887 to 1892 and then continued at the well known Manchester 
Public Gramaar School. It was there that he received his solid 
background in the classics as a foundation scholar. He received a 
B.A. (First class, Honors. School of Classics) from Victoria 
University in Manchester. where he studied from 1899, until his 
graduation in 1902. He received the award of University Scholarship 
in 1902. Brickaan noted that Kandel won additional honors as a 
2 William Brickaan."I.L. Kandel-International Scholar and 
Educator," Educational Forum 15, (May 1951): 390. 
3 New York Times, 15 June 1965, p. 41. 
4 No evidence could be found to determine why Kandel chose not 
to use his given naaes in the great number of publications he 
produced. 
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student: the Oliver Heywood and Victoria scholarships in classics: 
Latin and Greek Prose Prize: and the Dauntsey Law Exhibitioner. 5 
Two years atter receiving his B.A .. Kandel wrote for the Indian 
Civil Service Exaaination. scoring in the 27th place. Be began his 
graduate studies in 1905 at the University ot Manchester in the 
Department of Education. He received an M.A. degree from the 
University in 1906, along with a teacher's diploma. While he was 
still pursuing his M.A. degree. he taught German at the Fielden 
Demonstration School. 
I.L. Kandel took his first aajor position in 1906 as assistant 
classical •aster at the Royal Acadeaic Institute in Belfast. 
Ireland. where he stayed until 1908. Even in his first job Kandel 
was busily engaged in doing extra work related to educational 
matters and his future career. Brickman said: 
In his spare tiae he was secretary of the Ulster Branch. 
Association of lnteraediate and University Teachers and 
contributed to the Journal of Education. School Universities 
Review and Irish School Monthly. The desire for advanced 
study led hi• to spend the suamer of 1907 under Wilhelm Rein 
at the University of Jena. Here Kandel aet several 
Americans, notably William Chandler Baeley. David Snedden and 
George Drayton Strayer, all future leaders in American 
education. Fro• his revered teacher at the University of 
Manchester. the distinguished educator Michael Sadler. he 
heard about John Dewey, and it was evidently at his 
suggestion that he decided to study at Teachers College, 
Columbia University, rather than Geraany. Sadler convinced 
hi• that education should be approached from the socio-
pol i tical standpoint.6 
Kandel arrived by boat to the United States in 1908 and became 
5 Brickman. 390. 
6 Ibid. 
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a graduate student at Teachers College, Coluabia University. He 
ca•e to the United States with Peter Sandiford. Both he and 
Sandiford received their doctorates in 1910 in the field of 
co•parative education after only two years of study. Paul Monroe. 
the noted educator, was a great influence on Kandel while Kandel was 
a student at Columbia University. 7 Along with Strayer and Snedden. 
7 The names Sandiford. Monroe and others. •entioned above were 
all pro•inent educators either in the United States or abroad. A 
brief state•ent about each of them will be given: 
Peter Sandiford was a personal friend of Kandel who beca•e a 
prominent Canadian co•parative educator. He also did i•portant work 
in educational psychology and educational •easure•ents. Sandiford 
was the editor of an i•portant work entitled. Coaparative Education. 
published in 1918. Kandel contributed a chapter on Geraany to the 
book. 
Professor Wilhela Rein was a leading Herbartian and director 
of the Pedagogical Seminary at the University of Jena in Ger•any. 
It appears that Rein influenced Kandel in Herbartian principles. 
especially as they i•pacted on Kandel's lifelong concerns with the 
role of the teacher in the learning of the child. Rein was born in 
1847 and he died in 1929. He taught at Jena from 1886-1923. 
William Chandler Bagley 1874-1946 was a leading spokesman for 
the Essentialist aoveaent in education. He was a well known 
professor of education at Teachers College, Columbia University. 
fro• 1917-1940. Kandel embraced aany of Bagley's ideas, especially 
his criticisas of what he saw as the extreaist tendencies in 
progressive education. Kandel wrote a biography of Bagley in 1961. 
entitled, William Chandler Bagley: Stalwart Educator. 
David Snedden 1869-1951 was an adjunct professor of education 
at Columbia University from 1905-1909. He was a •ember of Kandel's 
doctoral co••ittee. He then became the first co•missioner of 
education for the State of Massachusetts from 1909-1916. He did 
pioneering work in educational sociology and he was also a leader in 
vocational education. He returned to Colu•bia in 1916 as a 
professor of education until his retirement in 1935. 
George Drayton Strayer, 1876-1962 was a prominent professor of 
education and educational adainistration at Teachers College. 
Columbia University, from 1907-1943. He was also a •e•ber of 
Kandel's doctoral co••ittee. Strayer was the sponsor of Kandel's 
dissertation. He was an expert on the financing of public school 
syste•s and he did eighty i•portant surveys of American school 
syste•s. Strayer was a national leader in school administration. 
Sir Michael Sadler, 1861-1943 was a world famous authority on 
secondary education and a supporter of the English public school 
syste•. He was an expert on comparative education and he was 
4 
the third •e•ber of Kandel's doctoral co••ittee at Teachers College 
was Professor Julius Sachs. While pursuing his Ph.D at Coluabia. 
Kandel also took on additional loads: teaching, as well as 
extracurricular duties.a 
According to the National Cyclopedia for A•erican Biography, 
published froa 1911-1913, during 1908-1910 he was a teaching fellow 
at Colllllbia University. Re•arkably, then Kandel not only finished 
his doctoral work in less than the usual ti•e frame. but he was also 
a teaching fellow and he prepared articles. Also one year before 
his graduation he undertook a very responsible job as assistant 
knighted in 1919. He served as president of the Calcutta University 
Commission fro• 1917-1919. His final acade•ic post was •aster of 
University College, Oxford. retiring in 1934. Kandel was greatly 
influenced by Sadler and he •entioned hi• frequently in his writings 
on coaparative education. 
Paul B. Monroe, 1869-1947 was a distinguished Allerican 
educator. He was affiliated with Teachers College in different 
capacities froa 1897 to 1938. He was director of the school of 
education there froa 1915-1923. Barnard Professor of Education 1925-
1938, and director of Colwabia's Institute of Education froa 1923-
1928. He served as a college president in Istanbul. Turkey fro• 
1932-1935. 
Aside froa Monroe's many writings in Aaerican and co•parative 
education, Monroe was honored by •any foreign govern•ents and he 
received aany honorary degrees both in the United States and abroad. 
The sources for the material on Sandiford and Sadler are fro• 
Who Was Who 1941-1950, Vol. 4 (London: Adam and Charles Black. 
1964). The source for material on Wilhelm Rein is from Brockhaus 
Enzyklopadie, POR-RIS (Wiesbaden: P.A. Brockhaus, 1972). 
8 Julius Sachs,1849-1934, was a prominent Aaerican secondary 
school educator. He received his Ph.D. degree at Rostock University 
in Geraany in 1871. He operated his own secondary school in New 
York from 1872-1907. He was a professor of secondary education at 
Teachers College, Coluabia University from 1902-1917. 
The sources for the •aterial in notes 7 and 8 for Monroe, 
Bagley, Snedden, Strayer and Sachs are fro• John F. Ohles. 
Biographical Dictionary of Allerican Educators. Vol. 1. 2, 3 
(Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1978). 
5 
editor of A Cyclopedia of Education with the well known educator 
Paul Monroe with whoa he priaarly studied at Teachers College. This 
job lasted fro• 1909 to 1913. It appears that the undertaking of 
•ore than one job at a ti•e was a lifelong work pattern that one 
could easily discern in the habits of this leading scholar and 
educator. 9 
The courses Kandel taught as a teaching fellow were on the 
history of education. He also wrote on administrative and historical 
topics. Allong the best known of these writings was his work on 
Comenius and on Jewish Education (with Louis Grossaan). All of the 
articles Kandel wrote. either alone or with others. for Monroe's 
cyclopedia are na•ed in Chapter II of this dissertation. A few of 
the articles, including the one on Coaenius and the one on Jewish 
Education. are discussed at length.lo 
Kandel's Ph.D dissertation was entitled, The Training of 
Eleaentary School Teachers in Ger•any. This was published in book 
fora by Teachers College, Coluabia University in 1910. The 
dissertation was an expansion of two papers presented by Kandel at 
Teachers College to the depart•ents of Educational Adainistration 
and Eleaentary Education in 1908-1909. He supplemented these papers 
9 National Cyclopedia of American Biography, Vol. 51 (New York: 
Jaaes T. White, 1969). 
lO Louis Grossaan, 1863-1926 was a rabbi and he served as 
professor of ethics and Jewish pedagogy at the Hebrew Union College. 
1898-1922. He contributed to the developaent of aodern Jewish 
religious education and he was an innovator in applying •odern 
scientic aethods to Jewish religious training. Source -
Biographical Dictionary of Allerican Educators. Vol. 1. 
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by a trip to Ger•any in the su•aer of 1909. There he visited and 
studied the Ger•an normal schools. Kandel's doctoral dissertation 
was li•ited exclusively to the training of ele•entary teachers in 
Ger•any because. fro• his point of view. the training of secondary 
school teachers was an entirely different situation. At the ti•e he 
wrote his dissertation it had already been the custom in the United 
States to look for guidance from other countries on educational 
•atters. Geraany, in particular. was one of the countries looked at 
for new educational ideas and practices. 
Kandel becaae an instructor at Teachers College in 1913. and he 
was appointed associate professor there in 1915. He was an 
associate professor for eight years. Lawrence Cremin. in his •e•oir 
of Kandel, has written that "beginning in 1914 he undertook a number 
of assignments as research specialist for the Carnegie Foundation 
for the Advanceaent of Teaching, acquainting hi•self with such 
diverse aatters as vocational education, teachers' pensions and 
exa•ination systeas."11 
In 1923. ten years after bis first appointment at Teachers 
College. Kandel was appointed to a full professorship. He 
terminated bis service to the Carnegie Foundation in the saae year. 
Also in 1923 Teachers College established its International 
Institute with a large grant from the International Education Board. 
11 Lawrence A. Cremin. Isaac Leon Kandel (1881-1965) A 
Bibliographic Memoir ("n.p." National Acadeay of Science, 1969), 3. 
7 
Kandel was appointed an associate with the Institute.12 
Brick•an. discussing 1923, the year Kandel received a dual 
appoint•ent as both full professor and an associate at the newly 
created institute headed by Paul Monroe, said, "That year •arked the 
turning point in his academic career. Now he had an opportunity of 
concentrating his attention on co•parative education and •aking the 
subject an integral part of the foundational studies at his 
college."13 Cremin, also saw 1923 as the turning point in Kandel's 
career. About this specific period Cre•in. writes. "Now he could 
devote full time to teaching and research in the fields of his 
choice, offering such courses as 'Co•parative Education.' 'Proble•s 
of Secondary Education,' and 'European Education: Problems and 
12 A basic function of the institute was to provide the 
visiting foreign student with the opportunity to visit real American 
schools and attend lectures ~n education, especially in New England, 
the Middle States and the adjacent South. 
Other functions of the institute were instructing the 
American student about education abroad, and investigating the 
conditions of foreign educational systems. 
In addition, each year, from 1924-1944, the institutute 
issued an educational year book encompassing studies in education in 
many countries. Each of the various dozen or so articles was 
written by prominent educators representing their particular 
country. Dr. Kandel was the editor of all twenty-one volumes of the 
yearbook. 
The support for the Institute came from the International 
Education Board and its founder John D. Rockefeller Jr. Also Macy 
grants were the gifts of Mr. V.E. Macy. 
The original staff of the institute consisted of the 
following members: Paul Monroe, director, William F. Russell. 
associate director, I.L. Kandel, Tho•as Alexander, and Lester M. 
Wilson, associates. By 1928 the structure changed so that there was 
an administrative board headed by Dean Willia• F. Russell. Paul 
Monroe was still the director and George S. Counts became the 
associate director. To the list of associates was added the name of 
Milton C. Del Manzo. 
13 Brickman. 391. 
8 
Tendencies'; supervising doctoral students; and editing the 
Educational Yearbook of the International Institute." 14 Kandel 
earned an enviable reputation as the editor of the yearbook which 
was internationally acclaiaed. 
While not •uch of Kandel's private life is known either through 
published or unpublished sources, soae inforaation is available. He 
aarried Jessie Sara Davis in Manchester, England, on 27 July 1915. 
She was the daughter of a Manchester aerchant named David Davis. 
The Kandels had two children naaed Alan Davis and Helen Raphael. 
The family lived in Westport, Connecticut. Kandel became an 
A•erican citizen in 1920. Helen •arried an Allerican sociology 
professor from Coluabia University, named Herbert H. Hyaan. At the 
time of his death in 1965, Kandel was staying with his son-in-law in 
Geneva. Switzerland. The latter was conducting a United Nations 
•ission on teaching progra•s in developing countries. 
As a scholar and prolific writer, Kandel was extreaely serious. 
Privately, however. he did express a fine sense of hu•or. He 
occasionaly penned a humorous or satirical piece of writing. The 
following excerpts are taken fro• the private collection of Willia• 
F. Russell. 15 Undated, they are entitled, "Vacation Echoes," and 
signed Izak. "Teachers College Faces the New Year with 
14 Cre•in. 3. 
15 The William Fletcher Russell papers. Special Collections. 
Milbank Meaorial Library, Teachers College, Colwtbia University. 
WilliElll Russell was Dean of Teachers College, Coluabia 
University from 1927 to 1949. He served as the president fro• 1949 
to 1954. Kandel served under Russell and his father. Jaaes Earl 
Russell, who was Dean of Teachers College fro• 1898 to 1927. 
9 
Resienations." 
The New York Tiaes [italics aine] discovered recently that a 
aeaber of the Teachers Colleee faculty had "nothing to say:" 
soae of his colleagues have known that tor soae tiae. 
We coae from Teachers College. 
The hoae ot Kilpatrick and Dewey. 
We try to disseainate knowledge. 
But the reaction of aany is "Phooey!"16 
Kandel, it seems. also appreciated listening to the humor of 
the tiaes even if the huaor was contrived. In a private handwritten 
aemo to Dean Willia• Russell of Teachers College, dated Noveaber 22. 
1933, he passed on soae radio huaor that he had heard from the 
faaous Burns and Allen prograa. The aeao read, 
"Dear Will, 
Although I write this i .. ediately after the staff aeeting it 
has nothing to do with that or anything else, but you aay be 
interested in it: The duabest crack of the week belongs to George 
Burns who told Gracie Allen: "You are learning aore and aore about 




George Z.F. Bereday was another coaparative educator who wrote 
16 Appendix !-"Vacation Echoes." Russell Papers. All 
appendices referred to in these chapters will be at the back of the 
dissertation. 
17 Russell Papers. 2. 
10 
about Kandel. 18 Bereday portrays Kandel thusly, "He was trying to 
be nice to ae to aake good the rough treataent he gave ae on the 
publication of •Y book ... I was fortunate to enjoy his respect and 
to those he respected he was blistering in his criticisa." On the 
occasion of another article he wrote, "Dear George, The last paper 
you sent ae is the best you have ever written and as usual is utter 
nonsense." 19 
In a deeper contextual vein. Bereday, in spite of Kandel's 
biting sarcasa, continues, "Isaac Kandel was a aan cast in the old 
aould, a stature that now seeas indestructable. To me, he was first 
and foreaost a professor, a scholar of the old type, a person of 
meticulous habit and purpose"20 
Cremin described Kandel's wit and directness: 
And his wit was both ready and delightful: no one could be 
more scathing about the shibboleths and tomfooleries of the 
pedagogical world. When I told hi• I had eabarked on a 
history of the progressive education aovement, he insisted I 
18 George Z.F. Bereday was born in Warsaw. Poland on July 15, 
1920. He died in 1983. He becaae a U.S. citizen in 1954. Bereday 
received his Ph.D. degree from Harvard in 1953 in comparative 
education and sociology. He joined the faculty at Teachers College. 
Coluabia University in 1955 and became a professor of coaparative 
education in 1959. He had traveled extensively to aany countries 
and he had written a great deal on comparative education. He is 
considered a world figure in the field of coaparative and 
international education. 
The source for this information is Who's Who in American 
Education Volume I General Education (Hattisburg, Mississippi: Who's 
Who in Allerican Education Inc .. 1968), 67. 
19 George Z.F.Bereday,"Memorial to Isaac Kandel 1881-1965," 
Coaparative Education 2, no.3 (June 1966): 147. 
20 Ibid. 
11 
would need at least a chapter to cover G. Stanley Hall's 
inferences from his studies of the knee jerk. When I called 
on hi• for help with a lecture I was preparing, he quickly 
obliged but.took occasion to warn •e about •Y "unde•ocratic" 
propensities for "knowledge-prepared-in-advance." And when I 
reported that the Depart•ent has stiffened both its entrance 
and its exit require•ents, he applauded, but quipped that was 
certainly no way to take account of the "felt needs" of 
students. 21 
As Bereday showed the serious demeanor of Kandel as well as his 
"hu•orous" side, so does Cre•in, who adds to his passage above, this 
eloquent tribute to I.L. Kandel: "Today's educational leaders 
probably have not read Kandel: indeed so•e of the• pride the•selves 
on not having read the educational literature at all. But if they 
did read hi•--and they could doubtless do so with profit--they would 
find in his work both sustenance and inspiration for their own. And 
beyond that, if they paused to reflect, I think they would recognize 
how •uch he had paved the way for them with his scholarship, his 
wisdo•, and his personal courage ... 22 
Regarding the years he spent at Teachers College it •ay be 
likely that Kandel harbored negative feelings, at least at certain 
periods of his long stay there. The evidence for this co•es fro• 
Kandel's friend and colleague, the late, great. comparative 
educator, George Z.F. Bereday who beca•e a faculty •e•ber at 
Teachers College after Kandel retired. According to Bereday, 
writing about Kandel's initial years at Teachers College, "He was 
the first Jew to be appointed to the professorate at Teachers 
21 Cre•in, 2. 
22 Cre•in. 9. 
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college and it was not easy. Though he co•pleted the doctorate in 
1910, two years after his arrival. he had to wait thirteen •ore 
years before being allowed to Join the faculty as a professor."23 
Co••enting on the latter part of Kandel's illustrious career at 
Teachers College, Bereday said, "Kandel was profoundly alienated 
fro• Teachers College and his last years after the retire•ent of his 
friend Bagley were sad, lonely years." 24 
It may well be that Kandel was unhappy with Teachers College 
for •ore years than Bereday see•s to convey. The distinguished 
educator Robert Ulich wrote of his firsthand acquaintanceship with 
Kandel. Ulich •ade this point about Kandel, "He was then at the 
height of his international influence and productivity. Yet, in 
spite of his enormous correspondence as the editor of the 
Educational Yearbook of the International Institute of Teachers 
College, and his friendship with his colleague Willia• Chandler 
Bagley, the 'essentialist,' he was not really at ho•e at Teachers 
College, Colu•bia University."25 
So•e years after his retirement from Teachers College Kandel 
returned there in a blaze of glory. George Bereday was responsible 
for Kandel's return as an honored professor e•eritus. Bereday, 
quoting fro• a eulogy given about Kandel's life by Cremin who 
23 Bereday, "Memorial to Kandel." 148. 
24 Ibid., 149. 
25 Robert Ulich,"In Me•ory of Isaac L. Kandel 1881-1965," 
Comparative Education 9 (October 1965): 255. 
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delivered it before the National Academy of Education. extracted 
this excerpt 
it was not until George Bereday came to Teachers College in 
1955 and actively sought Kandel's counsel on the programmes 
in comparative education that Kandel's professorship emeritus 
became anything more than proforma ... when he did come back 
into the limelight it was with the great excitement and 
wonderment of a gardner who sees forgotten seeds sprout. 
Kandel was a devoted teacher and nothing delighted him as 
much as the recognition and reverence with which he was at 
last received. 26 
When Kandel was a regular faculty member at Teachers College he 
was excluded from teaching on the panel of Education and Society. 
the famed 200 FA course taught by the great progressives Kilpatrick. 
counts, and Childs. 27 It is not clear whether this exclusion was 
self imposed or enforced by the college. Kandel had a vast 
understanding of the progressive movement in education. He was in 
agreement with many progressive ideas. but he could not tolerate 
either the missionary zeal nor the lack of tolerance of many of the 
great educational progressives of his day. 
In discussing how Kandel felt in not being on the panel of 
Education and Society, Bereday said. "He secretly suffered very 
greatly from exclusion." 28 However poorly Kandel fared with his 
progressive colleagues at Teachers College. it appears that he had 
good administrative support after he began his career there. James 
26 Bereday, "Memorial to Kandel," 149. 
27 The 200 FA course at Teachers College was taught by 
prominent progressive educators who lectured on politics and 
education. 
28 Bereday, "Memorial to Kandel," 149. 
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Russell, who was Dean of Teachers College in 1919, wrote a general 
letter of recoaaendation for Kandel on 30 April 1919. This 
coapliaentary letter of Dean Russell's reads, in part, 
As a student, he was easily outstanding in his scholarship, 
and he ranks aaong the leaders who have attended this 
institution at any time. As a teacher since 1914 in this 
institution, he has enjoyed the confidence of our aost 
advanced graduate students and has served thea with 
satisfaction. In point of personality he is tactful. 
pleasing, and helpful to those with whoa he is associated. I 
feel confident, therefore, that as a productive scholar and 
teacher, he has a splendid career before him, and that 
wherever he aay be located, he will give an excellent account 
of himself: He has ay hearty endorsement. 29 
Kandel taught at Teachers College from 1913 to 1947 when he 
became professor eaeritus. Early in his career Kandel attracted the 
attention of the then United States Coaaissioner of the Bureau of 
Education, P.P. Claxton. Kandel's dissertation on teacher training 
in Geraany, published in 1910, was followed by a continuous series 
of studies on the conditions of education in different parts of the 
world. 
Coamissioner Claxton, impressed with Kandel's coapetence 
invited hi• to do a survey of eleaentary education in London, 
Liverpool, and Manchester. This was published as a bulletin issued 
by the Bureau of Education in 1913 and disseainated nationwide by 
1914. In this study Kandel found that the English school had becoae 
aore of a public concern than it was in previous years. In his 
survey he found also that instruction was not the only concern of 
the schools. The physical and aoral development of the children 
were seen as important curricular goals. 
29 Russell Papers, 30 April 1919. 
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Kandel's 1913 study of the schools in London, Liverpool, and 
Manchester showed clearly that the English syste• placed ulti•ate 
responsibility for the operation of the schools with the local 
authorities. This principle of freedo• was typical of each branch 
of English education, down to the local school. The national 
authority had a financial role to play, giving financial help if 
certain standards were •aintained. Other than that, local schools 
were autono•ous. This, Kandel pointed out, was quite a contrast 
fro• the bureaucratic and centralized systeas of France or Geraany. 
In 1915, again under U.S. Goverllllent auspices, he published a 
•onograph on the training of ele•entary •athe•atics teachers in ten 
European countries and the United States. Kandel used available 
sources in German, French, Italian, and English for these 
publications. The complete title of this work is: The Training of 
Elementary School Teachers in Mathematics in the Countries 
Represented in the International Co•mission on the Teaching of 
Matheaatics. 
In 1917, Kandel did his survey of Coamercial Education in 
England published by the United States Printing Office for the 
Second Pan-A•erican Scientific Congress. Kandel reported in this 
work that while progress·had been •ade with this type of education 
in England, it was not equal to coamercial education in aany 
European countries or in the United States. At that ti•e in England 
co•mercial education took three directions: training boys and girls 
who stayed in school until the age of 15 or 16, coursework in 
evening schools for young aen and women who were comaercial workers, 
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and special university courses leading to diplo•as and degrees. 
Kandel predicted in this report a bright future for coamercial 
education in England. 
In 1918 Kandel assisted Professor Paul Monroe for a study 
co••issoned by President Wilson. These were translations to be used 
by the United States Governaent of foreign school laws and 
ad•inistrative regulations that promoted nationalism in these 
foreign gover1111ents. The titles of the study were "Prussian School 
Laws and Adainistrative Regulations concerning Private Schools, 
Teaching Orders, Teaching of Foreign Languages, Educational 
Privileges and Subject Peoples and in General the Use of Schools for 
Nationalistic Ends;" "Austrian School Laws ... for Nationalistic 
Ends;" and "Japan, France, Belgiu•, Holland: School Laws ... for 
Nationalistic Ends." 
Brickman discussed this study: 
Carbons of three typescripts are deposited in the 
library of Teachers College, Columbia University. Each 
contains on the title page the following notation: "Subaitted 
by Paul Monroe, Ph.D./Assisted by Isaac L. Kandel, Ph.D." No 
dates were given, but these docuaents were evidently prepared 
in 1918. The respective catalogue cards carry the note: 
"Part of a study conducted by Professor Monroe for President 
Wilson ... 3o 
In 1919, the Bureau of Education released three aore of 
Kandel's books in •onograph for•. all referred to as bulletins. In 
these three •onographs Kandel described the develop•ent of education 
in Great Britain and Ireland, Germany, and warti•e France. All 
three very detailed works are not well known, even aaong •any 
30 Brick•an, 397. 
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scholars in the fields of co•parative and international education. 
In the book on Great Britain and Ireland, Kandel dealt with 
aedical inspection in the schools of England, the refora of 
secondary education there, governaent reports, and the passage in 
England of the Education Act of 1918. Ireland was included in the 
aonograph even though its educational system was different from 
England's because Kandel thought it was influenced by England's 
reforas. The Education Act in Great Britain, passed in 1918, 
included: extension of the age of coapulsory education, provision 
for aedical inspection in the schools. estabish•ent of nursery 
schools, inspection and supervision of private schools and equal 
distribution for education between local and national taxes. 
In his aonograph on Germany, Kandel discussed the situation of 
education in general, along with secondary education, the training 
of secondary schoolteachers, and the separation of church and state. 
In his aonograph on France, Kandel looked at the adainistration of 
the schools, physical welfare of the students, eleaentary education-
-and the secondary education of both boys and girls. 
As a visiting professor Kandel taught at universities 
throughout the United States and in Mexico. He taught at the 
University of California in 1919 and again in 1929; the University 
of Mexico in 1927: the University of Pennsylvania in 1929 and 1930: 
the Johns Hopkins University in 1931, 1933 and 1935; College of the 
City of New York from 1935 to 1936, and 1936 to 1937: and Yale 
University in 1940. He also taught for a period of ti•e at the 
Jewish Institute of Religion in New York City. 
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Kandel was the Joseph Payne lecturer at the University of 
London in 1933. The lectures were entitled, "The Outlook in 
Education," and they were subsequently published under the sa•e 
title by Oxford University Press in 1933. Kandel was also the 
Inglis lecturer at Harvard University. The na•e of these lectures 
was "The Dilemma of Deaocracy," thereafter published by Harvard 
University Press in 1934. 
In 1933. Kandel had his aonuaental book entitled, Comparative 
Education published. (For an analysis of this landllark book see 
chapter VI of this dissertation). Aaong the last works written by 
Kandel were the following books: The New Bra in Bducation, 1955, 
American Education in the Twentieth Century, 1957, and William 
Chandler Bagley: Stalwart Educator, 1961. In the opinion of the 
writer of this dissertation these later writings of Kandel's were an 
i•proveaent, in teras of clarity, over his earlier works. 
Kandel traveled throughout the world, studied school systems in 
•any countries, and lectured extensively. All of the places he 
visited and the groups he spoke to are too numerous to •ention in 
detail. Fro• his beginnings as a student of co•parative education, 
Kandel studied intensively in England. Geraany, and the United 
States. 
Archival research at UNESCO and the Hoover Institution on War. 
Revolution and Peace, along with documents received fro• the 
archives at Teachers College, Colu•bia University, depicted Kandel 
as being at ho•e al•ost everywhere in the world at a ti•e when 
intercontinental and international travel were not often done 
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frequently, easily, or inexpensively. He traveled and lectured in 
Europe, the United States. Mexico and Latin Allerica. the Caribbean, 
Japan, the Middle East, Africa. Australia, and New Zealand. He 
apparently did not have any firsthand experience in visiting the 
soviet Union. for he used secondary sources when writing about the 
u.s.s.R .. 
In 1948, one year before the Coamunists caae to power in the 
1949 revolution in China, Kandel was invited there to lecture at 
Peiping National Teachers College. The invitation was fro• a 
Professor Chin who said in his letter. "I believe that a series of 
lectures on coaparative education by an authority like you will do 
us auch good." No evidence could be found to show that Kandel 
accepted the invitation and went to China.31 
To show the spirit of Kandel's extensive visits to other 
countries in his work as a comparative educator, two copies of 
correspondence are included as Appendices III and IV. This 
correspondence shows Kandel to be a coaparativist who not only 
theorized but who traveled far and wide to gain firsthand experience 
in aeeting with education experts, teachers. and officials of other 
nations. 
Letter II shows Kandel off to Java, the Fiji Islands, New 
31 Isaac Leon Kandel, personal and unpublished papers. 
Archives - Hoover Institution, Stanford University, Palo Alto. 
California. Letter to Professor Kandel fro• Professor Shuyung Chi, 
9 March 1948. See Appendix II, for a copy of the letter. 
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Zealand, and Australia in 1937. 32 Letter III. dated 1938, shows 
that Kandel lectured in Cairo, Egypt. This laudatory letter fro• an 
Egyptian educator •entions that Kandel's talk which he gave there 
was published in the Egyptian education journal in English, even 
though Arabic is the language of the magazine. It appears that the 
journal's decision-•akers in Egypt wanted a wider dissemination of 
Kandel's paper than Arabic alone would have afforded.33 
Kandel was an inveterate letter writer and note taker whose 
handwriting is alaost always undecipherable. Fortunately he typed, 
or he had typed for him, some of his correspondence. The typing at 
least makes it possible for a researcher to figure out where he went 
and what he did in his •ission to bring a higher quality of 
education to the peoples of the world. Kandel's work has been 
translated into many languages.34 These include Spanish, French, 
32 Russell Papers, Letter from Izak (Kandel) to Will (William 
Russell, 1 July 1937). See Appendix III for a copy of the letter. 
33 Kandel papers, Letter to Dr. Kandel from Allir Boktor. See 
Appendix IV for a copy of the letter. 
34 Research indicated that Kandel's work had been translated 
into Hebrew in several important articles on coaparative and higher 
education. In •Y research in Israel I obtained •ost of these Hebrew 
languages articles. I then gave the articles to a Hebrew-English 
translator with the intention of having the articles translated into 
English. The translator carefully read them and then inforaed •e 
that, surprisingly, they were not articles written by Kandel and 
translated into Hebrew. They were, instead, educational articles 
written by others. Kandel's name was found only in ONE paragraph of 
one of the articles. Thus it cannot be proven on the basis of this 
that his writings were in fact translated into Hebrew. From Cremin, 
Isaac Leon Kandel Bibliography. Cremin lists in his bibliographic 
memoir of Kandel that the above mentioned articles were written by 
Kandel in Hebrew. The coaplete citation and na•es of the articles 
are: 
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Ger•an. Italian, Portuguese, Chinese, Arabic, and Japanese. Kandel 
had a Japanese colleague who adaired his work, translated it, and 
wrote to hi• asking his permission to translate •ore of it. 35 He, 
hi•self. also translated educational articles into English fro• 
German. French, Spanish, Portuguese, Dutch, and Norwegian, and. 
according to Brick•an who knew Kandel well, he had the linguistic 
capacity to translate at least four more foreign languages into 
English. 
Brickman thought of Kandel as being a unique •eaber of a 
rapidly disappearing group of scholars and educators. Brick•an 
eloquently summed up Kandel's vast and co•prehensive 
accomplishaents: 
One would have to roam far and wide in educational 
literature in many languages to escape the na•e of Kandel. 
Where many a pedagogue has been overtaxed by one branch of 
his subject or has dissipated his energies by dabbling in 
several, he has established and maintained a position of 
authority in an i•pressive nuaber of areas-educational 
history, coaparative education, educational philosophy, 
"Comparative Education" (in Hebrew) Educational Encyclopedia: 
Thesaurus of Jewish and General Education, Vol. 1 (Jerusalem: The 
Ministry of Education and Culture and the Bialik Institute. 1961) 
Cols. 606-613. 
"Contemporary Education" (in Hebrew) Educational Encyclopedia: 
Thesaurus of Jewish and General Education, Vol. 1 (Jerusalem: The 
Ministry of Education and Culture and The Bialik Institute, 1961) 
Cols. 933-949. 
"Education for International Understanding" (in Hebrew) Educational 
Encyclopedia: Thesaurus of Jewish and General Education, Vol. 1 
(Jerusalem: The Ministry of Education and Culture and The Bialik 
Institute, 1961) Cols. 270-286. 
35 Hoover Institution Archives. See Appendix V for a copy of 
the letter. 
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international education and testing. 36 Prolific author of 
•onographic studies, textbooks, articles, editorials and 
reviews: editor of yearbooks, encyclopedias and journals: 
teacher and research •entor to students in •any universities: 
active consultant to govern11ents, school boards and 
educational bodies of five continents - this is a bare 
outline of his achieve•ents. 37 
Even with his deep involve•ent with teaching and writing, 
Kandel found ti•e to give to •any, aany educational projects and 
organizations. Incredibly, he found the ti•e to do so •any things 
and do the• superbly. In the following section there is a rather 
co•plete if not exhaustive list of the organizations he belonged to. 
the honors awarded hi•. and the journals he contributed to, all on 
an international basis. 
He was secretary of the Allerican Field Service 
Fellowship for French Universities fro• 1919-1924; trustee of 
Finch Junior College in New York City: •ember of the council, 
American Association of University Professors; •ember of the 
advisory boards of the A•erican Council of Learned Societies 
and the American Friends of Hebrew University: •ember of the 
Institute Fellowship Co•aittee, Institute for Religious and 
Social Studies, Jewish Theological Seminary; and laureate 
•e•ber, Kappa Delta Pi. His •eaberships in educational 
organizations include the National Educational Association 
and the National Society of College Teachers of Education, 
Kappa Delta Pi and Phi Delta Kappa.38 
He was also a •eaber of the Modern Language Association, a 
•e•ber of the Columbia University Faculty Club, a consultant to the 
36 In the aatter of authority, Bereday sheds soae interesting 
light on Kandel's very high opinion of hi•self: "In •any arguaents 
with hi11 about standards, I would ask hia," Professor Kandel; why 
are these standards? Who says so?" He would answer,"I say sol I a• 
the standard." and he •eant it in all seriousness." Bereday, 
Me•orial to Isaac Kandel, 148. 
37 Brickman, 384. 
38 Brickman. 392. 
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Educational Policies Coaaission. and active in the Conference on 
science Philosophy and Religion. In 1930 Colwabia University 
conferred the Butler Gold Medal upon hi•. In addition he was a 
aeaber of the advisory board of the Council of Basic Education. 
Kandel's great honor in being unaniaously elected to the National 
Acadeay in Education is recalled with fond aeaory by Creatn. who 
says, "And how well I reaeaber his cabled reply to the letter 
inf oraing him of bis unanimous election to the National Acadeay of 
Educationi it read: Honored, accept, Kandel." 39 Creain's 
adairation of Kandel is shown by his coaaent on Kandel's unusual and 
pithy reply: "Not even the lifelong economizing of an acadeaic could 
explain that away."40 
In 1937. the University of Melbourne awarded hi• a Doctor of 
Letters degree, and in that saae year be was greatly honored by the 
French governaent as Chevalier of the Legion of Honor. In 1946 the 
University of North Carolina awarded Kandel an honorary L.L.D. 
degree. 
Bereday explained how Kandel received all of these honors: 
He was not as ardently given over to the all-consuaing 
yearning for knowledge as soae of us are in this age of 
aaterial pleasures for which we try to atone by a fierce 
co .. ittaent of spirit. He took his life as an acadeaic in 
stride. It was what caae naturally, what he liked to do and 
knew how to do. . . He took honours that were showered upon 
hi•, two honorary doctorates, a Legion of Honour and election 
to the National Academy of Education as ordinary things. He 
was pleased. . . But he never sought honours, nor was 
39 Cremin, 2. 
<IO Ibid. 
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conscious of the need to seek the•.41 
After his •andatory retire•ent in 1946 fro• Teachers College, 
Kandel re•ained as active as ever. In 1946 he beca•e the editor of 
the journal, School and Society, a post which he held until 1953. 
In 1947 he became emeritus professor at Teachers College. From 1947 
to 1948 he was to beco•e the first Simon Research Fellow at the 
University of Manchester. his original al•a •ater. At the 
University of Manchester, he edited the British journal, 
Universities Quarterly, from 1947-1949. In 1948 the University of 
Manchester appointed Kandel to its first professorship of Allerican 
Studies. He served as chair•an of this new depart•ent with 
distinction for two years. During this period he lectured, guided 
students. organized a degree program, and was involved in the 
selection of teaching staff. 
For personal reasons, Kandel gave up teaching in the spring of 
1950 after setting up the new depart•ent in A•erican Studies with 
all of its ra•ifications. Writing in 1951, Brickman, praising 
Kandel's achieveaents at Manchester, co••ented, "In recognition of 
his signal services, the University of Manchester conferred emeritus 
rank upon him. Without doubt, there have been very few, if any, 
professors who have held e•eritus status si•ultaneously on both 
sides of the Atlantic. This is but another indication of the 
international esteem by which I.L. Kandel is regarded." 42 After his 
41 Bereday, "Me•orial to Kandel," 147-148. 
42 Brickllan, 393. 
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retireaent fro• teaching at Manchester in 1950, Kandel prepared 
•onographs under the auspices of UNESCO. continued to lecture at 
universities worldwide, and wrote articles for educational journals. 
Cremin, writing in 1966 after Kandel's death, estiaated that, 
"In all, Kandel authored or co-authored so•e forty books, Monographs 
and reports, edited another forty, and wrote over three hundred 
articles and reviews."43 Creain. expressing a11aze11ent at Kandel's 
productivity, continues, "Even granting the inevitable Measure of 
repetition and overlap in any such corpus of scholarly work. his 
accoaplish•ent is nothing short of astonishing ... 44 
In a bibliographical note, Te•pleton, who wrote an Ed.D. 
(Harvard University unpublished) dissertation on Kandel's 
contribution to American education, interviewed Kandel and wrote, 
"Dr. Kandel himself does not have a bibliography of his extensive 
writings. According to hi•. certain articles were published at too 
early a date to be listed in standard reference sources: other 
•aterial, in mimeographed form or appearing as portions in joint 
studies and in anthologies, has been lost or is no longer 
available. "45 
The names of some of the journals that Kandel contributed to 
(some on a regular basis) are: School and Society, Educational 
43 Cremin, 4. 
44 Ibid. 
45 Robert G. Templeton,"Isaac L. Kandel's Contributions to 
American Education" (Unpublished Ed.D. thesis, Harvard University. 
1956), 376. 
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Forua, Hispania, Teachers College Record, Journal of Education 
(London), Kadelpian Review, Allerican Scholar, Phi Delta Kappan, 
coaparative Education Review, Harvard Education Review, Annals of 
the American Academy of Political and Social Science, Parents 
Magazine, Adllinistration and Supervision, School Executive, French 
Review, Adult Education Journal and the International Review of 
Education. 
These journal articles dealt priaarily with the history of 
education, educational philosophy, and coaparative and international 
education. The two journals that Kandel contributed the most to are 
School and Society and Educational Forum. Even before becoaing 
editor of the foraer he contributed a sizable nuaber of articles, 
short pieces, and book reviews. When he becaae editor of School and 
Society he developed a policy to limit his writings in the journal 
to the weekly editorial. This may explain why during his tenure as 
editor he chose to use the Educational Forum as his aajor vehicle 
for his longer theoretical and research articles. 
Kandel also served in soae editorial capacity as editor. 
revising editor, assistant editor, consultant, or aember of the 
editorial board for the following works: Encyclopedia Britannica, 
Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, National Encyclopedia, 
Educational Forua, American Scholar, Comparative Education Review, 
Jewish Social Studies, New International Encyclopedia, Lord Percy's 
Year Book of Education, World Education, Collier's Encyclopedia, 
Nelson's Loose Leaf Encyclopedia, Chaabers Encyclopedia, and, as 
aentioned earlier in this chapter, Monroe's. A Cyclopedia of 
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Education. 
He wrote voluainously in other authors' books about nations 
including Great Britain (and Northern Ireland), Geraany, France, and 
the United States. He did a brief analysis on the probleas of 
literacy for UNESCO. He wrote on the great Moravian educator, 
coaenius, and he contributed several articles in the annuals of the 
conference on Science, Religion, and Philosophy. 
In 1924 he was the editor of a book entitled, Twenty-Five Years 
of Aaerican Education. The book was in honor of his distinguished 
teacher. Paul Monroe. Contributors to this voluae included such 
proainent educators as Kilpatrick, Cubberley, Inglis, Woody, and 
Knight. 
In the early 1930s Kandel edited seven iaportant paaphlets 
entitled Education in the United States. These were disseminated in 
Latin Allerica. Bagley, Snavely, and Norton were some of the writers 
for these specially illustrated aonographs. 
Brickman was of the opinion that, "The editorial feat for which 
Kandel will, in all probability, be reaeabered aost by hosts of 
students of education is the 'Educational Yearbook' of Teachers 
College's International Institute."46 These yearbooks are discussed 
in detail in chapter VIII of this dissertation. The production of 
these yearbooks could alone have been a fulltiae job for Kandel. but 
it was just one of the aany jobs he undertook. 
The Institute began in 1923 and it served several purposes, one 
of which was to publish studies about worldwide educational 
46 Brickman, 394. 
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conditions. The Institute initiated the Educational Yearbook in 
1924 and it published twenty-one volumes under Kandel's editorship, 
the last one in 1944. For twenty-one years educational surveys fro• 
many countries were published and analyzed by experts including 
Kandel himself. Most of the voluaes examined special educational 
problems while soae depicted overviews of educational proble•s in 
many countries. Paul Monroe, the Institute's director acclai•ed 
Kandel for his work with the Institute in this manner," Whenever the 
International Institute is called upon for a particularly scholarly 
job. we usually assign it to Kandel." 47 
Monroe, writing in 1928 about the Institute's Educational 
Yearbook. described it this way: "the Institute has issued each year 
an Educational Yearbook consisting of studies on the conte•porary 
educational tendencies in various countries. Each volume consists 
of approximately a dozen articles. so that every third or fourth 
year the most i•portant countries find consideration."48 The 
Institute found outstanding foreign educational experts to 
contribute to the yearbooks. 
Kandel had a lifelong interest in German education. He wrote 
his Ph.D. dissertation on the training of ele•entary school teachers 
in Ger•any when he was twenty-nine years old, in 1910. After World 
War I. Kandel wrote optiaistically but cautiously about the greater 
47 Paul Monroe, Ed., Conference on Examinations (New York: 
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1936). 
48 Paul Monroe, "The International Institute of Teachers 
College Coluabia University," Teachers College Bulletin Nineteenth 
Series, No. 3 (May 1928): 8 
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freedo• of choice and of the refor•s in Ger•an schools. When Hitler 
rose to power. Kandel cautioned people everywhere against the 
totalitarian menace to civilized society fro• Hitler and his 
henchmen. Kandel also had his own specific ideas as to the refor• 
of education in Ger•any during the transition period following World 
War II. 
In a lengthy newspaper article written in 1918, Kandel gave his 
views on the Ger•an schoolboy and sport. In the article, Kandel 
concluded that the absence of sports or gaaes in the Ger•an schools, 
and the excessive pro•otion of physical training fro• the pri•ary 
grades to the university had a damaging effect. He reached this 
conclusion on the basis that the •ain objective of physical training 
in the Ger•an schools was to prepare boys for military service. 
Kandel was quoted in the article as saying: 
Even in the primary schools the German child is part of 
a militaristic •achine, and in that inexorable mechanism, 
sport as the Anglo-Saxons know it, athletics which inculcate 
the sense of "playing the game," have no part, just as in the 
German language the words "sport" and "athletics" have no 
equivalent. During the last two decades the Ger•an pri•ary 
and secondary schools have adopted •ore and more the tone of 
the barracks ....... [sic] most physical training is devoted to 
work in mass, under orders, supervised by specially trained 
experts. Every elementary school teacher •ust have a course 
in gymnastic training, and each secondary school has 
specialists for that subject.49 
In the year 1935 with the publication of one of his landmark 
books, The Making of Nazis, Kandel emphasized the great challenge to 
democracy by Hitler's Nazi totalitarianism. Kandel spent •uch of 
his adult life as a citizen and a professional educator warning 
49 
"German Schoolboy Ignorant of Sport," New York Times, 2 June 
1918 sec. 4, p. 5. 
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democratic societies against totalitarianism of the right or the 
left. particularly Nazi totalitarianism. Italian fascism. and Soviet 
communism. 
Speaking from an unpublished paper to students and faculty at 
st. Paul's Chapel. Columbia University on July 30. 1940. Kandel gave 
his views of the Nazi hatred of Jews. Judaism. and Judeo-Christian 
tradition. He said: 
The Germans deride the Jews for the claim to be the 
Chosen People; they would lay claim to the title themselves. 
And yet what a difference between the idea of a people which 
chooses as its mission the enslavement of the world and a 
people chosen to reveal God to the world of man. There is 
another cause of Nazi hatred of the Judeo - Christian 
tradition because this revelation of the divine in man. this 
recognition of the dignity of the individual as a responsible 
human being is the basis on which democracy rests. 
Intolerance and hatred are the foundations of the new 
ideologies: "Love thy neighbor as thyself" is the injunction 
of the Hebrew prophets and of the Golden Rule. 50 
In another part of the same talk. Kandel clearly exhibited his 
desire for pluralism and true internationalism at a time when Nazism 
and fascism were attempting to eliminate such ideas. He said the 
following, apparently with the students in mind: 
Here is the real challenge to those who enjoy the 
opportunities that you have. The least of these 
opportunities is the acquisition of knowledge. The greatest 
is the opportunity of living for a short time with others of 
different creeds and different sects. of different races and 
of different color. in an atmosphere where your task should 
not be to look for differences which divide but for those 
common elements of humanity which make for brotherhood. 51 
50 Isaac Leon Kandel. From an unpublished paper of a speech 
prepared for delivery at St. Paul's Chapel. Columbia University. 
30 July 1940. From his personal papers at the archives - Hoover 
Institution. 
51 St. Paul's page 4. 
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one can easily deter•ine fro• the above re•arks that Kandel, a •an 
of unquestioned and even re•arkable knowledge, who advised students 
to put brotherhood ahead of learning, was, and is still, a •odel for 
coaparative educators everywhere. Kandel, in addition to writing an 
i•portant book on Nazis and Na~is•, published nu•erous articles 
attacking totalitarianis• before, during, and after World War II. 
In 1935 he blasted German teachers calling the• "supine."52 Kandel 
castigated Ger•an teachers for, "deserting the cause of acade•ic 
freedom and liberalisa without putting up a strenuous fight for 
these principles.·53 
Kandel. whose professional life was so inextricably tied to 
Ger•an education for •any decades, followed the Nazi educational 
system fro• afar but with regularity. He learned, for exa•ple, from 
the Times Educational Supplement in May of 1942 that Ger•any was no 
longer producing students specializing in acadeaic areas of the 
curriculum. Quoting from the newspaper he said: "It •ay be noted 
that nobody appeared anxious to study law or theology, professions 
for which there is no de•and or need in Nazi Geraany. 54 
As World War II ca•e to a close and the Ger•ans were defeated, 
the Aaerican ailitary under the leadership of· General Dwight D. 
52 Kandel Isaac, "Nazi Schools Held Propoganda Tools," New York 
Ti•es, 1 April 1935, p. 10. 
53 Ibid. 
54 Fro• the newspaper article, "Crisis in Nazi Education," fro• 
the Tiaes Educational Suppleaent 30 May 1942, p. 256. The Hoover 
Institution Archives, See Appendix VI. 
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Eisenhower announced that it would control teaching in the defeated 
nation. The New York Ti•es reported: 
General Dwight D. Eisenhower told the Ger•an people 
yesterday in the thirteenth and last of a series or 
procla•ations that "all educational institutions except 
boarding schools and orphanages will be closed" in conquered 
Ger111any "until Nazism has been eliainated". It declared that· 
"eleaentary schools will be the first to be reopened" under 
the direction or "the existing Ger•an educational syste• 
subject to Military Governaent control" and "after the 
purging of Nazi and •ilitaristic ele•ents." "Steps to reopen 
secondary schools and higher Geraan educational institutions 
will be taken as soon as practicable," the proclaaation 
said. 55 
Kandel thought that he had so•e significant imput into this 
Allerican plan for controlling teaching in Ger•any when the war 
ended. He said in a short letter to Dean Russell that he had sent 
his suggestions to an Allerican Military officer dealing with this 
issue earlier in the year. Kandel implied that there were 
si111ilarities between his suggestions for closing and reopening 
Geraan schools and the steps outlined by General Eisenhower in the 
afore111entioned The New York Tiaes article. (Appendix VII shows the 
letter to Dean Russell. dated Deceaber 18. 1944. Appendix VIII is a 
copy of the suggestions Kandel was referring to in his letter.) 56 
Kandel's strong statements reco••ended the extrication of all 
vestiges of totalitarianis• fro• post World War II Geraan schools. 57 
55 
"Allies to Control Teaching in Reich" The New York Ti•es, 17 
December 1944, p. 20. 
56 Russell Papers. Letter from Kandel to William Russell 18 
Deceaber 1944. See Appendices VII and VIII. 
57 Ibid. 
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This plus his well known position on Ger•an govern•ent and education 
under Hitler, led at least one noted comparative educator to state: 
His political analyses are •arred by an absolute e•otional 
condemnation of totalitarianism. He often cautioned against 
atte•pting to say in co•parative education which syste•s are 
best. But he could not live up to his own prescriptions. 
The •artyrdom of the Jews under Hitler put acade•ic blinders 
on him. Though he neither knew Russia at first hand nor 
spoke Russian, he fiercely denounced Russian and Ger•an 
versions of totalitarianism in one breath, as blasphemous 
anathe•a. 58 
Kandel was coeditor and contributor to the prestigious volu•e 
entitled International Understanding through the Public School 
curriculum. It was Part II of the Thirty-Sixth Yearbook published 
in 1937 by the National Society for the Study of Education. The 
other coeditor was Guy Whipple. Kandel's chapter in the volume is 
entitled "International Understanding through the Public School 
Curriculum." 59 
During the Second World War, the government of Jamaica invited 
Kandel to chair a committee which was to survey secondary education 
in the island country. Kandel was the only citizen of the United 
States to serve on the co•mittee. The na•e of the docu•ent that 
Kandel and his co•mittee wrote was entitled, Report of the Committee 
58 Bereday, "Memorial to Isaac Kandel," 148. 
59 Guy Montrose Whipple, 1876-1941. 
Whipple was a noted educator who taught both psychology and 
education at Cornell, the University of Illinois, the University of 
Michigan and the Carnegie Institute of Technology. He authored •any 
books and he founded the Journal of Educational Psychology. He 
served on the board of directors of the A•erican Psychological 
Association 1914-1916. Source - Biographical Dictionary of Allerican 
Educators, Vol. 3. 
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Appointed to Enquire into the Syste• of Secondary Education in 
Juaica. The report soon thereafter ca•e to be known as The "Kandel 
Report on Education." 
Kandel served as a •e•ber to the United States Mission to 
Japan. The Mission concerned itself with the postwar reorganization 
of the Japanese education system, and a report was issued to the 
Supre•e Co••ander, General Douglas MacArthur. While the chair•an of 
the Mission. George D. Stoddard and the Assistant Secretary of 
state, Willia• Benton, both applauded Kandel's contributions to the 
Mission, it is a little known fact that Kandel hi•self was none too 
pleased with so•e aspects of the work of the Mission. Kandel 
contributed to the writing of the report as a •e•ber of a particular 
co••ittee, the Co••ittee on Curriculum and Textbooks. 
That Kandel saw weaknesses in the work of the Mission is 
evidenced by his correspondence to a certain Mr. Edwards, apparently 
a publisher. Kandel's letter is dated 1 May 1950.60 Kandel's 
criticis•s relate to the small nu•ber of •e•bers who were 
experienced with foreign educational syste•s. "Hence the i•position 
on Japan of the American syste• of education."61 
While Kandel disagreed with other points in the Mission's 
report, he said he regretted that he did not submit and sign a 
•inority report as part of the entire report. He even requested 
6° Kandel to Edwards, 1 May 1950. See a copy of the letter -
Appendix IX - fro• Kandel's personal papers- The Hoover Institution 
Archives. 
61 See the first paragraph of the letter - Appendix IX. 
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that this person--Edwards, not use his (Kandel's) na•e in anything 
that Edwards published on the Mission's report. 
Kandel's key point that "Hence the i•position on Japan of the 
A•erican system of education," is worth repeating here. Pour years 
earlier in an article in School and Society entitled, "The Revision 
of Japanese Education." Kandel strongly rebutted a certain writer 
na•ed Carroll Atkinson who had earlier questioned the Mission and 
its report. Atkinson thought that the United State through its 
Mission would i•pose upon the Japanese an A•erican type of syste• of 
education. Kandel then went on to say in his rebuttal, "The Mission 
was not invited by General MacArthur to iapose American or any other 
educational theories on the Japanese. but to help the Japanese to 
reconstruct their own educational system."62 Why Kandel decided to 
admit his true feeling in writing four years later in his 
correspondence to Mr. Edwards reaains unclear. 
Kandel was a consultant to the Division of Hu•an Rights of the 
United Nations. He was also active in working as a writer for 
UNESCO. Aside fro• the work on literacy for UNESCO •entioned 
earlier, he •ade additional contributions to this worldwide 
organization. In 1947 Kandel was hired to prepare the final seven 
parts of UNESCO's Study of Education for International Understanding 
In the Schools of Me•ber States. This was presented in late 1947 at 
62 I.L. Kandel, "Revision of Japanese Education" School and 
Societ~ 64 (August 24, 1946): 134. 
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a General Conference of UNESCO in Mexico City. 63 
In 1949 Kandel contributed a chapter entitled, "Education and 
Hu•an Rights," in a book edited by UNESCO with an introduction by 
Jacques Maritian. The book was entitled Huaan Rights. Allong the 
luainaries who also contributed to this work were: Gandhi. De 
chardin, Northrup, Harold Laski, E.H. Carr, Benedetto Croce and 
Aldous Huxley. In 1951 Kandel contributed a volume to UNESCO. It 
was part of a series published by UNESCO on coMpulsory education. 
It was entitled Raising the School-Leaving Age. In 1962 the 
regional center of UNESCO in Havana, Cuba published a Monograph in 
Spanish by Kandel. The n&Jfte of the book is Hacia una profesion 
docente or in English: The Making of the Teaching Profession. 
In an unpublished and undated work on UNESCO. while the 
organization was being forMed. Kandel said: 
The organization can make an important contribution by 
Means of conferences, by collecting and disseminating 
accurate information on the developments in education. 
science and culture, and by directing attention to new areas 
that need to be explored. It can encourage cooperation 
between nations in all branches of intellectual activity 
through the exchange of persons. objects of artistic and 
scientific interest and other Materials of information. It 
63 See the copies of two letters in Appendices X and XI. The 
first is a letter fro• a representative of UNESCO offering Kandel an 
assignment with UNESCO. Letter to Dr. Kandel from Professor R. 
Ballou. The second letter is fro• another representative of UNESCO 
giving some details of the project to Kandel. Letter to Dr. Kandel 
from Leonard Kenworthy. The letters were obtained at UNESCO -
Paris, France - Division of the UNESCO Library, Archives and 
Documentation Services. Most of the information on Kandel's work 
for UNESCO was obtained at the UNESCO archives. 
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can serve in general as a clearinghouse of inforaation.64 
The probleas of professional education were ot an ongoing 
interest to Kandel. Early in his career he investigated and wrote 
on the proble111s involved in "Pensions for Public School Teachers," 
and "Exa11inations and their Substitutes in the United States," for 
the Carnegie Foundation. In 1938 he published a work entitled, The 
Pree Library Move111ent and Its Iaplications, which showed his 
appreciation of the role of libraries in education. In 1940 he 
published a work entitled, Professional Aptitude Tests in Medicine, 
Law and Engineering. 
Bereday said this about Kandel and his contribution to 
comparative education. "Kandel felt exceedingly proprietary about 
co111parative education. He pushed it to exceedingly high standards 
in terms of the requirements of the thirties and he was recognized 
for it in academic and professional circles alike. He did not 
popularize or spread the field. He feared dilution in spreading and 
he abhorred popularity."65 
In a startling piece of information, Ulich inforas us that 
invariably Kandel's works did not continue beyond the first 
edition. 66 In a generally compliaentary article in aemory of 
64 I.L. Kandel, UNESCO - Unpublished personal paper fro• the 
archives of The Hoover Institution, Palo Alto, California. 
65 Bereday, "Meaorial to Isaac Kandel," 149. 
66 While this may be true, several of Kandel's works were 
republished at later dates by other publishers. 
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Kandel. Ulich said: 
with his emphasis on details Kandel himself sometimes caused 
his readers to lose sight of the whole. Consequently 
inexperienced instructors who followed his Comparative 
Education page for page. lost themselves in the •inutiae 
until they lost the interest of their class and gave up in 
disappointment. With one exception. his main works did not 
go through a second edition. Nevertheless Kandel's writings 
will remain an invaluable source for the scholar of 
educational policies in their larger historical context. 67 
Robert Templeton interviewed Kandel when he wrote his 
dissertation on Kandel's contributions to American education. They 
met in New York in December. 1955. Templeton was impressed with 
Kandel's sense of humor. his geniality. vitality, and awareness. 
During the meeting. which lasted for two hours. Kandel displayed a 
considerable breadth of interests and he was profoundly concerned 
with the problems and issues of contemporary life. 
Templeton discussed their meeting in these terms: "During this 
time he touched on a wide variety of subjects, ranging from 
comparative and international education to the meaning of democracy. 
His approach to major issues was incisive and sharply critical but 
always tempered by a deep sympathy for the human situation and by a 
profound spirit of liberalism."68 
Isaac Leon Kandel's biography has appeared in many different 
works which list famous people. including, Who's Who in America, Who 
Was Who in America, Who's Who in Literature, International Who's 
Who, Presidents and Professors in American Colleges and 
67 Ulich. "In Memory of I.L. Kandel," 256. 
68 Templeton, 332. 
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Universities, National Cyclopedia of American Biography and 
Encyclopedia Judaica. 
This biographical portrait of I.L. Kandel has attempted to 
present a look at a great comparative educator whose profound 
thinking in comparative and international education impressed 
scholars and influenced the field for many years. Kandel. however. 
also was a noted historian and a philosopher of education. The next 
chapter covers his historical work and outlook. while chapter III 
focuses on his work in the field of educational philosophy. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE HISTORICAL WORK AND OUTLOOK OF ISAAC LEON KANDEL 
Chapter I ex&llined the •ajor events of Isaac L. Kandel's early 
life and education. It provided a biographical su .. ary of his 
accoaplishments as a teacher. published scholar. editor, and 
educational consultant. The biographical chapter was designed to 
give the reader an overview of Kandel's •ultifaceted contributions 
during his long and productive career. Chapter VIII of this 
dissertation gives additional information on Kandel's specific 
contributions to co•parative and international education. 
Chapter II focuses on Kandel 1 s historical work and his 
historical outlook. In this dissertation it will be shown how his 
historical outlook was related to his ideas in co•parative and 
international education. While known best for his •ajor 
contributions to comparative and international education, he was 
also an important educational philosopher as well as a noted 
historian of education. 
Chapter II also includes soae of his works that cannot be 
strictly categorized as a part of history, philosophy or co•parative 
education. For ex&llple, he wrote a report for the Carnegie 
Foundation For the Advance•ent of Teaching in 1917, entitled, 
Federal Aid For Vocational Education. Kandel gave a thorough 
account of the passage of both Morrill Acts in 1862 and in 1890. He 
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also exa•ined in this work the constitutional and educational 
precedents for federal aid to education in the United States. The 
purpose of this work was to set forth in a clear •anner the 
beginnings of the federal policy toward education and to depict the 
legislative procedure by which the policy of federal aid to state 
education was begun. So, while the account set forth in the 
bulletin was historical in its presentation, it could also be 
considered an i•portant docu•ent in educational policy studies. 
Henry S. Pritchett in the introduction to Kandel's work for 
the Carnegie Foundation said: 
The attitude of the federal government toward education is 
to-day, and will become increasingly, a •atter of concern to 
every state and every citizen. The Morrill Act of 1862 was 
the first step in a govern•ental policy which carries with it 
results of great financial •agnitude and of far reaching 
i•portance politically and educationally ... As to the 
development of this policy in the future and its i•portance, 
the American people will themselves decide.I 
In the following year, 1918, Kandel with Clyde Furst also 
published a work for The Carnegie Foundation entitled, Pensions for 
Public School Teachers. The bulletin covered the social philosophy 
of pensions, the fundamental principles of pensions, the status as 
of 1918 of teachers' pensions in Europe and the United States, an 
exa•ple of retiring allowances for public school teachers in 
Vermont, a tabular statement of teacher pension systems, and a 
summary and •ap of teachers' pension syste•s. 
Kandel's varied writings continued. In 1920, along with 
authors William s. Learned, Willia• c. Bagley, Charles A. McMurray, 
1 I.L. Kandel, Federal Aid For Vocational Education (New York: 
The Carnegie Foundation Por the Advancement of Teaching, 1917), VI. 
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George D. Strayer, Walter F. Dearborn and Ho•er W. Josselyn, he 
published, The Professional Preparation of Teachers For Allerican 
public Schools. Again, this was published under the auspices of The 
carneaie Foundation For the Advance•ent of Teaching. While an 
i•portant part of this bulletin focused on the state of Missouri, 
Kandel's purpose in this publication was to give an account of the 
rise of nor•al schools outside the state of Missouri. 
In 1924, Kandel edited and contributed to a book in honor of 
his for•er teacher Dr. Paul Monroe. The book, Twenty-Five Years of 
A•erican Education, was coaprised of collected essays from for•er 
students of Paul Monroe. In addition to editing this volu•e, Kandel 
contributed an essay enU tled "University Study of Education." The 
dual Jobs of editing and writing originally were roles Kandel 
assumed regularly in his long career. 
In 1934 Kandel published a book, Introduction to the Study of 
American Education, with Lester M. Wilson. professor of education, 
at Teachers College, Colu•bia University. Kandel and Wilson noted 
in the pref ace to the book that they intended to present a 
siaplified account of Allerican education to the Allerican student of 
Education. Allong the topics covered in the book were: the 
characteristics and •agnitude of the Allerican educational systea, 
control and administration, finance, articulation, eleaentary and 
secondary education, higher education, the curriculua. vocational 
and adult education and private and religious education. 
In 1936 Kandel wrote another bulletin for The Carnegie 
Foundation for the Advance•ent of Teaching, entitled: Exaainations 
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and Their Substitutes in the United States. According to H.G. Good: 
it ... was a history of the examination problem in European and 
Allerican social conditions with an account of the rise of the 
International Exa•inations Inquiry ... Dr. Kandel believed that 
the exa•ination problem is not •ainly a technical one. It 
is, instead, the proble• of providing several forms of 
liberal education to •eet the different capacities and 
interests of youth and needs of society. The Great 
Tradition, the hu•anistic type will re•ain, he believes, as 
one among several paths to growth and •aturity. Education 
•ust provide the best opportunity for all.2 
In the bulletin, Kandel traced the entire history of college 
entrance examinations in the United States. He discussed how they 
have been used and how they developed. He fir•ly believed that 
exa11inations were •erely a aeans to a better education for 
individual students, and not ends in the•selves. 
Kandel perceived a pattern in which United States' institutions 
of higher learning had initial reservations in using examinations 
for guiding, advising, and placing students. But he nevertheless 
described the great public interest in aptitude tests, intelligence 
tests, and vocational tests. He also discussed the potential that 
these tests had in •ini•izing individual failures. This would 
assure society that each citizen was perfor•ing to the best of his 
or her ability. 
Kandel edited the Thirty-Sixth Yearbook of the National Society 
for the Study of Education, Part II, published in 1937 together with 
Guy M. Whipple. The volu•e is entitled, International Understanding 
Through The Public - School Curriculu•. Kandel also contributed a 
2 H. G. Good, "I.L. Kandel's Application of History to 
Educational Proble•s," School and Society 83, no. 2077 (January 
1956): 30-32. 
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chapter to this volu•e: "Intelligent Nationalis• in the 
curriculllll." While this can be categorized as a study in 
curriculu., it was really one of Kandel's •ajor works in 
international education and is treated as such in Chapter VI. 
Kandel 1 s continued output of scholarly work outside of the 
fields for which he was best known would no doubt have established 
hi• as an i•portant educator had he not written anything in the 
history of education per se, or philosophy, or even co•parative and 
international education. His depth, scope, and wisdo• shine through 
even in his lesser known or "•inor" works that do not fall in these 
areas of study. 
In 1940 Kandel wrote a book entitled: Professional Aptitude 
Tests in Medicine, Law, and Engineering. He said, "The present 
study is a continuation of the author's investigation of objective 
•easures, published by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advance•ent 
of Teaching as Bulletin Nuaber Twenty-eight, ExBllinations and Their 
Substitutes in the United States."3 This book, however, was not 
published by the Carnegie Foundation. Rather. it was published by 
Teachers College, Columbia University. In this study, Kandel 
presented a balanced view of aptitude testing for professional 
schools. In discussing the use of these tests for adJlission 
purposes, he said, "All that can be clai•ed is that here are 
•easures which have proved their value for purposes of diagnosis and 
prognosis and which •ay be used as one criterion for purposes of 
3 I.L. Kandel, Professional Aptitude Tests in Medicine, Law and 
Engineering (Bureau of Publications Teachers College, Colu•bia · 
University, 1940), X. 
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aoission."4 
One aore ex&11ple of this tangential work presented here is a 
•onograph published in Spanish by UNESCO. Published in Havana, Cuba 
in 1962, its English title is Towards a Teaching Profession. Kandel 
dealt with what he saw as new responsibilities of teaching 
personnel, trends in educational refora aove•ents, the work of the 
teacher, the developaent of the teaching profession, and the 
challenge to it. Discussing the new responsibilities of the North 
American teacher, Kandel thought that the teacher was expected to 
be, "a coabination of psychiatrist, specialist in social studies, 
scientist, and an individual of considerable culture."5 This is a 
state•ent that he repeated and elaborated upon in soae of his other 
work. (See footnote 54 of this chapter for a further elaboration of 
this the•e). 
Kandel's historical outlook shaped his theories of coaparative 
education, and this chapter exa•ines his ideas on the history of 
education. An examination of Kandel's historical interpretation is 
useful in illuminating his approach to coaparative education. Thus, 
Kandel's historical outlook should help us to better understand his 
perspectives in studying the educational systeas of other countries, 
including the United States. His historical writings also included 
•any specific aspects of educational history. His books and 
4 Ibid., IX. 
5 A translation fro• the book (page 10) in Spanish which is 
entitled, Hacia Una Profesion Docente. Translated for the author of 
this dissertation by Ms. Dionioes M. S&11pson, a Spanish\English 
expert froa the Chicago Public Schools. 
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articles reflected a topical approach to the study of certain phases 
of educational history instead of the aore usual comprehensive 
general works found on the history of education. 
All four of the authorities cited in chapter I, Brickllan, 
Cremin, Bereday, and Ulich, who did biographical work on Kandel, 
showed that he •ade iaportant contributions to the history of 
education. A•ong these contributions were his earliest published 
writings on the history of education which were included in Monroe's 
A Cyclopedia of Education. 6 The encyclopedia was published in five 
6 All of the articles in Monroe's A Cyclopedia were unindexed. 
They were arranged alphabetically and initialed at the end of each 
article by the author or authors. Kandel wrote nine of the eighteen 
articles hiaself and nine with either one or aore collaborators. 
Aaong these collaborators were J.E.G. De Montmorency, Foster Watson 
and Arthur F. Leach. Kandel's articles appeared in each of the 
volumes except volume four, and they were all signed I.L.K. Some 
articles were brief and soae were lengthy. Paul Monroe was the 
editor, and he had the assistance of department editors and aore 
than 1,000 individual contributors. Kandel worked on the Cyclopadia 
from 1909 -1913. 
Volumes I and 2 were published in 1911, Volume 3 in 1912, and 
Volume 5 in 1913. 
In Volume I of Monroe's A Cyclopedia of Education - Paul 
Monroe, ed. A Cyclopedia of Education (New York: The Mac Millan Co., 
1911 - 1913) nine articles written by Kandel appear, all concerned 
with the history of education in so•e for•. The articles are: 
"Academy," "Agricola," "Rudolp" (written alone), "Alumnus" (written 
alone), "Apprenticeship and Education" (England), "Bible in the 
Schools" (England), "Boyle, Robert" (written alone), "Boys'Brigades" 
(written alone). "Bretheren of the Com•on Life" (written alone), 
"Althoff, Frieddricb" (written alone). 
In Volu•e 2, Kandel contributed to four articles: 
"Coaenius, John Aaos" - "Theory of EndoWltents." "Exa11inations, and 
Excursions," "School" - (written alone). 
In VolU11e 3, he contributed to two articles: "Jewish 
Education" and "Harrow School." 
Finally, in Volume 5, Kandel contributed to three articles: 
"Corporal Punishment" (History), "Scientific Societies" (written 
alone) and "Teachers' Voluntary Associations" (written alone). 
The lengthy articles are: "Apprenticeship and Education," 
"Bible in the Schools," "Coaenius," "Examinations." "Jewish 
Education." "Harrow School," "Teachers' Voluntary Associations," and 
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volu•es from 1911 to 1913. Kandel was an assistant editor of this 
work. He contributed eighteen articles in all: articles that are 
not well known but which are certainly very scholarly, even if 
so•ewhat esoteric. The following four articles will be discussed 
briefly: "Acade•y," "Apprenticeship and Education," "Co•enius," and 
"Jewish Education." 
Kandel traced the acade•y to ancient Greece and treated its 
historical develop•ent to modern ti•es. He showed how, in the 
United States, the acade•y evolved into the public high school with 
its e•phasis on college preparation. He said: 
To speak generally, the acade•y was the product of the 
frontier period of national develop•ent and the laissez faire 
theory of government. When these conditions departed, the 
acade•y gave place to the high school as the predominant 
secondary school of the Allerican people. 7 
Kandel explored the latest trends up to 1910 in his historical 
article on apprenticeship and education. Interpreting an American 
Federation of Labor report published in 1910 which emphasized the 
revival of apprenticeship, he wrote: 
This revival of apprenticeship is proceeding, roughly 
speaking, along four •ain lines. The first is where the 
industrial establish•ent and the school system cooperate in 
the education of the apprentice, practice in the shop being 
supplemented and illuminated by cognate school study of 
mathematics, drawing, physics, che•istry, etc. The second is 
"Scientific Societies." 
It appears that, without exception, all of the eighteen 
articles contributed by Kandel to Monroe•s A Cyclopedia, are rarely, 
if ever, discussed in other works by Kandel or by other authors 
writing about hi•. Two exa•ples of those who do •ention the 
Cyclopedia are: Brickman who discusses Kandel's work on the 
Cyclopedia in his Festschrift on Kandel: Good •entions it too in his 
work. 
7 Ibid., Volume I, 23. 
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where the e•ployer provides such school exercises within his 
own establisllllent. The third is where the industrial 
establish•ent recommends or requires school study without 
•aking any provision, direct or through affiliation, for such 
supplemental training. The fourth is where apprenticeship 
training is practically concentrated upon a single process or 
range of processes for the purpose of securing specialized 
skill. 8 
In the article on John Allos Comenius, Kandel wrote about the 
greatness of this pioneer of •odern educational thought. He 
reviewed Comenius' •ost i•portant works and he •entioned the Orbis 
Pictus or The World in Pictures, which was •ore popular than any 
other of Co•enius' writings and began a new departure in school 
textbooks. The World in Pictures was perhaps the first successful 
application of illustrations in books to successful school purposes. 
In discussing both Co•enius' twenty-nine principles of •ethod 
which helped children learn rapidly, enjoyably, and thoroughly, and 
the i•portance of the work of this seventeenth century scholar, 
Kandel said: 
The greatness of Comenius consists more in his early 
for•ulation of those principles in concrete ter•s, than in 
his direct influence in the introduction of such principles 
into subsequent educational practice. After his own 
generation, it was not until near the •iddle of the 
nineteenth century that these re•arkable educational writings 
of Co•enius were again called to public attention by the 
early Ger•an historians of education, and consequently that 
due recognition be ffiven to the place of Comenius in 
educational reform. 
Clearly, Kandel recognizied Co•enius' genius, his great 
accomplishments, and his influence on generations of future teachers 
8 Ibid., Volume I. 158. 
9 Ibid., Volume 2, 141. 
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and students. Kandel credited Co•enius with conceiving of 
co•pulsory education. a school curriculu• which would appeal to all 
aspects of hu•an interest, organized schools and classes, an 
educational ladder with higher steps or erades within an educational 
system, and giving students less severe discipline, •ore physical 
exercise. •oral training, and greater intellectual activities. 
Kandel was also so•ewhat critical of Co•enius. He said that he 
had no knowledge of even the basic principles of research. In 
addition, even th~ugh he was a refor•er, he did not revolutionize 
the curriculum. The student then had to deal with the burden of the 
old Juxtaposed with the new. This, according to Kandel, placed the 
student in a very onerous position of dealing with both. 
In the article on Jewish Education, one of his lengthiest in 
The Cyclopedia, along with the article on apprenticeship and 
education, Kandel divided the ti•e fra•es into three different eras: 
the ancient period, the •iddle ages and the modern period. In this 
article, Kandel gave a historical accounting of educational 
practices and theories that were thousands of years old. He 
depicted the Jewish ideal as having for•ulated the goal of education 
as having been based on character for•ation. The result of a wise 
education was to be a God-fearing •an. 
The Jewish mother had an i•portant educational function. The 
well being of the state also depended on the welfare of the family. 
The father had the duty to explain the national traditions to the 
children. The curriculu• presented to the child by the parents 
consisted of: reading, writing, arithlletic, history, and singing. 
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Arith•etic was used to deter•ine festival dates and everyday needs. 
Thus, parents preceded schools in very early Jewish history. 
According to Kandel: 
Schools as such were unknown in Biblical ti•es, because it 
was felt that the education of children was the business of 
the family. It was the duty of the parents to act as 
interpreters to their children of the annual festivals and 
the religious rites and cere•onials, all of which served as 
object lessons in the history of their ancestors and as 
practical religious and •oral training.lo 
After the Old Testa•ent period, tal•udic or religious education 
followed for nine hundred years. The school was just as i•portant 
to every Jewish coamunity as was the synagogue. The school was 
necessary, and to live where there was no school was prohibited. 
According to Jewish law and custom, the existence of the world 
depended on the lives of children who attended school. Teachers 
thus were considered to be the protectors of the towns. 
said: 
Kandel portrayed a •odern decline in Jewish education. He 
on the aide of the Jewish schools for the purely 
sectarian and religious education, little bas been done to 
keep pace with the advance in educational thought and 
practice. The •ethods are still in the aajority of instances 
the •etbods of the aedieval period. Cra•ming and •e•ory work 
without appeal to the understanding too often tend to arouse 
a rebellious spirit.11 
In spite of the decline Kandel saw trends, however, in a reforaed 
curriculua which would stiaulate an appreciation for the best that 
has been in Jewish education. 
Kandel 1 s eighteen well written articles in Monroe's A 
10 Ibid., Voluae 3, 542. 
11 Ibid., Voluae 3, 552. 
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cyclopedia set the stage for his later thorough research and 
scholarship. It may be likely that the deference Kandel showed in 
much of his later work to what was important in time honored 
traditions. and benefical to society at large, was related to his 
penchant for showing. in the history of different topics. how 
certain things of educational value developed over a period of 
hundreds or even thousands of years. Kandel did not. however, laud 
tradition for tradition's sake. As will be shown in this and the 
following chapter. he was ready to denounce the type of teaching 
which grew out of formalism with its undue emphasis on memorization 
and repetition and its total rejection of the learner as a person in 
his own right. who was treated as a vessel to be filled with subject 
matter. 
In a 40 page unpublished monograph. obtained and photocopied 
from his private papers which were donated to The Hoover Institution 
on War. Revolution and Peace and entitled. History of the Curriculum 
(which Kandel had copyrighted in 1935). he offered a remarkable 
example of the type of teaching based on the doctrine of formal 
discipline.12 The example is one of a dialogue between a Prussian 
teacher and his fifth grade geography class for boys in Prussia. 13 
12 Isaac L. Kandel. "History of the Curriculum." (the author). 
Experimental Edition. 1935, Archives. Hoover Institution on War. 
Revolution and Peace, Stanford University, Palo Alto. California. 
See Appendix XII at the end of this dissertation for the example. 
14-21. 
13 It is not completely clear in exactly what year the dialogue 
took place. Kandel mentioned in the History of Curriculum that 
there was little change in the Prussian curriculum between the years 
1872 and 1923. Nor is it clear as to whether Dr. Kandel observed 
the lesson first hand during a visit to Prussia. translated it from 
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Kandel depicted the geography example in order to show the 
nationalistic - political emphasis in education at the time. as well 
as to show the emphasis on how knowledge is acquired through 
repetition and memorization. 
In this monograph. Kandel traced curricular events back to more 
primitive times and then to the eras of the Hebrews. Greeks. Romans. 
and early Christians. He said: 
The curriculum as a body of facts. information and 
experiences to be transmitted as an essential part of the 
social heritage is both the oldest and most enduring 
conception in the history of education.14 
Continuing to trace developments in the curriculum in the 
United States and Western Europe. Kandel emphasized the period from 
the late 1700s to the early 1900s. He discussed faculty psychology 
and the doctrine of formal discipline. Under this type of system of 
learning there was an agglomeration of facts and information which 
were not considered as important a learning outcome as the 
discipline obtained from studying subjects. This discipline 
purportedly increased the students' general ability to 
a Prussian textbook. or read an English version of it somewhere. 
Kandel gathered some of his data for his Ph.D dissertation in 
Germany in the summer of 1909. The dissertation was published in 
1910. The title of it was The Training of Elementary School 
Teachers in Germany. While doing first hand observation in the 
Prussian normal schools it is possible that he also observed this 
dialogue taking place in a Prussian elementary school. 
The dialogue itself seems to point to Kandel's first hand 
observation. On the original page 17 of appendix twelve. he said in 
a parenthetical statement, "The song 'Deutschland, Deutschland, uber 
~· was then sung, presumably because the boys were getting a~~ 
little sleepy." This makes it appear that he actually witnessed the 
dialogue. 
14 Kandel. History Of The Curriculum. 1. 
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handle any other type of •aterial. 
He also discussed John Dewey's influence in the United States 
and abroad during the first quarter of the twentieth century. He 
said. "There is no doubt that Dewey has exercised a •ore powerful 
influence on the reconstruction of educational thought than any 
other educator in the preceeding century and a half."1 5 Expounding 
on Dewey's ideas, Kandel continued: 
The life of the school was to be active. not passive: the 
children were to work not •erely to listen. The curriculum 
was to be organized around four chief impulses: "the social 
instinct", "the instinct of •aking - the constructive 
i•pulse", "the expressive instinct - the art instinct", and 
in the "i•pulse toward inquiry, or finding out things". 16 
Writing in 1956, Professor of Education, H.G. Good of Ohio 
State University, said that, "The Dean of American specialists in 
co•parative education, Dr. Isaac Leon Kandel, is well known also for 
his work in the history of education."17 Good corroborated the 
point •ade earlier in this chapter that Kandel was not a general or 
comprehensive historian of education. Therefore. Good noted, Kandel 
was not as popular as other conte•porary educational historians who 
did use the general approach. Continuing his discussion of Kandel 
as a historian of education, Good said: 
15 
Using his historical knowledge and insights he has 
worked toward a solution of educational proble•s. He is an 
exponent of what •ay be called an applied history of 
education. He has been an educational critic in the sa•e 
sense in which one speaks of literary or social critics. The 
history of education is .... a •ajor gateway to an 
Ibid., 11. 
16 Ibid. 
17 Good, 30. 
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understanding of civili~ation and the progress of 
society .... in Dr. Kandel's hands it has been. an excellent 
means of educational criticism. 18 
Kandel's historical outlook viewed education as something which 
each present generation inherited from the previous one. He 
believed in the continuity of one generation to another based also 
on the transmission of the accumulated experience of the human race. 
Good supported this opinion. He said that. "Dr. Kandel proposes 
self-realization. not self-expression. as the end of education. a 
clear definition qf values. and reliance not upon the narrow 
experience of the individual but upon the experience of all the 
people in all recorded times. nl9 
Kandel wrote historical articles which were published in many 
periodicals and encyclopedias. He wrote textbooks on particular 
topics along with monographs. bulletins and reports. Some of his 
work went unpublished. In 1951. Brickman. writing about Kandel's 
plans to write a history of education with him said: "His interest 
in the history of education continues and he still has intentions to 
undertake in collaboration with the present writer a history of 
education in the United States since 1890." 20 In a footnote, 
Brickman added, "Around 1940. Kandel and Bagley began to write a 
textbook in the history of education. After several chapters were 
completed the work came to a stop."21 
18 Ibid. 
19 Ibid., 32. 
20 Brickman. 407. 
21 Ibid. 
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From 1934 to 1943. Kandel published three important works which 
were based upon his interpretation of educational and social 
history. These three documents, The Dilemma of Democracy, 1934. 
Conflicting Theories of Education. 1938. and The Cult of 
uncertainty. 1943, spiraled a rejection of certain aspects of the 
progressive education movement. He criticized the child-centered 
school which frowned upon subject matter. and everything fixed in 
advance. and which recognized knowledge only when it was needed. In 
the following chapter. Kandel's antipathy to the Progressive 
Education movement in the United States will be discussed at length. 
In addition. Kandel pointed out in these works that the problem 
for democracy was how to prevent liberty from becoming license and 
of equality to turn into uniformity. In secondary education the 
dilemma consisted of curricular uncertainty leading to anarchy and 
the resultant uniformity of pupil achievement that was a dull 
average. Kandel saw a weakness in democracy whereby the emphasis on 
individual liberty too often overlooked the importance of individual 
responsibility to others and to society. This he felt weakened 
democracy by making it difficult to have group cohesion and societal 
progress. The emphasis on equality without taking individual 
differences into consideration led to an unacceptable framework of 
uniformity, for Kandel. 
The secondary school had a negative force of treating any 
subject as being as good as any other subject without regard for the 
subject's contribution to the promotion of thought and the 
advancement of civilization. Thus a watered-down curriculum with 
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its low level offering dulled the students and their achievement. 
Blaming the educators in the United States for this sad state of 
affairs in 1943, Kandel said, "Educators ... have concentrated their 
attention on the immediately present and contemporary: they have 
refused to recognize any value. except incidentally as the need 
might arise, in the experience of the race.· 22 
Kandel thought that students in elementary school and even 
secondary school would benefit far •ore from studying mathematics, 
history, literature, and languages, than from the study of 
controversial issues. He resented the "learning" that took place 
which centered upon techniques of controversy instead of emphasizing 
the development of judgement and values. He blamed those 
progressive educators who would encourage the study of complicated 
controversial issues whose solutions were not even apparent to the 
world's experts. Studying such issues instead of important 
traditional subjects left students cynical and skeptical, he 
believed. 
Kandel minced no words in blaming educators for having little 
or no respect for history and for those traditions, hammered out on 
the anvil of hard experience, which have helped societies progress 
throughout the ages. Kandel respected those eternal truths that 
have endured but which educators neglected in the twenty-five year 
period prior to the publication of this book, The Cult of 
Uncertainty in 1943. His beliefs in absolute values and eternal 
22 I.L. Kandel. The Cult of Uncertainty (New York: The 
Macmillan Company, 1943), 29-30. 
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truths came into conflict with the pragmatist-progressive educator 
who stressed relativity and tentative truths. 
Kandel felt that it took the human race thousands of years of 
struggle to realize the very basic value of human life. He wrote 
about the role of the school in the transmission of values: 
the school as a social institution has the obligation of 
selecting such experiences as will develop the individual 
into a socially responsible and intelligent member of the 
community. The school. in other words, is an institution. 
established and maintained by society to achieve certain 
ends, to transmit certain values, and to give each individual 
his rightful share in the heritage of human experiences. 23 
For Kandel and his historical outlook towards education and 
schooling. "The essence of education. however. was not self-
expression but self-reali~ation as the individual entered into his 
heritage of human culture." 24 Self-realization was a much more 
comprehensive idea which among other things encompassed self-
expression. 
Kandel believed that the teachers who were well prepared would 
be best able to begin a process of seeing that this concept of self-
realization took hold. These well prepared teachers would be 
society's best chance for a better life for people. The teachers 
would need firm support and intelligent administrators to help them 
provide better educational conditions. Kandel's emphasis on the 
importance of having well prepared teachers was a recurring theme. 
But he thought that there were no royal roads to education. In 
examining the historical process by which education worked best. he 
23 Ibid. . 108. 
24 Ibid. , 99. 
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said. 
there are ... no •ethods of instruction of universal validity 
which can replace the teacher who has a full aastery of what 
he undertakes to teach and no teacher so equipped will e•ploy 
one •ethod, one theory, one principle to the exclusion of all 
others. 25 
Cremin was of the opinion that Kandel, like •ost of his Western 
contemporaries, saw the world as the Western World. Cre•in said 
that. "Kandel's historical interests were essentially extensions of 
his political concerns. Much in the fashion of his conteaporaries. 
he wrote instru•entalist history, interpreting the past principally 
in teras of its bearing on the present. .. 26 
Continuing to point out Kandel's subsu•ing of both history and 
education as branches of political science, Cre•in wrote, "At bottom 
he viewed education as a branch of politics using the ter• as Plato 
and Aristotle used it: and hence, he dealt with education not as a 
series of pedagogical techniques and procedures, but rather as the 
foremost activity of huaanity, organized into nations. for its own 
preservation and progress."27 Since Cre•in thought Kandel saw 
education as a branch of politics, it aeant that he considered 
education to be •ore than a congerie of pedagogical techniques and 
procedures. For Kandel, education was the •ost important activity 
of humanity. This political di•ension of education for Kandel was 
vital in understanding the whole history of Western education fro• 
the city-states of the Greeks, to the Church's control of education 
25 Kandel, History Of The Curriculum, 40. 
26 Cremin. 6. 
27 Cremin. 4. 
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during the aiddle ages, and to aodern education controlled by the 
various nation - states. 
Finally. Creain found soae of Kandel's writing on the history 
of education to be derivative rather than original. especially his 
writings fro• the ancient Greek period to the Enlightenaent. Creain 
found that Kandel's historical strengths were in writing about the 
aodern era. particularly since they included important discussions 
of the contributions of education in shaping national character. 
It is conceivable that education for Kandel aeant f oraal 
schooling, but he took a broad approach to the study of schooling. 
He dealt with such probleas as the aeaning of culture, the politics 
of curriculu• aaking, how national character is for•ed, the training 
of elites, the training and status of teachers and the probleas of 
freedom and servitude. He wrote, "It is an axio• that the character 
of an educational syste• is deterained by the politics of the group 
or nation that it serves; every nation has the educational syste• 
that it desires."28 
Ulich saw Kandel as a careful historian and an observer of 
hu•an attitudes. On the way Kandel wrote history, Ulich said, 
by establishing the proper historical and social sequence for 
the events he described, he avoided what I aay call 
"accidentalism," a peril that threatens especially the field 
of education. I aean by that ter• the •ere explanation of 
events without an explanation why they occurred the way they 
did and not otherwise.29 
28 I.L. Kandel. "The End Of An Era" Educational Yearbook of the 
International Institute of Teachers College, Coluabia University, 
1941 1 (New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Coluabia 
University, 1941), 4. 
29 Ulich, "In Me•ory of I.L. Kandel," 256. 
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Bereday thought of Kandel as having his own personal style as a 
historian. Bereday said: 
He studied to teach. He believed coaparative education to be 
a conteaporary extension of history and hence priaarily a 
conveyor of lessons. He yielded to teaptation over and over 
again to switch roles froa observer to ardent advocate of the 
conclusion of his observations. He even disliked the aore · 
aeticulous, aore aechanistic, aore dispassionate approach to 
society characteristic of the social scientist. On one 
occasion he called it "aental diarrhoea."30 
Bereday thought that Kandel was aisjudged by later generations 
of acadeaicians who thought that he was in favor of coaparative 
education being the work of a philosopher or a historian. He 
believed that the social science approach was in fact advocated by 
Kandel even to the degree that things outside the school are aore 
iaportant than what happens in school, for correct understanding. 
However, evidence presented later in this dissertation shows Kandel 
as having probleas with social science as it related to coaparative 
education. Brickaan cited Kandel as having said that "coaparative 
education ... is aerely the prolongation of the history of education 
into the present."31 Brickaan felt that Kandel tried, on the one 
hand. to present coaparative education as an independent area of 
study, but, on the other hand, showed that it was really a coaponent 
of the history of education. Apparently Kandel never really 
resolved this long tera conflict. 
Brickaan said that for aany historians of education, the 
history of education was priaarily the developaent of the curriculum 
30 Bereday, "Meaorial to Kandel," 149. 
31 Brickaan, 400. 
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and of aethodology. But he said, according to Kandel, it was 
concerned, "with the study of the relation between education and 
cultural backgrounds, in the fullest sense of the tera. and is as 
auch concerned with the history of education as with political 
history."32 In analyzing this state11ent Brickllan. himself. said: 
This is about as broad and liberal a definition ot the 
nature and function of educational history as one would find 
aaong the self-styled progressive thinkers on the subject. 
And yet, one cannot fail to get the impression that Kandel 
is ... interested in the solid substratum of tested processes 
and logical analysis upon which any accurate historical 
writing aus~ rest.33 
According to Teapleton, Kandel's idea of huaan history aay be 
seen in the context of a continuing struggle. It was a struggle to 
obtain freedo11 from any type of tyranny in order to realize his best 
self and to so11e degree control his own destiny. Teapleton pointed 
out that these ideas underlie much of Kandel's writings and colored 
his historical outlook.34 Indeed, this writer clearly agrees with 
this assess11ent of Kandel's historical outlook. 
Kandel said, "The history of education is, indeed, a history of 
the conflict between the ideal of freedo• and the ideal of authority 
and control."35 By this he aeant that aan's quest for freedom or 
individual liberty was challenged throughout history by the ideal of 
authority and control or the power ot society to reign over the 
32 Brickllan. 407-408. 
33 Ibid. , 408. 
34 Teapleton, 34. 
35 I .L. Kandel, "Education and Freedoa." in Conflicting 
Theories of Education {New York: Russell and Russell, 1967), 116 .. 
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affairs of the individual. Buttressing this, Kandel wrote, "freedom 
is a right which like all other rights •ust be won. and that all 
rights, i•ply a corresponding responsibility in their use, no •atter 
what the field of activity •ay be." 36 Kandel's idea dealt also with 
the roles, both positive and negative, that institutions have played 
in •aking •an's struggle possible. This is the case because •an as 
an individual is a product of his own culture and is shaped through 
his participation in it. It follows then that his social and 
political institutions have helped to structure. keep alive. and 
even conserve that culture. 
Focusing on the school as a particular institution. Kandel was 
of the opinion that society defined its functions and had done so 
throughout its long history. The school was there to gain ends that 
were considered to be very i•portant to society. Historically, 
schools reflected the character of the society they have served. 
The school was affected by all of society's forces fro• which the 
social order obtained its substance and direction. This included 
its ideals, values, hopes, tensions, and proble•s. In order to 
understand education and deal directly with its proble•s and 
therefore indirectly with the proble•s of the social order, it was 
necessary for education to deal with: "the relation between 
education and cultural backgrounds ... with the history of culture and 
politics and their i•pact on education. Nothing is •ore needed in 
the study of education than a reali~ation that it is a social 
36 Ibid., 120. 
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process."37 
Kandel supported the analysis of Willia• E. Hocking regarding 
the •ain function of education, and society's fundamental 
responsibilities to its youth. As defined by Hocking, education 
was, "to provide for the reproduction of the type, or in other 
words, to promote and ensure the solidarity, preservation and 
survival of the group .... [and] the conservation or trans•ission of 
the cultural or social heritage".38 
Kandel was highly critical of those educators who denied that 
anything could be learned fro• the past and discounted all 
education! practices up to the present as contributing to a static 
society or ai•ing for the trans•ission of •ere knowledge. While 
ad•itting educational inadequacies in the past, Kandel nevertheless 
discussed the positives he saw in previous generations of 
educational experiences. The goals of education were aiaed at 
benefitting society. The schools. he ad•itted, had their 
shortco•ings but the critics were too harsh. The schools had as 
their objective the training of the •ind to cope with changing ti•es 
even though later studies showed the• to be inadequate in the 
attain•ent of results. "That the world did progress, that it did 
produce intellectual giants, are facts which cannot be ignored and 
37 I.L. Kandel, "University Depart•ents of Education," 
Universities Quarterly 3 (May 1949): 703-710. 
38 I.L. Kandel, "Educational Reorganization in Relation to the 
Social Order." in C.H. Dobinson (ed.) Educational in a Changing 
World (Freeport, New York: Books for Libraries Press, 1970), 36. 
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for which so•e credit •ust be given to centuries of forgotten 
teachers." 39 This was a tribute to generations of teachers that is 
not often seen in the literature of education. 
In 1930, Kandel's •ajor work in the history of education, 
History of Secondary Education, was published. It was a study of 
the growth and developaent of liberal education in secondary 
education, or what was considered to be secondary education, fro• 
the Greeks to twentieth century education. Kandel's scholarship in 
the book included chapters on "Greek Education," "Ro•an Education," 
"The Middle Ages," "Hu•anisa and Education," "The Early Scientific 
Move•ent," and a section on the "Rise and Develop•ent of National 
Systeas of Secondary Education." The writings in this latter 
section included separate chapters on France, Ger•any, England, and 
the United States. Kandel ended this 575 page book with a chapter 
on "The Education of Girls." and a chapter on "The Proble•s of 
Secondary Education." 
Kandel shed insight into his own outlook as to the role of 
history in understanding education in the History of Secondary 
Education.40 He believed that success in education could happen 
only if two things occurred: if there were a clear understanding of 
the ele•ents that were responsible for the present situation, and if 
there were an appreciation of the factors which •ust be analyzed in 
39 I.L. Kandel. "The Strife of Tongues," in Conflicting 
Theories of Education (New York: Russell and Russell, 1967), 2. 
40 I.L. Kandel, History of Secondary Education: A Study in the 
Developaent of Liberal Education (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co•pany, 
1930). x. 
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order to build a new philosophy. Kandel realized that, in one for• 
or another. secondary education for all was a move•ent whose ti•e 
had co•e. One of the •ajor proble•s that education for all would 
bring was how to have an adequate supply of acade•ically and 
professionally prepared teachers for the secondary school. Kandel 
thought that nations needed to solve this proble• if secondary 
students were to have an education rather than •ere schooling. He 
pointed out that the de•ands on teaching ability will be greater in 
educating all stud~nts, than for the few, who had been chosen in the 
past on the basis of ability or wealth. 
said: 
Writing about the •ission of the secondary school teachers, he 
It is on the teachers then that will rest the burden. as 
the burden of successful education has always rested, not 
primarily of inspiring pupils with their own faith, and 
enthusiasm in so•e special field of study, but seeing the 
significance of that field for the development of the pupil's 
whole personality.41 
While Kandel knew that the capabilities of secondary school 
teachers were crucial for the successful future of de•ocracies, he 
nevertheless took a realistic view of the proble•. He was aware 
that the only thing he could do was to raise the proble• as one that 
had to be faced, since it had not been faced in any nation. He was 
not too optimistic about the outco•e of the problem of having poorly 
prepared teachers for the secondary school. He cited the work of 
Professor Charles Hubbard Judd, who two years earlier had concluded 
in his book, Unique Character of Secondary Education, that there •ay 
41 Ibid., 540. 
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not be an adequate supply of coapetent teachers even in the United 
states. 
In writing the History of Secondary Education Kandel atte•pted 
to trace the rise of those factors which led to the widespread 
unrest in educational systems in Europe and America in the 1920s and 
1930s. These factors were technology and industrialization which 
changed man's pace of life and his way of viewing his place in 
society, and the aeaning of deaocracy. By that he meant democracy 
was weakened by the overeaphasis on individualism which lead to 
•an's unrest in education and in society. 
Kandel. writing, in 1930, saw a worldwide crisis in secondary 
education. In the United States, he felt. this was brought on by a 
departure from tradition. In other countries it steamed from the 
idea of who should be educated, the elites or the aasses. Some of 
the tensions were caused by the conflicts which arose between 
following the main literary tradition or providing for the admission 
of new knowledge, and the attendant problems of providing for the 
needs of different social classes. Additional pressures on the 
secondary school came in trying to meet the demands of changing 
social and economic conditions. 
Lecturing in England in 1933 or writing for educational 
administrators in the United States the year before. Kandel drove 
hoae his points on history and secondary education. He showed that 
societies needed a political and social awakening to be able to 
demand for their citizens equal educational opportunties. They 
needed this awakening to understand that the citizen needed to have 
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dignity as a person. The individual in society also required the 
recognition of being a worker who would be valued beyond the point 
of •ere literacy. This •eant that the Individual needed to be able 
to think tor himself and have the aastery of important subjects. 
Kandel's London talks were known as the Payne lectures and were 
delivered at the University of London Institute of Education. He 
spoke about the expectations that had existed for ele•entary and 
secondary education. He showed that there was an attack on the 
traditional differences between an ele•entary education for the 
•asses and a secondary education for the few. In addition, he said 
that at the ti•e there was In the leading nations of the world 
al•ost the saae deaand of secondary education for all. 
The ideal of a co•mon pri•ary education for all students 
followed by a postpri•ary education bad at that ti•e been accepted, 
according to Kandel. This was the case even though the proble• of 
appropriate distinctions of the types of education according to 
abilities and needs had not yet been satisfactorly worked out. The 
principle of postpri•ary education had been accepted by countries 
that were both deaocratlc and totalitarian. As to that goal of 
education, Kandel said this in one of bis lectures: 
The aim of education is not •erely to i•part knowledge 
and inforaation but to develop personality and character -
•ind and body, e•otion and will - according to the 
individual's potentialities. The experiences which are to 
pro•ote the growth of the individual •ust be selected fro• 
his cultural environment rather than his Inner consciousness 
or the caprice of the •o•ent.42 
42 I.L. Kandel, "The Outlook in Education," ed. Edwin Deller in 
Studies and Reports No. III Tendencies in University Education 
(London: Oxford University Press, 1933), 13. 
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Kandel's London lectures had been preceded by his writina about 
the secondary school which was obviously an iaportant topic at the 
time. In an article on secondary education in Europe and in the 
United states, he discussed a •atter which was also current at the 
ti•e. 43 The •atter was the question of the equivalence of 1ubject 
values. In European secondary schools •odern languages and sciences 
becaae as iaportant as traditional classical studies. In the United 
states, Kandel said, any subject taught co•petently for any length 
of tl•e became as highly regarded as any other subject. 
Thus, adopting the quantitative aeasure called the "Unit" •ade 
it possible to introduce any subject into the secondary school 
curriculum. As national wealth Increased in the United States the 
principle of equal educational opportunity •ade high schools in 
every section of the country •ore accessible. By 1932, Kandel 
pointed out that fifty percent of adolescent students were enrolled 
in American high schools. Regarding equal educational opportunity, 
Kandel credited the great educator Co•enius with being one of the 
forerunners of the idea. Kandel felt that Coaenius was three 
hundred years ahead of his tiae when be urged the adoption of 
equality of educational opportunities irrespective of sex, place of 
doaicile (rural or urban), or social class (noble or common). 
Kandel wrote •ucb about iaportant historical topics such as: 
nationalism, totalitarianism, de•ocracy, industrialism, the 
historical background to higher education in the United States, and 
43 I.L. Kandel, our Adolescent Education," Educational 
Administration and supervision Including Teacher Training 18, no. 8 
(November 1932): 561-572. 
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their i•pact on education in genera1.44 His considerable efforts in 
writing about these topics are evidence that in his •iddle and later 
years he concentrated •ore on the recent past rather than on the 
•ore re•ote past, which he had done as a beginning historian of 
education. His output on the recent past was so vast that he •ay 
not have had enough ti•e to concentrate on early history, although 
to be sure, he did not neglect important periods in the history of 
education, as his History of Secondary Education de•onstrated. 
Another •ajor i•portant work by Kandel was The Iapact of the 
war Upon A•erican Education, published in 1948. It was a study 
prepared for the Coa11ittee on War Studies of the Allerican Council of 
Learned Societies. So•e five years earlier Kandel, in an 
unpublished paper, Kandel wrote on the topic of The Secondary School 
and the World At War. This work was found a•ong Kandel's private 
papers located in the Archives of the Hoover Institution on War, 
Revolution and Peace. In this paper written while World War II was 
still being fought, Kandel said: 
For education the war and its demands have added little 
new: they have only hastened a trend to acco•odate education 
to the i••ediately practical concerns of the •o•ent. Much 
will have been gained fro• the ordeal by which we are being 
tried, if we are sti•ulated by a realization of the great 
causes for which •en are sacrificing their all to take the 
long view of education and the contribution it can render to 
aake •en free and keep them free. This has always been the 
task of liberal education.45 
44 Kandel's ideas on nationalism. totalitarianis•, and 
deaocracy will be discussed in the next chapter which sets forth his 
philosophy of education. 
45 I.L. Kandel, "The Secondary School And The World At War" the 
author. This paper was based on a talk Kandel gave at the 
University of Pennsylvania, March 26, 1943. Archives Hoover 
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Kandel was not surprised by the adjust•ent of Allerican 
education to the immediate de•ands of the war crisis. He aaid that 
this was a sy•bol of the patriotism of Allerican teachers. He 
believed however that real patriotism regarded plans for the future 
as well as for the i••ediate welfare of the nation. He saw no 
protests from secondary educators about the postpone•ent of culture 
until the war was won. By this he •eant that preparing secondary 
students for warfare by •eans of specialized training was 
sacrificing an entire generation of students who were then in 
school. Kandel saw protests however fro• other quarters including 
that of i•portant political figures such as Wendell Willkie. Kandel 
cited a speech at the ti•e given at Duke University by Willkie. 46 
Regarding plans for the i••ediate welfare of the nation, Kandel said 
that even during the war it was i•portant to emphasize general 
education in order to have huaan values which would give •eaning to 
life. He said, "These values are inherent in the study of the 
liberal arts which tell the story of •an's struggle for freedo•." 47 
Kandel later wrote a more comprehensive and better known work 
which discussed the i•pact of war on Allerican education and was 
published in 1948. Kandel used the intervening years fro• the end 
of the war to the writing of the book to further reflect on the 
consequences of the global conflict and its •eaning for Aaerican 
Institution on War, Revolution and Peace, Stanford University, Palo 
Alto, California, 1-31. 
46 See Appendix XIII. From I.L. Kandel, "The Secondary School and 
the World at War" 29. Archives, Hoover Institution. 
47 Ibid., 30. 
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education. The na•e of the book as •entioned before was The I•pact 
of War Upon Allerican Education. This was a critical report of 
educational activities during World War II. It e•phasized the 
developments of secondary and higher education. The work 
highlighted, in two chapters, the proble•s of higher education. In 
its entirety, however. the book enco•passed education at all levels. 
It presented a lucid account of how World War II affected the 
A•erican system of education and the •anner in which the syste• 
responded to the needs of the nation during this great period of 
crisis. 
For •any Allericans, seeing that there were aany of their own 
•en who did not qualify for the ar•ed forces was a rude awakening. 
The schools took •uch of the blame for the lack of preparedness and 
the high illiteracy rate which disqualified large nu•bers of •en. 
Kandel bla•ed the schools also. but not entirely. He gave two 
reasons why. For one thing, the skills needed for fighting the war 
in all of its ramifications were too broad and too numerous to have 
been anticipated. Secondly, •any •en who had received training did 
not use their skills due to the unemployaent which existed during 
the depression. Kandel certainly did not let the schools off 
easily, however. He said: 
A public which had always prided itself on its 
educational systea and the a•ount of •oney spent on it was 
inforaed that large numbers of young •en had to be rejected 
by the Selective Service either because of illiteracy or 
because of physical deficiencies. While there was at no tiae 
a fear about the morale or the patriotism of the A•erican 
people, there were some who expressed alarm lest a soaewhat 
easy-going educational theory which had been doainant for two 
decades •ight have aade the problem of discipline difficult. 
The word discipline, which had virtually disappeared fro• the 
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literature of education except to be derided, was aeain 
seriously discussed. Despite the constantly increasing 
enroll•ents in high schools and colleges since World War I, 
when the hour. of trial ca.11e. it was found that the supply of 
personnel adequately prepared in •athe•atics, sciences, and 
the foreign languages which these institutions professed to 
teach was inadequate. Althoueh federal funds had been 
available for vocational education since 1917, the n1111ber of 
workers with the skills needed both in the armed service and 
in war industries was not large enough to •eet the deaands. 48 
In the book, Kandel pointed out that the i•pact of World War II 
was •ore general and diffuse in the United States than was World War 
I. Educational institutions were affected to a very considerable 
degree, so•e aore than others. The range was fro• pri•ary schools 
to universities but included also were high schools and teachers 
colleges. Mothers, in large nU11bers. went to work for the war 
industries and this caused dislocation in •any fa•ilies. Children 
had to be provided for and this along with the rise in juvenile 
delinquency gave rise to different types of probleas. In addition, 
a crisis was caused by teachers leaving their jobs in schools for 
service in the war or to work in war industries. 
New de•ands were placed on educational institutions because of 
the war. The regular progra•s of high schools gave way to programs, 
to a large extent that dealt with education for victory and 
vocational preparation. 49 Colleges and universities donated their 
resources and efforts to prepare their students for araed service 
and for occupations which helped aeet the war needs. The high 
48 J.L. Kandel, The Iapact Of The War Upon Aaerican Education 
(Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press. 1948), 5-6. 
49 See Appendix XIV for Kandel's explanation of this type of 
prograa. Proa Kandel, The Iapact of War, 90-93. 
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schools, colleges, and universities found theaselves in jeopardy 
because they were threatened with the loss of the traditional 
acadeaic studies, except those seen as directly contributing to the 
war effort. Kandel argued that "The nation's syste• of education. 
no less than other social institutions, was subjected to searching 
inquiry. The issue was not only whether the syste• could •eet the 
test of war. but whether it was adequate to •eet the deaands of the 
peace that would follow the war."50 
In 1951, Kandel contributed a chapter to a book entitled 
Education in a Changing World. He na11ed the chapter - "Educational 
Reorganization in Relation To the Social Order." Discussing the 
function of the trans•ission of education, he said, 
This function - the conservation or transmission of the 
cultural heritage - is still the pri11ary object of education 
and is intended to equip the younger generation with the 
skills and knowledge and ideals which will enable it to take 
its place in the social group and contribute to its survival. 
There is also another purpose, which is to provide the future 
•embers of a society with a co .. on understanding, and co••on 
objects of allegiance on the basis of which they •ay be able 
to co-operate for their •utual welfare and the welfare of 
society. 51 
In 1957 Kandel wrote Allerican Education in the Twentieth 
Century. The book covered the develop11ents of public school 
education in the first half of the twentieth century. Specifically, 
the topics covered were: "A11erican Education at Mid-Century," "The 
Public and its Schools," "Education of the Child," "Education of the 
Adolescent," "The Teaching Profession," and "Education: The Nation's 
50 Ibid., 5. 
51 Kandel, in C.H. Dobinson, 36. 
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unfinished Business." 
Kandel depicted the first fifty years of American education in 
the twentieth century as having experienced changes based on child 
study and psychology and on Progressive education. He distinguished 
child study and psychology which he said led to school i•prove•ents, 
fro• Progressive education which largely was responsible for poorer 
schooling and for pointing to traditional education as being evil. 
He e•phasized differences between public education in the beginning 
of the century and the •iddle of the century. In the beginning, 
elementary school teachers were expected to present a certain body 
of prescribed knowledge and infor•ation, pri•arily through 
textbooks. Or, in the case of secondary school teachers, to present 
one or several closely related subjects on which students would then 
be examined. The goal of education at that ti•e was "the har•onious 
develop•ent of the pupils."52 
By 1930, Kandel tried to de•onstrate that Progressive education 
was not working well in the A•erican public schools. He even used 
Dewey's writing to support this position. Paraphrasing Dewey fro• 
an article he wrote in 1930, Kandel wrote, "John Dewey stated that 
the reactions against traditional educational experi•ents were 
•arked by a great variety of new experi•ents but had no genuine 
sense of direction except an exaggerated and unfounded concept of 
freedom without a sense of responsibility or regard for the rights 
52 I.L. Kandel, American Education in the Twentieth Century 
(Ca•bridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1957), 3. 
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of others." 53 
By midcentury. Kandel saw that a drastic shift Jn the role of 
the teacher had taken place. The teacher by then was expected to be 
a superperson with the expertise "of psychiatrist. social scientist. 
scientist. and an individual of considerable culture who was also a 
man or woman of action. as well as hygienist. guidance and welfare 
officer. and able to participate in extracurricular activities." 54 
For the student at midcentury the goal was to develop the whole 
personality and prepare him to meet his vital needs through an 
education whose main thrust was life adjustment. 
Kandel saw. that in spite of the great array of problems that 
existed in the American public school by the middle of the century. 
much progress had been made. In terms of numbers of students being 
schooled in the first fifty years of the century the United States 
set an example for the rest of the world. These numbers included 
children. youth, and adults who were enrolled in the nation's 
educational institutions. The amount of money spent on education 
also set an example for other nations who could see how our 
priorities were set. Equal educational opportunity, the 
assimilation of large numbers of immigrants. and public support for 
the idea that schools safeguarded the ideals of democracy all led 
Kandel to conclude that. "There still survives in the background of 
the American mind the eighteenth - century notion of man's 
53 Ibid., p 5. 
54 Ibid .• p 3. 
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perfectability or iaprovability."55 
In a chapter that Kandel contributed to the Conference on 
science. Philosophy and Religion, Kandel said, 
The pri•ary function of for•al education has always been to 
induct the young into the culture of the society .... The way 
in which a child should go has been deterained by the culture 
of the society in which he is to play his part as a aeaber, 
and the ultiaate purpose has been to secure the solidarity, 
preservation and survival of society."56 
In concluding Kandel's historical outlook on the young and on 
schooling, perhaps one of his latest state•ents, published in 1959, 
was the aost suitable. After a long and illustrious career he still 
held to his beliefs in the transmission of culture and knowledge 
from one generation to another and the role of the school in aolding 
youth. In the article entitled "No Huable Posts" he said: 
The oldest and •ost enduring function of the school has 
always been to induct the imaature into aeabership in the 
group, society or nation to which they belong ... the school is 
the one institution charged with carrying out a specific 
purpose .... The school however, differs from the rando•. 
haphazard unsifted, and unselected experiences that life 
offers because the experiences that it is designed to provide 
are selected in order to achieve a definite social purpose. 
Education, then is a social process; its purpose is to 
prepare children and youth to take their places in the 
society which provides the schoo1. 57 
To say that Kandel believed greatly in the historical mission 
of the school and its place in society would certainly not be an 
55 b I id., 224. 
56 I.L. Kandel, "The Transmission of Culture: Education as an 
Instrument of National Policy." in Lyaan Bryson et. al. (eds.), 
Conflicts of Power in Modern Culture (New York: Cooper Square 
Publishers, 1964), 213. 
57 I.L. Kandel, "No Huable Posts," Educational Horizons 38 
(Winter 1959): 114-118. 
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exaggeration. One of his •ost iaportant aias of education centered 
around learning what is of greatest iaportance fro• the past, 
bringing these learnings into the present, and conserving the• for 
future generations. He believed in the reproduction of the type in 
the society to which the individual belongs and that education •ust 
also afford opportunities for growth beyond the type. This aeant 
the expansion of schooling fro• priaary to secondary to higher 
education. It is, no doubt, correct to say that the transmission of 
culture and knowledge fro• one generation to another to produce 
knowledgeable, productive citizens of good character. through 
schooling was also an iaportant feature of Kandel's outlook. 
Kandel expounded on the theae of good character in an article 
he wrote toward the end of his career. The naae of the article is 
"Character Foraation: A Historical Perspective." He traced the 
history of early character toraation to the early Hebrews and Greeks 
and showed that despite the changes throughout history the aoral 
basis for deteraining good character had not really changed. He 
said in the article: 
The one aia which has persisted through the ages has 
always been the foraation ot character .... So far as the past 
is concerned, despite the social and cultutal changes that 
have taken place, the aoral facilities considered desirable 
and approved by a society are based on certain eternal 
verities which have not changed and which aake social 
cohesion, stability and survival possible.58 
58 I.L. Kandel, "Character Formation: A Historical 
Perspective," The Educational Porum 25 (March 1961): 307-316. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY OF ISAAC LEON KANDEL 
Isaac L. Kandel's educational philosophy based on Essentialis• 
was unequivocally opposed to •any of the tenets of the Progressive 
philosophy of education. 1 He advocated a systea of educational 
ideas that operated within a political fraaework and a cli•ate of 
de•ocracy, as opposed to totalitarianism. He veheaently opposed 
totalitarianis• of either the coaaunist left or the fascist right. 
1 Gerald Lee Gutek defines both Essentialism and Progressivism 
in his book Philosophical Alternatives in Education (Coluabus Ohio: 
Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co, 1974), Essentialism, 86-87, 
Progressivisa, 147. 
He says: 
Essentialism ... applied to positions asserting education 
properly involves the learning of those basic skills, arts 
and sciences which have been useful to •an in the past and 
are likely to be useful in the future ... Allong these necessary 
skills are reading, writing, arithmetic and desirable social 
behaviors ... necessary ele•ents ... in every sound eleaentary 
curriculum. At the secondary level ... history, •athe•atics, 
science, language and literature ... The learning of the tool 
skills and the arts and sciences requires effort and 
diligence on the part of the student. The teaching of these 
necessary skills and subjects calls for aature teachers who 
know their subjects and are able to transait the• to their 
students. Progressive education ... is characterized by: 1) a 
focus on the child as the learner rather than on the subject; 
2) an eaphasis on activities and experiences rather than an 
exclusive reliance on verbal and literary skills and 
knowledge; and 3) the encouragement of cooperative group 
learning activities rather than coapetitive individualized 
lesson learning. Progressivism in education encourages the 
use of deaocratic procedures that were to effect co•aunity 
and civic reform. It also cultivated a cultural relativis• 
which critically appraised and often rejected traditional 
beliefs and values. 
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He believed that if the sound philosophy of Essentialis• were put 
into practice it would contribute positively to the continuation of 
a free and civilized society. 
The key person, for Kandel, in advancing society to higher and 
higher levels of civilization was the teacher. The teacher 
transmitted the best of inherited cultural learnings to the student. 
while the school mirrored society. He refuted what •any 
Progressives or Social Reconstructionists believed, that the school 
should build a new social order. Kandel's philosophy of education 
i•pacted directly on the work of the ele•entary school, the high 
school, and the university. He philosophi~ed on what he saw as 
beginnings and endings of particular eras in education, and he wrote 
on the philosophy underlying national syste•s of education (which 
will be covered in the following chapters on co•parative and 
international education). 
This chapter focuses on Kandel's philosophy of Essentialisa, 
his repeated and pointed attacks on Progressive education. It 
depicts his eaphasis on the teacher and teaching. It shows his deep 
aversion to totalitarianis•. his ideas on political de•ocracy, along 
with his quest for freedo• and individual responsibility in society. 
Writing in the Harvard Education Review2 in 1956, Kandel 
described how the advantages a philosophy of education could accrue 
by extrapolating fro• different aspects of general philosophy. He 
viewed political and social philosophy as being i•portant co•ponents 
2 I.L. Kandel, "Philosophy of Education," Harvard Education 
Review 26, no.2 (Spring 1956): 135-136. 
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of general philosophy. All of these aspects of philosophy would 
then contribute to educational thought which in turn could iaprove 
the practice of education. 
Kandel also believed that the history of education, and 
coaparative education provided iaportant lessons for a sound 
philosophy of education. He pointed out that the coaponents of 
general philosophy were useful in deteraining the nature of values. 
contrary to Dewey, he thought that general philosophy could help 
raise education above the pragaatist idea of growth as an end in 
itself. In contrast to pragaatism, proble• solving would no longer 
be the only stiaulus and aethod of thinking, and the pursuit of 
"•ere" knowledge would no longer be an unworthy goal. 
Kandel eaphasized the study of political and social philosophy 
because, he thought, they were the aost powerful deterainents of 
education. He thought this because of his belief that what happened 
in society, outside of the school was as iaportant as what happens 
inside. Those philosophical insights based on political and social 
philosophy, which enhanced freedo• and individual liberty within the 
fraaework of deaocracy, were thought to be the aost worthwhile. In 
addition, in a philosophy of education it was necessary to show the 
relationship of practice to theory. The philosophy aust be eclectic 
and not wedded to any one source of derivation. This was so because 
education was a coaplex aatter and the aany ideas brought forth fro• 
•ore than one source was thought to be necessary and iaportant for 
developing a philosophy of education. 
In his diainutive Pestschrift on Kandel, Brickman discussed 
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Kandel's active interest in educational philosophy. 3 According to 
Brick•an, Kandel was an i•portant theorist in educational philosophy 
even though he enjoyed greater attention in other branches of 
education such as coaparative education and history of education. 
Kandel published other works on the philosophy of education in 
journals. periodicals, yearbooks, aonographs. and textbooks. 
Brickllan's opinion was contrary to the general view that Kandel was 
not an iaportant figure in educational philosophy. Brickaan, 
co••enting on Kandel's publications on educational philosophy, said: 
His aore sustained works in educational philosophy are "The 
Dile-a of Democracy," an Inglis lecture which is devoted to 
the foundations of secondary education; "Conflicting Theories 
of Education," a group of related essays and addresses 
written during 1937 and 1938; an extended analysis of " The 
Philosophy Underlying the systea of Education in the United 
States;" and his Kappa Delta Pi Lecture, "The Cult of 
Uncertainty." 4 
Brickaan recognized that Kandel's philosophy of education 
eaphasized developing the child's potentialities in ter•s of 
knowledge, inforaation, personality and character. Values were to 
be wrought by the traditions and the heritage of the human race. 
These values would enable the young student to have a better 
understanding of the present. The understanding of the present in 
turn would provide the necessary intellectual preparation for the 
foreseeable future. Education was thus a socioaoral process which 
3 Brickllan. 408. 
4 Ibid. Works are aentioned in chapter II of this dissertation 
as being based upon Kandel 1 s interpretation of educational and 
social history. Certain works of Kandel including these, are 
representative of his historical outlook as well as his educational 
philosophy. 
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led to the building and rebuilding of the person and of society. A 
socioaoral process for Kandel •eant those factors in society which 
pro•oted the highest tenets of behavior leading to individual rights 
and corresponding responsibilities. Citing Kandel, Brickaan wrote. 
"the pri•ary function of education is to proaote the fullest 
develop•ent of each individual as a hu•an being. to prepare for 
enlightened citizenship, and to cultivate interests which can be 
continued throughout life."5 In this light, the content of foraal 
education needed to be carefully ordered and carefully defined 
rather than being presented in ter•s of episodes of only i••ediate 
and present oriented subject •atter. This differed significantly 
fro• the Progressives' approach. 
The aost suitable labels that Brickaan could find for Kandel's 
school of philosophical thought were "conservationist -
reconstructionist. an Essentialist or a rational humanist."6 A 
conservationist - reconstructionist is one who wanted to constantly 
iaprove society but who used the positive ele•ents handed down fro• 
the previous generations as building blocks for the continuation of 
such growth. An Essentialist was one who followed the ideas of that 
philosophy as defined in footnote 1 of this chapter. A rational 
huaanist was one who sought improveaent for all people everywhere 
based on a planned and proven sche•a which had its roots in the past 
but eaphasized the continued iaproveaent of society. Brickaan's 
terainology describing Kandel's philosophy appeared to be accurate 
5 Ibid., 409. 
6 Ibid., 410. 
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since Kandel's writings reflected those categorizations at one ti•e 
or another throughout his career.7 
Ulich said about Kandel as a philosopher. "Thou~h not a 
syste•atic philosopher he was aware of the transcendent ele•ent in 
all deeper expression of human existence."8 Bereday perceived of 
Kandel as one whose personal style was that of a philosopher. 9 
Creain's viewpoint of Kandel as a philosopher was that his writings 
were not systematic expositions of any particular point of view. 
They took the fora of sharp criticis•s of the negative tendencies of 
conteaporary educational policy.10 
Kandel, along with his esteeaed colleague, the eainent Willia• 
Chandler Bagley, (1872 -1946) a professor of education at Teachers 
College, Colu•bia University, who Gutek11 called "Essentialisa's 
most articulate spokes•an," believed that the teacher was of priae 
iaportance in the educative process. Brickman pointed out that 
Kandel enjoyed quoting or paraphrasing the old dictua, "As the 
teacher, so is the school."12 
Kandel's perception of a lowering of educational standards in 
the schools of the United States provoked hi• to speak out against 
7 Kandel is usually thought of as an Essentialist. 
8 Ulich, "In Memory to I.K. Kandel," 255. 
9 Bereday, "Memorial to Kandel," 149. 
lO Cremin, 6. 
11 Gerald L. Gutek. Basic Education: A Historical Perspective 
(Blooaington, Indiana : Phi Delta Kappa Educational Foundation, 
original paperback 167, 1981), 14. 
12 Brickaan. 409. 
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what he saw as the double standard existing inside of the schools. 
There is. he wrote, 
one part of our educational system, secondary and higher, in 
which there is rigid selection both of instructors and 
students, in which there is no soft pedagogy, and in which 
training and sacrifice of the individual for coaaon ends are 
accepted without question. I refer of course, to the 
organization of athletics. If only the spirit which 
doainates the side show could be transferred to the •ain 
tent, education would vibrate with a new life.13 
Kandel, according to Brick•an, was a critic of the shortcoaings 
of the traditional schools even though he certainly was tradition 
•inded. 14 However, his criticisas of Progressive education were more 
penetrating and carefully construed. Kandel viewed Progressive 
education as being constructed upon pragmatism, "a philosophy of 
precariousness and rootlessness." 15 He claiaed that a considerable 
nu•ber of leaders of the Progressive aovement in Alllerican education 
used cliches in renouncing the traditional school and they did this 
in a aindless way. 16 They often described a school that no longer 
existed, referred to it as traditional and contrasted it with the 
best type of Progressive school. But he was •ore than just a 
caviling type of critic. His sustained attacks on Progressive 
education may have had an impact on the Progressive •ove•ent and 
caused it to be •ore consistent in its doctrines. He certainly 
13 I.L. Kandel, The Dilemma of De•ocracy (Cambrige: Harvard 
University Press, 1934), 71-72. 
14 Brickman, 410-411. 
15 Brickman, 411. 
16 Brickman, 410. said, "Kandel defined a cliche as a, "bromide 
with the fizz gone out of it." 
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wrote and spoke forcefully against Progressivism in education. He 
was a keen critic in the field of educational philosophy. 
In Kandel's book. The Cult of Uncertainty, E.I.F. Williams. 
writing in the introduction. said that Kandel issued a declaration 
against the weaknesses of Progressive education. 
By incisive probing argument a clarion call sounds for a 
return to culture: to fundamental long-range educational 
planning: to emphasis on content rather than methods or 
techniques: to "equality of educational opportunity" achieved 
through well educated teachers. capable of critical 
examination of theories taught rather than led. 17 
One of Kandel's last books was a biography of William Chandler 
Bagley. published Jn 1961. There is little doubt that Kandel's 
philosophy of education was Jnfluenced18 by his close association 
and friendship with Bagley. a great educational philosopher. His 
characterization of Bagley as a stalwart educator was evident Jn the 
title of the biography. Bagley. who objected to being labeled a 
traditionalist preferred to be called a stalwart. By that he meant 
one who made systematic orderly progress the key feature of his 
educational program. 
According to Kandel. Bagley "felt that it was as important to 
17 I.L. Kandel. The Cult of Uncertainty (New York: The 
Macmillan Company. 1943). VII. 
18 See Appendix XV of this chapter for some of Bagley's more 
notable philosophical statements on education. They are excerpted 
from Kandel's book on Bagley: William Chandler Bagley: Stalwart 
Educator (New York: Bureau of Publications. Teachers College. 
Columbia University. 1961). Chapter 5 "Bagley's Philosophy of 
Education"- pages 77 - 111 
The attempt was made Jn this appendix to show how much 
Bagley's and Kandel's philosophy shared elements Jn common. It was 
conceivable. of course. that Kandel may have selected those 
statements of Bagley's with which he was most inclined to agree. 
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cultivate a sense of discipline, responsibility, and duty as to 
stress the rights of the individual to freedom of self determination 
and self-expression." 19 Bagley was the acknowledged leader of the 
Essentialist movement in America. and Kandel certainly was one of 
the movement's most constant and articulate spokesmen. Bagley's 
motto for education in a democracy was "Through Discipline to 
Freedom." 20 
Living successfully in civilized society, for Kandel, depended 
on reconciling conflicts between authority and freedom. stability 
and change, common social purposes, and individual rights and 
duties. While the intellect in Kandel's education~! philosophy 
provided the underpinning for the growth of human beings. man is 
also a creature of emotions, feelings. and impulses. Experience. 
coupled with a healthy emotional framework. led to a reality 
centered life. 
Templeton thought of Kandel's basic educational orientation as 
one which resembled the Greek view of man and society.2l This was 
especially true insofar as the Greeks attempted to understand the 
universal or the whole of which man is a part. For Templeton. 
Kandel was primarly concerned philosophically with man as a whole 
person involved with other persons and participating with them in 
the makeup of societies. reaching for perfection and freedom. The 
19 I.L. Kandel. William Chandler Bagley Stalwart Educator (New 
York: Bureau of Publications. Teachers College. Columbia University. 
1961). 113. 
20 Ibid. 
21 Templeton. 5. 
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educational experiences the learners needed in order to beco•e 
serious and responsible citizens. 
So strongly did Kandel feel about the teacher having been the 
pri•e mover in the education of the student that he even advocated 
using indoctrination in certain situations that he thought required 
it.25 A good example of this was Kandel's conviction that de•ocracy 
was the one best political system. 26 Paradoxically, he would 
inculcate this through education, even to the point of 
indoctrinating the ideals of democracy onto the student by the 
teacher. 27 
In 1939 Kandel gave a speech to the Association of First 
Assistants of the New York City's public schools. He centered his 
talk around the the•e that Allerican teachers needed to use the 
opportunity that teaching gave them to teach democracy. During the 
25 By indoctrination Kandel meant the use of persuasion, 
repetition, and directly presenting one's viewpoint to others to 
have them agree upon and embrace the viewpoint presented. Thus, in 
a high school class studying the forms of government, Kandel would 
advocate that the teacher indoctrinate the students with the idea 
that de•ocracy was the one best form of govern•ent. 
26 Writing about de•ocracy and indoctrination Kandel 
said,"Allerican education should •ake no pretense of neutrality about 
this great social objective. Our schools should be deliberately 
designed to provide an education in and for deaocracy", in I.L. 
Kandel, The End of An Era Eighteenth Yearbook of The International 
Institute of Teachers College, Columbia University. (New York: 
Bureau of Publications Teachers College Columbia, 1941), 108. 
27 Kandel defined de•ocracy in the following way: 
Deaocracy •akes respect for the individual hu•an being its 
basic and abiding moral purpose. It seeks to develop a way of 
living together - social, economic, political - which is in har•ony 
with this regard for the intrinsic worth of each person .... De•ocracy 
holds as a corollary, that the individual is not to be regarded as a 
pawn of the state or of any other institution. Ibid., 109. 
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discussion that followed, a retired New York City school 
superintendent, Dr. John L. Tildsley disagreed with Kandel's 
position. Tildsley said, "if it is wrong for Germany to teach 
Nazism and for Italy to teach fascism. then it is wrong for us to 
teach de•ocracy." 28 In addition to teaching de•ocracy Kandel 
believed that teachers should realize the i•portance of accuracy, 
hard work. and time on task for their students. They should also 
acknowledge the need for •oral standards for the individual as well 
as for society as a whole. While he did not define •orality his use 
of the term was based on conventional ethical standards. 
By 1938, Kandel thought progress had been •ade in the operation 
of the traditional school. This progress, he thought, would not 
have occurred even twenty years earlier. He saw a breaking away 
fro• the lockstep pattern of standardization to the trend of giving 
•ore attention to individual differences and guidance. He believed 
in •ore freedo• for the teacher as well as for the child. He 
castigated educational refor•ers who saw only the child in the 
educational landscape, without taking notice of the teacher and his 
vital role in the educational process. Freedo• for the teacher 
needed to be linked to a sense of responsibility, both socially and 
professionally. 
The Essentialist sensed the need for the individual to 
understand his total environment by having his social and cultural 
28 
"Democracy Urged as Teaching Aim," New York Ti•es, 22 
October 1939, sec. I, p.22. 
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heritage presented to hi• by the school. 29 This gave purpose to the 
life of each individual and helped the person by providing sources 
for continuing progress and advanceaent. So the central role of the 
school was to transait the cultural heritage to the students so they 
•aY becoae involved in it. The school organized the cultural 
heritage so it could be broken down into subject •atter wholes, that 
were taught to students on grade levels according to their age. The 
teacher was the aature agent of the school who presented this 
subject aatter, thereby transmitting the culture to the younger 
generation. 
Kandel credited the historian Charles A. Beard with being the 
first person to use the tera Essentialisa in the field of 
education. 30 What were the essentials that Kandel saw as being 
iaportant in Beard's work? First, it was the three R's and those 
aspects of natural science which did not depend on time, place, and 
circuastance. Other essential subjects were those which encouraged 
a respect for the fabric of society, political ideas and 
institutions, governaent, freedoa, and the eleaents of democracy. 
Added to these were those factors which led to knowledge and 
interest which aade human life worth living. Finally, the rules of 
conduct and ethics would be important essentials. 
Regarding the growth of the child, the traditionalist or the 
Essentialist agreed with the Progressive educator that education 
encouraged growth. He would not agree with the Progressives' 
29 Teapleton .• 232. 
3° Kandel, "Education: Which Kind," 67. 
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e•phasis on spontaneity through the interaction of children with 
their envirorments. Nor should growth be self-directed. It 
required nurturing through a carefully cultivated environ•ent to a 
•odel or •odels in the •inds of the teachers and parents. The 
Essentialist believed that the school functioned in order to put the 
child into contact with particular co•ponents of the good life: 
those, society believed and continued to believe were i•portant. 
A planned education was i•perative for the Essentialist. 
Kandel was very concerned that an education which was not carefully 
planned, one founded on the •o•entary choice of activities would 
lead to severe consequences for the child: consequences such as 
extre•e nervousness, for exa•ple. Along with a planned education 
went subject matter, the purpose of which was to provide cognitive 
maps for the student. Subject matter was based on direct corpuses 
of experiences and activities that human beings found to be of the 
utaost iaportance for both survival and continuing progress. 31 
Subjects needed to be kept in the curriculu• as valuable tools. 32 
Subjects also provided the backdrop for experience by which the 
student learned and developed, all the while giving iaportant 
aeanings to his learnings. Subjects should also be enjoyed and 
appreciated on their own and not only as a aeans to an end. The 
pupil's response to the •aterial presented was proof in itself that 
the subject functioned in his life. 
31 Kandel, History Of The Curriculum, 38. 
32 A subject is a body of knowledge that has its own integrity 
and aethod. Subjects were history, literature. aatheaatics and 
languages a.aong others. 
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The individual and his innate nature on the one hand, and his 
co•plete enviro1111ent. including the culture and civilization on the 
other hand, provided the school with the funda•entals of curricular 
content. The Essentialist saw that the Progressives'e•phasis on the 
needs. interests. and purposes of the student were to be noticed but 
the tra•ework tor •eeting these needs were subjects which really 
represented the logical organization of •an's experiences. 
subjects, therefore, were the realization of the standpoint, 
adeptness, and instru•ents which aan had cultivated for his 
development and endurance in a given society. Subjects should be 
acquired directly not incidentally, and knowledge which is part and 
parcel of subject •atter should be derived cohesively not 
functionally. 33 
The learner could not gain •eaningful progress until he 
acquired i•portant antecedent knowledge or knowledge organized by 
the teacher for the student in contrast to pragmatisa. This was 
so•ething that activities and projects alone could not provide. So 
the student aust have knowledge, facts, and information along with 
values and ideals: a knowledge of the structure and not just the 
form; the what, or acquisition of knowledge, instead of the how, or 
•ethodology, The Essentialist was opposed to the Progressive 
position that knowledge should be liaited to that which can only be 
used and applied in the present. Kandel believed that at this stage 
33 Directly •eant the !•parting of knowledge fro• teacher to 
student. Cohesively meant the presentation of subject •atter in 
co•plete wholes rather than in parts that were intended tor 
presentation to the learner as he "needed" certain intoraation at a 
particular time. 
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the traditionalist becaae the Essentialist who saw a certain 
continuity between the past, the present. and the future; a 
continuity which aust present essential learnings to the student. 
Kandel saw the teacher as having a auch greater experiental 
background than the student. Therefore, the teacher was the right 
person to !apart inforaation and plan for his students. If the 
student did not receive the teacher's expert advice he would 
certainly receive advice fro• less qualified or unqualified persons 
elsewhere. 34 
For Kandel, each new generation needed to grow fond of the 
essentials and aia for understanding that which was iaportant. In 
discussing what the iaportant values were, Kandel drew upon the work 
of Charles Beard who said: 
While education constantly touches the practical affairs 
of the hour and day and responds to political and social 
exegencies, it has its own treasures heavy with the thought 
and sacrifices of the centuries. It possesses a heritage of 
knowledge and heroic exaaples - accepted values stamped with 
the seal of per•anence .... Education aust keep alive 
aeaories,linking the past with the present and teapering the 
sensation of the hour by reference to the long experiences of 
the race. It aust kindle and feed the iaagination by 
bringing past achieveaents of the iaagination into view and 
indicating how new foras of science, art, invention and human 
association aay be called into being. 35 
Ulich believed that Kandel agreed with pragaatisa's eaphasis on 
the spirit of experiaentation. But this was only a qualified 
agree•ent. Kandel would concur with experiaentation but not without 
direction, a vision of truth, or the acceptance of an authority who 
34 Ibid, 39. 
35 Kandel, "Education: Which Kind," 22. 
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had a democratic set of viewpoints. For Ulich. Kandel's 
classification as an Essentialist "is correct if it means that he is 
a believer in man's ability and obligation to understand certain 
principles which help him to distinguish between good and evil. 
despite all the tragical errors and influences to which he is 
exposed. Otherwise civilization is bound to rot in the marrow. 1136 
Kandel drew on the work of such Progressive educators as Dewey 
and Bode to expound his ideas of Essentialism. He used their 
criticisms of the progressive movement to show that facts and ideas 
are coherent wholes which must not be presented piecemeal. He also 
showed that traditional subjects had educational value the ignoring 
of which could be risky for society.37 
By 1955. Kandel reflected upon the Essentialist movement that 
was not as successful as he thought it might be when its goals were 
defined some twenty years before. He certainly became (along with 
Bagley) one of Essentialism's most articulate spokesman. 38 In his 
1955 book, The New Era in Education Kandel pointed out that the 
Essentialist movement took the middle road between the school that 
was subject-centered and the school that was child-centered. 39 The 
Essentialist emphasized the importance of the teacher who both had a 
mastery of the subject matter and an understanding of a child's 
36 Robert Ulich. "Some Recent Trends in Educational 
Philosophy," School and Society 83, no.2077 (January 21 1956):26-30. 
37 I.L. Kandel, The New Era in Education (Cambridge, 
Massachussetts: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1955). 238. 
38 Templeton. 232. 
39 I.L. Kandel, The New Era. 239. 
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interests and develop•ent. The teacher who had the professional 
preparation leading to these strengths could mediate between 
subjects and the process of child develop•ent. 
In sU1ming up Kandel's Essentialist philosophical position on 
education, Ulich shared this insight: 
Kandel ... has never systeaatically dealt with "ultiaate 
philosophy." But there is a per.eating trend in all of his 
writings ... which causes ae to believe that his •oral 
convictions are inspired by a rellglous Interpretation of aan 
as a partlclpant In a cosmic order fro• which he receives his 
life and to which he owes reverence. From this deepest 
source of convlctlon has probably come this Inner security 
that characterizes Kandel's educational philosophy. 40 
Kandel did •uch more than expound on his philosophy of 
Essentiallsm. He often spoke out or wrote scathing books and 
articles denouncing Progressive education. In these denunclatlons 
he dld not always try to balance his reaarks by presenting arguments 
for Essentlallsm. While he was In his eyes a reformer, he became 
iabued with the idea that progressive education was a harmful 
revolutionary •ovement.41 But, Kandel was not against change in 
Itself. Rather, he opposed such radical changes as the Progressives 
advocated. which would eliminate subject aatter laid out In advance. 
He also opposed Progresslves'emphasis on the relativity of i•portant 
values. He was against the excessive iaportance attached to the 
child's felt needs and the total rejection of the cultural heritage. 
Hls satirical and hostile wrltlngs angered aany Progressives for 
40 Ulich, "Some Recent Trends," 28-29. 
41 Creain, 7. 
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more than a generation. 42 He did not alter his criticisms in the 
t930's when his ideas were not popular and he consistently 
reiterated his views into the l950's when his ideas became more 
popular. 
Kandel pointed out that the progressive reforms of education in 
the past stopped short of trying to show that the past was not 
relevant to the present. But the modern Progressives tried. he 
thought. to make a clean break with the past. while focusing on the 
present and looking toward the future. Educational traditions were 
founded on social stability and the idea that life was predictable. 
The modern Progressives would begin with unpredictability, find 
stability to be unacceptable. and they would rebuild forms of 
society for some unknown future. So continually and vehemently did 
Kandel condemn Progressivism that Templeton. who generally had a 
very high opinion of the rationality of his work. said. "It is 
doubtful if any other development in American education aroused him 
to a more intense pitch of intellectual and emotional excitement and 
fervor than Progressivism."43 
In Kandel's book The Cult of Uncertainty, published in 1943. he 
traced the roots of American Progressivism to the 1900s and saw its 
origins in both pragmatism and the concerted study of the child. 
The central focus of the book was Kandel's attack on Progressive 
education and educators. especially in the United States. He 
pointed out though that Germany and the Soviet Union too were 
42 Ibid. 
43 Templeton. 339. 
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adopting progressive theories of a radical nature. while Great 
Britain, the British Dominions. France, and the Scandinavian 
countries had not eabraced progressivis• because of their strong 
social and cultural traditions. 
In Ger•any there was a political and cultural split with the 
past after the disintegration resulting from her defeat in World War 
I. What followed was the establishment of the cult of the 
individual which led to a •ove•ent to establish a new culture. 
This, according to Kandel. coupled with other causes of chaos and 
confusion left the way open for any de•agogue who could, through 
de•agogic practices win control of youth. 
In Soviet Russia, educational policies were designed to •ake a 
complete break with anything dee•ed to be bourgeois. While noting 
well the complete failure of this radical policy, the Soviets, after 
fifteen years of observing that their innovations did not result in 
the desirable objects of social allegiance, restored discipline, and 
exa•inations to their schools. They even restored orderly curricula 
and courses of study, distributed official textbooks, and brought 
back the foraal study of the Russian classics in literature. 
An important the•e of this book was to search for those 
peraanent cultural values and return to a basic culture which 
contained the ideals and values which •en lived by. Those who 
opposed these essentialist values wished for nothing too fixed in 
advance. This led to a philosophy of precariousness and the 
glorification of the present. Kandel's thorough discussion of 
Progressivism in Allerican education centered on one of its •ore 
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recent theories (recent at that time) of education which "have been 
built on one phase of the American tradition - the worship of change 
as progress - and the tradition of having no traditions. of which 
the philosophical formulation appears to be a mere 
rationalization.·44 
This progressive educational philosophy led to the 
establishment of the child-centered school. the new-order school and 
the community- centered school. In opposition to this were those 
who insisted that there was something permanently left of culture. 
certain ideas. and values. These should be continued and 
transmitted by the schools to pupils who share in a common 
fundamental background of life. So. for Kandel. the argument was 
between a cult of change and disorganization. and a culture of 
permanence: between anomie. alienation. and rootlessness. suffering 
from a lack of authority and. rooted authority. which created social 
stability within a common culture. Throughout the book the 
Progressives were accused of undermining democracy with their 
laissez - faire educational system. 
One reviewer. writing in 1943. found an annoying feature in The 
Cult of Uncertainty.45 He thought that Kandel was intimidated or 
beguiled by the great name of John Dewey. Kandel he said. severely 
castigated progressivism. but not Dewey, who was one of its chief 
advocates. Rather. Dewey was treated with very great respect. The 
44 Kandel. The Cult of Uncertainty, 102. 
45 M.J. Fitzsimons. S.J. review of The Cult of Uncertainty, by 
1.L. Kandel, Jesuit Quarterly (June 1943): 54-55. 
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critic said the book was an atte•pt to persuade others to e•brace 
traditional education, while everyone knew that Dewey was 
unequivocally opposed to traditionalism. 
Kandel believed that the •ost successful child-centered schools 
were not operated by the Progressive educators. Rather they were 
those that were indebted to the skill of teachers who were expert at 
their subjects and who were kind and understanding to their 
students. 46 These successful schools, by and large, taught students 
effectively without undue e•phasis on their needs. interests. 
drives. and urges. These schools struck a balance between eaphasis 
on the subject and interest in the child. 
In discussing the American roots of Progressive philosophy of 
education, Kandel likened the e•phasis on change and reconstruction 
to the tradition of rootlessness in Allerica along with Allerican 
opti•is11 and hope for a better future. In one phase the philosophy 
highlighted scientific aethod, experiaentation, and the uses of 
technology. In a later phase an e11phasis was placed on the 
reconstruction of the social order with its eaphasis on every person 
being in a position to enjoy the better things that life had to 
offer. 47 The same chapter in which these thoughts appeared was 
written by Kandel in another •ajor English work entitled, The 
46 Kandel, The End of An Era, In Eighteenth yearbook of The 
International Institute of Teachers College Colu•bia University (New 
York: Bureau of Publications Teachers College Coluabia, 1941), 168. 
47 I.L. Kandel, "American Philosophy of Education." In A 
Review of Educational Thought. F. Clark and others. (London: Evans 
Brothers LTD. "n.d."): 120. 
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Yearbook of Education 1936.48 
Everything that has ever been done in the past has been 
severely criticized by progressive education according to Kandel. 
This would include the existence of intellectual and •oral values 
which have been intact throughout the history of civilization. 49 
Progressives bla•ed the traditional school for holding on to 
outdated traditions. schooling the aost elite sectors of society 
historically, and handing down knowledge with sacred authority. The 
results were confor•ity leading to standardization. What was needed 
according to Kandel's interpretation of the Progressive philosophy 
was nothing short of a total reorganization of the school and even a 
co•plete revolution. 
Progressive educators who began with the disorganized and 
random interests of the child were trying to look to the child as 
finding his own way out of this confusion and disarray. Traditional 
educators were insistent that the school was an institution whose 
purpose was to fulfill certain aias and objectives, and these should 
supply the basis for the scope and sequence of the •aterial. Kandel 
said, "Fro• progressive education they are willing to borrow certain 
principles of •ethod but on the understanding that a •ethodology is 
not a substitute for a well - founded social philosophy of 
48 I.L. Kandel "American Philosophy of Education." In The 
Yearbook of Education 1936. Lord Eustace Perey, M.P. and others. 
eds .• (London: Evans Brothers LTD. 1936). 364. 
49 I.L. Kandel. "Is the New Education Progressive?" Educational 
Ad•inistration and Supervision Including Teacher Training 22, no. 2 
(February 1936): 81-87. 
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education."50 
Kandel believed that it was necessary to organize subject 
aatter which the history of the huaan race had sorted out as the 
aost valuable for its perpetuation. The teacher was the person 
needed to organize and present such aaterial. The progressive 
position of having the teacher act as a bystander who was available 
to offer advice and guide the child when called upon was absurd. 
Direct instruction from a teacher to the student was needed. 
Anything short of this was degrading to the teacher's position, and 
only teachers and not new devices aake up a school. As Kandel 
argued "There is far greater hope for social progress in the 
responsible freedom of a aaster teacher than in the undirected 
freedom of progressive education.·51 
Kandel believed that children should be helped by the school to 
go from an illll\ature to a aature state where they theaselves 
recognized the coaponents upon which their experience was built. 
These components were the subjects which huaanity has continued from 
its experiences for both enjoyaent and utility. 52 It was in the 
environaent itself where the !•print of the past and the seeds of 
the future were to be brought forth. The curriculum therefore aust 
incorporate the knowledge and inforaation which would fa•iliarize 
the pupil with his social, cultural, and intellectual heritage, and 
50 Ibid., 86. 
51 Ibid., 86-87. 
52 l.L. Kandel, "Social and Educational Unrest," chap. in 
Conflicting Theories of Education (New York: Russell and Russell. 
1967), 89-101. 
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introduce hi• to the world around hi•. as well as prepare hi• for 
the future. 
Progressive education ignored these purposes of the school as 
an institution organized to pro•ote these particular ends. Rather, 
it focused on the child and considered hi• to be the beginning 
point, the •iddle, and the end of the process of education. The 
Progressive philosophy attacked the school as pro•oting for•al and 
artificial aggregates of content which did not spring fro• the 
backgrounds of children. 53 In addition, the content was •istakenly 
defined in advance and the students did not grasp the essence of 
what it was that was to be learned. Also, the arrange•ent of ti•e 
schedules into different subjects, rather than into activities or 
projects. led to a very rigid and narrow type of mind which could 
not apply what was to be learned to solve problems that arose. 
Kandel suggested that the Progressives had overlooked the 
positive changes •ade in the curriculu• by traditional ainded 
educators. He saw these changes as being the discarding of subject 
•attor that was purposeless and trivial, with a better focus on the 
e•phasis of functional values. In aost subjects there was a certain 
basic and for•al content which had to be learned directly, not 
incidentally as the Progressives would have had it. The 
Progressives wanted to value knowledge gained fro• subjects only for 
i•aediate use to solve problems or meet new situations. But this 
eaphasis, Kandel thought, did away with providing for continuity 
which ended with enduring knowledge. 
53 Ibid., 96. 
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Kandel pointed to the ideas of Plato, Bacon. and the leaders of 
universal co•pulsory education as being part of hu•anity's heritage. 
Plato's idea that knowledge was virtue, or Bacon's thought that 
knowledge was power were ideas no longer thought to be i•portant. 
The fra•ers of universal education who spoke about opening a school 
and closing a jail also were no longer respected. The Progressives 
had therefore no faith in intellectual training. 54 
Kandel traced the history of progressive education and found 
that the eaphasis on the individual and his own experience had 
always been a portent of great social change. 55 Proa ancient 
Athens. into the seventeenth century when new possibilities opened 
up, in the period of Rousseau, and the French Revolution, it had its 
roots. It de•onstrated the sa•e lack of standards, the sa•e 
antagonisms to what was construed to be authoritarianism, and the 
sa•e glowing respect for the creative spirit. This translated into 
experimentation with no givens in the past. This pheno•enon was 
also found in •odern literature, art, and •usic. 
Kandel believed that the progressive philosophy was a protest 
against •odern technology and the •achine age. 56 It attempted to 
prevent the individual fro• beco•ing a •ass person. It encouraged 
change in civilization, discarded per•anent values, and placed value 
only on the present to the exclusion of the past. Man •ust be self-
54 I.L. Kandel, "The Strife of Tongues," chap. in Conflicting 
Theories of Education (New York: Russell and Russell, 1938), 3. 
55 I.L. Kandel, "Current Thinking in Education," New York State 
Education (February 1940): 415. 
56 Ibid. 
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sufficient entirely and huaan nature needed to be altered. Nothing 
was certain. everything was in a state of flux and all human 
happenings aust be experiaental as befitted the scientific age. 
The correct role of the school, Kandel suggested, was to be 
deter•ined by society and it was society that aade the decisions as 
to what changes should take place in the schools. 57 The school and 
its teachers decided upon aajor societal and cultural 
transforaations. they did not lead in aaking the changes as the 
Progressives would insist upon. Nor should the schools build a new 
social order as proposed by Dr. George Counts, a leading social 
reconstructionist whose progressive ideas, as presented in his 
famous book. Kandel rejected. The book, published in 1932 was 
entitled Dare the School Build a New Social Order? 
Kandel thought, uniquivocally, that not only could the school 
not build a new social order but that teachers as a group should not 
atteapt to unilaterally lead the way toward social change. Kandel 
posited the arguaent that, "The school can only build the social 
order which society desires and derives its coloring fro• the social 
scene; it does not create or aodify it but strengthens and gives 
reality to it."58 
Kandel's perspective on the progression of Progressive 
education in the United States was that the twentieth century began 
with Dewey's idea that the cleavage between school and society 
57 I.L. Kandel, "Mobilizing The Teacher," Teachers College 
Record 35 (March 1934): 473-479. 
58 I.L. Kandel, "Can the School Build a New Social Order?" The 
Kadelpian Review 12, no.2 (January 1933): 143-153. 
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needed to narrow. That while the school is a small society it •ust 
illumine the life and interests of the society of which it is a 
part. Just as this idea began to be accepted in the do•ain of 
educational theory. Kandel said some theorists realized that society 
also changed and therefore the schools needed to prepare students 
for a changing civilization. Finally, the schools were called upon 
to build a new social order and teachers were asked to become 
involved and lead the way. Teachers were asked to help build this 
new social order which would take privileges away from the elites 
and restore rights to the lower classes. 
So. according to Kandel's conceptualization. from the beginning 
of the twentieth century to the early 1930s, the emphasis had 
shifted from the cult of the individual and his God given right to 
make his own choices, demonstrate his own initiative. and make his 
own standards as he moved along. 59 This shifted after the first 
twenty years of this century. (and it was the main educational 
philosophy of education in the United States), to a new. 
collectivist social order with its emphasis on the masses. 
It appears that Kandel objected to the idea of the schools 
building a "New" social order. one which would lead. rather than 
mirror. society. He thought that schools. in fact. did build a 
social order. By that he meant that the school could really do 
nothing but build one. The reason for this was that the only 
material which education had available to it was comprised of the 
cultural and tangible environment of both school and life. 
59 Kandel, "Mobilizing the Teacher," 474-475. 
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Education failed if it tried to break away fro• the past and build a 
"new" social order by dealing with •audlin approaches to the child's 
growth and by a surface display of activities and creative arts 
without a substantial background. Kandel said, "The school is the 
instru•ent for •aintaining existing social orders and for helping to 
build new social orders when the public has decided on the•: but it 
does not create the11."60 Kandel had no qual•s about saying that 
"the school is the servant of society."61 
Kandel believed in a philosophy in which •an desired stability 
•ore than change, security •ore than insecurity, and established 
societies instead of new social orders.62 He criticized 
Progressives who wanted to •obilize teachers and organize the 
schools to build an new social order. This was disruptive of the 
entire fabric of society. He would li•it the role of the school to 
transait knowledge, foster intelligence, and develop critical 
abilities which would include discussions of controversial issues. 
He believed also that the Progressives needed to look at the•selves 
with candor, realize the consequences of their own •anifestos 
regarding the origins of social crises, and deal with re•oving the 
causes of social disorder instead of building a new social order.63 
Kandel was so opposed to progressive schooling that he was 
6° Kandel, "Can the School Build a New Social Order?," 148. 
61 Ibid. 
62 I.L. Kandel, "Education and Social Change" Journal of Social 
Philosoph~ l, no. 1 (October 1935): 23-25. 
63 I.L. Kandel, "Education and Social Disorder." Teachers 
College Record 34, no.5 (February 1933): 3~9-367. 
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ready to co-op it. In a bit of se•antic word play, he said he 
believed that if one were to exa•ine a Progressive child-centered 
school at close range a teacher-centered school would be revealed. 
such a teacher would be inspired by a full array of her subjects and 
would •ake the students respond to a pattern already "fixed-in-
advance" in her aind. 64 He also bla•ed the Progressives for 
attacking intellectual education and emphaslilng the e•otlons 
without their being aware of it. Progressives were actually 
promoting a retreat from reason. 
Kandel wrote articles in allegorical for• which ridiculed the 
Progressives. 65 He also wrote aore serious sounding articles 
gaining the attention of an audience that was willing to read what 
he said about Progressivism and Essentialism. 66 His humor regarding 
Progressive education would appear to be much funnier than the 
following Introduction to one of his articles, if it were not for 
the fact that •ost. if not all, of his writings were of a very 
serious nature. His "humorous introduction" read: 
And Herbart begat apperceptlon and apperceptlon begat 
interests and interests begat ideas and ideas begat conduct. 
But a new lord arose and smote Herbart and cast him out with 
all his terminology and with effort and with discipline and 
created new interest in his own shape and likeness. an 
interest born of the individual needs and urges, and interest 
64 I.L. Kandel. "Prejudice the Garden Toward Roses?" American 
Scholar 8 (Winter 1938-1939): 72-82. 
65 l.L. Kandel. "Alice in Cloud-Cuckoo-Land" Teachers College 
Record 34, no. 8 (May 1933): 627-634. 
66 I.L. Kandel. "The Fantasia of Current Education" Aaerican 
Scholar 10 (July 1941): 288-297. These articles (notes 65 and 66) 
serve as examples of his allegorical for• in the foraer article. and 
the serious writing in the latter. 
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begat thinking and thinking begat study and out of study 
there was born socialized recitation: the socialized 
recitation and interest begat activity leading to further 
activity, and activity begat the project and the problea: and 
out of these twain there was begotten creative activity and 
out of creative activity came education for a new social 
order. And the latter end is worse than the first for it 
knows not whence it has co•e nor whither it is going.67 
Finally, Kandel castigated the Progressive philosophy of 
education for promoting the study of controversial issues among 
students not •ature enough to engage in such study. While pro•oting 
this. the Progressives placed their emphasis on the techniques of 
controversy instead of judge•ents or values. This, he felt, only 
brought cynicism and skepticism instead of beliefs in absolute 
values. The Progressives would assu•e that the focus on studying 
controversial issues whose solution has escaped even the world's 
experts was easier than the study of such traditional subjects as 
•athematics, languages, literature. and history. 
Kandel, a proponent of de•ocracy warned educators of the 
dangers of totalitarianism. He gave examples of the accusations 
levelled against democracies by those who accepted either left wing 
or right wing totalitarian systems. Some of these criticis•s were, 
that democracy led to anarchy because of its excessive 
individualism, there was no co•mon purpose or loyalty, and there was 
a lack of spiritual values. This lack of spiritual values led to a 
lack of unselfishness which under totalitarianism enabled the 
individual to sacrifice his interests to that of the group.68 In 
67 Kandel. "Mobilizing the Teacher." 473. 
68 I.L. Kandel. The Dilemma of Democracy (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1934), 2. 
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addition there was said to be an absence of real leadership and of 
important ideals which should be a part of both public and private 
life. 
In rebutting these charges Kandel pointed out that these 
arguments did not negate the basic "principles. upon which the idea 
of democracy is based; they center. rather upon certain 
misinterpretations or abuses of these principles. 1169 In a society 
with democratic representation there was no absolute liberty. 
Liberty existed which represented a fair compromise between 
society's interests and the interest of each person. In order to 
make democracy workable. individual rights must be balanced with a 
sense of duty and responsibility. 
Kandel argued that the democratic ideal recognized the right of 
an entire nation of citizens to exercise their voices in choosing 
their form of government. In addition. they have the right to 
criticize and express their collective and individual will through 
those regular channels which were present in a constitutional 
government. The main tenets of both democracy and liberty were that 
they stood for strong beliefs in the value of human personality. 
With a particular broadmindedness and willingness to see the other 
person's point of view in a democracy, went the fundamental 
guarantees of the democratic nation "freedom of thought. freedom of 
belief and expression. and freedom of voluntary organizations. 1170 
69 Ibid .. 4. 
70 I.L. Kandel. "The Challenge to Democracy," School Management 
5, no. 7 (March 1936): 174. 
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Kandel was of the opinion that nothing was aore iaportant to 
A.llerican society than that the schools vigorously promoted the 
•eaning of de•ocracy. Without this active role of the schools, the 
potentialities of individual students would have no fraae of 
reference. Kandel cited Washington, Ada•s, and Jefferson on the 
relationship of education to de•ocracy, the essence of which was to 
protect democracy through education. 71 
Writing in 1937, that in spite of fascism and communism, and 
in spite of the fact that so•e educators did not realize it, 
"de•ocracy ls on the aarch."72 Co•bining deaocratic ideology with 
religious doctrine, Kandel said in a speech to students at Coluabia 
University in 1940, "Totalitarian ideologies clai• they have given 
their followers something to die for; our task is to discover 
soaetbing to live for and that. for men of culture, is to make the 
will of God prevail."73 This speech was found a•ong Kandel's 
personal papers in the archives at the Hoover Institution on War, 
Revolution and Peace. 
Writing in The Making of Naiis74 , when totalitarianism of the 
right and of the left was presenting itself as a danger to the free 
71 Ibid. 
72 I.L. Kandel, "De•ocracy Marches On!" The Educational Poru11 2 
(November 1937): 78-81. 
73 I.L. Kandel. Proa an untitled and unpublished speech 
delivered 30 July 1940 at St. Paul's Chapel, Colu11bia University. 
Archives, Hoover Institution, on War, Revolution and Peace. 
Stanford University, Palo Alto, CA. 
74 I.L. Kandel, The Making of Nazis (Westport, Connecticut, 
Greenwood Press, 1970 - Originally published in 1935 by Teachers 
College, Columbia University, New York), 137. 
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world, Kandel wrote that de•ocracy was being challenged by 
communis11, fascis11, and Nazis11. The challenge was whether deaocracy 
could succeed in balancing individualis• with social allegiance and 
the ideal of people working to benefit society. Kandel discussed in 
the book, the rise of Naiism, National Socialis• and Education, 
Educational Theory, Adapting Education To The New Social Order and 
The Challenge of Totalitarianis•. But he knew about Ger•an 
totalitarianism long before he wrote the book. 75 
He traced the ideals of de•ocracy back in time in the English -
speaking world and showed that there was the predisposition on the 
part of citizens of democracies to take the ideals for granted. So 
much was this taken for granted that it was not even realized that 
it should be the everyday job of the school to pro•ote de•ocratic 
ideals in order to preserve the11. "De•ocracy and liberalh• are not 
•erely for•s of govern•ent but ways of life which have to be learned 
anew by each generation . .,75 
While de11ocracies emphasized freedom, for Kandel, there needed 
to be certain restrictions on freedoa if the child was to develop. 
Training the child to think and to reflect, •ake choices that 
require initiative and resourcesfulness, •ust co•e from the school 
75 Many years before writing this important book, Kandel wrote 
a lengthy article in the New York Ti111es. The article showed one of 
the paths leading to totalitarianism. Kandel wrote about the 
physical training in the Ger111an schools fro111 priaary grades to the 
University. This curricula was devoid of sport, had only 11ilitary 
service in view, and he wrote about its da•aging effect. 
Isaac Kandel, "German Schoolboy Ignorant of Sport" New York Ti11es (2 
June 1918), sec. 4, 5. 
76 Ibid., 136. 
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which selected valuable and iaportant experiences for the student. 
This iaplied a plan and the concept of giving the student direction. 
As the plan and the direction becaae available. certain intellectual 
curbs on freedoa becaae apparent. So what we had with schools in 
de•ocratic societies was education for freedo•. The process was 
from external discipline iaposed on the student by the school and 
the teacher to self-discipline. This self discipline had to be 
based on the understanding of the behavior and the acceptance of the 
behavior that was expected in a social group. 
The ideas of true education and the preservation of deaocracy 
were fulfilled by pro•oting education for freedoa. in tandea with 
putting education in contact with life. This would enable the 
student to adapt to his changing environaent with flexibility. 
Kandel developed his own deaocratic creed which consisted of sixty 
principles upon which a deaocracy should be based.77 Each of the 
sixty principles is included in Appendix XVII. 
119. 
Teapleton suaaed up Kandel's work as a philosopher by saying: 
Philosophers like Kandel often assu•e the difficult 
responsibility of relating the best in the present to the 
past in ter•s of the future, of teapering the exciteaent of 
the fast pace with the spirit of caution and studied 
consideration. They define strengths and weaknesses. They 
steer a course soaewhere between the extreaes of the ultra -
conservative and the destructive radical in thought and 
action, and often as not they are labeled reactionaries. But 
these thinkers are always necessary if the progress of 
civilization is to be insured. if it is at all be holden to 
the transaitters and synthesi~ers in the real• of ideas. 78 
77 See Appendix XVII-fro• I.L. Kandel. The End of an Era, 116-
78 Templeton. 338. 
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To su• up this chapter on Kandel's educational philosophy, it 
is clear that he was an Essentialist, who was teacher-centered, 
concerned with subject matter, and the development of responsible 
citizens. He was a critic of other philosophies, especially 
Progressivism and Social Reconstructionism. Finally. his philosophy 
of Essentialism will be examined again in the treatment of 
co•parative education, in the next four chapters. 
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CHAPTER IV 
KANDEL ON COMPARATIVE AND INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION: 
BASIC ELEMENTS OF HIS THEORY AND METHODS 
This chapter focuses on Isaac L. Kandel's theories of 
comparative education. his theories on international education, his 
methods of comparative education and his methods of international 
education. In order to understand Kandel's major theories and 
methods in comparative education, it is important to consider how 
others have influenced him. Chief among those, without doubt, was 
his teacher and mentor from the University of Manchester in England. 
Sir Michael Sadler. 
Sadler showed an active interest in education from his early 
undergraduate days. He was responsible for the rapid expansion of 
extension lecture courses at Oxford University from 1885 to 1895. 
By 1893 Oxford was providing lectures for almost 400 courses given 
in various areas in England. Much of the value of this extension 
work was diminished because students were leaving school at early 
ages. Therefore he became interested in secondary education. He 
then became a world reknowned expert on secondary schooling. 
In 1895 Sadler became director of the office of special 
inquiries and reports for the British Government's Department of 
Education. From 1895-1903 the office became a famous research 
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bureau. Under Sadler's leadership eleven original •onu•ental 
volumes containing carefully sorted out articles were published. 
The best known articles were written by Sadler who was a specialist 
on German education. These volumes set an extraordinary standard 
and may have been among the originators of the entire study of 
comparative education. 
More than anyone else in the field Sadler helped Kandel set his 
basic position or framework for the study of comparative education. 
Throughout Kandel's very long and extremely productive career he 
repeated some of the voluble language of Sadler. in part if not in 
full •easure. So often did Kandel do this that one can readily see 
how strong Sadler's influence was on him throughout his career. 
Kandel presented what may be the most popular of Sadler's ideas 
on comparative education. Kandel quoted him even in his major book 
written toward the end of his career: A New Era in Education. These 
fa.aous and wise quotes were from a book by Sadler, published in 
1900. entitled. How Far Can We Learn Anything of Value from the 
Study of Foreign Systems of Education? The eloquent quotes are 
follows: 
In studying foreign systems of education we should not 
forget that the things outside the schools matter even more 
than the things inside the schools. and govern and interpret 
the things inside. We cannot wander at pleasure among the 
educational systems of the world. like a child strolling 
through a garden. and pick off a flower from one bush and 
some leaves from another. and then expect if we stick what 
we have gathered into the soil at home. we shall have a 
living plant. A national system of education is a living 
thing. the outcome of foreign struggles. and difficulties 'of 
long ago'. It has in it some of the secret workings of 
national life. It reflects. while seeking to remedy. the 
failings of national character. By instinct it often lays 
special emphasis on those parts of training which the 
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national character particulary needs. Not less by instinct 
and tradition of our own national education. more sensitive 
to its unwritten ideals, quicker to catch the signs which 
aark its growing or fading influence. readier to •ark the 
dangers which threaten it and the subtler workings of hurtful 
change? The practical value of studying in a right spirit 
with scholarly accuracy the workings of foreign systems of 
education is that it will result in our being better fitted 
to study and understand our own.I 
Kandel, impressed with Sadler's ideas quoted above. based much of 
his theory on them: especially the part about "the things outside 
the school matter even more than the things inside the schools." 
This statement was used in many of Kandel's writings on comparative 
education throughout the decades. 
The other famous quote of Sadler's used by Kandel. although 
much briefer. was no less popular than the very long quote. Sadler 
pointed out in the same book. that the student of comparative 
education must. "try to find out what is the intangible. impalpable 
spiritual force which in the case of any successful system of 
education. is in reality upholding the school system and accounting 
for its present efficiency."2 Again. this quote was used by Kandel 
and repeated throughout his illustrious career serving as a 
springboard for much of his theory. 
Bereday. corroborated the repeated uses by Kandel of Sadler's 
work. He wrote: "As one authority put it. he stuck his nose behind 
the educational systems to look at the essential though much 
1 I.L. Kandel. The New Era in Education: A Comparative Study 
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Houghton Mifflin Co., The Riverside 
Press. 1955), 9-10. 
2 Ibid .. 9. 
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overquoted Sadlerian intangible. !•palpable spiritual forces."3 
Araed with Sadler's inspiring and insightful words Kandel was to 
become known also for his own original ideas in developing his 
theory and method of comparative and international education. 
Perhaps Kandel's theories and •ethods of comparative education for 
which he was known best were to be found in his landmark book 
Comparative Education which will be analyzed in Chapter VI of this 
dissertation. 
He believed that the main value of the comparative approach to 
the probleas of education worldwide was in helping to deteraine the 
causes which generated these probleas in the first place: in 
comparing their differences: and lastly in trying to determine what 
solutions to the problem are attempted by what nations and why. In 
qualifying this. Kandel explained. again in Sadlerian teras: "In 
other words. the comparative approach demands first an appreciation 
of the intangible. impalpable spiritual and cultural forces which 
underlie an educational system: the factors and forces outside the 
school matter even aore than what goes on inside. 114 
The comparative education field aust be based on analyzing the 
social and political values reflected by the school. because the 
school represents these ideals and transmits them in order to 
progress. It is not possible to understand. value. and evaluate the 
3 George Z.F.Bereday, "Soae Discussion of Methods in 
Comparative Education," Comparative Education Review I. (June. 
1957): 13-15. 
4 I.L. Kandel. Comparative Education (Boston: Houghton Mifflin 
Company. 1933). XIX. 
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essence of a nation's educational syste• without knowing its history 
and traditions. in some aeasure. It is also vital to know and 
understand the forces and attitudes which control its social 
organization. and the political and economic conditions that give 
rise to its growth. 
All of the ayriad of devices. practices. aethods. and 
organization which comprise a system of education cannot be moved 
from one ambience to another. Kandel supported his theory of the 
negative effects of wholesale educational borrowing by pointing to 
the failures of bringing the English system to India. the American 
system to the Philippines and Puerto Rico. and of foreign systems to 
China. 5 Other examples of these failures according to Kandel. 
occured in Persia. Egypt. and many South American countries. 
He believed that certain practices could be adapted from one 
country to another but he did not see anything but failure in one 
nation trying to assimilate the practices of another nation. without 
thoughtful adaptation. While he believed in a theoretical base for 
education he strongly believed that comparative education should 
also be based on the prevailing practices. 
One of the essential components of his theoretical base was. 
5 In a rather poignant example of the recognition of past 
failures in importing foreign educational systems to China. Kandel 
told about one of his Chinese students. "A former Chinese student of 
mine had written a very satisfactory dissertation on education in 
England. France, Germany, and the United States. When he came to 
say good-bye to ae. I asked him which of the four systems he would 
recouend as a model for his own country. "None". he answered: "I 
hope we will have a Chinese system". 
I.L. Kandel, "Problems of Comparative Education". International 
Review of Education 2, no. I {1956): 1-15. 
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that by critically studying foreign systems of education one's own 
philosophy would be challenged, enabling the comparativist to 
develop a •uch clearer and •ore sound understanding of the 
background and foundation underlying the educational syste• of his 
own nation. The journey, both literally and figuratively into the 
realm of another nation's educational system enables the comparative 
educator to build new attitudes and new viewpoints which •ay be 
obtained from understanding the reasons for constructing systems of 
education and the •etbods of operating them. 
Kandel gave a complex but pertinent example of how one could 
develop a greater appreciation and understanding of one's own systea 
by looking at other nations' systems. The example was to examine 
the relationship between democracy and education. Comparing 
democracy in England. France. and post-World War I Germany, and the 
challenge to democracy in Italy and the Soviet Union. cannot but 
help bring a clearer picture of the American meaning of democracy 
and what it •eant for education. Kandel commenting on this said: 
The different shades of •eaning that attach to this 
ideal have their resultant effects on educational 
organization and practices and lead to different 
interpretations. not only of the concept of equality of 
opportunity toward which democratic countries are moving, but 
even of standards of culture and of methods of instruction. 6 
Kandel viewed comparative education as a branch of politics as 
the term was used thousands of years before by Plato and Aristotle. 
He interpreted comparative education not in terms of procedures used 
in school classrooms but as part of the dynamics of the study of 
6 Ibid., XX. 
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humanity. organized onto different nations. in order to preserve 
itself and make progress. He also believed in the positive aspects 
of nationalism. He •eant by this that all nations are important and 
they have contributed to the world's progress and the advancement of 
civilization. 
Comparative education could contribute to the development of 
internationalism which sprang from a realization of the i•portance 
of nations other than one's own. The focus for this is the 
educational system of each nation which contributed to the world's 
advancement. Each nation's schools passed on to the young those 
values and ambitions which are advocated by the nation itself. 
So convinced was Kandel of the crucial role of the Sadlerian 
"intangible. i111palpable forces." in the study of comparative 
education. that he wrote: 
A study of foreign school systems which neglects the 
search for the hidden 111eaning of things found in the schools 
would 111erely result in the acquisition of information about 
another educational system and would be of little value as a 
contribution to the clarification of thought. to the better 
development of education as a science. and to the formulation 
of a comprehensive, all-embracing philosophy of education 
thoroughly rooted in the culture. ideals. and aspirations 
which each nation should seek to add to the store of human 
welfare. 7 
Adding to ideas about the intangible forces. Kandel often spoke 
of the scent. the shape. and the color of a people which made them 
and their nation unique. So the forces. both material and 
spiritual. made up an ethos of a people leading to the things •en 
live by and live for. The things that men live by are their 
7 Ibid., XXVI. 
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political and economic organizations and the institutions which make 
workable the continuing process of a community's social life. The 
things men live for are their spiritual and cultural life. their own 
language and literature. their ongoing traditions and heritage. and 
their set of beliefs and their special loyalties. 
Kandel believed in two types of nationalism. the one whose 
educational system would contribute to world progress. while the 
other would have the opposite effect. Aggressive naitonalism was 
the militant. destructive type. The other emphasized intellectual 
growth. spiritual growth. and participation in the brotherhood of 
nations: stressing peace and collaboration versus war and isolation. 
Kandel favored the acquiring of a philosophical attitude to 
gain a better understanding of comparative educational problems. 
This philosophical attitude served two major purposes: the first 
enabled the educator to better enter the totality of his own 
nation's educational system, through the study of his own. the other 
was the viewpoint that this totality should offset the 
specialization and partial answers provided by the scientific study 
of education alone. 
Comparative education is interested in discovering how one 
nation differs from another in establishing and operating its school 
system or systems. It seeks to identify the factors which explain 
these differences. The same interest and type of question apply to 
nations' similarities in relation to their educational systems. So. 
form is of greater importance according to Kandel, than studying the 
different internal aspects of an educational system. This. however. 
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appears to be inconsistent with what Kandel actually did. It 
appears that he gave at least equal. if not •ore. weight to those 
internal details of a nation's educational system. than to the 
external forces he said were of greater importance. 
This study of form helps to understand the goals of the 
political. social. economic. and cultural policies that a nation 
through its educational system. formulates for its citizens. Thus. 
viewing the changes in German education made it possible to 
understand the Nazi mindset for war. The changes in Soviet 
attitudes toward its former allies were evident from the study of 
its postwar history textbooks. 
Discussing comparative education's emphasis on form. Kandel 
wrote: 
It sets out to find explanations of a particular "form" 
in the culture pattern and transition that have shaped the 
outlook and way of life of a people. in the political 
theories and ideals that define its political ends. in the 
relation of the individual to the state and its social and 
cultural institutions. and in the nature of the state itself. 
It is this kind of approach that serves as a challenge to 
examine the roots of the educational system of one's own 
nation. 8 
Comparison brought a clear perspective to those educational 
convergencies and divergencies that existed between systems. If one 
did his work well in the field he would develop a certain 
sensitivity to problems nations have in common and the myriad of 
ways in which the problem can be approached and solved under 
existing national conditions. 
As late as 1955 Kandel felt that no educational system in the 
8 Kandel. The New Era. 13. 
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world was, as yet. balanced. Since they all were in a state of 
becoming, their forms. goals. and directionality comprised the raw 
Material for the study of co•parative education. He was of the 
opinion that comparative education as both a study of education and 
as an organized subject of study began as a result of the unrest in 
education in all of the countries of the world following World War 
I. So he would date it from the year 1919. recognizing that in 
various forms. other than organizational, comparative education had 
been around for many years prior to the date he more or less 
selected for its beginning. 
Writing in 1939, Kandel saw a bright future for the field. He 
quoted from Lester M. Wilson. Professor of education at Teachers 
College, Columbia University who said: 
There is no reason why Comparative Education should not 
prove as interesting and fruitful a study as Comparative 
Politics. The time will come when men realize that the 
structure of a nation's educational system is as 
characteristic and almost as i•portant as the form of its 
constitution. And when it does. we shall have our 
educational Montesquieus analysing educational institutions. 
and our Bryces classifying them.9 
Kandel depicted comparative education as a difficult field 
which required a high degreee of scholarship. The field was so 
sophisticated and delved so broadly and deeply into the marrow of a 
nation's existence that not too many researchers had the required 
abilities. The abilities encompassed a comprehensive understanding 
of education in its entirety. Along with this demanding job went 
9 l.L.Kandel. "Comparative Education." in Educating for 
Democrac~. ed. John I. Cohen and Robert M.W. Travers (Freeport. New 
York: Books for Libraries Press. 1939), 441-442. 
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the digging into the social. political. and cultural backgrounds 
from which education gathered its meaning. Added to this must be a 
knowledge of those foreign languages which would enable the 
researcher to unlock the facts and ideas of these intellectual 
backgrounds. 
In order to dig deeply into the above backgrounds. it was 
important for the researcher to have a respectable knowledge of 
political theory and practice. anthropology or the patterns of 
culture. economics; public opinion. and sociology. And important as 
it was to know educational theory and practice. it is even more 
relevant to know the more academic studies. It appeared that Kandel 
believed that only renaissance type of scholars could capably 
contribute to comparative education as a field of study. One aight 
ask whether or not he took this job description exclusively from his 
own perceptions of his own outstanding abilities in the field. 
Kandel was certain that if a researcher studied education in 
isolation. without working hard in the social . political. and 
cultural areas. his work would have no meaning: even if this study 
was centered upon one's own country. Interestingly. he drew fine 
distinctions as to what comparative education was and what it was 
not. He strongly argued that descriptive accounts of individual 
systems of education (country studies) or foreign systems described 
one after another in textbooks (area studies in some cases or global 
studies in others) by different experts in the field. was not in 
fact comparative education. He used the German word 
"Auslandspadagogic" for this type of writing. True comparative 
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education or "Vergleichende Padagogic" was totally different. In 
this case. one writer wrote about different educational systems of 
several countries from one particular point of view. the result of 
which was a genuine comparison. 
While some experts in comparative education studies would agree 
with his definition. others would say that descriptive accounts are 
really part of comparative education because they are drawn upon for 
important and relevant inforaation and contributions to the field. 
Ironically. Kandel himself wrote aany descriptive accounts of 
educational syste•s of individual countries and it appears that many 
experts would classify these studies as being an intergral part of 
comparative education. Understandably, if a descriptive account of 
a nation's educational system offered the reader little in terms of 
his or her own ability to make comparisons with other nations then 
Kandel's point has some validity. But often this is not the case. 
His own descriptive accounts of individual nations presented the 
reader with inforaation which inferentially one could use to make 
one's own comparison of one's own choosing. 
Kandel's knowledge of political science and coaparative 
politics enabled hi• to discover that many of the real differences 
between national systems of education could be explained on the 
basis that the political nature of the various nations origininated 
differently. Specifically. in terms of education in its varying 
co•ponents. he said: 
Centralized or local administration and their relations, 
types of control and inspection, prescription of curricula 
and methods or freedom. the preparation of teachers. 
standards and examinations and the participation of the 
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public - can be found •ost generally. but not always in the 
political aims of the state. The reservation "not always" is 
added because there are democracies with systems which are 
highly centralized because of the demographic conditions. 10 
As examined in chapter III of this dissertation. Kandel was a 
philosopher of education. However. it is difficult to apply his 
philosophy of education to his comparative educational work. It 
appears that he even believed that philosophies of education had no 
major role to play in comparative education. Judging from the title 
of one of his yearbooks. one could come to the conclusion that 
Kandel really believed in the importance of philosophy in 
comparative education. The yearbook was published by the 
International Institute of Teachers College. Columbia University. 
In 1929. he not only did the usual editing for the yearbook. but he 
wrote the entire yearbook himself. It was entitled, The Philosophy 
Underlying National Systems of Education. 
It soon became clear that Kandel did not always mean philosophy 
even though he used the word. In the introduction he said. "For the 
student of education it is essential to understand the philosophy. 
if it can be called that. or the general background underlying 
education before he proceeds to the study of education itself."11 
In looking at the yearbook itself. in its entirety. it is apparent 
that Kandel was not applying any philosophy of education to this 
lO LL.Kandel. "The Study of Comparative Education". The 
Educational Forum 5-15. 20, (November 1955). 
11 International Institute of Teachers College Colu11bia 
University, The Philosophy Underlying National Systeas of Education. 
The 1929 Education Yearbook. (New York: Bureau of Publications. 
Teachers College. Columbia University. 1930). X. 
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work. except for the use of the word philosophy in the title of the 
book. 
"Philosophies," he wrote "are not the dominant influences in 
shaping educational systems: as •uch is taken from them as is 
compatible with the main aim. which is general and political." 12 
Kandel believed that there was a danger of confusing a philosophy of 
education with the real practice of education. He gave an example 
of a German educator who, steeped in the knowledge of Allerican 
philosophies of education. visited schools in the United States. 
The educational practices she observed were not at all related to 
the influences of any educational philosophy. 
Kandel said that a comparative study of philosophies of 
education would be important but it should not be mistaken for 
comparative education of which it is only a part. While it is 
difficult to spell out exactly what the part philosophy played. 
there is no doubt that Kandel borrowed the philosophical positions 
of Sadler and others to formulate bis theories of comparative 
education. He borrowed from poets, educators. sociologists. 
historians. statesmen. philosophers. and literary figures. A few 
additional exa•ples of such borrowing will be added to the earlier 
quotes from Sir Michael Sadler which started out this chapter. 
These will merely be a small representation of some of the work of 
others that influenced Kandel. 
One of these persons was the sociologist E•ile Durkheim who 
said. "Each type of people has its own education which is 
12 I.L.Kandel. "Problems of Comparative Education," I. 
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appropriate to it and which can help to define it in the same way as 
its moral. political and religious organization. lt is one of the 
aspects of its physi~gnomy." 13 Kandel explained that Durkheim 
interpreted education as being determined more by a society's 
culture than by psychology even though psychology could contribute 
much to the improvement of instruction. Kandel said Durkheim did 
not deny that there were common elements in education which 
connected all of humanity. 
Kandel quoted the German historian Wilheim Dilthey who said. "A 
comparative consideration of educational systems should be 
undertaken and it will show that precisely here the individual 
forces are bound together through the progressive development of 
humanity." 14 Kandel believed that this statement was basic for 
understanding comparative education. 
The last example is from the writings of poet Robert Bridges. 




Truth is as Beauty unconfined: 
Various as Nature is Man's Mind: 
Each race and tribe is as a flower 
Set in God's garden with its dower 
Of special instinct: and man's grace 
Compact of all must all embrace. 
China and Ind, Hellas or France. 
Each hath its own inheritance: 
And each to Truth's rich market brings 
Its bright divine imaginings. 
In rival tribute to surprise 
Ibid .. 3. 
Ibid .. 2. 
15 Kandel. Comparative Education, 869. 
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The world with native •erchandise. 
Kandel drew inspiration from many others. John Stuart Mill. George 
Washington. Thomas Jefferson. and Ralph Waldo Emerson among them. 
Kandel was especially sensitive to the educational problems of 
developing countries. Lacking modern, sophisticated nomenclature. 
he referred to them early in his career as "backward nations" and 
later in his working life as "underdeveloped nations" However. 
there was no lack of sophistication in his ideas on the role that 
comparative education could play in the promotion of national 
systems of education and of nonformal approaches to education in 
these developing nations. He did not use such modern terms as 
nonformal education. or lifelong learning, but his ideas on these 
topics could be compared favorably with the best thinking available 
today to the contemporary comparativist or development expert. 
Kandel was against the use of Western or European models of 
education in the developing nations. He saw that they were failures 
which at best considered only an elite group inside of the country. 
as the group to educate. He realized that elites were important for 
leadership roles in many of these newly formed countries. but he 
thought the masses of people needed an effective education too. 
They were also in need of •odern health care services and practices. 
vocational training and guidance, and community cohesion. all of 
which would be necessary to raise the standard of living in the 
nation and to improve its infrastructure. He believed that these 
vital and relevant needs of the nation should be worked out 
nonformally even before formal educational methods should be 
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applied. 
He realized that •ost of these developing nations were poor. 
agricultural nations in need of ~asic services and develop•ent. His 
knowledge of comparative education and its theories helped him 
realize that each nation was unique and needed to take advantage of 
its own strengths in order to build an effective educational system. 
The developing nations had problems which needed solving throughout 
the formal system: the primary. secondary. and higher levels. Since 
there were traditional historical precedents to draw from in the 
history of education. Kandel suggested drawing fro• past and even 
the present experiences of other nations: experiences that Might 
work with appropriate modifications. 
To sum up some of Kandel's most iaportant theoretical 
constructs in coaparative education. it may be said that he 
advocated: analyzing the causes which have given rise to the 
problems of each nation's educational system. comparing the 
differences between them and the reasons for such differences. and a 
study of the solutions tried by each nation. He looked at the 
deeper forces of what the school reflected through the lenses of 
sociology and political science. and his scrutiny of forces outside 
the school. within each nation. that helped to shape schooling and 
the school systems were all iaportant aspects of his theory. 
He tried to write co•parative education without concentrating 
on a parallel history of the education of different nations, 
although he certainly did that too. He also encouraged those 
responsible for innovation in a nation's educational system to adapt 
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rather than assimilate another nation's practices. •ethods. and 
organization. Since Kandel was concerned with adaptation. the study 
of an educational syste• merely to learn the facts about it was 
useless. He concerned himself with the problems and the solutions, 
and the causes for differences between educational systems. A 
finely honed comparative education should provide the opportunities 
for a richer experience bringing about more exacting and valid 
judgements. The study of co•parative education should prepare one 
to develop a critical approach leading to a clearer and •ore 
thoughtful approach to the analysis of one's own national 
educational system. 
Kandel viewed education within a national context and 
attributed national characteristics to different nations. He 
believed that education •ust exist for some vital purposes and he 
thought that systems of education are greatly influenced by national 
ends. He thought of comparative education as being a process: a 
process which called for the continual application of the history of 
education into the present. 
Kandel's theory of international education differed from his 
theory of comparative education. The goal of international 
education was not to compare but to promote a commonality among all 
peoples of the world. The •ost important aspects of this 
commonality were goodwill. friendship, brotherhood, and peace. 
What type of thinking contributed to an internationalism in 
•ankind? Kandel thought that Nicholas Murray Butler was correct in 
his concept of an International Mind. Butler said: [in a statement 
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found a•ong Kandel's private papers] 
The international •ind is nothing other than the habit 
of thinking of foreign relations and business. and that habit 
of dealing with the•. which regards the several nations of 
the civilized world as friendly and cooperating equals in 
aiding the progress of civilization. in developing co••erce 
and industry. and in spreading enlighten•ent and culture 
throughout the world.16 
International education contributed greatly to international 
cooperation which was built upon international understanding. 
Just as Kandel was influenced by Sir Michael Sadler for the 
develop•ent of his theories of co•parative education. so was he also 
influenced for his theories on international education by John Aaos 
Co•enius. Kandel called Co111enius. as others did too. "The Teacher 
of Nations." He described how three hundred years ago Comenius went 
to England to explain to Parlia•ent what his plans for a Pansophic 
College were. According to Kandel. this Pansophic College called 
for a way to peace through the universal rededication to minds. 
This was part of his pansophic system which was a way of striving 
for personal virtue and worldwide peace. Along with this ca•e an 
understanding of truth which would lead to knowing, doing. and 
looking for ways to do good towards one's fellow 111an. 
Kandel compared the twentieth century to the seventeenth--the 
century in which Co111enius sought harmony and peace among all 
nations. Today's international problems are si•ilar to those three 
hundred years ago in that there is and was great global unrest. 
Describing Comenius as a visionary, ahead of his ti•e. he provided 
16 Nicholas Murray Butler. "The International Mind" (Loose leaf 
Photostat) Kandel Papers. Hoover Institution Archives, Palo Alto. 
California. 
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this quote from hi•: 
There is needed in this century. an i•mediate re•edy for 
the frenzy which has seized •any men and is driving them in 
their madness to their autual destruction. For we witness 
throughout the world disastrous and destructive flaaes and 
discords devastating kingdoms and peoples with such 
persistence that all •en seem to have conspired for their 
•utual ruin which will end only with the destruction of 
themselves and the universe. Nothing is therefore. •ore 
necessary for the stability of the world. if it is not to 
perish completely. then some universal rededication of minds. 
Universal harmony and peace must be secured for the whole 
human race. By peace and harmony however. I mean not that 
external peace between rulers and peoples among theaselves. 
but an internal peace of •ind inspired by a system of ideas 
and feelings. If this could be attained. the human race has 
a position of great promise. 17 
The greatest barrier to internationalism had been the 
traditional type of nationalisa. This type of nationalism promoted 
only a narrow patriotism and an ineffective system of education from 
the point of view that there was little concern with international 
education. Negative teachings too often focused on a nation's 
military victories. territorial expansion. imperialism. or manifest 
destiny. The end result of these teachings had been the development 
of national superiority instead of a national viewpoint of being 
just one nation in a world of cooperating nations. 
Thus. the pro•otion of international understanding and 
cooperation required a unique approach to the teaching of 
international education. This approach would concentrate on peace 
and the peaceful practices of countless men and women from all over 
the world. This would replace the aore co•mon teachings about war 
and its glories. The betterment of •ankind would be emphasized in 
17 LL.Kandel. "Education. National and International." The 
Educational Forum 16, (January 1952): 152-160. 
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this approach. 
Kandel quoted fro• a historian's meaning of a nation. He said. 
"What constitutes a nation is not speaking the sa•e tongue or 
belonging to the sa•e ethnic group. but having accoaplished great 
things in comaon in the past and the wish to accoaplish them in the 
future." 18 But he quickly pointed out that greatness does not refer 
to a nation's •ilitary heroes or leaders who prepared for war. Too 
often this was highlighted in the history textbooks of nations' 
schools. Kandel believed that the heroes of peace should be studied 
in the schools of the world. These were the •en and wo•en of 
thought and ideals. Exaaples of these were the unna•ed states•en. 
writers. religious leaders. teachers. inventors. composers. 
•athe•aticians. scientists. and all who had •ade contributions to 
hu•an welfare. He only named so•e of the important matheaaticians. 
This will be discussed later in this chapter. 
The basis for international education aust e•anate froa the 
teachings of each individual nation. Kandel did not advocate the 
same type of school systea for every nation. But he believed that 
all educational systems could be uplifted by a common bond which had 
as its goal the promotion of international education. This 
education would look to the building of a new world order of peace. 
international understanding, and cooperation. 
The educational mistakes of the past were quite glaring. 
Between World Wars I and II. education for internationalism failed 
because it was superimposed upon the traditional aims of an 
18 Ibid .. 154. 
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education for nationalis•. lnternationalisM was not a •ere addition 
to nationalism: both consisted of one continuous process. The 
League of Nations failed to achieve a successful approach to 
international education. In fact. no reference to education was 
even included in the League Covenant. Kandel was encouraged by the 
i•portance given to education when the United Nations was created on 
October 24. 1945. and when UNESCO was established on November 4. 
1946. 
Using his knowledge of political science, Kandel saw a way of 
•aking international education •ore effective through the United 
Nations. He would have the world organization redefine 
international law as an instru•ent to resolve conflicts between 
nations. Only through global statutory law, administered by an 
international agency. could international anarchy be overco•e. 
Unless there were •odifications in national sovereignty. it 
would become increasingly difficult to develop through education an 
appreciation of the co••onality of humanity. Realistically, Kandel 
saw that certain things could be done to pro•ote international 
education even without a world government or a supergovernaent. He 
believed, therefore. that the •ost important lesson to teach 
students in schools was that internationalism had to begin at ho•e. 
One of the crucial lessons for pupils everywhere was overco•ing 
xenophobic attitutes. It becaae the responsibility of education to 
encourage an understanding and appreciation of individuals whether 
they were fellow nationals or not. 
International education was finally on the right path with the 
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creation of UNESCO. In the preaable to UNESCO's constitution. 
Kandel saw a ray of hope. Combining some phrases from it with his 
own words. he said: 
that the "unani•ous. lasting and sincere support of peace" 
aust be secured and that peace must be founded, "upon the 
intellectual and •oral solidarity of •ankind." developed 
through education to support the political and econo•ic 
arrange•ents of governments.19 
Education for global awareness must begin with the student and 
his environ•ent. But the environaent was not a static entity: 
rather. it was something that developed and expanded in scope and 
•eaning as the child developed intellectually. Education •ust be 
expansive in order to break away from the age old idea of treating 
the world as groups of distinct entities. 
International education was required to focus on training all 
future citizens because violations of peace affected every person in 
each nation. From the international point of view, the broader 
disseaination of education and the increasing extension of 
educational opportunities beca•e •ore crucial. To become a citizen 
of the world one has to develop a sense of responsibility for 
humanity everywhere. Every nation needed to prepare its children 
for the responsibilities of freedom and should develop its syste• of 
education according to its own conditions of its own environment and 
culture. 
International education •ust be made an integral feature of 
national education in order to achieve the goals of international 
understanding. An analysis of Kandel's idea to teach international 
19 Ibid., 160. 
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education through the regular school curriculum in the schools of 
every nation is discussed in the conclusion of this dissertation. 
In this section of chapter IV. the focus is on Kandel's 
•ethodology of coaparative education. He thought that comparative 
education Methods were similar to those in other fields of research. 
such as in history and philosophy of education. However. he noted 
that to be a successful researcher in comparative education it is 
necessary to have research competencies in these other allied 
fields. 
Kandel provided soae of the reasons for his assuaption that it 
was difficult to apply a •ethodology to the field. For one thing. 
the topics studied were often too broad. In addition. comparative 
education went so deeply into the formation of the existence of a 
nation that he thought few researchers could adequately follow the 
•ethodology required to understand the field. 
Writing in the 1930's. Kandel frowned upon the use of 
statistics in comparative education. He even said they were 
worthless because of the differences in national terminology and 
because the methods of gathering data were quite different fro• 
country to country. The statistics of the costs of educational 
expenditures aeant little to hi• because of the great cleavage in 
the buying power of different nation's currencies at that ti•e. 
At the time Kandel wrote his monumental work, Co•parative 
Education, published in 1933. he did not think that it was feasible 
to set up standards which could atte•pt to •easure the quality of 
national systems of education. He thought that it was feasible to 
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•easure only basics in different countries by using the saae systea 
of tests. but he was unsure about quality •easures of a systea. in 
its best sense. He believed that it was doubtful whether the 
essence of quality could ever be •easured. 
Methodologically speaking. he thought that it was possible to 
compare probleas and practices and offer solutions helpful to each 
country. taking educational notice of its unique culture. The 
co•parative method in Co•parative Education examined ele•entary and 
secondary education as well as general education in the light of the 
political. social. and cultural forces which shape the national 
syste• of each country. Kandel compared educational theory and 
practice in England. France, Germany, Italy, Russia, and the United 
States. He had the foresight to project that someday the scientific 
tools of statistics would add considerably to a competent 
methodology of coaparative education. The literary knowledge of at 
least two foreign languages were significant tools for Kandel in his 
methodology of coaparative education. 
Kandel thought that •any nations had almost the same 
educational problems. even if their solutions to these problems 
differed. He offered a long list of problems that could be 
carefully analyzed. The following is but a sample: What was the 
meaning of nationalism. freedom. and culture in a society? What was 
the scope of preschool, primary, post-elementary. or secondary 
school? What was the relationship between education and 
nationalism. and the individual to society? Who controlled the 
child's education? What was the status of teachers and how were they 
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prepared professionally? What should be the curriculum offered in 
each school? These were some of the questions Kandel asked in 
exploring the problems arising from such relevant questions. 
In his methodology, Kandel discussed repeatedly the forces 
which underlie national systems of education. He also examined the 
nature of these forces that determined the success or failure of a 
system. However. he was aware that the examination of these forces 
could be overdone. What he •eant by this in relation to the 
question of •ethodology was that. "It is an over-sophistication of a 
discipline to subject it to such an analysis that the parts never 
really fit together again."20 
If all the forces listed by those who would want to i•prove the 
methodology of co•parative education were listed. comparative 
education as a field of study would no longer be viable. Kandel 
understood that these proponents of the subtler forms of social 
analysis were influenced by methods of cultural anthropology. But. 
he said that the work of the cultural anthropologist leads to an 
analysis of an entire society and not one of its institutions--the 
school. 
Kandel was reacting to those comparative methodologists who 
failed to realize that important differences existed between those 
influences that effect formal education and the overwhelming variety 
of forces in the society that contribute to the informal education 
of the person. The anthropological influence, if overdone. could 
20 I.L.Kandel. "The Methodology of Co•parative Education," 
International Review of Education 5 (1959): 270-278. 
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result in a •ass of infor•ation and forces that influence the nature 
and form of a system of education without giving a co•plete picture 
of the system. Kandel believed that his e•phasis on exa•ining 
pheno•ena external to the school to deteraine the nature of 
schooling was carried to extremes by some aisguided researchers. In 
his own •ethodology, he did not clearly identify the forces external 
to the school which were vital. He attributed the confusion to 
cultural anthropologists and those they influenced. His attack on 
those who investigated subtle for•s of social analysis was quite 
surprising in the light of his quest to examine those "intangible, 
!•palpable forces." 
Kandel insisted that students of coaparative education needed 
to search for inforaation into a syste• as well as to have 
information about a system. Perhaps one of his aost iaportant 
state•ents on the purpose of coaparative education and its 
•ethodology appeared toward the end of his career. In a very 
lengthy state•ent he described this along with what he meant by 
learning about and searching into an educational syste•. He wrote: 
The Methodology of comparative education is determined 
by the purpose that the study is to fulfill. If the aim is 
to learn something about an educational system. a description 
without explanation would be sufficient ... From the point of 
view of co•parative education such an account is limited, but 
is an essential first step in the process of study ... If the 
discipline is worth pursuing. it is essential that the 
student search into the educational system or systeas he is 
studying. His task is to learn what forces detemine the 
character of a system. what accounts for differences or 
similarities between two or aore systems. how one syste• 
proceeds to solve problems that it has in com•on with other 
systems. and so on. He will not find answers to these and 
aany other questions fro• infor•ation about the fabric of the 
system. that he studies. Nor will he garner what should be 
the finest product of coaparative study - ability to analyze 
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his own syste• of education and add soaething to the 
philosophy underlying it.21 
The study of comparative education is interdisciplinary and •ay 
frequently place greater emphasis on the ancillary studies than on 
education itself. Regarding its methodology it. "•ay be considered 
a continuation of the history of education into the present." 22 
Other Methodological tools were a knowledge of political theories 
and a knowledge of the concept of the nation. Additionally, it was 
i•portant methodologicaly to travel to a country and study its 
educational system first hand so that the comparative educator has 
insight into. rather than about. a foreign educational system. The 
study of co•parative education led to a •ore effective awareness of 
the relations between nationalism and education but it linked up 
with the problems involved in the promotion of a program of 
international understanding by each nation's schools. 
In 1961. at the age of eighty, Kandel continued to contribute 
to the growth of a methodology of co•parative education. He saw the 
trend toward a scientific approach to research in the field and he 
frowned upon it. Apparently he thought that the research tools that 
best contributed to a methodology were economics. history, political 
theory, and national cultures. Some researchers such as Bereday 
thought Kandel was a proponent of a social science approach. But. 
evidence illustrated that Kandel was not totally committed to the 
role of sociology and anthropology in a methodology of co•parative 
21 Ibid .. 271-272. 
22 Ibid., 273. 
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education. 23 
Kandel's methodology of coaparative education has been 
described and classified by aany other experts in the field. 
Kaza11ias and Massialas refer to Kandel's aethodology as "historical 
functionalism. 024 The basic ideas of this methodology were that 
education did not exist in a class by itself: it was inextricably 
connected with other social and political institutions: and it could 
best be investigated by looking at it in its social context. 
Sodhi saw Kandel's aethodology as being divided into steps.25 
The first step was inforaation about a nation's school systea: an 
easy descriptive report. The report was divided into coa11on sense 
categories such as eleaentary. secondary. and teacher education. and 
then a report followed these categories. The next step was 
historical-functional. Here the comparativist exaaines the 
historical. political. intellectual. social, and econoaic causes 
that are the bases for the problems in the particular educational 
system, since education alone cannot provide the needed information. 
The last step was called melioristic since Kandel was concerned with 
improving educational syste•s throughout the world. In addition. 
the •ethods applied to the study of other nations'educational 
systems should lead the comparativist toward internationalis• and a 
23 I.L. Kandel. "A New Addition to Comparative Methodology," 
Comparative Education Review 5 (June 1961). 4-6. 
24 Encyclopedia of Educational Research. 5th ed .• S.V. 
"Comparative Education," by Andreas Kazamias and Byron G. Massialas. 
25 T.S.Sodhi. A Textbook of Co•parative Education (New Dehli: 
Vikas Publishing, 1983). 13-14. 
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better understanding of his own country's educational system. 
Noah and Eckstein credited Kandel with being the Father of 
co•parative education. However they were also critical of his 
•ethodology: "What appeared in Kandel's work as persuasive 
conclusions are in fact important hypotheses re•aining open for 
testing." 26 Since all of Kandel's work. they said was ai•ed at 
explanation and his conclusions were supported by detailed 
knowledge, his work cannot be taken. in the absense of verification. 
as gospel: 
The forces and factors (nationalism. political ideology, 
historical antecedents and so on) that Kandel identified as 
explanatory variables were obviously signifiant in toto. But 
his approach provided no way of judging their iaportance 
relative to each other. Nor was there apparent any criterion 
for the inclusion of so•e factors in the analysis and the 
exclusion of others. except on the basis of "self-evident 
truth." 27 
According to Noah and Eckstein. Kandel said that powerful 
social and other forces i•pacted upon nations' educational syste•s 
creating problems, since cultures responded differently in ter•s of 
their own characteristic and antecedents. For Kandel. the real 
value of comparative education was in comprehending this dyna•ic 
process. His methodology which stressed the collection of accurate 
data, e•phasized the cultural-historical context in which the 
developaent of an educational system occurred and the i•portance of 
explanation. Noah and Eckstein thought that Kandel succeeded with 
the first two aspects of method. but not with explanation. in the 
26 Harold J.Noah and Max A.Eckstein, Towards a Science of 
~0•paratlve Education (London: Collier-MacMillan LTD., 1969). 51. 
27 Ibid. 
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absence of scientific proof. 
Trethewey viewed Kandel's •ethodology as having four stages: 
the first one was "description." In this stage the solutions to one 
or more of the problems experienced by all countries were described 
in both theoretical and practical terms. 28 Stage two. he called, 
"explanation or interpretation." Here a study took place of the 
history and traditions of the forces and attitudes. and of the 
various conditions which have shaped the develop•ent of school 
systems. In this second stage the comparativist priaarily used 
historical •ethods to explain why it was that specific ways of doing 
things in education had developed in any of the chosen countries' 
educational systems. 
For Trethewey, Kandel's stage three is a "coaparative analysis" 
which involved coaparing the important differences between national 
educational systeas and discovering the underlying reasons for these 
differences. Stage four was to "disengage certain principles or 
tendencies." building up an educational philosophy by observing 
practices actually taking place instead of basing the philosophy on 
•etaphysics or ethics. 
Trethewey criticized Kandel's methodology for lacking 
documentation. This aade it impossible for a reader to either check 
his sources or examine his evidence independently. The strength of 
his case rested on his own reputation and personal authority rather 
than on objective studies that could be replicated by other 
28 A.R. Trethewey, Introducing Comparative Education 
(Australia: Pergamon Press, 1976), 57-58. 
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comparativists for verification. Therefore. Kandel's conclusions 
were always subject to argU11ent or disagreement by other experts in 
the field. 
Trethewey continued his criticism by attacking Kandel's value 
assuaptions which occurred so frequently in his work. Kandel. he 
said. was not a dispassionate observer. He favored democracy and 
saw it as the basis of the reconstruction of society. For Kandel 
this aeant that the school was the instruaent of the social order 
and it cannot build a new social order. The goal of education was 
to discover what were the best elements in the social order which 
were vital to its progress and peraanence. This type of social 
reconstructionism differed from that espoused by George Counts and 
others who believed that the school should be the instruaent for 
broad social change and should lead society into a new social order. 
Lastly. Trethewey saw Kandel's work as being too general in scope. 
encompassing an elaborate scheme of inforaation about a facet of 
education, but lacking in well designed theories. 
Trethewey saw soae positive aspects in Kandel's methodology: it 
contributed to a theory of causation. it established a base of 
accurate information about educational systems, it becaae cognizant 
of the need for the historical-cultural context in which educational 
systems develop, and it aoved beyond descriptions to explanations 
and then to principles. 
An iaportant feature of Kandel's aethodology was that it led to 
the realization that the study of a nation's educational system was 
an integral part of the fabric of society, not aerely a systea of 
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buildings existing for schooling the young. Understanding the 
social dynaaics of the system through its thoughts had •any 
implications. It led to the possibility of change and i•proveaent 
of the development of institutions. It also extended ideas 
globally. The nation as an entity became the basis for comparison. 
It foraed the foundation which helped to identify through a nation's 
school system .. a nation's political and religious beliefs as well as 
the values. attitudes. and social practices that noted the special 
place of the school system in a given nation. So. Kandel's 
methodology led to a more coaprehensive view of schooling as a 
system. while at the sa•e ti•e eaphasizing that the syste•'s ability 
to extend basic knowledge about the dynaaics of societal growth 
helped to shape the Methodology of co•parative education. This was 
done by drawing from geography. history, political philosophy, and 
sociology to de•onstrate how Major forces and factors created new 
possibilities for educational innovations. and in other cases. 
showing how these forces and factors have iaposed constraints. In 
both cases, understanding these forces and factors have aolded the 
shape of what was being observed. 
While Kandel did not use the word aethods in writing about 
international education, as he did in co•parative education. he 
clearly advocated a unique aethodology which will be discussed in 
this section of this chapter and elsewhere in this dissertation. He 
believed that international education was an outgrowth of 
coaparative education but was a separate area for study. The focus 
in international education is bow nations. through their educational 
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systems. contribute to international cooperation and understanding. 
so the goal is not to coapare educational systems of other nations. 
but to develop a coamonality of humanity among all the peoples of 
the world. 
Kandel was disappointed in the various nations, which between 
world War I and World War II. failed to promote international 
education in their schools. on any effective basis. England, he 
thought, was one nation which did do an effective job. He was also 
disappointed in the real lack of an emphasis on education on the 
part of the League of Nations. He referred to this point regularly 
in many of his writings. 
With the foraation of the United Nations and UNESCO. Kandel was 
encouraged that international education could succeed, and that his 
Methods. in the field would have a better chance of success. He 
believed that the first step in international education began at 
home. in each individual nation. and then this education radiated 
outward towards the rest of the world. The next step was to 
establish the idea in the schools that while differences among 
peoples of the world did exist, greater emphasis should be placed on 
discovering the elements common to all mankind. 
Kandel had much to say on the harmful effects of stressing 
differences among people of foreign nations. He believed that it 
was a defect in education everywhere to point only to differences so 
they became exaggerated and the source of mistrust among people. 
The colorful, the picturesque, and the exotic foreigner becaae the 
deeply rooted stereotype which was then anathema to international 
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understanding and education. 
The next step in Kandel's •ethodolofl'Y was different fro• the 
way •ost experts thought. and in fact. from the way international 
education had been i•ple•ented in the schools of the world's nations 
between the two world wars: and in •any cases ts still being 
i•plemented. He would transform the negative features of 
nationalis• to eMphasize the positive features as the basis for 
curruculu• building. The traditional concept was based on 
superpatrtotis• to one's own nation, aggression, •ilitaris•, and 
expansionism. Coupled with a fear and hatred of strangers. and 
strange countries, this concept of nationalis• deter•ined the 
educational policy of •ost nations. So, the practical aspects of 
this step was to e•phasize the positive aspects of one's own nation. 
and other nations as well, through the regular traditional 
currtculu•. 
Kandel believed that the failure to achieve a high level of 
international education was because it was seen as so•ething to be 
added to the regular school curriculum: something taught 
episodically such as through international asse•blies, goodwill 
days, or the exchange of dolls. books or portfolios. All of these, 
Kandel thought, had their place, but students and teachers often 
regarded these activities as something external to the work of the 
school. 
Kandel even considered special courses which lasted for a 
semester or a year and which taught international education, in one 
fora or another, as being tangential; not an effective way to 
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present what should be presented to the students. So he frowned 
upon any courses that would separate the study of a nation's history 
from the study of international relations. Courses such as Civics, 
Morals. Citizenship, International Relations. Foreign Affairs. 
International Organizations for Peace. and Causes of 
Misunderstanding and Effects of War. should be studied by the 
university student only if he is going to specialize in 
International Relations as preparation for a career. 
Exa•ining the above •ethod of education for internationalis•. 
Kandel believed this approach to be a failure. His •ethod was to 
approach international education in and through the regular school 
curriculu• of each nation. All of the schools' subjects at every 
level would be included. He said: "that the develop•ent of 
international understanding is the concern of every teacher of every 
subject in every grade of the school. and that international 
understanding can only grow out of a proper teaching of 
nationalis• ... 29 
This third step then is quite original and included the two 
ideas that nationalism and internationalis• were bound together and 
should so be presented: and. international education should be 
included as an integral part of all course work, both in the pri•ary 
and in the secondary school. Kandel realized that for his •ethod of 
presenting international education through every subject in the 
29 I .L. Kandel, "Intelligent Nationalism in the Curriculum." 
In International Understanding Through the Public School Curriculum. 
ed. I.L. Kandel and Guy Whipple (Blooaington, Illinois: Public 
School Publishing Co. 1937), 35. 
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curriculum to succeed, it was vital to work with the parents of the 
students to garner support for the intended outco•es. 
Harnessing nationalism to promote internationalism •eant for 
Kandel that students first needed to have a positive view of their 
nation through emphasis on peace not war. showing how different 
people in a nation contributed in various areas to their national 
welfare. Once this was accoaplished, the focus could turn to an 
international education which depicted one's nation working in 
haraony with other nations to achieve international cooperation 
based on international understanding. The study of other 
nations'peace heroes and the contributions of scientists. writers. 
ausicians. poets, educators, and inventors could take place. Thus, 
after a student learned how bis own nation contributed to the 
advanceaent of civilization and the betteraent of bu•anity, be would 
learn how other nations'tbrougb their citizens, also contributed to 
global advancement. Kandel turned the pejorative eapbasis on 
nationalisa around, aade it a positive construct. and developed it 
as having a key role in his aetbodology. He used it as the basis 
for and as a springboard to teaching international education. 
No evidence bas been uncovered showing that Kandel did any 
extensive writing on exactly bow the subjects should be presented in 
order to teach international education. Noor is there aucb on what 
the content should be in terms of adding iaportant learnings to this 
new diaension of a given subject. However, be did provide some 
exaaples as to bow every subject could be developed. He pointed to 
the contributions of painters, sculptors. coaposers, and ausicians 
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fro• •any nations and how their contributions could be treated as 
such in the subjects of which their work is a part. The advanceaent 
of science was due to the great pooling of ideas and discoveries 
from the Minds of aen and women from many nations. Because children 
and youth were interested in the products and inventions of science 
the subject was able to offer. realistically and practically, the 
iaportant lesson that scientific advanceaent is the end result of 
international cooperation. Further. its ideas should be 
incorporated into the curriculua without any concern about where 
they originated. This opportunity to construct a sense of 
international interdependence through science teaching was available 
in every classroom. 
Humanities. languages. and literature all represented the 
accumulated wisdom of the ages. This fact. coupled with the 
stirring of children's imaginations to acquire some appreciation of 
how other people in other nations spoke, thought. and felt, provided 
the foundation for teaching international education in these subject 
areas. Kandel said, "The huaanities provide rich opportunities for 
imparting a syapathetic realization that they have helped to bind 
centuries and generations together in a consciousness of coa•on 
service ... 30 
Kandel. convinced that his aethod was correct, included even 
such an abstract subject as aatheaatics in his aethodology of 
teaching international education. He would have students. in 
30 I .L. Kandel, "Education. National and International," ~ 
Educational Forum 16, (May 1952): 397-407. 
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schools across the world. learning right in their regular 
mathematics classes about the contributions of different nations and 
their mathematicians to the development of the subject. He provided 
some specific examples of what nations' contributions should be 
highlighted in mathematics. He cited India for its contribution to 
our common numerals. Iraq to the multiplication tables and algebra. 
Egypt to surveying. Greece to the scientific treatment of geometry. 
Rome to engineering. England to Newtonian Calculus. France to 
analytic geometry. Scotland for logarithms. He also included 
Immanuel Bonfils of Tarascon. a Jewish writer of the 14th century. 
for developing decimal fractions. 
Kandel elaborated on the subject of geography and its 
possibilities for international education. Geography lent itself to 
treatment as both a science and as one of the humanities. Jn its 
scientific aspect it dealt with the influence of the natural 
environment on man's advancement. In its humanistic phase. it 
demonstrated how men in different places in the world live and work. 
It also showed the growing interdependence that man reached in terms 
of obtaining raw materials and the manufactured products of the 
world. 
All the economic forces that decided the health and welfare of 
people everywhere provided comprehensible materials for pupils in 
schools. This included the growth of transportation. the means of 
communication. commerce and industry. and even international 
finance. Children everywhere could learn that the countries of the 
world were dependent on each other for their very survival. Few 
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nations were totally independent or endowed with enough resources to 
live alone without regressing. 
Kandel e•phasized that in the teaching of history. the study of 
a nation's history should be part of the fabric of world history. 
Attention should be given to the influences that have developed from 
a cross-fertilization of cultures. A study of history should 
include a study of the international organization and the move•ents 
to establish them. These organizations were developed to i•prove 
human welfare throughout the world. These organiiations included. 
but were not li•ited to. the Red Cross, the International Court and 
the Universal Postal Union. Along with this should co•e the study 
of prison reform, the abolition of slavery, and any of the vast 
number of international congresses of researchers in various fields 
of science and scholarship. Kandel said: 
The study of these developments in hUMan history would 
provide the necessary foundation for the study of the 
organization. aims and work of the United Nations and its 
specialized agencies. The essential purpose of such study 
should be not so •uch to !apart a knowledge of the use and 
growth of agencies for international cooperation as to 
develop the "will and purpose and the desires of peoples and 
nations" upon which the success of such agencies depend. 31 
The teaching of history should emphasize facts. but it is 
crucial for students to develop a sense of values and soae concept 
of aan's struggle for freedo• and security. In addition, the study 
of history should eaphasize those permanent values, hopes, and 
ideals. which all humanity share. Students aust be trained to 
develop critical judgeaent. restraint. and caution in judging other 
31 Ibid .• 404. 
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nations. Students should try to understand other nations 
sympathetically without condoning dishonorable conduct which falls 
below an acceptable level of behavior. 
Even though Kandel did not use the words method or methodology 
for his work in the field of international education it is clear 
that the use of regular school subjects to reach the children and 
youth in order to influence their minds and spirits was the start of 
a methodology. It would have been beneficial if Kandel would have 
written more extensively on that phase of international education 
because it was his most important vehicle for educating worldwide 
youth. His failure to systematize his highly original thought left 
it exclusively in the hands of the teachers of the subjects. 
Ironically. Kandel would be the last person to want to continue to 
overload either the classroom teacher or the curriculum. But the 
adoption of his scheme would certainly add a new dimension to each 
subject: a dimension of global awareness that would call for much 
more professional training and preparation for classroom teachers. 
and needless to say many more hours of hard work for teachers. 
Impractical as it may seem, and perhaps impossible to implement 
effectively, without a complete restructuring of the schools. 
Kandel's approach appears to have some good potential for the 
teaching of international education. For one thing nothing else has 
worked effectively at a grass roots level to influence the world's 
youth to become internationally minded. Under the present school 
conditions Kandel's plan could not work. but perhaps someday given 
the means to implement his plan. it could be tried, even if it now 
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sounds too utopian to succeed. 
Impressionable youth. infused with the virtues of their nation 
and other nations. and the oneness of •ankind are the hope for a 
peaceful world. The ideas of brotherhood and global peace are 
worthwhile goals for the educational syste•s of all nations. How 
these goals could be set in motion so they could be achieved is the 
key question. 
The world's youth would be learning important aspects of 
international education all day, every day in their classrooms 
through each and every subject they studied. This day to day total 
teaching effort would be the beginning of a methodology of 
international education advocated by Kandel. He also supported 
other strategies in the teaching of international education such as 
UNESCO'S effective global educational projects as well as the 
excellent work of other international organizations. 
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CHAPTER V 
AN ANALYSIS OF KANDEL'S MAJOR WORKS IN COMPARATIVE AND 
INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION BEFORE AND DURING THE 1920S 
Chapters II and III focused on Kandel's historical outlook and 
philosophy of education. Chapter V examines Kandel's •ost i•portant 
work in co•parative education written before and during the period 
of the 1920s. This is the field of educational studies for which he 
is best re•e•bered. Brick•an acclai•ed Kandel's pro•inence as a 
comparative educator: 
Most educators tend to connect the naae of Kandel with 
co•parative education. and with very good reason. Froa 1910. 
when his doctoral dissertation on teacher training in Ger•any 
appeared, to the present. he has continued to issue a 
ceaseless series of studies of varying lengths on educational 
conditions in various parts of the world. 1 
While Kandel was a prolific author in co•parative and 
international education. only his •ajor works are exa•ined in this 
and the following two chapters. In this chapter these include the 
following works: 
The Training of Ele•entary School Teachers in Germany (1910), 
The Reform of Secondary Education in France (1924). 
1 Brickllan. 396. 
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Essays in Co•parative Education (1930).2 
Kandel 1 s doctoral dissertation, the Training of Ele•entary 
School Teachers in Ger•any was published before World War I. in 
1910. to be exact. This was a period of growing de•ocratization in 
the Western world. This de•ocratization. along with the growing 
prosperity of the West gave rise to enor•ous power and flexibility. 
Kandel. writing in 1909 and 1910, found however, in his study 
of German normal schools. that traditional authoritarian educational 
practices were still the norm. He discovered also that the 
development of deaocratization experienced elsewhere in the West had 
not reached these teacher training institutions. He strongly 
cautioned, in his dissertation, against America's borrowing such a 
system of teacher training. He believed that at that period of time 
in American history, the solutions to its educational problems 
should be found on the dynamic soil of America, without seeking 
elsewhere for answers to its educational problems. 3 
By the 1920s the world entered into a new post-World War I 
period. The beginnings of a new postbourgeois style of promoting 
•ass society e•erged by 1920 in the leading nations of the West. An 
2 Kandel wrote •any other i•portant but less well known books, 
monographs. and reports on comparative and international education 
which are not included in this chapter. A significant number of 
these works are •entioned in chapters I. VI and VII. In addition, 
important writings have been analyzed in chapter IV. and are 
discussed in chapter VIII. which covers Kandel•s contributions to 
comparative and international education. 
3 This position shifted radically in later years when Kandel 
said he still did not believe in wholesale borrowing fro• other 
nations. but he was for intelligent adaptation of successful 
educational structures and practices. 
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attack against •ass society was the focus in Kandel's book published 
in 1924. The Refora of Secondary Education in France. In the book 
Kandel showed a disdain for the schooling of the aass student and 
the production of aass •an in society. The 1924 reform of French 
secondary education encouraged an education for elitis•. Kandel 
believed that the goal of French secondary education should be the 
iaparting of a general education to an educationally qualified body 
of elite students. 
As the United States experienced a period of prosperity after 
World War I and developed a business aodel of deaocratic public 
education with its leveling out e•phasis on credits and credentials. 
other Western nations did not share in this prosperity or in these 
educational changes. Britain, France, Italy, and especially Germany 
did not return to a postwar prosperity, while co .. unis• took hold in 
the Soviet Union. In this period of post-World War I readjustaent. 
Kandel favored schooling which eaphasized traditional study and 
•astery of a subject. He was opposed to the aere acct111ulation of 
credits in secondary schools. where one credit was as acceptable as 
any other credit. He was in agree•ent with the French educational 
syste• with its eaphasis on the •astery of subject matter. He 
viewed secondary education in the United States at that tiae as 
substituting aastery of subjects for a mere accllllulation of credits. 
During the 1920s and the period prior to that, Kandel had been 
building his worldwide reputation as an educational historian. 
philosopher. and coaparative educator. By 1923 he finally was 
appointed a full professor at Teachers College, Columbia University, 
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after thirteen years on the faculty. Also in that year he was 
appointed to the newly founded International Institute of Teachers 
college. as an associate, and the editor of its annual Education 
Yearbook. His work with foreign students of comparative education 
at Columbia and his involvement with worldwide education experts 
enhanced his reputation during the decade of the 1920's. enormously. 
His lauded work on the Education Yearbook. which encompassed the 
1920's is included in Chapter VIII of this dissertation. 
In this chapter. Kandel's third •ajor work of this period will 
be discussed and analyzed. It is entitled Essays in Comparative 
Education. It was published in 1930 but it included work he had 
published or lectures he had given from 1925-1930. He included a 
section on European educational systems and their objectives within 
the social-political climate of the times. Describing German 
education, he pointed out that the goal was to develop a loyalty to 
the idea of a new democracy at a time in the late 1920s when there 
was an increase in Ger•an economic activity. He clearly depicted 
how Italy's educational system in the 1920s aimed to produce loyal 
fascists. The fascists under Mussolini experimented with the 
peacetime mobilizing of its nation's resources which had proven 
successful during the war years. The entrenchment of a communist 
system in the Soviet Union of the 1920's led to Kandel's portrayal 
of its educational system's goal as one which was to produce loyal 
communists. 
Kandel's earliest major work in comparative education was The 
Training of Elementary School Teachers in Germany. Published in 
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1910. it is a detailed, in-depth account of how one nation. Ger•any. 
prepared its teachers. He drew some lessons. which are considered 
at the end of this work for the American educational system. He 
restricted his study to the regions of Prussia, Bavaria. and 
saxony. 4 
The book consists of ten chapters. and, an appendix. with 
normal school daily routines and timetables. Kandel traced the 
historical development of the elementary normal school indirectly to 
both Ratke and Comenius. They stimulated an interest in educational 
questions and contributed to the concept of teacher preparation. 
The first person, in Ger•any, to directly recognize the 
i•portance of training teachers was Duke Ernest the Pious in 1654. 
He said, "It is very desirable that the teachers at their expense or 
with assistance remain in one central place and ... through practice 
learn that .. for which they will in the future by employed."5 In 
1696 A.F. Francke set up the Seainarium praeceptorium at Halle. thus 
laying the actual foundations for the normal schools of Germany. 
In 1748 J.J. Hecker established a normal school in Berlin which 
King Frederick the Great began to support in 1753. Noraal schools 
then proliferated throughout Prussia until the end of the century. 
4 Kandel did not state why he selected these three regions of 
Geraany for his study. Perhaps it was because these were the 
largest regions, and they may have provided the aost successful 
aodels for training eleaentary teachers. There were quite a few 
other regions of Germany which was called the "Deutches Reich" in 
1910, including: Schleswig, Holstein, Mecklenberg, Hannover. 
Oldenburg, Braunschweig, Hessen-Nessau, Wurtenberg, Alsace-Lorraine 
and others. 
5 I.L. Kandel, The Training of Elementary School Teachers in 
Germany (New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1910), 5-6. 
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By the end of the 1700s. according to Kandel. the teacher coaaanded 
little respect, but both teachers and students at the noraal schools 
showed the same eagerness as pioneers. It was this enthusiasa that 
gained the respect and the support of Germany's leaders. 
By the 1800s, Pestalozzi's influence was felt in the German 
normal schools. Pestalozzi's followers in Germany believed that 
future teachers needed to have intellectual training beyond 
elementary school subjects. They also thought that noraal school 
courses must be extended to three years and that future teachers 
needed to be taught to think rather than being trained as in 
machinelike fashion. 
Kandel concentrated on the preparation of elementary school 
teachers in this work. "since the training of secondary school 
teachers presents an entirely different problem.· 6 By 1821 there 
were twenty-eight normal schools in the country. Saxony was auch 
more liberal than Prussia and by 1877 included the normal schools 
officially among its institutions of higher learning. Kandel wrote 
•ore on Bavaria later on in the book. 
According to Kandel, "the evolution of the German elementary 
school teachers into a professional class is a phase of history of 
the development of the political e•ancipation of the Geraan 
people. 07 Kandel viewed the struggle of eleaentary teachers as a 
battle "against obscurantis• and clerical doaination."8 
6 Ibid., Preface. 
7 Ibid .• 18. 
8 Ibid. 
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Interestingly, by 1909 he viewed the position of the teachers as 
being inferior to that their colleagues reached one-hundred years 
earlier. Therefore. he viewed the normal schools. whose progress 
was constantly thwarted by reactionary forces. as being victims of 
the influence of tradition than were most other German institutions. 
From the history of the elementary normal schools. Kandel 
proceeded to a chapter on administrative authorities. He observed 
in all three states a system of administrative decentralization 
subject to a process of checks. Kandel identified local and 
centralized administrative functions. but within each state all the 
schools were similar. Curricula based on local needs were not 
iaplemented since local initiative was tied entirely to the 
externals of school management. In this well researched book. 
Kandel continued. treating such topics as preparatory training of 
teachers. the normal schools. and the normal school curriculum. 
professional subjects and practice teaching. the teacher at work. 
the in-service training of teachers and the training of women 
teachers. 
In the chapter on the preparatory training of teachers. Kandel 
compared and contrasted the systems of Prussia. Bavaria. and Saxony. 
At that time. 1909. in Germany. candidates for teacher training were 
fourteen years of age. Selection was based on an application which 
included certificates of baptism. and health and vaccination records 
certified by a state-approved doctor. In addition. the candidates' 
previous school records and conduct were considered. Entrance 
examinations. both oral and written. were used as additional 
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criteria for entrance to this first stdge of teacher training for 
the three year course. After three years. successful candidates 
went on to normal schools for three more years. if they qualified. 
Kandel pointed to the rigid uniformity of the required courses 
in preparatory training to which he attributed the totally Germanic 
principle of "Measuring qualifications by the amount and character 
of subject matter covered instead of by intellectual efficiency."9 
Kandel believed that the career of a boy who attended the normal 
school would be narrowly restricted to the exclusive choice of being 
a teacher. 
Prussia. according to Kandel. played the most important role in 
Germany so that her leadership in education was generally accepted. 
Regarding normal school education at that time. Kandel observed: 
the discipline of the normal school is indeed rigorous. The 
work of every hour of the day is definitely mapped out in the 
daily ordinances of each school. Instead of being brought 
into contact with the world in which some measure they are to 
be leaders. the normal school pupils are carefully withdrawn 
from it. Free organizations and societies among the pupils 
are unknown or are very rare.10 
With Germany's emphasis on the training of its teachers who 
specialized for six years. the system. in 1909. required three years 
of initial preparation along with academic work. and three years of 
academic and professional work. Practice teaching began in the 
fifth year of training in the practice schools which were attached 
to every normal school in the three states Kandel studied. 
Graduates of normal schools were only given a probationary 
9 Ibid .. 39. 
lO Ibid .. 43. 
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status which then led to taking a qualifying exam enabling the• to 
have a peraanent position. Feaale teachers were in the •inority but 
the trend showed a rapid increase in their nuaber throughout the 
country. Kandel presented a thoughtful analysis of the co•parative 
differences between the Ger•an, Alterican, and English systeas of 
training ele•entary school teachers. In Geraany he found direction. 
syste•atization, aonarchy, and strict bureaucratic control. In 
A•erica and England he saw democracy, local control, little or no 
systematization and aany different systeas and noraal schools. He 
said that. "Differences of nationality, of environaent. of 
traditions mean differences of ideals and attainaent."11 
Kandel saw that the German noraal school worked well for the 
Ger•ans because they eaphasized reverence for authority and believed 
that some knowledge was sought by the masses. The Geraan goal 
differed from the American which encouraged individuality and 
equality of opportunity. In contrast to the vagueness of definite 
subject aatter content in the United States, Geraany's aims were 
definite and precise. Kandel concluded that Germany had little to 
offer America in the field of elementary education. He thought that 
the system which such early Alterican educators as Mann, Stowe, and 
Bache praised in the 1840s was still the same systea he hi•self saw 
in the early 1900s. 
Kandel was of the opinion in 1910 that educational borrowing 
would not be effective for the United States, even in terms of 
particular adaptations. He especially saw a danger of borrowing 
11 b I id., 121. 
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fro• the Ger•an nor•al schools which. he believed. succeeded in 
Germany but would not work in the United States. He saw a danger in 
applying bureaucratic •ethods in education. The Ger•an e•phasis on 
superior authority and dictatorial aethods would not develop the 
qualities of personality desirable for the Allerican teacher. 
In the matter of borrowing, he wrote: 
The lessons which the early refor•ers wished to emphasi~e 
have been well learned ... the ele•ents for further progress 
are within this country. And after all the problems which 
have to be faced are Allerican, the conditions which education 
•ust meet are Allerican, and the ideals which have to be 
realized are Allerican. The solution, therefore, aust be 
discovered on American soil.12 
To be sure, Kandel's knowledge of the Geraan language. his 
acquaintanceship with its history, his first hand experience in 
studying there, his on-site visits. and research at their nor•al 
schools. and his extensive use of educational sources led him to his 
conclusions. Instead of saying that Allerica should take what see•s 
good fro• Ger•any regarding the training of teachers, and aodify 
what is borrowed to •ake it fit the Allerican syste•. Kandel rejected 
any borrowing at all. Perhaps his in-depth research provided him 
with a deeper context which enabled hi• to deteraine that, at that 
point in tiae, Allerica would profit best by seeking its own 
solutions to its educational problems. Theoretically, Kandel saw 
educational systeas reflecting their cultural and historical 
context. This relationship to context weakened wholesale borrowing. 
In 1924, Teachers College, Colu•bia University, published 
Kandel 1 s The Refor• of Secondary Education in Prance. Kandel's •ain 
12 Ibid,, 126. 
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concern in the book was the proble• of readjusting secondary 
education to the needs of "•odern" post-World War I de•ocracies. 
His special proble• was how to define liberal education and culture. 
with which the secondary school was intiaately involved. He 
selected Prance and its reform of secondary schools because he 
believed it was one of the world's aost educationally, advanced 
countries in the 1920s. 
Kandel wrote the book over a three year period, after aany 
lively discussions with the person aost responsible for refor•ing 
French education, M. Leon Bernard. As the Minister of Public 
Instruction and Pine Arts from 1921-1924, his second ter• in office, 
Bernard was responsible for the refor• of 1923, which bore his naae. 
The refora. as we shall see. was all too short-lived. 
The book was 156 pages long, divided into seven sections and it 
includes aany appendices. Section I is the "Introduction." In 
Section II. "The French Tradition" is discussed. Section III is 
entitled, "The Syste• Under Criticisa." Section IV is "The Bernard 
Refor11." Section V is entitled, "The New System." Section VI is 
entitled, "Secondary Education for Girls," and the last section. 
VII. is the "Conclusion." The appendices cover the refora's decree 
issued on May 3, 1923. They also include the reports by an 
inspector of The Academy of Paris and the Minister of Public 
Instruction, that preceded the decree. Alllong the other appendices 
are the new ti•e schedules and prograas for boys in the secondary 
school, the establish•ent of special courses in Latin. and schedules 
for secondary school girls. 
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For Kandel. the most positive aspects. even the greatness. of 
the French secondary schools was its forthright effort and 
dedication in promoting classical traditions. After reviewing the 
history of teaching the classics. Kandel introduced the reform of 
French secondary education of 1902. The system of education from 
1902 to 1923 was the basis for the decree of May 3, 1923 issued by 
the president of France. which initiated the reforms Kandel examined 
in this book. 
In the introduction. Section I. Kandel discussed secondary 
education, primarily but not exclusively. in the western world. He 
discussed important issues and raised some crucial questions about 
the nature of secondary schooling especially in Germany. England. 
the United States, as well as in France. He believed that 
everywhere in post-elementary education nothing had yet been 
answered with any certainty. 
Kandel credited France alone with attempting to reform 
secondary education in 1923 as a solution to these crucial 
questions. Among the more important questions were the following: 
At what age should secondary education begin? .... 
Should secondary education be for all or for an elite? ... 
What is the meaning of liberal education in a democracy? 
What should be the nature of secondary school studies. 
general or partly general and partly vocational. and if 
general what should they include?l3 
Impressed with French education. he saw it as greatly influencing 
Eastern European and Latin American education. He believed that the 
French reform of 1923 would deeply influence countries outside of 
13 I.K. Kandel. The Reform of Secondary Education in France 
(New York: Teachers College. Columbia University. 1924). 3-4. 
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the sphere of the usual French educational influence. 
Kandel 's Section II. "The French Tradition," succinctly 
analyzed the system which began in 1902. He depicted the following 
structure which existed from 1902-1923. A seven year course was 
separated into two cycles, the first of four years duration and the 
second of three years. The first cycle was to be co•pleted by age 
fifteen and the second by age eighteen. There were two sections in 
the first cycle, one for Latin and the other emphasizing French and 
science. Students wanting the classics could take Greek in their 
third year. In the second cycle there were aore options, each 
lasting two years, after which students could take the first part of 
the test, for the diploaa, or baccalaureate. In this cycle, 
students studied Latin and Greek. science and •odern languages and 
no Latin, Latin and science, or Latin and advanced aodern languages. 
In their last year students specialized in philosophy or aathe•atics 
and then were tested for the second part of the examination leading 
to the baccalaureate. This type of education was for boys only. 
Girls were trained under an older system which was two years shorter 
and focused priaarily on learning homemaking skills. 
Section III is an analysis of "The System Under Criticism." By 
1912, ten years after the refora of 1902 there was a crisis in 
French secondary education brought about by admitting •odern school 
subjects on the sa•e plane as the classics. The French language was 
seen as being corrupted by foreign influences and French literary 
expression was viewed as declining. Critics in France said that 
this led to a failure to think with clarity and precision. The 
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solution proposed to this proble• was "a return to the classical 
hu•anities as the siaple sources of French language, culture and 
civilization." 14 
The criticis•s continued and •eshed with other proble•s caused 
by World War I. When Bernard became Minister of Public instruction 
in 1921, the problea de•anded to be solved. At that ti•e. Kandel 
believed that the •ajority of Frenchmen favored secondary education 
only for the elite instead of for the •asses. He. himself favored 
selective secondary education. 
Section IV dealing with the "Bernard Reform", exa•ined the 
•inister's proposals to return traditional culture to France. 15 
Social injustices were to be redressed as well. so that the poor 
could benefit from secondary schooling if they had the necessary 
academic ability. The reform emphasized Latin and Greek. and 
critics labeled it as antidemocratic and reactionary. Not so 
Kandel. who strongly favored the reform. He saw it as advancing the 
educational opportunities of the poor boy, providing an elite for 
France, and in general, advancing the interests of the country. 
Interestingly, Kandel had no problem accepting elites in his 
definition of democracy, for he believed that people had different 
abilities and should be educated to •atch their talents even if it 
led to an elitist society. It May seem inconsistent, and perhaps it 
is, that Kandel's great interest and advocacy of democracy would at 
14 Ibid., 10. 
15 For a look at the Bernard Reform. officially known as the 
Decree of May 3rd. 1923, see Appendix XVIII at the end of this 
dissertation. From Kandel, Reform of Secondary Education, 78-80. 
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the same ti•e encourage the pro•otion of elites. This is certainly 
a viewpoint which has been and still is debated strongly by those 
who view educational elites as antide•ocratic. These critics •ay 
agree with the need of societies to provide for the educationally 
different, those below or above the intellectual nor•s. but they 
would discourage the direct, unabashed support and encourage•ent of 
elitist groups as advocated by Kandel. 
Kandel also favored a return to classical education in the 
French reform. He wrote, "A classical education has the double 
advantage of providing a cultural training and a thorough discipline 
in discri•ination, precision. analysis. reflection and •oral 
training." 16 
Combining his ideas on democracy and classical studies in this 
1924 work, Kandel wrote: 
Democracy does not de•and that education should be 
reduced to a •ediocrity indulgently deter•ined, which ends by 
determining the character and quality of the studies. On the 
contrary, it demands that we form by a genuinely classical 
education an elite a•ong the best endowed and the •ost 
capable. no •atter what their rank or condition. 17 
The reform proposed a policy that the •asses were not to be exposed 
to secondary education as was true in French secondary education 
before the reform. Only the ones with ability including the lower 
classes should be provided with such opportunities. 
The changes enco•passing the refor• went into effect for the 
class entering secondary school in October. 1923. These changes are 
16 b I id., 23. 
17 Ibid., 14. 
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discussed in section V. "The New Systems." While •any structural 
aspects of secondary education in France stayed the sa•e. there were 
significant changes. For example. secondary education now began at 
age eleven for everyone. Prior to the reform. some students in 
presecondary schools began studying some secondary subjects at age 
nine. A system of scholarships awarded through competitive 
examinations enabled lower income French students to matriculate to 
secondary schoo1. 
A major change of the reform was that in the first four year 
cycle every student was required to study Latin for four years and 
Greek in the third and fourth year. for two years. This seems to 
have been the most significant curricular change under the reform 
since the second cycle did not present such a radical departure from 
the prereform era. 
French and the classics were given the greatest period of time 
under the reform. Kandel pointed out that if the programs succeeded 
in the future. in the years following the reform (also the years 
following the publication of the book) "all pupils will have a good 
foundation in classics. all will cover the same amount of 
mathematics. sciences, and history and geography in the first six 
years."18 
Section VI is comprised of only one paragraph on secondary 
education for girls. Changes for girls came about in a reform 
issued on March 25. 1924. Girls who wanted to be homemakers could 
continue on the track set for them prior to the reform. The only 
18 Ibid .. 27. 
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change was a six year curriculum instead of a five year course. 
Other girls could select a track similar to the boys under the 
reform of 1923. The only difference in this pursuit of the 
baccalaureate (the secondary school diploma) was that there were 
provisions for the girls to pursue subjects considered appropriate 
for them. 
Kandel ended this informative and highly detailed period piece 
with section VII. his conclusion. In it he reviewed the more 
important functions of the reform. He considered the correct 
objective of the secondary school in France to be the imparting of a 
general liberal education for an elite. 
Kandel defended liberal education as training for the mind and 
defended its separation from both vocational education and early 
specialization. He did not explain the entrance examination system 
for acceptance to the secondary school under the reform (he only 
mentioned that poor children who do well on competitive exams for 
scholarships will not have to take the regular entrance exams). Nor 
did he discuss the examinations required for entry prior to 1923. 
Kandel did mention that the secondary school was considered to be a 
diploma mill prior to the reform of 1923. Since there was no basis 
for comparing entrance requirements before and after the reform. one 
can only infer that it would be the elite who would be able to 
succeed with the new classics curriculum introduced by the reform. 
with its required four years of Latin and two years of Greek. 
Perhaps this would explain. in part, at least. how education for an 
elite class would be substituted for the prereform diploma mills 
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that were to have existed in the secondary schools of France. 
Kandel predicted success for the reform based on his erudite 
analysis of French education and culture. One of the great 
disadvantages of writing a book covering reform without waiting to 
see whether reform worked is that the outcome of the reform can only · 
be predicted. it cannot be reported. 19 The vantage point of time is 
missing and perhaps that is what creates the void in a work such as 
this. even though it is so compact and information rich. 
In terms of comparative education. contrasting the French 
secondary school at that time with the American secondary school. 
Kandel insightfully pointed out: 
The school is a place for study and little else ... The 
pressure from the home and from society In general ls further 
supplemented by the privileges attached to the obtaining and 
possession of certain certificates and diplomas... The 
pupils' interests are not distracted by the opportunity of 
garnering grace by piecemeal installments of such subjects as 
strike his fancy: each subject gains cumulative value from a 
continuance either from entrance Into school or from the time 
when it is begun. until a desired goal instead of a certain 
number of credits ls reached. The incentive lies in mastery 
of the subject not in the accumulation of points in a system 
in which generally speaking, one point ls as good as another. 
In other words. the French hold that both what is studied and 
how it ls studied matters: American theory tends to emphasi~e 
the latter. 20 
As he had done fourteen years earlier. in examining the German 
Normal schools. Kandel immersed himself in the study of a foreign 
19 To support the idea of the lack of time to see how the 
reform would work, one has only to realize that only two weeks after 
this book went to press the reform was already diluted. On August 
9th, 1924 a temporary decree initiated by a new French political and 
educational leadership added modern languages to the first cycle of 
the secondary school. Kandel. himself acknowledged this in an 
appendix of the book. 
20 Ibid .• 31. 
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educational system. This ti•e the country was Prance. He 
thoroughly discussed the probleas and solutions of the Prench 
secondary schools. He took a stand for reform on the basis of his 
belief that the classics should be an integral and vital part of 
secondary school education in a country which had a tradition of 
teaching the classics. 
Kandel's Essays in Comparative Education, published in 1930, 
consists of seventeen lectures and articles compiled into one 
voluae. These represent different aspects of the then current 
developments in education from a coaparative approach. Kandel said 
about these lectures and articles that: "They represent current 
tendencies in the past five years rather than an atte•pt at a 
systematic description of the educational system of any one 
country."21 
The first article is entitled "Comparative Education as a 
Subject of Professional Study." It first appeared in the 
Educational Outlook in 1926. In this article Kandel discussed the 
rationale for studying comparative education. The priaary reason 
for studying it was to analyze the causes that have produced siailar 
educational problems in different countries. Coupled with this was 
the coaparison of the differences between countries' educational 
systeas and in the solutions atteapted. The comparative study of 
education aust be based on the ideals. both political and social. 
which are reflected by the school which transaits these and which 
21 I.L. Kandel, Essays in Coaparative Education (New York: 
Bureau of Publications. Teachers College, Colu•bia University. 
1930), Preface. 
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leads to progress. "In other words. the approach de•ands first an 
appreciation of the intangible. impalpable spiritual forces that 
underlie an educational system: the factors and forces outside the 
school matter even more than what goes on inside it. 1122 
Kandel saw the world at that tiae as an entire educational 
laboratory where various types of solutions were being sought to the 
sa•e genre of probleas. He claiaed that the student of education 
could not risk ignoring the procedures being attempted under 
different conditions fro• these under which he was working. anyaore 
than could the chemist or physicist. He also sought a spirit of 
internationalis• being derived from coaparative education. This was 
based on the realization that every country in education was aaking 
a contribution to the work of the world. He suggested that the 
study of comparative education would help in the development of a 
philosophy of education which would be founded on many experiences. 
The second article in the book is entitled "The State and 
Education in Europe." This was based on a lecture Kandel gave in a 
course he taught at Colu•bia which was called, "Conte•porary 
Educational Movements Abroad." In this article, Kandel emphasized 
the develop•ent of the educational systems of France, Ger•any, and 
England. He exaained the context for the strong state control of 
education in France and Ger•any and the rather a•orphous control in 
England. 
In comparing the three countries, Kandel stated that the French 
objective of education was to have her citizens be loyal to 
22 Ibid., 3. 
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republican principles and appreciate her national culture. For 
Ger•any. the aim was developing resourceful and self-reliant 
citizens Joyal to the ideas of a new deaocracy reflecting a change 
from a •onarchy to a republic. England's educational aia was to 
develop the individual's personality and character. Being certain 
of a worthwhile education for the individual. the welfare of the 
state would then be assured. 
Kandel briefly wrote about Italy. Russia. and the United States 
in the article. In both Italy and Russia, he thought. education was 
based upon the idea that the child belonged to the state. Italian 
education was based on producing loyal fascists while t~e Russian 
aim was to produce loyal Communists. Kandel was writing about 
Stalianism in the Soviet Union and the fascism of Mussolini in 
Italy. The United States needed to have a better concept of 
Americanism. Kandel said. "Until that is achieved, American 
education is likely to be at the beck and call of new theories. 
changing devices. and uncertain objectives."23 
Kandel elaborated on American themes in the book. in articles 
entitled. "The American Spirit in Education." which was originally 
an address given at Teachers College in 1928 to a group of Geraan 
educators. and "The Meaning of Allerican Education." a lecture he had 
given in Berlin in 1928 and published in Dutch in 1929. 
In the former, Kandel dealt with the emphasis in Aaerica on 
liberty for the individual and of the passion of democracy. These. 
coupled with individualism. and a readiness to cooperate for the 
23 Ibid .. 22. 
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co•mon good, were part of the Allerican landscape. These ideals and 
characteristics led to the basic principle upon which the 
educational system rested; the public expenditure for providing for 
the educational equality of opportunity. In the latter article, 
local control of education is a concept Kandel said was difficult 
for Europeans to understand. Allerica's lack of traditions was 
apparent, leaving it in a constant state of reconstruction. 
Perhaps a chief difference between the Allerican and European 
systeas, Kandel noted, was that all education in the United States, 
fro• the kindergarten to the university and beyond, was a co•plete 
whole. Each stage differed fro• the other due only to the •aturity 
of the person to be educated, without social class distinctions. It 
is quite possible that Kandel was exaggerating this latter point. 
given what we now know about the history of rich and poor, and 
Minority group students in the United States. Yet he was speaking 
in general teras, coaparing Allerica liberalisa with European ideals 
of sharp class distinctions, and there certainly was a difference. 
Kandel was discussing education in the United States in teras of its 
structure rather than the impact of socio-econoaic variables. 
Coaparing public education, both eleaentary and secondary, 
between traditional European syste•s and innovative Allerican 
systems, Kandel concluded that both are "arriving at an educational 
theory that has aany points of reseablance."24 Yet he pointed out 
that while a country such as Germany had high standards, only the 
relatively few achieved a high quality education. Aaerica. on the 
24 Ibid., 70. 
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other hand. recognized that the function of education was to serve 
all students and prepare them to take their place in a changing 
world. This went beyond the educational ideal which both Europe and 
Aaerica recognized, which was to conserve and transmit the heritage 
of the huaan race. 
In one key article entitled. "The Educational Situation," based 
on a lecture delivered at an Oklahoma Teacher's College in 1928, 
Kandel discussed educational reform in the United States and most 
other countries. He believed that everywhere reform was taking 
place nothing of great educational significance could be 
accoaplished without including the public at a highly significant 
level. 
Kandel gave examples of parent interest in education in the 
United States, England, Germany, Holland, and Mexico. Kandel saw 
this pattern of public involvement in education as a very worthwhile 
cause. He wrote boldly: "This activity on the part of the public is 
tending to make the teaching profession •ore than ever self-critical 
and is lifting the task of teaching above the level of routine and 
craftsmanship to the level of a profession and almost of a 
science."25 
In the same article Kandel emphasized that both American and 
foreign educators could learn much fro• each other. Every nation. 
he felt, had something to offer students of education. "Education 
is today moving in the direction of international norms, because the 
aims of intelligent deaocracies are approximating to similar 
25 Ibid., 72. 
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standards." 26 
In this sense it appears that Kandel had shifted his position 
from the one he took earlier in his 1910 book on The Training of 
Teachers in Ger•any. In that work he clearly stated that the 
solutions to Allerican educational proble•s can be found only on 
A.llerican soil. In Essays in Co•parative Education. written fro• 
1925-1930. the world had changed considerably. The post-World War I 
era brought deaocracy to Germany and a loosening of the rigid noras 
in education. and a •ove•ent. however weak, of regionalism or 
decentralization to France. 
Perhaps it was this international movement towards de•ocracy 
that caused Kandel to say in this latter work that educators could 
learn from each other transnationally, and every country could offer 
educators soaething: !•plying, perhaps, that so•e borrowing could 
lead to some solutions of their nation's educational probleas. 
In "Standards of Achieveaent in European and A•erican Secondary 
Schools." based on a lecture to New England educators, Kandel 
discussed important differences between European and A•erican 
secondary schools. European educational opportunity was to be 
sought through a variety of different types of schools rather than 
by a single institution such as the American high school. The 
American high school was seen by Europeans as proaoting mediocrity. 
Kandel agreed with these Europeans. Both Kandel and the Europeans 
believed that Allerican students in secondary schools were allowed to 
fuable around until they were able to select the standard and 
26 Ibid., 81. 
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combination of courses tailored to them. In European schools. on 
the other hand. the standards reaained fixed for the different types 
of courses. 
Kandel clearly favored the better education European secondary 
schools provided their students, but he recognized that Europe did 
not attempt to educate such huge numbers to such high a level as did 
the Allerican high school. Yet Kandel did recogni~e that the 
Aaerican high school failed to graduate large nWllbers of students. 
While the high school in Allerica had a great burden compared to the 
distribution of the burden in Europe to a variety of schools, the 
.Allerican school should have been flexible enough to give its best 
students an education involving the best intellectual training. "It 
has an opportunity today of proving that the cult of •ediocrity is 
not necessarily the consequence of democratic education."27 
Kandel proposed that the way to gain such flexibility was to 
introduce junior college work into the Allerican high school for 
aore able students. Only then, he thought, would it be on a par 
with the secondary schools of Europe. He ended Essays in 
Comparative Education with an article entitled, "International 
Understanding and the Schools," based on an address delivered to the 
National Association of Secondary School Principals, in 1925. 
This essay aight possibly be Kandel's •ost erudite and creative 
article in the entire book. In the essay, given originally as a 
speech, Kandel developed a rather unique theae of international 
understanding based on an intelligent approach to appreciating and 
27 Ibid., 154. 
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applying a constructive approach based on a respect for nationalism. 
What did Kandel •ean by the term, international understanding? 
He defined it thusly: 
Broadly speaking, it is that attitude which recognizes the 
possibilities of service of our own nation and of other 
nations in a co .. on cause. the cause of humanity, the 
readiness to realize that other nations along with our own 
have by virtue of their collllon hUllanity the ability to 
contribute so•ething of worth to the progress of 
civilization. 28 
He pointed to the spirit of international cooperation in the fields 
of athletics, •usic, art, literature, science, and technology. 
After analyzing the i•pact of these fields across national 
boundaries he turned to the schools to ask, "What can the school do 
to pro•ote such international understanding?" 29 
He believed that the pro•otion of international understanding 
in the schools did not require adding another subject to the already 
overtaxed high school curriculum. He felt that adding another 
subject with specialist teachers and departaentalization would lead 
to co•part•entalized thinking on the subject, instead of developing 
citizenship. Kandel thought that every high school subject could 
contribute some knowledge i•pacting on international relations. The 
larger aia of the school in this matter, he said, was to pro•ote 
certain ideals such as fair play, cooperation, service, and justice 
for all people everywhere in the world. 
Kandel's goal in international understanding was for the 
student to leave high school with the knowledge that civilization 
28 Ibid., 228. 
29 Ibid., 230. 
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has been a collective achievement. and that the student's nation had 
contributed to it, as had other nations. Civilization was a 
heritage shared in co••on and a joint responsibility of all nations. 
Interestingly, as the Western world's economic syste•s were 
collapsing toward the end of the 1920's and the beginning of the 
t930's. Kandel's work in coaparative and international education was 
blossoaing. His previous twenty years of writing, editing, teaching 
and lecturing, and worldwide travels to study educational syste•s 
had a cu•ulative effect on his work. His prior work served as a 
springboard for hi• as he produced his aagnum opus, Comparative 
Education in 1933. 
In the following chapter, this aajor work. along with others 
that he wrote in the 1930's will be sUJ1marized and analyzed. A 
short description of the general. political, social and economic 
patterns will be presented to provide a backdrop for his illustrious 
writings. Kandel's writings in the decade of the 1930s helped to 




AN ANALYSIS OF KANDEL'S MAJOR WORKS IN COMPARATIVE 
AND INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION DURING THE 1930S 
The social. political. and economic climates were at a very low 
ebb with the start of the great depression of 1929, when the New 
York stock •arket crashed. Panic spread fro• one country to another 
country. causing •assive une•ployment. The depression worsened 
because the une•ployaent situation reduced purchasing power. 
Conditions in the highly developed industrialized nations also 
worsened as some countries such as Britain and France failed to take 
extre•e measures in order to restore their economies. Consequently 
they •uddled through. 
In the United States President Franklin D.Roosevelt began the 
"New Deal" in 1933, coincidentally, the same year Isaac L. Kandel's 
famous book, Co•parative Education was published. E•ergency public 
works programs were begun while efforts were made to control prices 
and agricultural production. While these efforts never reached high 
enough proportions to end the huge unemployaent, at least the worst 
ravages of the great depression were assuaged. The innovations of 
the New Deal were supported by the public at large and the nation 
managed to aaintain itself on somewhat of an even keel until the 
economic situation improved as America entered World War II during 
1941 against the Axis nations: Japan, Germany, and Italy. 
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In the 1930s. the Soviet Union under Stalin and his policy of 
forced collectivization of agriculture somehow avoided the problems 
of the West with its massive uneaploy•ent and its reduction of 
purchasing power. By 1932. Stalin announced the great success of 
the U.S.S.R's first Five Year plan. The planned mobili~ation in the 
u.s.s.R. resulted in a swift expansion of industry. 
Italy. under Mussolini continued its fascist attempts. in the 
1930s, to aake the State a great entity. This was accomplished by 
exalting the •ilitary virtues and experi•enting with peacetiae 
solutions such as the collectivization of natural resources. The 
State overrode class and individual concerns in order to profit the 
nation as a whole. 
The following works by Kandel will be discussed and analyzed in 
this chapter: 
Coaparative Education (1933), 
The Making of Na~is (1935), 
"Coaparative Education", Review of Educational Research, 
( 1936). 
"Intelligent Nationalis11 In The CurriculUll" in International 
Understanding Through the Public School Curriculum (1937). 
Perhaps no other decade of his writings was as iaportant for 
Kandel as the 1930s. Kandel's Co11parative Education. was a classic 
that •ade a significant contribution to the graduate study of 
comparative and international education. It was a landmark book 
written in a literary style. It expressed an opti11is11 and hU11anis11 
for mankind in spite of the Great Depression taking place at the 
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ti•e· It placed the schools within the deeper context of the 
politics of the societies it described. It was considered to be the 
•ost important textbook in the field for •any years. The book in 
effect was a major study of educational changes and progress •ade in 
several of the leading countries of the world from the end of World 
war I to the beginning of the 1930s. Kandel examined these changes 
in terms of the forces which helped shape the cultural and 
educational institutions of each nation. He included in this study 
the stated hopes and aspirations of each of the six countries. The 
countries were the United States. England, France. Germany. Italy, 
and Russia. 
Kandel traveled extensively to all of the countries except 
Russia for first hand information used in this book. For Russia. 
(as he referred to the Soviet Union in the book] he used secondary 
sources. Kandel's massive work broke through the boundaries of the 
more provincial type of textbooks used before its publication. It 
included •ore than descriptions of foreign school systems written 
just from an educational viewpoint. It included differences in 
national environments and it made comparisons on the basis of 
general trends and principles. It also regarded educational 
problems of other nations as being vitally important for comparative 
education. 
While Kandel's reputation was greatly enhanced internationally 
for his book Comparative Education. this reputation was further 
distinguished by his book the Making of Nazis published two years 
later in 1935. His book was one of the first studies of education 
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under the Nazis and it warned the world of the dangers of Hitler 
with his racist platfor•s and his proclivities for war, subjugation, 
and bestiality. Written before World War II and the Holocaust, it 
was a prophetic account of how Hitler and his Nazi thugs gained 
complete control of the Ger•an apparatus of education. for•al and 
inforaal. to aold German youth to coapletely achieve their Nazi 
goals. 
Kandel was not a stranger to Geraan education. By the ti•e he 
had written The Making of Nazis. he was already a recognized expert 
on the topic. However •uch his past writings had contributed to a 
knowledge of Ger•an education, this book broke new ground for 
comparative educators worldwide. It is considered to be an 
i•portant book to this day. 
Germany and the world saw the rise of Adolph Hitler to Power in 
1933. As chancellor he obtained dictatorial powers by changing the 
constitution and eliainating any political opposition. In a 
relatively short period of ti•e. Hitler, as leader of the Nazi 
party, rebuilt the armed services, ended unemployment by putting 
people back to work, and expanded the base of industrialization in 
the process. As the Nazi's prepared for war. they persecuted the 
Jews in Germany even before the Holocaust's final solution. They 
continued the pattern of economic •obilization that they were 
familiar with in World War I. Hitler and his Nazis experienced 
considerable popularity with the •ajority of the Geraan nation's 
people. The invasion of Poland by Nazi Germany started World War II 
on September 1, 1939. Against this worldwide backdrop of poverty, 
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uneaploy•ent. and then war, Kandel contributed soae of his best 
known work to the fields of comparative and international education. 
Kandel's 1936 article, "Comparative Education,n published in 
the Review of Educational Research, and included in this chapter. 
was a key article at the tiae. Written as a short suaaary of so•e 
of the advances in coaparative and international education. Kandel 
e•phasized that by 1936 comparative education had beco•e an 
organized branch of the study of education. Kandel discussed the 
purposes for studying coaparative education and listed some of the 
aost iaportant resources for study such as national and 
international organizations and important textbooks in the field. 
The last of Kandel's work which is discussed and analyzed in 
this chapter is his writing in International Understanding Through 
the Public-School Curriculum. This was published in 1937 as the 
Thirty-Sixth Yearbook Part II, by the National Society for the study 
of Education. Kandel co-edited the book and contributed a chapter 
entitled. "Intelligent Nationalis• in the Curriculua." 
Allazingly, this optimistic chapter on nationalis• and 
international understanding was published at a tiae when the 
de•ocratic. civilized World had totalitarianism's "big guns" aimed 
at its "vital organs." Instead of capitulating to the war aachines 
set up by the axis powers in the latter part of the 1930s. and 
admitting the total backward step this aeant for the de•ocratic 
powers, Kandel saw the period fro• 1918-1937 as only a teaporary 
setback. He incorrectly believed that peace would prevail even at 
that point in time, and he advocated a formal educational approach 
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to the strengthening of nationalism in all nations as the key to 
mutual international cooperation. 
Comparative Education, Kandel's "•a.gnu11 opus", was published in 
1933. 1 The framework for the book is as follows: chapter I is 
entitled "Education and Nationalis11," chapter II "Education and 
National Character." After this section there is a different sche11e 
for chapters III through IX. Following chapter IX is the Su•ma.ry 
and Conclusions. followed by an appendix consisting of a 
bibliographic note. with references and questions for each chapter. 
In chapters III through IX Kandel discussed what he regarded as the 
six leading educational laboratories of the ti•e, England, France. 
Germany, Italy, Russia and the United States. 
After discussing the relationship between education and 
nationalism in chapter one, and the growth of national systems using 
examples of the six countries as manifestations and transmitters of 
national character in chapter two, he then co11pared the educational 
problems in these six countries in the rest of the chapters. 
Chapter III is entitled, "The State and Education," Chapter IV -
"The Organization of National Systems of Education," Chapter V -
"Elementary Education." Chapter VII -"Preparation of Ele11entary 
School Teachers," Chapter VIII -Secondary Education," and Chapter XI 
-"Secondary school Teachers." 
The eminent Allerican historian of education, Ellwood P. 
Cubberley wrote the editor's introduction and Kandel wrote the 
1 The English edition also published in 1933 went under a 
different title - Studies in Comparative Education. It was 
published in London by Harrap. 
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preface and then his introduction. Cubberley described this tome 
thusly: 
The book is. to a large degree. a study and 
interpretation of world progress in educational organization 
and adaptation in terms of those deep-seated national forces 
which shape the cultural institutions of mankind. and as such 
should form an adequate basis for a course. long needed by 
advanced students in education in our colleges and 
universities. which will be in effect a philosophy of world 
educational changes and progress stated in terms of national 
cultures and national hopes and aspirations.2 
In both the preface and the introduction Kandel discussed the 
methodology involved in treating the comparison of educational 
systems. The basic elements of his theory and method were outlined 
in chapter IV of this dissertation. The discussion in this chapter 
of both his theory and method will be presented primarily as they 
relate to the structure of the book being analyzed rather than as 
broad concepts to be developed. 
Briefly stated. Kandel's method in this study. was to be able 
to understand the meaning of both elementary and secondary education 
in the light of political. social. and cultural forces. These 
forces determined the nature of national systems of education. In 
most of the world's countries (probably referring to the affluent 
industrialized nations of the West) he saw similar problems in 
education. The solutions which different nations proposed for their 
educational problems. however. were shaped by cultural and 
traditional differences characteristic to each. 
Kandel mentioned that the only country described in this book 
2 I.L. Kandel. Comparative Education (Boston: Houghton Mifflin 
Company, 1933) Editor's Introduction. 
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in which secondary sources were used was Russia. He visited four 
countries in preparation for the book, England, France. Ger•any, and 
Italy. and of course as a United States citizen he was already 
familiar with this country. What should be •entioned before this 
book is analyzed is the sheer a•ount of total •aterial that Kandel 
used for the six systems of education he described, and the vast 
a•ount of •aterial he used in the book. He then analyzed each 
system in its political. cultural. and economic contexts. 3 He used 
a broad based historical approach and he utilized nationalis• and 
national character as constructs for the defining and explication of 
3 Kandel viewed culture in two ways, the first as belonging to 
totalitarian regimes and the second to democratic governaents: the 
first. Kandel saw as a thing of the past. while the second applied 
to the present refor•ist period which he saw at the time of writing 
the book. He must have been aware however. that his first view of 
culture could not apply only to the past. It applied to the 
totalitarian regimes of fascist Italy and Communist Russia, and it 
would soon apply to Ger•any with the coming of the Nazis to power 
under Hitler on January 30, 1933. the same year Kandel's book was 
published. In fact. Kandel did recognize the totalitarian nature of 
both Italy and Russia in the book and with certain reservations he 
was still optimistic about Ger•any and its national educational 
system. For the first definition of culture. the one he thought of 
as belonging more to the nineteenth century. he said: 
Culture as a common basis of nationalism was a state product, 
a part of the state machinery to promote like-•indedness and 
loyalty, and hence a definite part of the state syste• of education. 
training all to be alike: fro• this angle culture beco•es a force 
bent and directed to national ends conceived fro• the political 
point of view in order to secure discipline, duty, obedience. 
efficiency, and public service. The nation is divided into those 
who lead and those who are led, those who define the culture which 
is to become the •edi1111 for indoctrinating the masses. and the 
•asses upon whom it is imposed. 
Ibid .. 8. 
Kandel's more •odern definition of culture: 
implies the spontaneous expression of the individuals of a nation: 
it arises out of the free interplay between individuals and their 




At one level it appears that Kandel's writing on the six 
nation's in this book is nothing •ore than an encyclopedia of facts 
about their educational systems. But at a deeper level the data he 
presented did have a central focus. He applied a fra•ework of a 
national philosophy for each country and the data were controlled up 
to a point because all of the nations were subsu•ed under the same 
topics. 
In order to better understand this book one •ust know what 
Kandel •eant by a national system of education: "a national system 
of education aay be defined as one in which free and equal 
opportunities are afforded to all according to their abilities and 
in which education is actuated by certain co•aon purposes." 4 Each 
national system. however. was a •anifestation of the nation which 
had begun it. and it co•aunicated something special to the group 
which comprises the nation. This being the case each individual 
country developed the educational system it wanted or one that it 
deserved to have. 
In chapter I. "Education and Nationalism." Kandel discussed the 
worldwide unrest which followed World War I. a war which to him was 
one of the world's greatest crises. The role of education thus 
changed from being pri•arily an instrument of social control to one 
of the key aids for social reconstruction. The scope of education 
4 Ibid. 85. 
In his discussion of criteria for for•ulating this definition 
of a national system of education. Kandel ad•itted to the 
difficulties in establishing a definition. 
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also changed to include not only the child and the adolescent but 
the preschool child and the adult as well. 
Kandel's view of social reconstructionisa was totally different 
from that of George Counts and other Aaerican Reconstructionist 
thinkers. Kandel saw the school as the servant of society. not 
capable of building a new social order. Learnings fro• the past 
should be welded with the best aspects of the present social order 
to proaote per•anent values necessary to preserve and enhance 
civilization. Counts and others favored a social reconstructionism 
that focused on the school as the instru•ent for effective social 
change and a new and fairer social order. Count's position in this 
aatter was set forth in a pa•pblet he wrote in 1932. entitled. Dare 
the School Build a New Social Order? 
Kandel said that the two strongest forces, responsible for the 
theoretical develop•ent of education were the democratic ideal and 
the realization of the worth of the individual. He even believed 
(naively. no doubt) that democratic ideals were having some 
influence on fascism and Co•munism. He saw education as being 
approached from the two types of nationalis• which be recognized. 
One type saw culture as the free expression of groups or 
individuals, the other type saw culture defined by the State 
organized to seek a universal aind and a universal outlook. 
Kandel repeated his idea that post-World War I national syste•s 
of education were being influenced by democracy, although be offered 
no concrete evidence or examples of bow this was actually happening 
in totalitarian countries. If the i•prove•ent of all the relations 
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of the individual to society was. along with other aspects of 
deaocracy, not aaking a greater iapact. it was due to the worldwide 
econoaic depression or siaply because of traditional inertia. 
In the discussion on nationalism and the schools. Kandel argued 
that the entire issue of curriculua and curriculua aaking was 
decided by the national viewpoint of the relationship of the 
individual to the State. If the curriculu• was determined by the 
dictates of the State then that would not be the true aeaning of 
nationalism. If, however, the true •eaning of nationalisa prevailed 
then national culture was the interaction of individual and group 
interest that encourage freedo• and local initiative. These 
interests are: intellectual, physical, esthetic. and aoral. In the 
last analysis. any differences between national systeas of education 
were due to the content of each subject and its use rather than to 
the particular subjects themselves. All subjects aay have narrow 
nationalistic ends and this was •ore the norm than the entry of 
educational considerations to their content, presentation. and 
eaphasis on outcoaes. 
Kandel provided soae excellent exaaples of how either a 
nationalistic or an apolitical educational philosophy can be 
presented. History, for one, aay eaphasize bigotry and prejudice, 
or patriotism based on xenophobia rather than on loyalty to a 
nation's ideals: or history can be quite neutral and be taught with 
the objective of what co•es next by developing an appreciation of 
the progression of events. Geography aay be presented with an 
e•phasis on land lost to conquest, on national boundaries, or on the 
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differences between nations: or it can be taught objectively as a 
scientific field of study which exa•ines the relationship of •an and 
his environ•ent. 
No two countries can have the very saae educational syste•s. 
Nor can any country exclai• that its educational proble•s are 
unique. What is unique is the •anner in which each country tries to 
solve the proble•. "In other words, each nation today constitutes 
an educational laboratory which yields solutions to the same 
proble•s in different ways deter•ined by peculiar social traditions 
and conditions ... 5 
Because of this concept, Kandel believed that wholesale 
educational borrowing fro• one nation to another would be 
ineffective. Educational syste•s and practices of one country had 
to have •aJor adaptations and changes before being transported to 
another country. He warned that failure to •ake profound 
adaptations would run the risk of sta•peding local traditions and 
genius. and the unique social, econo•ic, and political conditions of 
the receiving nation. 
Nationalis• had nothing to fear fro• the develop•ent of 
international understanding. The cooperation of all nations led to 
the rational develop•ent of a world civilization and culture. The 
develop•ent of international understanding resulted fro• a nation's 
educational system. 
Kandel ended this chapter with an opinion that •ajor forces of 
a nation •ust be reckoned with. He said: 
5 Ibid., 14. 
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Whatever future develop•ents •ay bring, this fact will 
always re•ain true. that a philosophy of education which does 
not take the •ajor forces that aould and shape national life 
into account .is likely to remain for•al and barren. The 
development of education as a science is possible, but only 
in a very limited sense. The human eleaent is too co•plex 
and human relations are too involved and complicated to be as 
easily defined and measured for educational purposes as some 
enthusiasts for a science of education would claim. 6 
In chapter II. "Education and National Character." Kandel 
discussed the relationship between them. While readily admitting 
that it aay be dangerous to use such a generalization as national 
character. he proceeded with its use and included it as a chapter in 
the book. Noting his own warning, he employed the rubric of 
national character because he believed that his analysis would avoid 
the deplorable results that usually follow discussions of national 
character: the attachment of pejorative labels to different national 
groups. So Kandel said he had no intention of labeling all people 
of a given country as having the sa•e character because they were 
citizens of the country that produced the•. 




If generalizations are used it is only in the sense that 
certain groups are likely to act in ways different from other 
groups according to their history, traditions. environaent, 
ideals, and intellectual outlook; it is not necessary as a 
consequence to accept the theory that a nation has a soul or 
mind. Since human beings are what they are, there is room in 
every group for the varieties of character and aodes of 
behavior, and yet when they behave as a group they aay 
collectively aanifest the coaaon iaprint of those factors 




Kandel believed that it was iaportant in coaprehending the 
iapact of a national systea of education to consider the application 
of a nation's character upon its education. He examined the 
national character of each of the six nations for the balance of the 
chapter. He compared the various nations even as he discussed them 
individually. 
He generalized about the English (and other national groups), 
and his reading of history. His generalizations were •ore 
assuaptions or hypotheses to be proven, rather than proven facts. 
He correlated the nations' systeas of education with his 
suppositions of national character to show a correspondence between 
both. Therefore, the English•an relied on common sense rather than 
intelligence, on spontaneity and voluntarisa rather than on 
centralized state planning. This has led to a system of education 
based on variety and a loose national authority which advised, 
stimulated, and encouraged instead of controlling and prescribing. 
The Frenchaan was a aan of intellect and thought, a aan of 
ideas who was not terribly concerned with the results of his 
thinking. The outstanding features of the French were logic, 
planning, orderliness, and the emphasis on reason. According to 
Kandel this was the explanation for the French acceptance of 
centralized bureaucratic educational system of organization and the 
reverence of an unbroken chain of traditional culture. The French 
were more concerned with •aintaining continuity in their culture 
than with the democratization of their society. 
The German, lacking spontaneity, was subsuaed under the rule of 
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•ethod, discipline. and organization to the point where life easily 
became Mechanized. These traits were coupled with hard work. 
persistence, and respect for knowledge and science for the purposes 
of advancing Material culture. This set of traits has iMpacted on 
the German educational system. which was well known for its 
thoroughness and effective adaptation of •eans to ends, and the 
exercising of unequivocal external authority. This has led to great 
educational uniforMity which advocated a cult of the rational. 
The chief characteristic of Alllerican life was liberty, or 
freedoM to deter•ine one's course in life. The Alllerican had an 
aversion to theory and was a rebel against tradition. Being 
practical resulted in the rejection of serious thought. These 
traits were coupled with a rampant individualism and a suspicion of 
big governaent. This has led to an educational system eaphasizing 
local control and local involvement in educational affairs. The 
people's faith in de•ocracy resulted, in turn. in a faith of equal 
educational opportunity. There was a rejection of the idea of 
educating an elite because of the ideal of democratization in 
education. The Alllerican was optimistic, a trait which led to both 
educational change and progress on a grand, nationwide scale. 
The Italian was strongly devoted to hard work, thrift, a 
respect for tradition and custo•s. and a willingness to beco•e 
subservient to a hierarchical arrangement of administration. He was 
a hero worshiper, had a flair for the dra•atic, and a cultivated 
esthetic appreciation. Kandel felt that it was too early to 
determine the effect of national character on what was then a new 
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way of life under Mussolini and fascis•. 
The SB.Ile situation existed in Russia in teras of it being too 
early to judge how national traits of the prototypical Russian 
impacted on a national systea of education. The Russian though was 
patient, apathetic. and a fatalist, ready to accept what happened 
next to him. The leaders of Russia, according to Kandel were ready 
to transfor• the Russian Mentality to Match the goals of the 
Communist revolution. 
Kandel suamed up this chapter with several points: a successful 
national syste• of education •ust spring fro• and adjust to the 
ethos of the nation: because of the differences of national 
characteristics an educational syste• of one nation cannot be 
transferred to another without important •odifications: the student 
of education •ust fa•iliarize himself with the cultural background 
of the nation he studies: and lastly, there should be an awareness 
of the i•probability of educational theories and practices becoming 
applicable on a universal basis. 
Kandel's e•phasis on national traits and characteristics or 
national character, brilliant in the way it •ay have been 
researched, developed, and refined, cannot be treated as fact 
because trait theory for entire populations cannot be proven 
e•pirically. Kandel's ideas or generalizations on national 
character overlooked the very crucial point that there are as •any 
differences within a given homogeneous population as there are 
differences between national groups. Other co•ments and criticisas 
of Kandel's paradil?lll of national character and education will be 
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covered in the final chapter of this dissertation. 
Analyzing Kandel 1 s work fifty-six years after Coaparative 
Education was written could easily lead to errors based on the idea 
of presentism: seeing the past through the prism of the current 
state of the art in a particular subject area. While Kandel did 
construct his chapter "Education and National Character" through the 
knowledge available to him at the time, one could now call it dated 
at best and erroneous at worst. Yet, Kandel did write in this same 
chapter: "Theories and principles in the conduct of human affairs 
can only be adopted as working hypotheses to be checked and aodified 
in the light of all the factors and circuastances which are likely 
to condition the11." 8 Perhaps this applied also to his ideas about 
national character. 
In chapters III through IX. the basic framework of each 
chapter, the overview, will be presented and analyzed. Omitted will 
be Kandel's discussion of each of the six countries. The reason for 
treating these chapters in this aanner is the sheer length of this 
book. Inclusion would in a sense be a replication of the tome-like 
nature of the book. The frameworks provided by Kandel at the 
beginning of each chapter form the basis for writing about each 
separate country. Thus any comparisons between the six countries 
can be obtained by first understanding the general topic under 
consideration in each chapter. 
A •odern expert, comparativist, A.R. Trethewey, would perhaps 
approve of the treatment of this analysis of Kandel's book. 
8 Ibid., 44. 
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Tretheway points out: "In fact. it could be argued that the bulk of 
the book (Coaparative Education) is taken up with a series of 
national case studies in juxtaposition, not co•parison. for these 
are limited to overview statements which begin each chapter and 
which draw attention to any trends or patterns." 9 Therefore. 
interesting as it aight be to discuss these "juxtaposed" national 
syste•s. a •ore fruitful approach aay be to look for and analyze 
each overview in each chapter.10 
Chapter II I. "The State and Education." opened with the 
question in education of who shall have control over the child--the 
family. the Church. or the State. Kandel traced the question back 
to Plato and Aristotle. The Romans. the Church in the •edieval 
period. and the Church and State during the Reforaation. During the 
present period the State assumed the largest share of control. This 
began to grow with the beginnings of the political idea of 
9 A.R.Trethewey, Introducing Comparative Education (Australia: 
Pergamon Press. 1976), 59. 
lO Bereday explains juxtaposition as it is used technically in 
the field of comparative education. Juxtaposition is the first step 
in co•parative education. He says: 
In approaching this stage the first procedure is to 
focus upon the common comparative fra•ework in which analysis 
can be •ade. The account for each country will then have to 
be adapted to fit the central framework. At this stage. each 
country remains "juxtaposed." or written up separately. 
Direct comparisons are limited to the introduction or 
conclusion. 
George Z.F. Bereday. Comparative Method in Education (New York: 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston. Inc 1964). 42. 
What Trethewey calls overview statements. Bereday calls the 
introduction. Both agree that this is where comparison takes place. 
and this is the approach used in analyzing Kandel's Comparative 
.fuiucation. 
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nationalism and the further idea that a nation's welfare and even 
security were dependent upon education. He traced the idea that the 
child belongs to the state to early theorists in each nation, 
although in England and the United States the establishment of 
national syste•s was on a decentralized basis. because of the •ore 
democratic philosophy prevailing at that time. Two principles 
forming the basis of the relation of the State to education have 
survived into the twentieth century in all six countries. One 
principle was that the State had a right to a co•plete monopoly in 
education. This included jurisdiction over public and private 
education at all levels. The second principle in the de•ocratic 
nations was the doctrine of giving freer play to the develop•ent of 
group interests by having the State place itself in a more 
cooperative role of encouraging responsibility and initiative and 
moving away from its e•phasis on authority and control. 
Without providing any concrete evidence in support of his 
position, Kandel saw in the authoritarian states of Russia and 
Italy, an emphasis in education on the same principles which applied 
in the other countries, and which highlighted the individual rather 
than the •asses. In France, the strong relationship of the State 
and education had survived to the present, according to Kandel. "It 
is only within the last fifteen years that education as the right of 
the individual to equality of opportunity has been reasserted.1 1 In 
Ger•any, the inflexible idea of the unitary authoritarian State 
received a serious setback after World War I. The constitution of 
11 Ibid., 49. 
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1919 focused on the de•ocratic rights of the person and of groups to 
self-realization under guarantees of protection from the State. 
In England, the principle of state control never became a 
strong influence on English thought. Incorporated into the English 
system of education was the doctrine of laisse~-faire, which 
generally •eant little or no interference on the social institutions 
by the State. Education would be provided for national stability to 
groups in need of central govern•ent assistance, but the bulk of the 
population were to provide their own education. Education in the 
United States depended upon universal education and equality of 
opportunity. Kandel believed that the relation of the nation to 
education in the United States was unclear and indefinite. 
The control of education in the United States had been 
exercised under the idea of local control, with authority, being 
vested in the individual states. Italy, under Mussolini, in 
1922, began a political experiment based upon criticis• of both 
liberalism and democracy. Russia, too, would fit this description. 
In Italy, the State came first. The school existed in order to 
educate the masses. Control was in the hands of the fascists. 
Therefore, education beca11e the central thrust in incorporating 
the ideas of the fascist State. The State in Italy became a moral 
and spiritual entity deciding on which moral truths would have total 
validity. The State had the right to control education and did 
exercise this control through a hierarchical administration in which 
local decision making was not considered to be part of the effective 
Process of control. 
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Kandel quoted from Mussolini's Minister of Education. the 
philosopher. Giovanni Gentile. who in 1922 commented on the role of 
the state in education: 
The State's active and dynamic consciousness is a system 
of thought. of ideas, of interests to be satisfied and of 
morality to be realized. Hence the State is. as it ought to 
be. a teacher: it maintains and develops schools to promote 
this morality. In the school the State comes to a 
consciousness of its real being.12 
In Russia. the name which Kandel used instead of the Union of 
soviet Socialist Republics. the Communists were in control of the 
party. Because the aims of Communism were to continue the class 
struggle and develop the new man. education became the linchpin of 
the permanence of the State. Writing about Russia and Italy. Kandel 
said. 
The State has a life and destiny of its own and its 
citizens are merely instruments for the attainment of those 
ends which are defined "by those who know." Beyond these 
common principles ... each country has adopted its own 
solution of the economic problem.13 
Elsewhere in Kandel's writings he was highly critical of both 
Italy's totalitarian system of the right and Russia's totalitarian 
system of the left. In this work he was more or less descriptive. 
Kandel described situations in both countries that paradoxically 
depicted the schools in these two countries as being educationally 




The new ideals. it is true. have been imposed by force 
but ... force is giving way to propaganda through educational 
I.L. Kandel. Comparative Education. 69. 
Ibid .. 65. 
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institutions .... in both countries the ad•inistrative 
authorities are content to set the stage, to define clearly 
the purposes and aims of education, to develop an 
administrative and teaching personnel which, if not actively, 
at least passively, •ust accept these purposes. Beyond this, 
teachers are free. with the resulting paradox in both 
countries that courses of study are not prescribed in detail. 
teachers are expected to organize their syllabuses in 
accordance with the local environ•ent. and the method of 
education which is virtually described is the activity 
method. The individual is free, but the scope and range of 
his freedom are circumscribed.14 
concluding this chapter Kandel clai•ed that every State had the 
type of education it wanted to have. The relationship of the State 
to education was a force in all nations that dominated education. 
Education as a tool of social progress over the long period of tiae 
reflected the dominant traits of the environment as a whole. 
In chapter IV, "The Organization of National Systems of 
Education," Kandel discussed some important distinctions necessary 
to understand the nature of national systems. He provided a 
criterion for determining what a national system was. It was that a 
system of education may be called national if it was controlled by a 
central administrative authority. This authority dictated almost 
every component of its organization, curriculum and •ethods, and 
standards of examination. France was an example of such a system. 
Italy's Ministry of National Education with its complete control was 
established in 1929. 
England, Geraany, Russia, and the United States would not have 
a bona fide national system of education if this were the only 
criterion used. England's mixture of public and private schools 
14 I.L.Kandel, Comparative Education, 312. 
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with almost no control from the central board of education would 
appear not to have a national system of education. Germany, Russia. 
and the United States. each having its own state system and with 
either limited or no federal supervision. would also appear to be 
lacking a national system of education. 
Therefore, Kandel applied additional criteria for the purpose 
of determining whether or not a country had a national system of 
education. If. he wrote: 
it is governed in all its parts by a national ideal and 
common national purposes .... if it provides a well 
coordinated and carefully articulated gradation of 
educational opportunities free and open to all at public 
expense .15 
He summed up the discussion of national systems of education by 
remarking: 
a national system of education must from the point of view of 
its organi~ation, be unitary in character, offering equality 
of opportunity to all according to ability, and 
differentiated. with a greater variety either of courses in 
the same school or of schools organized on a functional 
basis . 16 
Kandel made the important point that in each of the six 
countries discussed and compared in this book. there was an absence 
of a plan for an orga11ized national system of education. First came 
secondary schools and higher educational institutions for training 
the nation's leaders. Following this was the provision for 
compulsory elementary educatio11, which came much later and with no 
design for articulation with the secondary school. Historically, in 
15 Ibid., 84. 
16 Ibid .. 88. 
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several of the countries such as England, Germany, France, and 
Italy, a partnership existed between the Church and State. The 
church gradually relinquished its control to the State which was 
concerned with promoting national welfare and its own national ends. 
preschools and kindergartens were established after elementary 
schools. They had a different theoretical framework fro• the 
elementary schools. Vocational education, either through a syste• 
of apprenticeship or through special schools, developed in a 
different stream from ele•entary and secondary schooling. 
"Historically the different branches of education which constitute a 
national system have thus developed more or less independently, have 
been influenced by different social and other forces, and were not 
the results of organi~ed planning."1 7 
In Chapter five, "Administrative Education." Kandel discussed 
the aanagement of the vast enterprise of schooling and the 
inculcation of a system of adainistration. He discussed the 
tre•endous growth of schooling as a public enterprise worldwide and 
hence the need for the organi~ation of education. In respect to 
adllinistration, Kandel believed that the administration of education 
related to the principles of efficiency of any large organi~ation. 
However, it was crucial to aake the distinction that business 
organizations are concerned with production or sales but education 
dealt with human beings, and the success of its organization 
dbinished if its goal was standardization. Concerned with 
standards though, Kandel distinguished between the two: 
17 Ibid., 86. 
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standardization was not the same as having standards of quality. 
Adllinistration was governed by the particular theory of the 
state and the theory of education peculiar to the individual 
country. Generally, the authoritarian State embraced a highly 
centralized system, while the federatative state operated with a 
ainimwn of governmental interference, delegating to the schools a 
certain degree of responsibility for its own administration. The 
former system sought to control the entire educational system, while 
the latter established only miniaum standards and permitted the 
schools to operate with local efforts. The outstanding 
characteristics of the English and American educational systems were 
the absence of nationwide uniformity and the wide range of variable 
allowances in schools at local levels doing their work in response 
to local needs. 
For Kandel, a good definition of educational administration 
was, "To enable the right pupils to receive the right education from 
the right teachers, at a cost within the means of the State, under 
conditions which will enable the pupils best to profit by their 
training." 18 In the ideal system, where both local and central 
ad•inistrative authorities cooperated, central administrative 
functions should: aid educational effort, promote an efficient 
organization, suggest the attainment of ainimum standards, and have 
an accurate reporting system. 
Kandel used the terms, "externa" and "interna." He defined 
them in the following way: "the externa ... aake it possible to bring 
18 Ibid., 211. 
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the right pupil to the right school under the right teacher; they 
ensure that equality of opportunity which democratic systems of 
education are seeking to provide." 19 In fact, these externa include 
the mechanics of an educational system which attempted to aaximi~e 
the conditions under which schooling could optiaally be conducted. 
specifically, the externa included laws dealing with compulsory 
education. the length of the school year, the condition of the 
building. •edical inspection and health, class si~e. teacher 
salaries. pensions. and qualifications. and the entire coordination 
of the system. 
"The interna, those aspects of education for the promotion of 
which teachers and pupils are brought together, are the curricula. 
courses of study, methods of instruction, textbooks, and 
standards."20 The interna were the specifics of education which 
could not really be legislated, if progress and professionalism were 
to be encouraged. If a nation wanted stultification it could 
prescribe the interna but for an effective educative process it was 
•ore productive to allow freedom of experimentation and professional 
growth of teachers, which allowed for the education of better 
adjusted human beings. 
France and Italy were highly centralized. The Soviet Republics 
and Germany were centralized but were manifesting the start of 
decentralization. England incorporated a blend of centralization 
and decentralization, while the United States was decentralized but 
19 Ibid .. 216. 
20 Ibid. 
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leaning toward more state control and increased Federal Government 
participation. 
Kandel realized that there was no pure system of education or 
educational administration. He saw a trend toward syste•s of 
administration which would •ediate effectively the demands of both 
local and central governments. If this happened then educational 
administration would enhance the equalization of educational 
opportunities and pro•ote "those facilities which will ensure the 
transmission. interpretation, and advancement of national 
culture." 21 
In chapter VI, "Ele•entary Education," Kandel provided a brief 
overview of the importance of elementary education in the Western 
world. He said that. "The history of elementary education, •ore 
than any other branch of education is an epitome of the social and 
political history of each nation." 22 Historically, it had been the 
function of the elementary school everywhere to convey a certain 
amount of infor•ation. The work of the ele•entary school was 
considered to be completed when the students were released from 
their obligation to attend under compulsory education laws. 
At the beginning of the twentieth century elementary education 
began to change. It went from a terminal point for the masses to an 
institution which prepared all students for a common foundation with 
the view of a next step: the secondary school which provided a 
differentiated education. Europe followed the pattern of this 
21 Ibid., 228. 
22 Ibid., 349. 
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provision for further schooling which had already been set in the 
United States. 
At the time this book was published, 1933, Kandel wrote about 
the continuing changes in the eleaentary schools of the nations 
selected for study in the book. The idea of an elementary school 
was altered by the concept of it being called a pri•ary school 
instead. with the added expectation that there be a secondary school 
afterwards; a continuous system of education. While the completion 
of elementary school did not infer that the masses would attend, at 
the very least, the concept that education could be provided on a 
continuum was being developed. 
In this chapter Kandel discussed the changes taking place 
everywhere from the less advantageous aspects of traditional 
education to a different type. Remarkably, not even •entioning the 
word "progressive," he wrote positively about the precepts of 
Progressive education. In his other writings, as •entioned 
elsewhere in this dissertation, Kandel either discussed the 
progressive ideas pejoratively, or he tried to fuse so•e of their 
•ore favorable ideas with his own essentialist framework. In this 
chapter on elementary education, one would have difficulty referring 
to Kandel as an Essentialist. 
Discussing and welco•ing the change fro• a traditional school 
to a new educational philosophy Kandel wrote: 
The individual ... learns through his own experience-
through sensory, perceptual, •otor. and eaotional activities: 
he must be a free and active participant in his own 
education. and the function of the school is to provide the 
environment which will introduce the learner to a variety of 
•any-sided experiences, growing out of and related to his 
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interests. needs and capacities. Not knowledge for its own 
sake. but knowledge related to life. 23 
So. it appeared that Kandel was coopting the ideas of the 
progressives for his own. He continued in this chapter to explain 
that the above ideas were positive changes in the departure from a 
rigid. for•al. traditional ele•entary school. Later on in the 
chapter Kandel spoke of the extre•ists who wanted activity for the 
children only to be related to the child's direct experience. He 
advocated learning that teaches the young to be responsible to 
theaselves and society. Active •ethods of instruction aust blend 
into the accep~ed social values. 
Kandel concluded the chapter by pointing out that elementary 
education was only one stage, but it was a vital one. nevertheless. 
Its Mission was to lay the foundation for learning throughout one's 
life. Without actually using the modern term "lifelong learning," 
Kandel was ahead of his time as an educator who advocated it. He 
said, "The elementary school can only interpret the life of the 
society which it serves, express the highest aspirations and ideals 
which society sets before itself.24 
In chapter VII. "Preparation of Elementary Teachers," Kandel 
reviewed the history of the topic, briefly in his overview. He then 
explained why the preparation of ele11entary teachers needed to be 
longer than the traditional two or three year initial period of 
training. He saw the trend as one which would provide a complete 
23 Ibid., 352-353. 
24 Ibid .. 359. 
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general education in a secondary school. followed by preparation for 
teaching being provided by an institution at the university level. 
This would mean delaying the early choice of teaching as a vocation. 
He also advocated continuous growth for teachers after graduation by 
•eans of conferences. study groups. and summer courses. 
When education was •ore or less instruction in a fixed core of 
subjects, then initial training with periodic further study was 
suitable for the situation. However, with the reform of the school 
and its new place in society. situations changed considerably so 
that an initial period of training lasting two or three years was no 
longer appropriate for elementary teaching. 
These changes in the preservice preparation of elementary 
school teachers included but were not limited to: the need to 
reexamine and revise subjects and curricula on a regular basis. the 
active involvement of teachers in constructing courses of study and 
the very real need to keep up with the latest professional 
educational theories based on the results of experimentation in the 
field. 
Kandel saw a considerable iaprove•ent in the status of 
elementary school teachers in the six nations from the beginning of 
the twentieth century to the 1930s. No longer was it considered a 
Job with low esteem but it was on its way to becoming a profession. 
and the preparatory period was an important if not crucial aspect of 
professionalization. Kandel wrote: "Iaprovement of status will have 
the further salutary effect of directing the interest of teachers 
away from preoccupation with their economic condition toward closer 
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study of the •ore funda•ental and i•portant proble•s of 
education." 25 
Kandel would have been surprised if not startled to learn that 
for decades to co•e. even in the years approaching the twenty-first 
century that his prediction was completely wrong; that in aost of 
the countries included in the book, and perhaps even in aost of the 
nations of the world. ele•entary or priaary school teachers are 
still vitally engaged in mass efforts to improve their econo•ic 
situation. 
In the national reforas which took place during the early 
decades of the twentieth century, Kandel aentioned that significant 
changes in the preparation of eleaentary school teachers had 
occurred. The atte•pt had been made to lengthen the general, all-
round education of the prospective teachers. The trainees were 
given deeper and broader insights into the content and the purpose 
of the subjects they were to teach. The association was aade 
between presenting the study of special aethods and the study of 
each subject, in the atteapt to professionalize subject aatter. 
Finally, in teacher training school, newer subjects such as 
sociology, special aspects of psychology, and tests and aeasureaents 
had been gradually added to the curriculua. 
In chapter VIII, "Secondary education" Kandel pointed out that 
secondary education aay be one of the most difficult proble•s facing 
the educator and statesman at that tiae. After providing a brief 
historian overview, he elaborated on the then current probleas of 
25 Ibid .. 527. 
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secondary education in the nations treated in the book. A central 
theme was a clash of democracy in the United States. England. 
France. and pre-Nazi Germany versus Communist Russia and fascist 
Italy. 
Democracy had been called upon to meet the challenges of the 
totalitarian right and left. Kandel described the economic crisis 
worldwide which had caused universal unrest in the secondary school. 
Unemployment following the economic crisis along with mechanization 
of,industry. led to significantly fewer opportunities for secondary 
school youth. Kandel emphasized the importance of education for the 
national well being. 
At the beginning of the twentieth century the United States 
started to depart from the elitist secondary education of Europe. 
The Allerican rationale was to provide every student. male and 
female. with the opportunity to attend a secondary school. This was 
in fact a provision of equal educational opportunity. Secondary 
education in Europe remained constricted because of the limited and 
traditional ideal of liberal education. 
Despite the success of the United States in expanding and 
providing secondary schooling at public expense. Kandel was still 
critical. He believed that the growth of the secondary school had 
not been guided by any clear purpose. By the 1930's in the United 
States more than three hundred courses were being offered to high 
school students. In a blistering attack on this. Kandel said: 
A haphazard aggregation of subjects which are put 
together on the mechanical principle that all subjects taught 
for the same length of time have the same value. and which 
are adapted to the interest and abilities of the individual 
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pupils. seems to furnish the basic foundation of a secondary 
education. 26 
English education was noted for its e•phasis on the social 
skills involved in being a cooperative citizen. Intellectual 
training was not a priority in the English secondary schools but 
learning fair play was. Kandel saw an improvement however in 
England's secondary schools from the early 1900s to the early 
1930s. He believed that a quote of a former English director of 
education was an accurate statement of its schools. The quote was: 
The Secondary Schools are doing a great work. Every 
year they turn out nearly 100.000 boys and girls with minds 
comparatively trained. with a fairly solid •ass of necessary 
knowledge, with self-respect and a sense of responsibility, 
with a love of fair play and an incipient civic sense which 
they have learned on the playing field. 27 
The French secondary schools were committed to the growth of 
general culture and education of the power of reasoning. The system 
was purposely designed to select an elite. Students were introduced 
to a complete heritage of the humanities through the study of the 
classics. "French secondary education seeks to develop the spiritual 
and intellectual sides of the individual. not by amassing knowledge 
but through a critical approach to it."28 Kandel believed that 
every Frenchman would agree that the secondary school system in 
France was for the few. meaning that it was intellectually 
aristocratic. 
Kandel found secondary education in Germany wanting. The pre-
26 Ibid .. 628. 
27 Ibid .. 635. 
28 Ibid .. 635. 
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world War I objective which provided for comprehensive cultural 
training was deficient because of the great pressure on the 
students. The e•phasis was on the subjects and not at all on the 
students. This led to a narrow type of encyclopedism. The new 
Geraan aim continued to emphasize intellectualism but not entirely. 
It became clear that intellectual training alone did not i•prove the 
total personality. A change in subject matter content was being 
acco•panied by a new approach to methods of instruction which was 
being designed to give significant opportunity for individual 
participation. This reform in theory was not as difficult as the 
problea of retraining secondary school teachers. 
Secondary education in Italy was considering reform with two 
objectives in •ind. The first was to establish different types of 
postelementary schools: general. prevocational. and vocational. The 
second was to structure secondary schools to provide for the careful 
selection of gifted students for matriculation to the universities. 
This would be accomplished by examinations of a competitive nature. 
The goal was to reduce the very large number of students who sought 
admission to the overcrowded professions and public service jobs by 
attending the university. Particular emphasis was given to the 
vitalization of Italian culture. 
In the refor• of the Russian secondary school there was no 
place for the traditional culture. This type of culture was 
construed to be an inheritance of the undesirable bourgeois. 
Russian secondary education was a higher component of the unified 
labor school which was devoted to training students for the 
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co••onplace life activities of co••unist society. 
Secondary education in the United Stated was still in the 
process of reconstruction as it had been for the past quarter of 
century. At worst it did not have faith in scholarship nor in a 
cultural tradition. At best it was called experi•ental, trying to 
adapt course and curriculum to the individual student. "It is 
seeking to reinterpret culture in terms of life to be lived under 
the peculiar social and economic conditions of American life. in 
practice it represents a blend of the old and the new." 29 
The problems of the American secondary school as compared with 
the European schools were caused by disposing of the traditional 
faith either in general training or formal discipline. The goal was 
to meet the differentiated needs and capacities of the individual 
student in the absence of any distinct guidance of either social or 
cultural designs. These problems were magnified by the swift 
increase in student enroll•ent and the lack of the necessary supply 
of well trained teachers. 
In Chapter IX entitled. "Secondary School Teachers." Kandel 
pointed out that historically the preparation of secondary school 
teachers received much less attention than the training of 
ele•entary school teachers. Since the function of the secondary 
school was to prepare scholars. the only qualification required of 
the teacher was a complete •astery of his subject. The goal. then. 
of mastery was considered to be wholly sufficient insofar as 
preparation was involved. 
29 Ibid .. 637. 
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When the departure from subject matter took place. as in the 
English secondary schools. the emphasis then was on the personality 
of the teacher. The goal became one of producing students of good 
character. The problem in terms of teacher preparation was that 
scholarship could be obtained by university study but there was no 
system for training of the personality. 
When the secondary school served only the elite. which !•plied 
that the students had a certain cultural background. academic 
preparation for teachers was considered adequate. This changed when 
the doors to the secondary schools opened to everyone. Then it 
became apparent that if secondary education was to effectively be a 
continuation of primary education then the gap between the trained 
elementary teacher and the untrained secondary teacher had to be 
closed. 
Professional educators became aware that education was •ore 
comprehensive than •ere instruction in subject matter. The purpose 
became one of training the whole person and it called for a new 
approach to secondary school teacher preparation. What did this new 
approach encompass? It covered the study of values in education. 
understanding the student. of subject •atter on a broad basis. and 
the adaptation of the subject matter to the student. 
In Italy. both ele•entary and secondary teachers were being 
trained to know their subjects better. The recent trend was to 
e•phasize both the broad cultural foundations as well as subject 
•atter. There was also an emphasis on spiritual penetration 
proposed by Gentile which Kandel left unexplained. 
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In France, England. and the United States. the preparation of 
secondary teachers included the study of the theory, psychology, 
and history of education. along with •ethods of instruction. But 
there was no atteapt to relate these courses in any way to the 
required academic courses. in the arts and sciences. Kandel said 
that there were certain exceptions to the study of education courses 
in these countries but he gave no clue to what they were. 
Germany was aore advanced than the other countries but academic 
preparation was reserved for training in the universities. while 
professional preparation was reserved for selected secondary 
schools. While this still was a better system than that of the 
other nations it was not as good as the German preparatory schools 
for elementary teachers. It lacked. according to Kandel, "freedom. 
initiative. and growth which should be the ends of a thorough 
professional preparation. ,,30 
An interesting and significant omission exists in this chapter. 
Kandel, who had to rely only on secondary sources for his 
information on the Soviet Union (or Russia as he pri•arily referred 
to this country in the book) co•pletely left the Soviet Union out of 
this chapter. He •ade no mention at all of secondary education in 
the Soviet Union nor did he explain the reasons for the omission. 
Chapter X. the last chapter. is entitled, "Suamary and 
Conclusions." Kandel analyzed the condition of education in the 
world (as he defined it: the nations selected for this book) in the 
early 1930s. He discussed the tempo of educational reconstruction 
30 Ibid .• 830. 
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as well as the serious economic impact of the depression. He 
indicated that the provision of elementary schooling was no longer 
adequate to meet the needs of the twentieth century as it was for 
the nineteenth century. In the twentieth century the welfare of 
each nation depended upon providing the individual with educational 
opportunities which would enable him to reach his potential. 
Anticipating contemporary trends in the period since World War 
I Kandel discussed the variety of educational arrangements that the 
nations were already conceptualizing in the early 1930s. Putting 
this variety into a framework of lifelong learning, Kandel stated: 
The new educational program accordingly contemplates the 
provision of care for infants. creches and nursery schools, 
kindergartens or maternal schools, primary schools. post-
primary or secondary schools differentiated and varied 
according to the needs and abilities of the pupils. 
vocational schools. colleges and universities, and adult 
education, ranging from schools for the liquidation of adult 
literacy to the organization of opportunities for advanced 
studies.31 
Kandel seemed to have been ahead of his time. not only in 
recognizing and advocating "lifelong learning," but recognizing 
also, that if education were to advance significantly it had to 
depend upon the willingness of the public to both understand its 
dynamics and to support it. More than fifty years after Comparative 
Education was written. reforms are taking place especially in urban 
areas of the United States, but elsewhere as well. These reforms 
are insisting on and clamoring for public participation in the 
affairs of education and public schooling. 
Kandel discussed the issues of both central control and local 
31 Ibid., 861. 
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control of school systems. He recognized that centralized systems 
of education aay accomplish higher standards of achievement than 
locally controlled systems. but he also recognized their weakness: 
they do not usually respond well to public demands for change. He 
said. "The least centralized systems often reflect the variety of 
forces and influences which give character to a nation."32 
The English system's strength. he believed was the idea of a 
workable balance between central and local control. He thought this 
idea was being embraced in Germany. Russia. and the United States. 
in regard to the administrative function in education. In Italy. he 
believed it was taking place in terms of the freedom which was 
allowed teachers in the organization of curriculum. 
Kandel discussed similarities and differences in his comparison 
of national educational systems. The main area of difference was 
due to the differences in national background. The similarities 
arose because of the fact that the basic aim throughout the history 
of national systems was always the transmission of the cultural 
legacy and the continuation of society. 
Older countries. such as England and France. were seen by 
Kandel as less ready to yield or change what they consider to be the 
vital basis of their traditional national foundations. Germany was 
purportedly trying to adjust its new forms of social organization to 
the progressive growth of selected traditions as a basis for 
national unity. Italy and Russia were combining activity aethods 
with political indoctrination. thereby allowing freedom within 
32 Ibid .. 863. 
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certain inflexible ltaits. In the United States the pattern was to 
construct a tradition that saw to it that traditions did not become 
permanent. He saw that this pattern was responsible for change and 
progress in Allerica. 
In concluding this chapter and the book. Kandel discussed the 
value of comparative education. It is a valuable study because it 
examines how nations live and think. It develops an appreciation of 
the different factors which contribute to every nation its special 
characteristics. It throws light on the meaning of education for 
national welfare. It encourages the discovery of those forces which 
enable nations to understand and cooperate with other nations. A 
comparative approach helps to develop a greater sense of each 
nation's strength and promotes patriotism based on the understanding 
of the positive contributions of nations to human progress. All too 
often patriotism is developed which stresses the differences among 
nations. leading to xenophobia. The solutions that nations offer 
are different because of their unique history and traditions. 
Kandel believed that what is crucial for the developaent and 
progress of humanity as a whole. is color and variety of life: 
education is a real entity becoming spontaneous only if it is 
Motivated by the cultural foundations of the people whom it seeks to 
serve. 
In this massive. tremendously detailed, and scholarly work. 
Kandel provided the reader with a complete history of the 
educational system of each of the six nations under study. He also 
offered an unequivocal prescription as to what ought to be done to 
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iaprove education in these countries. Perhaps his strongest theae 
in this book was that school syste•s follow the nation and society 
in which they happen to be. He analyzed the condition of the pupil. 
the teacher. and the organization of the school in every conceivable 
•anner. leaving little out of his comprehensive explanations and his 
broadly sweeping elaborations. 
Step by step. Kandel took the reader through the develop•ent 
and probleas. of national systeas of education. He had first hand 
experience with five of the six countries he wrote about. He showed 
how the systems grew haphazardly, what positives they offered and 
how they needed to iaprove in order to best serve and influence 
their clientele. 
The Making of Nazis was published in 1935. two years after 
Hitler came to power as the chancellor of Germany on January 30. 
1933. The book covers the years 1933-34. Kandel used German 
publications entirely in his book and he included Hitler's infa•ous 
book. Mein Kampf (My Struggle). Brickaan aptly describes Kandel's 
book as "probably the first work of its type by a non-Ger•an." 33 
Kandel analyzed the German publications and official 
regulations which dealt with the philosophy of education in Nazi 
Geraany. He stressed the lesson for deaocracy by writing that the 
Ger•an effort to •erely change the constitution in 1919 did not •ake 
a considerable impact because the country lacked a democratic 
tradition. Germany's experience in allowing Nazism to flourish 
While the Weimar Republic was on a shaky foundation led Kandel to 
33 Brickman. 397. 
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warn. "that •en may lose their heads through freedom as readily as 
for it."34 
Kandel radically shifted his position in writing this book. In 
his previous book, Comparative Education, published two years 
earlier. and written for the aost part before the Nazis came to 
power he was optimistic about the Weimar Republic. In writing about 
the reform brought about by the German constitution of 1919. 
especially as it related to the protection of the individual and his 
right to education. he said. "Domination and prescription. the 
characteristics of an authoritarian state. have been replaced by 
stimulation. advice. and counsel which mark a government based on 
the idea of partnership and cooperation of all parties concerned."35 
Kandel wrote The Making of Nazis not only to provide 
information on developments in Germany education. something he had 
done for many years. both before and after 1935. but to warn those 
who placed their faith in deaocracy of the imminent dangers of 
totalitarianism. It is divided into four chapters and a 
bibliography. Chapter I. "National Socialism and Education" 
provides some background on the rise of the Nazis. Kandel 
attributed their coming to power on certain historical events and 
certain German characteristics. These included the Treaty of 
Versailles, the failure of the League of Nations. the hostility of a 
34 I.L. Kandel. The Making of Nazis (New York: Teachers 
College, Columbia University, 1935), 136. He meant by this remark 
that if a nation did not have a tradition of democracy, a change of 
constitution would not help them. 
35 I.L. Kandel. Comparative Education, 62. 
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defeat of a nation. the series of one economic crises and "the 
political incapacity of the Germans theaselves."36 
On the purported political incapacity of the Germans. Kandel 
cited three sources. all German writers. who pointed out Ger•any's 
political deficiencies. While these three writers presented their 
ideas on the matter informatively. Kandel used their ideas as 
completely factual. He attributed Germany's political failures to 
the ineptitude of grafting a democratic system on to a nation whose 
people's highest ideals had historically. been not at all consistent 
with democratic principles and a democratic way of life. 
Kandel saw National Socialism as a way of reestablishing the 
German totalitarian state only on a grander and more penetrating 
basis. He showed that liberalism was equated with Marxis• saying: 
Liberalism. particularly the liberalism of the Ger•an 
Republic is on all occasions deliberately and contemptuously 
referred to as Marxism: this is part of the general program 
of the National Socialist Party to uproot and to destroy 
ruthlessly all traces of the ideals upon which the Republic 
was built. 37 
The German student bodies. particularly at the secondary and 
university levels. were seen by Kandel as a lost generation. one 
which had not really adjusted to the Weimar Republic. Enrollments 
at the schools soared after 1918, unemployment was very high and 
this led to competition in the professions and scapegoating against 
Jews. Many students became reactionaries and supporters of extreme 
nationalism. Hitler's National Socialist German Labor Party thus 
36 Ibid., 1. 
37 I.L. Kandel. The Making of Nazis, 4. 
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was a catchall tera which appealed to the nationalists. the Social 
oeaocrats. Geraans who feared foreign influences. and a Labor Party 
which attracted the workers. 
Kandel realized that historically there were both positive and 
negative sides to nationalism. In much of his writing on 
nationalism Kandel showed that the positive aspects would include a 
nation's awareness of how it had uniquely contributed to the 
progress of civilization and the peace of the world. Nationalisa in 
its best fora would aim at cooperation with the other nations of the 
world to make certain that the boundaries of all nations were upheld 
and the rights of the citizens in every nation respected. All 
nations could be proud of how, in one fora or another. its citizens 
contributed to the advanceaent of learning and the betteraent of 
aankind. 
For Kandel. the nationalism of Nazism represented the apex of 
its negative side. The evils of Nazi nationalism knew no bounds and 
respected no national boundaries. Its self-serving theories of 
racial and national superiority raised the evils of nationalism to 
new heights. Instead of world cooperation as its goal it promoted 
world conquest. Its theories of racial superiority. inferiority. 
and sub-humanness led to a nation of brutes who followed a dictator 
down the path of totalitarianisa and national revenge for its past 
defeats at the hands of other nations. Instead of sharing with 
other nations and contributing to world haraony. Nazi nationalism 
proaoted only its own aggrandizeaent leading down the path to a 
desire for world dominion. 
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Kandel discussed at the length. the virulent foras of National 
socialist inspired racism and anti-semitism which swept through 
Geraany. He named some of those leaders in power who were 
responsible for their widespread disse•ination. Allong these na•es 
were aen such as Hitler. Goebbels. Rosenberg. and Ernest Krieck. who· 
was the leading Nazi educational theorist at that time. 
Kandel discussed what he thought was Hitler's pacifist facade. 
but he warned that behind this facade was a strong appeal to 
ailitarism and a heroic interpretation of life. In a prophetic way. 
Kandel exposed soae of Hitler's evil intentions in writing, 
"Hitler's fervent wish that all Geraans from the cradle up send up a 
prayer for arms to the Al•ighty is likely to be fulfilled."38 
Obviously. Kandel read Hitler's Mein Kampf very carefully. and he 
believed that Hitler was totally serious about the outrageous anti-
semitic and totalitarian ideas in the book. He knew Ger•an history. 
the language, and current events. well enough to judge Hitler and 
his evil intentions. when aany westerners at the ti•e either could 
not or chose not to. Kandel knew. for example. that the book. Mein 
Kaapf was written by the •an who got down on his knees when World 
War I began to thank God that he was privileged to be living at that 
tiae. 
Kandel wrote about the iapact of the Nazis in Hitler's Germany 
on young children as early as 1933. He described and elaborated 
what was happening fro• an account he had read in the Times 
Educational Suppleaent of that year: 
38 Ibid .. 14. 
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In order to lose no ti•e pri•ers have been prepared 
along the lines suggested by the Fuhrer. and military toys of 
all kinds have been increased. Fairy tales are being revised 
in order to develop the right attitude of mind: thus. the 
wolf in Little Riding Hood is the Jew. and the witch in 
Hansel and Gretel. two good German children, is the 
French•an. 39 
In the closing pages of the first chapter. Kandel captured the 
essence of the Nazi •ovement in describing how Hitler was the law 
and the will of the people. In practice this meant that all 
spiritual and material life was subordinated to the interests of the 
state. The leader. Hitler. organized a hierarchy to organize 
religion. language, econo•ics. law. education. science. and 
culture. 40 Everything became part of a grand design of societal 
control under one central government. 
At all levels of the Nazi bureaucracy, free thought and free 
communication were contained and suppressed. Kandel explained this 
suppression by pointing to the Nazi leaders who showed direct 
39 Ibid. 
4° Kandel said that science and mathematics were not yet 
subordinated to the interests of the state at that tiae. He did 
•ention however that there were some articles which had been 
published in educational journals depicting a uniquely German 
quality in its mathematical contributions. 
Kandel used the German word "gleichgeschaltet" without 
actually defining it. He discussed it in the context of subjects 
such as math and science not yet being "gleichgeschaltet." 
According to Webster's Third International Dictionary, s.v. the word 
•eans: the act, process. or policy of achieving rigid and total 
coordination and uniformity by forcibly repressing or eliminating 
independence and freedom of thought. action or expression. 
Kandel often employed the use of foreign terms in his 
writings without defining them. Why he assumed the reader would 
know these terms is anybody's guess. The sprinkling of these terms 
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can act as a barrier to understanding what Kandel was trying to convey. 
contempt in •atters of reason and intellect. The pri•ary reliance 
of the top leaders was on emotional and irrational appeals. 
In Chapter II of the book, entitled "Educational Theory." 
Kandel said that the Nazis had two central educational tasks. one 
was to eradicate the educational refor•s under the Wei•ar Republic. 
and the other was to construct a new educational philosophy based on 
Nazi revolutionary ideas. Any liberal gains in decentralization. 
teacher creativity, parent involvement, internationalism, and 
concern for the individual pupil and his environment, were attacked 
and eliminated by the Nazis who received their inspiration on these 
•atters fro• Mein Kampf. 
In the place of these Republican gains in education was the 
e•phasis on the development of social responsibility. discipline, 
and obedience. "The bases of education must be the group, ancestral 
tradition and hereditary form. so that it may be organic and that 
the individual aust realize his me•bership in the group and the 
school its duty to the State.·41 
The greatest i•portance in the hierarchy of educational values 
under the Nazis was placed first on physical education. second on 
character building. and last on intellectual training. A boy grew 
to be a aan and learned to obey so that he may co•mand by receiving 
training in physical education. Great pride was taken in achieving 
well-formed bodies. Character education e•phasized loyalty, 
sacrifice, keeping quiet when being punished, either justly or 
unjustly, strength of will and joy in responsibility. 
41 Ibid., 43. 
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Intellectually •ost of what was usually taught might be cast aside 
because what was not used was just forgotten. Each student was to 
be taught only the things that would be useful to him and his 
co•munity. The study of more than one language, presumably the 
•other tongue, was considered to be a waste of time. 
General education should not play a •ajor role in a student's 
education. Rather it should be reduced significantly and it should 
be followed by heightened specialization which leads to a vocation. 
History. which focuses on the world and the race question. should be 
taught. It should be used as a guide to the future and to preserve 
one's own people. The focus should be on patriotism, national pride 
and national heroes. This education must result in military service 
for boys, and, for girls, it should prepare them totally for their 
careers as •others. 
The Nazis criticized the universities for failing to save the 
country. They were engaged. it was thought. in minute and 
insignificant research and the idea of academic freedom was thought 
to be obsolete. The Nazi goal was to instill in the universities 
the idea of the perpetuation of the nation in the light of 
biological and racial theory, which no doubt meant "nordic 
superiority". 
For the Nazis. the task of the university was one of guarding, 
protecting. and teaching the various cultural possessions of the 
country. Students and teachers must unite politically. They were 
to unite through •andatory participation in labor, sport (either of 
a •ilitary or quasi-military type) and defense service. along with 
national-political training. 
Under the Nazis, the school performed only a limited function 
of education. Youth organizations such as the Hitlerjugend rounded 
out formal schooling with its eaphasis on physical training and 
political activities. The ethos for every young man was that of a 
political-so~dier who is given discipline. training, and order. 
(Disziplin. Zucht. and Ordnung)42 Kandel thus reported that. "the 
totalitarian concept has penetrated into every corner of the 
educational system."43 
Chapter III is a lengthy one entitled "Adapting Education to 
the New Social Order." In the chapter Kandel elaborated on some of 
the themes he discussed in the previous chapter. He showed how the 
Nazis gained total control of the complete formal and 
extracurricular educational apparatus. By formal institutions he 
•eant the elementary, school. the secondary school teacher training 
institutions and the universities. The extracurricular 
organizations were confined to the Nazi youth movement. These 
organizations belonged to a council and were affiliated with the 
Hitlerjugend44 (Hitler youth). He also showed clearly how the 
schools and universities, along with the powerful youth groups were 
altered from their pre-Nazi days, to reflect unequivocally Nazi 
42 Ibid .. 50. 
43 Ibid .. 55. 
44 Other Nazi youth groups were the S.A .. Arbeitsdienst 
Gelandesport, Wersport Kameradschaftshauser and the Bund deutcher 
Madel for female youth. The Hitlerjugend was the training ground 
for the S.A. (Sturmabteilung). It was an advanced group used for 
•ilitary purposes. 
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doctrine with its total allegiance to Hitler and his ideas of 
"German greatness and Superiority." 
Whatever liberal traditions had existed before the Nazi's came 
to power. died quickly under the threat of imprisonment or disaissal 
for liberal thinking teachers. This was even true of the eleaentary 
school teachers in Germany who, Kandel said, had fought long and 
hard for liberalization of the schools and their rights for the 
previous one-hundred years. Kandel wrote. "If there were any 
protests fro• any part of the teaching profession, they have not 
been made public: on the other hand, there have been some 
outstanding exa•ples of sudden conversions which cannot be 
reconciled with the philosophies. political and educational. 
previously held by the converts.45 
Thus. under Hitler's beginning years of 1933-1934, strict 
discipline was returned to the schools and the teachers. Great 
eaphasis was placed on ailitarization of physical training through 
open country sport and military sport. 46 Since the Versailles 
Treaty prohibited Geraan youth fro• participating in Military 
45 Ibid .. 57. 
46 Open country sport was called "Gelandesport" and it was the 
foundation for military sport. "Gelandesport" consisted of •arching 
excursions and simple activities of a recreational nature. These 
were not supposed to be artificial or commercialized, rather. 
spontaneity was advocated. These activities included folk songs and 
•usic, folk art, and folk dances. 
Military sport was referred to as "Wehrsport". It consisted 
of the following: aarching, digging trenches, going under or cutting 
barbed wire. bayonet drill, gas defense and throwing aodels of hand 
grenades. Girls suppleaented their physical training with courses 
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in first aid, child care, and dietetics which including quantity cooking. 
•atters. the early Nazi militarization set liaits for its youth. 
There were ultranationalistic changes in the teaching of 
history based on racist theories of Aryan superiority whose goals 
were to develop national pride. and emphasize a national heritage 
and national heroes. Along with these sweeping changes came a new 
regulation which regulated school journeys and excursions so German 
youth could familiarize themselves with their land and custoas. 
Kandel covered a wide range of Nazi regulations put into effect 
in 1933 and 1934; regulations such as the one on heredity and race 
knowledge passed on Septe•ber 13, 1933. Kandel translated from the 
decree thusly: 
The knowledge of fundamental biological facts and their 
application to each individual and group is a condition sine 
qua non for the renewal of our people. No pupil, boy or 
girl. should be allowed to leave school for life without this 
funda•ental knowledge.47 
An earlier decree issued on April 25. 1933 was a regulation 
announcing a quota syste• "nu•erous clausus" for secondary schools 
and universities. It severely limited the number of Jews admitted 
to these institutions of higher learning. 
A decree of July 22, 1933 instructed employees of the Ministry 
of Education to give the Hitler salute with their arms upraised both 
on and off duty. Another decree of the same date required everyone 
in any educational institution to use the salute during the singing 
of patriotic German songs. Each lesson must start and end with the 
raising of the right arm together with the words "Heil Hitler." 
One of the most important educational innovations mentioned by 
47 Ibid .. 79. 
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Kandel in this book was the "Landjahr" (year in the country) which 
began in Prussia in 1934. Each student who finished eight years of 
elementary school had to spend nine •onths of the ninth year in the 
country. The innovation was intended to be a form of national-
political education. with physical toughening through contact with 
the land. Solidarity was a goal and it was to be achieved through 
the closeness of co•munity life, offsetting the negative environ•ent 
of the city. The "Landjahr" was not considered to be part of for11al 
schooling. It was used to promote cohesion under the principles of 
National Socialism. 
Under the Nazis. education. like everything else in Ger•any, 
was organized on the principle of hierarchical leadership. This was 
referred to in Ger11an as the principle of "Fuhrerprinzip". An 
example of this in education was that the Nazis decreed a school 
principal to be co•pletely in charge of the school, instead of being 
only the first among equals as was his position during the Wei•ar 
Republic. before the Nazis took control. 
The last chapter in the book is entitled "The Challenge of 
Totalitarianism." For comparative education Kandel pointed to 
proble•s of democracy. He wrote: 
48 
So far as education is concerned it can be asserted that 
democracies do not seem to be as conscious of their task as 
are those states which the recent Revolutions have produced. 
The ideals of democracy were defined so long ago in the 
English-speaking world that there is a tendency to accept 
them for granted as •uch as the air we breath. resulting in a 
condition of mind which fails to realize that it should be 
the everyday task of the school to inculcate them if they are 
to be preserved.48 
Ibid., 136. 
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For Kandel. the most important issue in education was for the 
people living under democratic governments to meet the challenge of 
totalitarian governments: Communism. fascism. and Nazism. and to 
rediscover democracy's basic principles. This •eant enriching the 
life of every person and help him become a better member of society. 
It also meant encouraging each individual's free development and 
setting before him goals of social allegiance to help him guide his 
behavior. 
Kandel published a major article on comparative education in 
October, 1936. The title was simply, "Comparative Education." In 
the article he discussed some of his ideas on the •ethodology in the 
field. This was examined in chapter IV of this dissertation which 
dealt with his theories and methods. 
In this article. Kandel explained that comparative education 
was not new: what is relatively new was that by 1936, the time this 
article was published, it became an organized branch of the study of 
education. From 1916 to 1936 foreign school systems were studied 
because of the instability in education caused by the turmoil of 
World War I, and the widening of the fra•ework of the study of 
education. Right after the war began, the warring nations evaluated 
their own educational syste•s and compared them with other nations' 
educational systems. The result of this was a search for new 
approaches in education and a consequent widespread and vigorous 
interest in comparative education, along with a considerable 
expansion of its literature. 
Kandel made the interesting point that, while material in the 
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field written in English was increasing. the co•parative educator 
should still be proficient in at least two foreign languages. 49 He 
did not explain why but one can only assume that he thought it 
necessary to read primary sources in languages other than English. 
Kandel was emphatic on insisting that comparative education 
should not encourage blanket educational borrowing from one country 
to another. He made this point •any times in his long career. He 
only favored adopting practices directly if a nation carefully 
modified the theory and practices of the country it wanted to borrow 
from. He wrote: 
There are today enough evidences of the failure of such 
attempts. which in most cases is not a criticism of the 
theories or practices but rather proof of the thesis which 
has been emphasized up to this point that educational systems 
reflect the ethos of their environment and that all that can 
be transported is the idea to be modified and applied to the 
ethos of the new environment.50 
Perhaps a current example of what Kandel meant is that the 
United States should not think of borrowing educational ideas and 
practices on a wholesale basis from a country like Japan without 
proper modifications. taking the differences in culture into 
consideration. American educators and government officials who 
advocate such indiscriminate borrowing from Japan would be well 
advised to take Kandel's advice into consideration before borrowing. 
Kandel gave examples of the failure of such borrowings in South 
49 In all of the extensive research for the preparation of this 
dissertation there has been not a shred of evidence uncovered which 
revealed where or how Kandel became proficient in learning the 
foreign languages he so frequently employed. 
50 I.L. Kandel. "Comparative Education," Review of Educational 
Research 6, no. 4 (October 1936): 400-416. 
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A111erican countries. China, Persia. and Egypt. He lauded Mexico for 
adapting what they did from the outside to their own national 
character and attitudes. Adapting other nation's educational 
practices and theories by significantly altering them to suit the 
new environment was a key point of Kandel's. 
In the article. Kandel discussed the purpose of comparative 
education. He said. "the purpose of comparative education. as of 
comparative law. comparative literature or comparative anatomy is to 
discover the differences in the forces and causes that produce 
differences in educational systems." 51 Kandel felt that most of the 
advanced countries had similar proble•s. or even the saae problems. 
but the solutions were different. He gave an example of this by 
showing that all countries were concerned with the education of the 
adolescent but few were willing to try the solution of America's 
answer: the comprehensive high school. 
In the article. Kandel wrote about sources of inforaation for 
the student of comparative education. He listed the then current 
sources such as: the Bureau International Education. the 
International Institute of Intellectual Cooperation, the 
International Institute of Educational Cinematography, the World 
Association for Adult Education, the International Institute of 
Teachers College, Columbia University, the Carnegie Corporation. the 
U.S. Office of Education and others. He concluded with a discussion 
of the available textbooks in the field. including his own 
•onuaental, Coaparative Education. 
51 Ibid .. 406. 
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In 1937 the National Society for the Study of Education 
published a aajor work by Kandel who was a co-editor (along with Guy 
Whipple). It was part two of the thirty-sixth Yearbook entitled. 
International Understanding in the Public School Curriculum. Kandel 
himself. wrote a chapter in the book: "In~elligent Nationalis• in 
the Curriculum." In this chapter. Kandel presented his highly 
original theae on the relationship of nationalism to teaching and 
learning about the aeaning of global understanding. 
Kandel took a positive and optiaistic stance toward the 
promotion of international understanding, even at a ti•e when parts 
of the world were at war or preparing for global warfare. He denied 
that progress in the control of world affairs was not being aade as 
aany persons said at that time. He clearly understood the serious 
reasons why people were pessimistic about the chances for success in 
education for international understanding. He acknowledged the 
"disregard of pact after pact, and to the nullification of one 
treaty after another." 52 In spite of the considerable emphasis on 
aggressive nationalis• during that period of upheaval in 
international affairs, Kandel, rightly or wrongly, could not admit 
that the world was at the brink. Neither could he foresee that 
fifty •illion people would die in the war which was to take place in 
the years following the writing of this chapter. He admitted there 
were overworked aunitions factories but he said that aankind could 
52 I.L. Kandel, "Intelligent Nationalism in the Curriculum." 
in International Understanding Through the Public School Curriculua. 
ed. I.L. Kandel and Guy Whipple (Bloomington, Illinois: Public 
School Publishing Co .. 1937), 35. 
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not accept the situation as on ongoing set of nor•al conditions. If 
this were true. he believed. then life would again be terrible. 
aggressive. and limited. 
Kandel took a historian's view which led him to believe that it 
had taken hundreds of years for •ankind to establish law and order. 
to organize legislative governaent and to embrace the ideals of 
democracy and the establishment of equalization of individual rights 
in any particular country. With this in •ind. Kandel viewed the 
years from 1918 to 1937 as •erely a brief period, a period in which 
he was not able to admit that failure in international relations was 
a fact just because the world was not in an acceptably peaceful era. 
He even said that more people than ever before were negating the 
idea that war was inevitable and they were working towards solutions 
to the global problem of imminent warfare. One could argue with the 
notion that Kandel could not accept the realities of the distinct 
possibilities of war, but certainly no one could say that he was 
anything but optimistic about the condition of global affairs at 
that time. 
In discussing the educational iapact of international 
understanding. Kandel developed the nonmainstrea• idea that the 
failure of international cooperation in the previous twenty years 
was due to educators choosing the wrong course of action. He raised 
some exceedingly interesting points: educational emphasis was put on 
internationalism prior to any effort being •ade to dispel the evils 
of the ideas inherent in nineteenth century nationalism: 
internationalism in its many manifestations too often has been 
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discussed too abstractly: this being the case, international 
relations have been perceived as being separate from nations and 
their concrete realities. 
Thus, according to Kandel's views too many international 
conferences in Geneva, Switzerland, and elsewhere, have been held in 
lieu of focusing on the real meaning of nationalism. Too auch 
sentimentality about internationalism or mistaking internationalism 
for cosmopolitanism resulted in global failures between nations. 
Kandel eaphasized that nations must continue to survive if 
internationalism is to exist because internationalism was a 
pheno•enon that exists between nations. 
Kandel took to task those who would criticize patriotism and 
loyalty to one's nation. He said, "such criticisms of patriotism 
are as valid as would be the charge that one is less loyal to his 
family, his community, and the multiplicity of social groups of 
which one may be a aember." 53 However. Kandel did distinguish 
between this type of constructive patriotis• and the destructive 
patriotism which advocated the notion "that love of one's fellowmen 
stops at national frontiers, if it •eans that it aust be based on 
•alice to all and charity toward none outside one's own national 
group. "54 
So for Kandel. international understanding was not to be 
misconstrued as an alternative to being patriotic or loyal to one's 
country. Rather, he saw it as nations comprehending one another, 
53 Ibid., 36. 
54 Ibid. 
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acknowledging their interdependence, and having an awareness that 
all nations could contribute to the cause of humanity. This 
construct of international understanding helped to explain that each 
nation may have its own particular characteristics with room for 
differences of race and character. In addition. each nation became 
a aember in the building of the world's civilization. 
Kandel credited teachers. except in totalitarian countries, 
with being vitally interested in the progression of a workable idea 
of nationalism and international understanding. But he felt that 
teachers too often mistakenly initiated projects for promoting 
international understanding that were not part of the regular 
curriculum. So wedded, it appears. was Kandel to foraal education 
that, in his opinion, programs that were outside of the school's 
curriculum were doomed to failure. Programs such as peace 
demonstrations. special international assemblies, good-will days. or 
exchanging books and dolls all had their place. but they were seen 
as being short-lived, without a significant educational impact. 
Even special separate high school courses such as Civics, 
Citizenship, Foreign Affairs, International Relations and Causes of 
Misunderstanding and Effects of War were seen by Kandel as being 
extraneous. Indeed, so strongly did he feel about this that he 
claimed the entire Yearbook, of which his chapter was a part, had 
for a theme. "the development of international understanding is the 
concern of every teacher of every subject in every grade of the 
school, and that international understanding can only grow out of a 
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proper teaching of nationalism ... 55 
Kandel believed that every subject, activity. and experience in 
every nation was the result of hU11anity's entire efforts. The 
reservoir of culture was drawn upon by aany minds and races, 
throughout time. from aany nations. If educators would only adopt 
the maxim that nothing human is alien to them. this would go a very 
long way in terms of making progress in international relations. 
Science, mathematics, ausic. and art transcend national boundaries 
in the sharing of ideas and experiences. The social sciences, too. 
had meaning in the international arena because of the rich 
opportunities for examining national problems in their world 
setting. 
Kandel concluded in this chapter: "The end to be achieved is an 
understanding of civilization and culture as a collective 
achievement--the common heritage and the joint responsibility of all 
nations--and patriotism will be no less as each pupil learns the 
part that his own nation has played in this achieveaent. 1156 
Kandel's approach to international understanding appeared to 
minimize the negative aspects of nationalism even while 
acknowledging these negatives as they existed at the tiae in 
totalitarian societies. His idea of approaching international 
understanding through formal schooling and traditional subjects 
seemed to be sensible enough, providing each nation produced enough 
teachers with an international outlook. It is conceivable though 
55 b I id .• 39. 
56 Ibid .• 42. 
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that while even having enough of these global-•inded teachers in the 
nations of the world, the demands of the job might be too great to 
include an international di•ension. 
As teachers wrestled and continue to do so with enor•ous 
proble•s of dropouts, equality of educational opportunity, racis•. 
strikes, bureaucracy, overcrowded schools. etc. one •ay legitiaately 
ask whether Kandel's approach. sensible as it sounds and original as 
it •BY have been. is indeed practical, realistic, and workable. 
That Kandel believed for•al education could pro•ote such great 
international understanding is clear evidence of how auch faith he 
had in it. After two world wars were fought globally and they 
wrought such terrible destruction to •ankind and to civilization, 
Kandel still believed that international cooperation and 
understanding were the roads to peace and the advance•ent of 
civilization. 
The 1930s ended with •uch of the world at war with the entry of 
the United States to the war in Dece•ber of 1941, the war beca•e a 
global one, devastating •ankind but, in victory, salvaging the 
democracies for future generations in particular and civilization in 
general. Kandel's i•portant works of the 1930s added a greater 
dimension of depth to the doaain of comparative and international 
education. He continued his iaportant writing on aany different 
countries after the 1930s ended. He devoted •uch energy to 
education during and after the Second World War. He also wrote 
about the iaportance of international organizations such as the 
United Nations and UNESCO. 
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In the last chapter (VII), dealing with his •ajor works in 
co•parative and international education. are included some of his 
most important work fro• the years, 1944-1961. Three books and five 
articles written during these years are discussed and analyzed. 
These works depict Kandel's Maturity as he reached the latter part 
of this career. The pressures of World War II which loomed on the 
horizon of the 1930s were over. The scourge of Nazism and fascis• 
gave way to a new reality for the world and for Kandel. A call for 
peace and multinational organizations to ensure the peace became 
focal points for enlightened citizens everywhere. The next chapter 
illustrates Kandel's concern with international cooperation even 
before World War II ended. An attempt will be •ade to show how 
Kandel's work in the 1940s, 1950s and even into the early 1960s 




AN ANALYSIS OF KANDEL'S MAJOR WORKS IN COMPARATIVE AND 
INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION IN THE DECADES OF THE 1940S AND 1950S 
During the 1940s and 1950s Isaac L. Kandel's reputation was 
enhanced in the fields of comparative and international education. 
While so•e of his •ost iaportant work was written in the 1930s. his 
later work is also viewed as being significant. He continued to 
teach, lecture. and write volu•inously in the 1940s, and he carried 
on with his lecturing and writing even after he left teaching in 
1950. As a polished writer and acco•plished comparativist. it 
appears that much of his writings in the 1940s and 1950s were more 
direct. clearer. and less repetitious than some of his earlier 
writings. 
In this chapter the following major books and journal articles 
by Kandel will be discussed and analyzed: 
International Cooperation: National and International, 1944 
Education in an Era of Transition, 1948 
"Education, National and International," The Education Forum, 
Parts A, B. and C, 1952 
"The Study of Comparative Education," The Education Forum, 1955 
The New Era in Education: A Co•parative Study, 1955 
"Problems of Co•parative Education," International Review of 
Education, 1956 
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"Co•parative Education and Underdeveloped Countries: A New 
Dimension," Comparative Education Review, 1961. 
The 1961 article was written when Kandel was eighty years old. 
He died in 1965. Because of its importance and because it was 
published soon after the 1950s came to a close. it was included for 
analysis in this chapter. 
As the 1940s opened. Germany and her axis ally, Italy, followed 
by Japan in 1941. won stunning and aggressive victories which 
continued for the first three years of the decade. After conquering 
Poland and sharing the spoils with Russia. in 1939, Na~i Germany 
attacked and conquered Denmark and Norway in 1940. This was 
followed by successful invasions of France. Belgium. and Holland. 
Almost all of Europe had been conquered without •uch resistance by 
the Nazi war machine. Russia was attacked by the Nazis in June of 
1941. preceded by a quick and successful invasion of Greece and 
Yugoslavia. Kandel's concerns about Hitler's evil intentions. 
described in the previous chapter came true, perhaps to a greater 
extent than he had realized when he wrote The Making of Nazis in 
1935. 
On December 7, 1941, the United States fleet was attacked at 
Pearl Harbor and America declared war against the Japanese. Hitler 
shortly afterward declared war against America and the global war 
had begun. By the fall of 1942 the tide was beginning to turn 
against the Germans. the Italians. and the Japanese. A great 
coordinated effort of the United States. Britain. and Russia led to 
a counterattack against the Germans which was the very beginnin~ of 
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the allies' success. The early Japanese victories were contained 
and by 1943 with the fall of Mussolini the Italians withdrew from 
the war. By 1945 Germany and Japan were co•pletely devastated and 
both surrendered to the allied powers. 
During the war years Kandel was busy thinking about a future 
global peace and about international cooperation. As the ravages of 
war continued in 1943 he was com•issioned to write a •ajor work for 
the National Committee of the United States of America on 
International Intellectual Cooperation. The na•e of the book. 
published in 1944 was Intellectual Cooperation: National and 
International. Kandel and others on the com•ittee noted the horrors 
of the war and the massacre of innocent people at the hand of 
criminal youth hardened by the criminal societies they represented. 
In the book. Kandel dealt with the failure of the League of 
Nations to include education as an i•portant concern of that world 
organization. He showed how the totalitarian governments of Nazi 
Germany. fascist Italy, and I•perial Japan adapted education to 
their revolutionary ideologies. He cited evidence to show that. in 
fact, teachers worldwide had supported movements for world peace at 
the close of World War I. This was obviously not enough, however, 
to prevent World War II. 
A significant portion of the book continued to show why the 
valiant efforts of teacher groups and others could not attain the 
goal of universal peace. Kandel believed that it was the spreading 
cult of national loyalty and patriotis• which gave rise to national 
prejudices. instead of a feeling of pride in the contributions that 
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each nation could •ake to the world at large. 
As Kandel wrote this book on behalf of an Allerican national 
coamittee concerned with the future and with a permanent arrange•ent 
of world peace. he cautioned against the type of thinking that would 
equate setting up adainistrative •achinery as the only road to 
peace. In addition to elevating education to an international 
status through an international organi~ation. it was iaportant to 
educate every person to the worth of every huaan being regardless of 
race. color. or creed. He advocated a world citizenship which would 
grow out of a local and a national citizenship. 
In 1948, three years after World War II ended. Kandel's 
important work. Education in an Era of Transition was published. In 
the book he discussed wartime and postwar efforts at ref or• in 
education in the advanced industrial nations of the world. He 
discussed eaerging educational problems of a postwar world and he 
posited some solutions to these problems. He was optimistic that 
the establishaent of UNESCO and the United Nations would lead to a 
better world. 
Kandel wrote in the book that the study of comparative 
education could •ake iaportant contributions to the proaotion of 
international understanding and cooperation. He cautioned against 
an overemphasis on the use of statistical and measurement techniques 
in studying education. He believed that in an age of transition 
when the fate of the world depended upon education. a fuller and 
richer understanding of what education meant must take place. By 
studying the Meaning of education in the light of the political .. 
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social. economic. and cultural forces of various national systeas of 
education. comparative education could shed light on the hopes. 
aspirations, character. and culture of nations. This. in turn. 
would help nations gain a better view of those aspects of national 
life that they intended to transmit to the next generation through 
the schools. By means of this process nations would reconstruct 
their schools and contribute to a better world order. 
The decade of the 1950s led to a rebuilding of the nations 
engaged in World War II. It was an era of econoaic prosperity and 
initial optimism in world affairs brought about by the establishment 
of the United Nations, UNESCO, and other international agencies 
whose aim was world development and peace. The yoke of colonialism 
was cast off by people everywhere and new nations came into 
existence. Science and technology made important breakthroughs in 
the 1950s and the exploration of space had its beginnings. The 
discovery of important new drugs aade aany infections and some 
chronic diseases curable. Communications iaproved as did global air 
travel. Through television the world started to become a "global 
village." All of this took place against the backdrop of the cold 
war that developed between the Soviet Union and its satellite 
nations. and the Western democracies led by the United States. 
Compulsory universal primary education was successfully 
spreading to nations throughout the world while money was being 
spent profusely as the answer to the young nations' developaent 
needs. It would not be known until many years later that aoney 
spent on formal education was not the complete answer to successful 
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development. UNESCO acted as a clearinghouse for new ideas in 
education and helped encourage the growth of successful programs 
with worldwide impact. 
Much of Kandel's major work was brought forth in the articles 
he wrote in the 1950s. In his 1952 three part series entitled 
"Education. National and International." he expressed a positive 
attitude over the expected impact of the United Nations and of 
UNESCO with their emphasis on international peace and education. 
However. he cautioned that this alone was not enough. He saw a 
misguided nationalistic patriotism as a roadblock to international 
education and world peace. He advocated the idea that 
internationalism begins at the local level in each nation. Each 
nation through its schools must foster an international education 
and help students overcome the negative and narrow features of a 
primitive nationalism. An advanced form of nationalism would be 
able to promote the role of each nation's culture and show how it 
contributed to a wider international forum which would lead to world 
peace through education. 
In his 1955 article. "The Study of Comparative Education." 
Kandel distinguished between comparative and international 
education. Comparative education studied the educational systems of 
two or more countries. It explored the underlying causes to 
determine why the educational systems of the world differed from one 
another. International education dealt with the development of 
global attitudes directed by instruction in the schools. 
Kandel's 1956 article entitled. "Problems of Comparative 
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Education." criticized the research he had recently read on national 
systems of education. This research centered on the study of the 
educational systems of eighty nations. He did not doubt the 
accuracy of the report but he did question its almost complete 
uniformity. He proceeded to discuss the correct use of coaparative 
education as a body of study which could deal effectively with the 
nuances he was convinced existed between the systems. 
Kandel discussed the difficulties inherent in studying 
comparative education which were: the wide range of disciplines 
that one needed to know in order to become a competent 
comparativist. the expense in visiting foreign nations to study 
their schools. the difficulties of learning foreign languages. and 
the lack as of 1956 of a reliable methodology in the field. 
The last major article included in this chapter is entitled: 
"Comparative Education and Underdeveloped Countries: A New 
Dimension." Written in 1961. it was insightful for its 
understanding of the role of nonformal and formal education in the 
development of newly formed independent nations of the world. His 
emphasis on nonformal education as a prelude to formal schooling was 
an important systea of thought for Kandel. It predated many of the 
writings of other experts in the field who waited longer to see the 
negative impact of the grafting of colonial systems of education 
onto the systems in the developing countries. 
Kandel's most important book published during the decade of the 
1950s was: A New Era in Education: A Coaparative Study. It was a 
complete revision of his best known work. Comparative Education, 
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published twenty-two years earlier. He included the United States, 
England, France. and the Soviet Union in this study. He was an 
established expert on England. France. and the United States. and 
their educational systems. As in his former book. however. he had 
to rely on the literature available in English for information on 
the Soviet Union. 
As the dangers of totalitarianism of the right abated with the 
defeat of Nazi Germany. Italy. and Japan. Kandel was able to 
concentrate on Soviet Co11U11unism. a system of government he also 
found to be unacceptable. He admitted that his inforaation on the 
Soviet Union. was dated. in part. in his New Era in Education: A 
Comparative Study. But he said it was iaportant to study the 
character of education under a totalitarian regime in order to 
compare it with those basic values of democracy and of education 
under the influence of nontotalitarian systems of eovernment. 
Kandel produced this book as a follow up study to his 1933 
Comparative Education. His concerns in writine this book had to do 
with the broader aspects of education, and the erowth of the 
individual as well as the nation. within the framework of a 
supportive political system. In the preface of the revised book he 
reflected upon the world situation since he had written his orieinal 
work in 1933. He wrote: 
The crises throueh which the world has passed since then and 
the demands for reconstruction to the losses caused by World 
War II as well as the challenee to the ideals of democracy 
from Communist ideoloey have intensified the recoenition of 
the important part to be played by education for the fullest 
developaent of the individual and the ereatest welfare of a 
nation. But the forces that determine the character of 
education in any nation have a sienificance that is of 
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greater iaportance than the details of its organization and 
practice. Hence the study of the backgrounds can contribute 
more to an understanding of the educational system than •ere 
description of it.I 
Kandel's monograph. Intellectual Cooperation National and 
International was published in 1944. A rather compact book. on 
international education. it was published for the National Committee 
of the United States of America on International Intellectual 
Cooperation. This committee was a nongovernmental American branch 
of the Organization for Intellectual Cooperation of the League of 
Nations. The organization "was looked at askance by govern•ents and 
never taken seriously by the world of scholarship and science." 2 
This report was written to recommend and analyze ideas which 
would develop better relations between governmental and 
nongovernmental United States agencies in international cultural 
relations. Kandel began with an analysis of why statesmen between 
the two world wars did not succeed in utili~ing the world's 
intellectual resources in order to seek peace. He pointed out that 
the League of Nations did not concern itself with education in any 
effective aanner. 
Another reason for the failure of intellectual cooperation to 
take hold globally was that attention was only paid to intellectuals 
without any attempt to build grassroots support for the idea among 
1 I.L. Kandel. The New Era in Education: A Co•parative Study 
(Cambridge. Massachusetts: The Riverside Press. a division of 
Houghton Mifflin, 1955). ix. 
2 I.L. Kandel, Intellectual Cooperation National and 
International (New York: Bureau of Publications. Teachers College. 
Columbia University, 1935), ix. 
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the •ajority of the world's peoples. The result of his was that 
there were programs informing people about the ai•s of international 
cooperation. However. they did not succeed because these proposals 
were additive to nations' school programs instead of integrated into 
the educational plans as a whole. Kandel reiterated the saae point 
in the chapter in which he wrote for the National Society for the 
Society of Education. 
Kandel said that even if the League of Nations rejected 
education as a way to provide leadership for international 
cooperation, teachers everywhere (not administrators) under the 
aegis of national and international organizations were ready to 
pro•ote international understanding and universal peace. He gave 
examples of conflicts between the authorities in Germany and France 
and their teachers' organizations. Teachers in these countries were 
in favor of world peace and international understanding. Yet the 
authorities' aims were at cross purposes: they stressed both 
nationalism and militarism instead. England was an exception. 
There the governmental agencies and the teachers' organizations 
worked diligently to promote international understanding. 
In contrast, Kandel found little attempt in the United States' 
elementary and high schools to study international relations or 
promote international cooperation. In discussing teachers in the 
United States. Kandel said for the most part that they were not in 
favor of educational programs for international understanding. This 
was in 1930. By 1934 he saw an attitudinal shift on the part of 
United States' teachers who by then appeared to be very interested 
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in international issues. Unfortunately. Kandel offered no 
explanation as to why he thought American teachers shifted their 
position on international cooperation from negative to positive. 
Kandel offered his own prescription for the promotion of 
international understanding: "in any •ovement to pro•ote 
international understanding, education must be viewed as a whole. 
and that foundations and principles upon which national systems of 
education rest must be investigated more searchingly than they have 
been in the past."3 If this idea was not adhered to, •any conflicts 
would arise. Intellectual cooperation would still be •anifested by 
only a few intellectuals, but in too many cases there would be a 
neglect of their own nation's educational systems, which would 
decrease intellectual life and thereby diminish intellectual, 
international cooperation. 
Kandel offered no evidence in attributing the youth revolution 
that he claimed took place in the Western nations between the wars. 
to the lack of effective teaching about the goals, the system, and 
the work of the League of Nations. He believed that the failure to 
teach youth about the League led to a frame of •ind which. linked to 
two decades of economic depression, led to this malaise in youth. 
The frustration of the young and a lack of leadership by the adults 
added to the youth revolt. Torn between two opposing forces. Kandel 
exclaimed. "the revolt was an expression of the conflict in the 
minds of youth between the demands of nationalis• and patriotis• and 
the pattern of a new world whose potentialities they seemed to sense 
3 Ibid .. 8. 
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better than their elders."4 
Kandel offered no discussion of the revolt of youth. other than 
aentioning it. He did not describe the revolt in any way nor did he 
name the countries where the revolts took place. Therefore. one is 
left entirely to his or her own resources in trying to understand 
this phenoaenon in any of its aspects: its widespread effect. and 
its aftermath. 
Kandel traced the devotion of national loyalty and patriotism 
to the nineteenth century spirit of national self-consciousness. 
This cult of national loyalty provided for the develop•ent of 
prejudices and hatred rather than in a sense of taking pride in what 
one's country contributed to the welfare of the other nations of the 
world. Kandel. however. also saw nationalism as a positive force 
and he combined it with internationalism. 
It is too often forgotten that the development of nationalism 
forced •en out of narrow sectionalism and competing factions 
into •embership in larger social units. and that it directed 
loyalty away from the petty and selfish local interests to 
loyalty to the nation. That development aust continue until 
aen are bound together by a spirit of loyalty and cooperation 
in the interests of the progress on hu111anity as a whole: 
patriotism would then aean pride in the consciousness of the 
service of one's nation to human progress. 5 
Kandel presented his original ideas on nationalism and 
internationalism in his other works. He tried to elevate 
co111parative education ideas from national frwaeworks to 
international spheres. Specifically calling upon the schools to 
promote the spiritual and international interdependence in the 
4 Ibid .. 9. 
5 Ibid .. 12. 
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world. Kandel urged that history be taught in a way which would 
e•phasize the hu•an race's collective acco•plishMents: achievements 
which men in the past. and •en of all races have added a great deal 
to. 
Kandel was not so naive as to e•phasize nationalism unduly in 
only positive ways. In the book he discussed those negative 
features of nationalism which worked against the respect for other 
nations and the spirit of global international cooperation. He 
examined how nations arose and developed their own educational 
systems. The emphasis on national interests broke down any atteapt 
at a unified world outlook. Kandel advised that the forces which 
led to this disintegration be understood and overcome. However. he 
did not clearly explain what these forces were. 
Kandel did discuss one barrier to international cooperation. 
That was the realization that all national systems of education did 
not have equal status. These considerable educational inequities 
Kandel found in many countries of the world. They included great 
illiteracy, little or no opportunity to attend school. and a wide 
gap existing between large numbers of students attending ele•entary 
schools and the relatively few students attending secondary schools. 
Kandel argued brilliantly for the global coordination of ideas 
beyond military. political. and economic interests. He said. 
"unless a common human ideal can be achieved through the realization 
of the interrelation of different branches of intellectual 
activities. each national group will continue to go off in its own 
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chosen direction."6 
Kandel wanted recognition and expansion of both the 
International Organization for Intellectual Cooperation and its 
worldwide branches including the nongover1111ental United States 
organization. Kandel did not mention in this report that the 
National Committee of the United States of Allerica on International 
Intellectual Cooperation was a nongovernaental agency. He •erely 
said that private efforts advanced the cause of intellectual 
cooperation. While •entioning that the United States was not a 
member of the League of Nations, he also neglected to say that the 
United States contributed to certain international organizations but 
not to the agency dealing with intellectual cooperation. So any 
dealings between the League of Nations and the United States of 
America on Intellectual Cooperation. were unofficial. 
While Kandel credited this private nongovernmental agency with 
doing fine work in proaoting educational and international 
understanding. he failed to point out how much more could have been 
done if it were a government agency instead of a private one. 
Instead of pointing to any failure. Kandel developed a theme that 
stressed a greater role in the future for this agency. thus trying 
to promote it in a positive way. Acknowledging its past 
accomplish•ents in stimulating the use of media in worldwide 
communications. sponsoring a study of copyright. fighting for rights 
of intellectual workers. and doing other aeaningful organizational 
work. Kandel felt it could be more effective. It could provide 
6 Ibid .. 29. 
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i•portant leadership in research and education as they i•pacted on 
the welfare of •ankind. It could also serve as a coordinating 
agency for intellectual cooperation. It could have a plan which it 
did not heretofore have. This lack of a plan lead the National 
Co•mittee in America to lack coherence. 
The National Committee of the United States of Aaerica on 
Intellectual International Cooperation should become. Kandel said. 
part of an International Education Organization. Intellectuals 
could play a vital role in uniting the nations of the world and 
advancing culture and civilization. They could advance the ideas of 
those unsung heroes of peace who have contributed to man's great 
heritage. The •otto of this global organization could well be "We 
enjoy the fruits of other countries as if they were our own." 
Kandel quoted from the words of Pericles in suggesting this motto. 
The most important specific function of an International 
Education Organization should be to enhance the status of 
professional teachers. because without this improvement the best 
proposals for the restructuring of education in the world would not 
work. Kandel explained in this report that the League of Nations 
did not advocate the creation of such an International Office of 
Education. He thought the reason such a crucial organization was 
not promulgated was due to the fear that such an organization would 
exert undue control over each nation's educational system. He 
certainly thought this reasoning was misguided. 
Other important functions of this International Organization 
would be to observe, gather. and disseminate i•portant infor•ation: 
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The disse•ination of such information would help to •ake the 
world conscious of destructive elements in education which 
threaten its stability and on the positive side would 
stiaulate healthy emulation among the countries of the world. 
The backward countries would be stimulated to catch up with 
the best that has already been achieved, and the more 
advanced would be encouraged to make new progress.7 
Clearly, the League of Nations was found to be deficient by 
Kandel. especially in terms of promoting international cooperation. 
Writing this report while World War II was still wreaking worldwide 
havoc. he looked toward the future for an end of the hostilities and 
the building of this other. stronger. global educational 
organization. He believed that the role of intellectuals worldwide 
was not just to promote international cooperation a•ong the•selves 
but to extend their leadership to the •asses through education. 
Regarding the contributions of the National Organizations of 
Intellectual International Cooperation. including that of the United 
States. Kandel concluded with the idea that, "The foundations of 
international understanding and cooperation as well as of a world 
order must be laid at home in each nation."8 
Education In An Era of Transition. published in 1948. grew out 
of three lectures which Kandel delivered at the University of London 
in February 1948 at the invitation of the Academic Council of the 
Senate for the University. The headings for the three chapters in 
the book are the sa•e as the names of the lectures. They are: I. 
Proposals For The Reconstruction of Education. II. Emerging 
Problems. and III. The Study of Education. 
7 Ibid .• 74. 
8 Ibid., 76. 
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In chapter I. Kandel initially •ade the point (without the use 
of examples) that throughout history great advances in education 
have followed crises in the affairs of men. These crises resulted 
fro• different changes: political. social, econo•ic, and cultural. 
He described 1948 as one of those periods. This era was a crisis 
period because of the terrible global war that ended three years 
earlier. and also because of World War I. which put the world into a 
quickened teapo and tore it apart. These wars were considered to be 
a test of the educational systems of the participating nations. Of 
course. Kandel admitted that there •ay not have been any truth to 
the claims of nations that their educational syste•s contributed to 
their war effort. but he noted that the claias were •ade 
nevertheless. 
The nineteenth century was the era, in the most advanced 
nations of the world, for the development of universal elementary 
education. By World War I •any educational systeas were becoming 
shapeless. bloated. and ineffective. Kandel explained that this 
aeant that teachers everywhere were being poorly prepared and they 
were dissatisfied with their status. Except for the United States. 
dual systems of secondary education. one for the elite and one for 
the •asses. ca•e under heavy criticisa. 
A considerable lag occurred between curricul1111 and instruction. 
and the new theories of child development and advances in the 
process of learning. By World War I. with the technoloKical 
advances of industry, it became possible not to depend on child and 
youth labor. Elementary education was no longer thought to be 
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adequate preparation needed for contemporary living. 
In England. France, Ger•any and the United States there was a 
strong movement to provide for additional equal educational 
opportunities. and instruction was focused on individual student 
abilities and aptitudes. Refor• was in the air in these countries 
but it encountered strong traditions and often fell short of its 
goals. Kandel wrote about Ger•any, which tried to initiate a type 
of secondary school called "Deutsche Obershule," which was to have a 
curriculum based only on German culture with no foreign languages. 
The German universities said they would not accept their students. 
Kandel said, surprisingly, and without any explanation. "and an 
excellent plan for a aodern secondary school was wrecked."9 One 
might have thought that Kandel would be against such a school 
because he had criticized German nationalism so severely in his •any 
writings. Since he did not explain. there is no way to know why he 
was in favor of such a type of school which would eli•inate foreign 
languages. In addition. this differed considerably fro• his views 
presented in chapter V of this dissertation, on French education. 
World War II and its aftermath brought about a global awareness 
that education •ust emphasize international understanding and 
cooperation. Kandel cited exa•ples of country after country: the 
United States, England. New Zealand. France. Canada. and Australia 
that loudly proclaimed. in one form or another. that nothing was 
•ore important than the education of a nation's children. 
9 I.L. Kandel. Education In An Era of Tradition (London: Evans 
Brothers Ltd .. 1948). 9. 
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The essential aspect of this educational reconstruction 
according to Kandel is 
the recognition of the worth of each individual as an 
intelligent and cooperating citizen on the one hand. and on 
the other as a human being with intellectual and emotional 
potentialities to be developed. This recognition represents 
a radical change from the conception that the state comes 
first and that the individual must be Molded according to its 
needs. It is in fact. the response of democracies to the 
challenge of totalitarian forms of government.lo 
Kandel saw the opposite effect taking place at the same time in 
the Soviet Union's educational aims. There the e•phasis was on the 
training of students to become patriotic and to love the country and 
Stalin. their leader. Kandel based his assumptions on the Soviet 
Union gathered from the work of George Counts who wrote extensively 
on that nation.11 
In concluding this chapter, Kandel discussed the equality of 
educational opportunity. The difficulties in this area he said stem 
from the fact that all educable youth do not have the same abilities 
and aptitudes. Another difficulty in reconstructing education is to 
shift from selectivity of students at higher levels to the 
distribution of educational resources to assist each pupil to 
perform to the best of his ability. 
Kandel spoke of the future and of guidance which he referred to 
as the highest task in education. Guidance for Kandel meant that 
the student should receive the right education fro• the best 
teachers available. at an affordable cost so as to profit by this 
10 Ibid., 11. 
11 For example, see George S. Counts. "Recent Changes in Soviet 
Education," The Education Digest 12 (November 1946): 10-14. 
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training. Given this •ost important task of guiding students. it ls 
noteworthy that Kandel devoted little space to this topic In the 
chapter. 
Kandel was optimistic that restructuring in education would 
take place globally even with the crisis brought about by the 
necessity of rebuilding •uch of the world after the devastation of 
World War .II. Time was on the side of education he thought. because 
it took about twenty-five years for new theories and ideas to be 
implemented. It is possible that Kandel's optimism was •isguided in 
this case. if only for the reason that nothing stands still. The 
practitioner waiting for the right ti•e to i•ple•ent the new ideas 
•ay also be changing and •oving in unforeseen directions. Thus the 
prediction that things will get better in education even If it takes 
a quarter of a century to implement new ideas. fails to take into 
consideration the fact that there may not be an inert status quo. 
The second chapter is entitled "Emerging Problems." The first 
problem discussed is the realization that governments acting alone 
cannot effectuate •ajor changes without the consent of the people 
involved. He said, "The great bulk of the people must not only 
understand what is afoot. but 111ust also take an active part in 
working out the kind of educational system they want for the•selves 
and their children ... 12 
Kandel then discussed the organizations in the United States 
that involved the public and enlisted their support in pro•oting 
education. He pointed out that the next problem identified in 
12 Ibid .. 18. 
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restructuring education was to determine the nature of secondary 
education. Kandel expressed dissatisfaction with all of the 
educational systems in the late 1940s. In general. for secondary 
schooling there were three curriculuas. the academic. the practical. 
or the technical. Kandel saw none of the structural arrange•ents. 
either the Allerican coaprehensive high school or separate high 
schools that were being proposed in France, as aeeting student needs 
for the aajority of adolescents. 
Finding the right education for the student was his goal. even 
if the goal was elusive. For someone like Kandel who advocated that 
secondary education in France should promote an elite class. it is 
startling to learn in this book that he was not pleased with the 
system. It is conceivable that Kandel tried to advocate educational 
restructuring that he thought would suit the particular country 
best. So in his 1924 book on the refor• of secondary education in 
France he advocated education for the elite. It is possible that he 
altered his opinions without saying that he had, after evaluating 
the country's educational system for a number of years. 
At any rate. he pinned his hopes on guidance and the guidance 
Movement in the United States. England. and France. Again he 
reiterated his position that guidance of students was the aajor 
problem of the twentieth century. He spoke of both diversity and 
equality for students in secondary school as being compleaentary. 
The success of guiding students to live up to their potential 
was based upon upgrading teaching to make it a real profession 
everywhere in the world. Yet, Kandel said. nowhere are teachers. 
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provided training that can favorably be coapared with the 
preparation offered other professionals. He advocated both paying 
teachers more aoney and a breaking away from any haraful traditional 
training practices. He did not elaborate on what these practices 
aay have been. 
Kandel discussed the new developaents in education. focusing on 
the whole child. He delineated the school of thought which would 
build the entire curriculum on the basis of student interests and 
experiences, fro• the other school of thought which would take 
notice of such interests and experiences but would e•phasize past 
learnings in order to transmit the cultural heritage. With this 
latter group other methods would be used which were effective and 
appropriate. instead of a complete reliance on activity aethods. 
Without aentioning names, it is clear that Kandel was referring to 
the Progressives in the foraer case and the Essentialists in the 
latter case. 
Kandel brought forth in this chapter a plea for the elimination 
of war and the cultivation of international cooperation and 
understanding. He was greatly encouraged by the establishment of 
UNESCO whose success depended on the world's teachers. Some of the 
important work that he did for UNESCO is discussed in the following 
chapter on Kandel's contributions to comparative and international 
education. 
He closed this chapter with a statement from the National 
Education Association. which he thought underscored best the 
principles of education in this era of transition. This statement 
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declared that it was iaportant for the general purpose of education: 
To provide for every child. youth and adult attending a 
public school, college or university the kind and aaount of 
education which (a) will cause him to live most happily and 
usefully according to the principles of Allerican democracy. 
and (b) lead him to contribute all he can to the development 
and preservation of a peaceful. co-operative and equitable 
world order. 13 
It would be in keeping with Kandel's ideals to say that he probably 
would want to apply these principles to every child in the world and 
not just to Allerican children. 
The last chapter. "The Study of Education," focused on the 
purposes of education or the values which underlie the process of 
education. Kandel stressed spiritual values of a nonsectarian 
nature: values that would enable democratic societies and their 
schools to unite in co••on, with their objectives clearly set. 
Kandel said, "There must be imparted through instruction a body of 
com•on traditions, loyalties. and interests as objects of social 
allegiances to constitute the basis of community life and stability 
within which the individual can be free.·14 
Kandel emphasized that teachers needed better professional 
preparation but they also needed an excellent liberal education. He 
thought that the two should not be separated. He opted for a broad 
education. one that did not overemphasize quantitative and 
statistical measures. These were useful he said, but only as tools 
not as educational ends in themselves. Kandel agreed with Plato's 
view of the nature of education. It was determined by theories of 
13 Ibid .. 28. 
14 Ibid .• 30. 
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society or the culture of society. and influenced considerably by 
other fields: psychology, ethics. politics, sociology. and 
economics. Kandel related education to political theory and the 
organization of society. He elaborated considerably on what 
education meant in this chapter. He related it to other fields of 
study in order to broaden the learning and perspective of the 
teacher. Quoting John Dewey. he said. "education signifies the sum 
total of the processes by means of which a community or social 
group. whether s•all or large. transmits its acquired power and aias 
with a view to securing its own continued existence and growth."15 
Kandel was very pleased with the establishment of the United 
Nations. He was not sure of the immediate success of the 
organization but he wanted to give it a chance to succeed. He 
believe that through it the world was given another chance. He was 
delighted that the teaching profession now had direct representation 
through the establishment of UNESCO. He wrote that. "Education in 
the past has too frequently been used as an instrument for national 
policy. Teachers have a new responsibility to promote the idea that 
a sound concept of nationalism is not incompatible with the idea of 
an internationally interdependent world. 1116 This was a position he 
took and one he repeated in many of his writings. 
Kandel concluded this chapter and ended the book with a 
discussion of how the study of comparative education could 
contribute significantly to international understanding and 
15 Ibid .. 35-36. 
16 Ibid. 
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cooperation. He wrote. "its function is to study the meaning of 
education in the light of forces--political. social, economic and 
cultural--which determine the character of various systems." 17 He 
was of the opinion that the study of a nation's educational system 
reveals a considerable amount of information about the nation's 
character. culture. and even aspirations. This is important because 
these are the facets of life which a nation chooses to transmit to 
the generation being schooled. 
From January to May. 1952, Kandel published a three part series 
in The Educational Forum entitled "Education. National and 
International." The first article is subtitled is "Obstacles to 
International Understanding." In the article Kandel lauded the fact 
that after so many years education. through the establishllent of 
UNESCO (United Nations Educational. Scientific, and Cultural 
Organization), was given a place beside other agencies established 
to promote international understanding and cooperation. Now at long 
last education was recognized as being part of a vital agency that 
could promote a new world order. 
Kandel's initial reaction to the establishment of UNESCO was 
soon tempered with the notion that setting up the organization was 
only a start. He cautioned, "If the organizations or agencies are 
to succeed, •ore thought and attention must be devoted to the 
development through education of a complete reorientation of minds 
and attitudes on all matters that concern the welfare of 
17 Ibid .. 38. 
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humanity." 18 
In the article. Kandel elaborated on the theme: Obstacles to 
International Understanding. He looked at education historically 
and found it to be an instrument of narrow nationalistic policy. 
Therefore. responsibility for international relations was avoided at 
all levels in public schools everywhere. Patriotism--misguided, was 
the biggest obstacle to an enlightened internationalism. 
War and the heroes of war were lauded in countries throughout 
the world: instead of heroes of peace. "those men and wo•en of ideas 
and ideals. the religious leaders. the inventors. the artists. the 
writers. the composers. those who have contributed so much to the 
i•proveaent and advancement of human welfare."19 So this penchant 
for glorifying war in all of its manifestations is surely to develop 
in students, attitudes favorable to war. It may, in addition. 
instill contempt if not hatred toward other countries. 
The job of restructuring education is the responsibility of 
each individual nation. But. Kandel believed that even •ore was 
needed to be done than this. He thought that the United Nations 
needed to legally regulate the sovereignty of nations just as people 
living within nations are regulated by law. He was against 
individual powerful nations in the United Nations having veto power 
which he felt was putting national interests before the interests of 
•ankind. The implication of all of this for schools and students 
18 I.L. Kandel. "Education. National and International." The 
Educational Forum 16 (January 1952): 151-160. 
19 Ibid .. 154. 
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"is that internationalism begins at home and that international 
politics are increasingly beco11ing national politics ... 20 
All of the world's educational systems needed to overco•e those 
negative aspects of nationalis11 which built intellectual and actual 
barriers between nations. Without having the same pattern of 
education for all nations of the world, educational systems must 
help to build a different world order based on peace. international 
understanding, and cooperation. 
Kandel saw that the pri11ary issue of this era was whether 
education, in promoting internationalis11 was consonant with the 
goals of education of individual nations. In concluding this 
article Kandel cited a portion of a statement in the Preamble to the 
Constitution of UNESCO, which he thought succinctly summed up the 
position he set forth in the article: 
that the "unani•ous, lasting, and sincere support of peace" 
must be secured and that peace 11ust be founded "upon the 
intellectual and moral solidarity of mankind," developed 
through education to support the political and economic 
arrange•ents of governments. 21 
The subtitle of the second article is "Foundations of National 
Education." In this article, Kandel restated his position of the 
first article which discussed the history of education as an 
instrument of an intolerant nationalistic policy. Discussing the 
different national viewpoints or ways of doing things--the culture 
of the nations, Kandel asked how would it be possible to develop 
attitudes of international harmony. 
20 Ibid., 158. 
21 Ibid., 160. 
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He saw hu•an beings as being very si•ilar everywhere, but 
molded by their own nation's culture they bore the imprint of their 
particular country. Education needed to begin with the pupil and 
his environment. with the teacher as intermediary. While national 
systems of education have constricted the students' environment 
inside national boundaries. this historical pattern need not be 
continued. Education should be conducted everywhere as a aeans of 
adaptation to a continuously expanding environment. 
The family should no longer be ignored in the education of the 
child: nor should all the constituent parts of his cultural 
environaent. Included also aust be a dream of a new world order 
with the realization that every nation is dependent on every other 
nation. Kandel made the salient point that. 
A broader concept of patriotism needs to be established 
than that propagated by patriotic organizations. It should 
be defined in terms of duty and responsibility, of loyalty 
and service to one's group. to the community, to the nation 
and to huaanity. With its roots in affection for and 
attachment to one's immediate environment. it can and should 
be broadened as the individual grows through the expansion of 
experience, whether direct or vicarious.22 
Kandel was able to see through the artificialities of 
emphasizing abstractions in teaching patriotism; the love of this. 
the love of that. Rather it should be learned by doing practical 
duties, duties to oneself, one's family, community, nation, and 
finally to the world. Learning fair play, justice, and good 
comportment. together with a strong sense of decency are important 
virtues for humanity. 
22 I .L. Kandel, "Education. National and International." The 
Educational Forum 16 (March 1952): 272-283. 
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Mistrust of foreigners. a basic xenophobia, is a 
characteristic that aust not be e•phasized in nations' schools. 
Kandel said. Education for nationalism •ust go hand in hand with 
education for internationalis•. He also continued to hallller ho•e 
the point that education. nationally and internationally, should 
have high aoral and spiritual goals as their aost i•portant ai•s. 
What seems to be lacking in his paradigm for a better world through 
education for international understanding, at least in this article, 
is a concrete plan which could overturn the historical patterns of 
the narrow nationalis• that he saw at work in all of the world's 
countries. His leap from failure to success appears to be not only 
a quantu• leap, but it also is deficient in ter•s of practical. 
workable realities which would in fact go beyond the borders of 
selfish nationalism. In this article. one gets the iapression that 
Kandel's lofty eaphasis on morality cannot, in the absence of 
certain steps and a concrete design, stand up against the long and 
undesirable historical pattern of nations' practicing "realpolitik"-
-the politics of reality. 
Again, as in the previous article in this series. Kandel 
discussed UNESCO and its emphasis on, the need to enhance education 
in order to realize the objective of intellectual and •oral unity of 
aankind. He also discussed borrowing again. He quoted from his 
aentor the great English co•parative educator Michael Sadler who 
said: 
Education is a thing far too closely intertwined with the 
fibre of national life, too intimately bound with its past 
history and its social and political conditions for it to be 
practicable, even if it were desirable, to iaport an 
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educational syste• fro• abroad.23 
In addition Kandel •ade these two final points in this article: 
international understanding •ust stem from the developaent of a 
nation's culture and education for international and cooperation 
must be bound together into the core of national education. He 
admitted that it was necessary to find ways to i•ple•ent these 
principles in practice. 
The third and last article in the series is subtitled. 
"Educating for International Understanding." Kandel recognized that 
in schools everywhere the curriculua was too weighty. In addition. 
he believed that the best approach to teaching students was through 
the regular school curriculUll. For both of these reasons he was 
against eaphasizing special courses in international education in 
elementary and secondary schools: courses that were not part of the 
standard or traditional curriculu111. He said, "there is scarcely a 
subject now taught in pri•ary and secondary schools through which 
the desired attitudes cannot be developed and fro• which some 
contribution to international understanding cannot be drawn."24 
Kandel would add another di•ension to every course in the 
traditional curriculua in order to eaphasize that •en and nations 
are bound to each other in ter111s of all the contributions their 
citizens have made to a global fund of knowledge. In art, music. 
history, science, geography, and even mathe•atics. stress would be 
23 Ibid., 283. 
24 I.L Kandel. "Education, National and International." The 
Educational Foru111 16 (May 1952): 397-407. 
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placed on what one's nation and what other nation's have contributed 
to the development of the particular subject. Teachers would then 
be able to help their students gain a new respect for i•portant 
learnings leading to better international understanding and even 
international cooperation. If all nations through their educational 
systems would add this international dimension to their curriculuas, 
then education will have done its part in contributing to a unified 
but not a uniform world. 
Kandel offered specific ideas on what each subject could 
eaphasize for the purpose of promoting international cooperation. 
In history, the gradual develop•ent of international aovements and 
organizations could be highlighted to show how this led to the 
establishment of the League of Nations and the United Nations, the 
Universal Postal Union, Red Cross. International Court, organiiation 
for prison refora, the abolition of slavery, and the international 
organizations of scholars are some of his examples. The goal of 
teaching history would change fro• only acquiring knowledge to 
instilling in the student those per•anent values, hopes, and ideals 
that all aankind have in common. 
Kandel tried to develop the idea that international 
understanding and cooperation could be developed at the grassroots 
starting with individual students in schools throughout the world. 
His proposal for adding new diaensions of internationalis• to 
traditional subjects appears to be highly original. He tried to 
avert frivolous and short term effects that he felt would result 
froa the arrangements that were generally adopted, the utilization 
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of special courses pro•oting the idea of internationalisa. 
Nowhere in this article or in this series does Kandel deal with 
the point that his adding new dimensions to traditional subjects 
•ight constitute an overload for teachers. He •entioned his concern 
that new subjects would add to an already strained curriculua. 
Elsewhere he e•phasized that the teacher is expected to do too •any 
things and to represent too many roles in his everyday work. Why 
Kandel did not think new dimensions to be added to what teachers 
were already teaching would be a problem for them is so•ething we 
cannot know. It appears that he was aiaing at the presentation of 
•ultiple outco•es in each subject area. For this to work. there 
•ust be very highly skilled teachers and tiae to be able to 
thoroughly plan and implement their work. Kandel's emphasis on the 
way to teach is salutary; on the how to do it is another question. 
He thought it was unnecessary to add courses in international 
relations except at the university level where students could 
specialize in the field. But he realized that •ore needed to be 
done to proaote international cooperation than relegating it to the 
schools alone. 
He advocated programs for adults to buttress his plan for 
children and youth in the schools. In addition he called for adult 
support of what the school should be trying to do to improve the 
teaching of international understanding. He also advocated the 
process of cultivating the spirit of internationalisa by starting at 
home, having experiences in small clusters, enlarging out into the 
coaaunity, and gradually to the nation. Each nation would then 
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contribute to global international cooperation. Kandel concluded 
the article by writing: 
The developaent of international-mindedness does not 
aean the abandonment of national-mindedness: if it aeans 
anything it demands an inforaed consciousness of the place of 
one's own nation in a world society and the contributions it 
can aake to a world society whose survival depends on the 
maintenance of peace and relief from the fear of war.25 
In 1955, at the age of seventy-four. Kandel published an 
article in The Educational Forum entitled, "The Study of Comparative 
Education." He emphasized the point in the article that co•parative 
education did not only encompass the study of educational systems. 
its organization. administration, curricula, methods of instruction, 
the status of teachers, etc. He thought that it had to explore and 
learn about the underlying causes to determine why the educational 
systems of the world differed from one another. It sought to also 
determine their aims and purposes, what their beginnings were and 
what in general aay emerge. 
As late as 1955 Kandel saw that it was still difficult to 
compare standards of achievement in the schools of different 
countries. This was true even in the area of literacy because the 
standards used to define and quantify it would frequently vary from 
nation to nation. While it was difficult to compare standards, it 
was not too difficult to compare the concepts and fundamentals 
underlying different systems. He specifically aeant that, "A 
comparison can be •ade of the effects upon such systeas of political 
theories, of available economic resources and of the culture 
25 Ibid., 407. 
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patterns, as well as of the philosophical principles upon which they 
are based." 26 
Kandel distinguished in this article between descriptive 
accounts of foreign individual educational systems. each written by 
a different writer. and writing about the educational systems of 
several countries by one writer with a single point of view. (He 
also made this distinction in some of his other writings as 
mentioned elsewhere in this dissertation.) 
The latter. Kandel considered to be comparative education, but 
the former he did not. This is remarkable for more than one reason. 
For one thing, Kandel himself wrote many books and articles on 
individual foreign school systems which are considered to be an 
important part of the literature of comparative education. 
Secondly, according to his definition in this article, it is not 
clear whether he would consider writing about one system and briefly 
comparing it to another system in the same book, to be comparative 
education or not. An exa•ple of this is how own book entitled, The 
Training of Elementary School Teachers in Germany, which was 
discussed at the beginning of this chapter. The book is a 
descriptive account of a single foreign education system's training 
of teachers. Only at the very end of the book did Kandel discuss 
the issue of whether or not the United States could profit from 
adopting Germany's system of training elementary school teachers. 
Would this be comparative education or not according to Kandel's 
26 I.L. Kandel, "The Study of Co•parative Education," The 
Educational Forum 20, no. 1 (November 1955): 5-15. 
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definition? It probably would not because it did not really present 
a balanced co•parison. devoting equal space to both countries' 
systems. And yet. if we were to follow his definition then •uch of 
his work and the work of other great scholars could not be thought 
of as coaparative education. 
Kandel continued to aake another important but. by •ore •odern 
standards at least. arbitrary distinction. He distinguished between 
co•parative education and international education. saying that they 
are not at all synonymous. International education dealt with the 
develop•ent of particular intellectual and emotional attitudes 
directed by instruction in the schools. It only i•pacted on the 
character of an educational system tangentially. It is difficult to 
say why Kandel drew such hard and fast distinctions in areas that 
shared such siailar patterns, areas of interest, and the coaaonality 
of ideas. 27 
He continued in this article to discuss a favorite theme of his 
which is the inappropriateness of educational borrowing where one 
country borrows en •asse from another country. He said this only 
leads to failure. Ideas can be borrowed but aust be •odified to 
suit the particular culture of the borrower. He gives examples of 
historical educational borrowing and the cross fertilization of 
27 While so•e experts in the field would agree with Kandel's 
distinction, others would not. Torsten Rusen. writing in the 
authorative International Encyclopedia of Education, however. says: 
"International Education ... overlaps to some extent with coaparative 
education but goes beyond it in its international orientation." 
Torsten Husen, s.v. "International Education," in The 
International Encyclopedia of Education, (1985). 
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ideas: Ro•an education through the influence of the Greeks. Jewish 
and Arabic influences on Christian thought in the •iddle ages, etc. 
Kandel discussed education under totalitarian and authoritarian 
syste•s. and under de•ocratic government. He raised the obvious 
points based on the goals of the different types of political 
systems' totalitarian control by the State, of the individual: 
versus the emphasis on liberty and the idea of maximali~ation of the 
individual's potential, and of his freedom to participate in 
educational and govern•ental decisions. Kandel sum•ed up this 
article by saying: 
the study of comparative education ... recognizes and 
safeguards the existence of national cultures and systems of 
education ... reconciling their conflicting interests. This 
field of investigation has sought to promote an understanding 
of educational systems in the light of their culture. their 
political structure, and their national aims. For it is 
through education that the hopes, aspirations and problems of 
a nation can be understood. 28 
In 1955, Kandel's book, The New Era in Education - A 
Comparative Study was published. It was a revision of his 1933 
volume, Comparative Education. The New Era is less than one-half 
the length of his earlier volume and it is much •ore readable. It 
is not nearly as detailed, has a •ore lucid style, and provides an 
i1t11ediate translation for foreign words and phrases. As •entioned 
elsewhere in this dissertation, it appears that Kandel provided the 
reader with translations of foreign words for the first time in the 
New Era in Education. 
In this book the countries selected for study were England, 
28 Ibid., 15. 
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France, the United States, and the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics. In his 1933 book Kandel referred to the U.S.S.R. as 
Russia. Omitted from this study were Ger•any and Italy, both of 
which were included in his earlier book. 
As he had •entioned in Comparative Education, the only country 
Kandel did not have direct experience with was the U.S.S.R. Again. 
as he had done earlier, he had to rely on secondary sources for 
information on the U.S.S.R. Since Kandel did not read Russian he 
had to rely solely on the literature which was available in English 
for The New Era. In the preface to the book Kandel admitted that 
the details he incorporated into his study on the U.S.R.R. •ay not 
have been up to date. After admitting this, however, Kandel said, 
"but the character of education under a totalitarian regime is, it 
is to be hoped, clearly presented to serve as a backdrop, as it 
were, to the fundamental values of the ideal of democracy and of 
education under its influence, to which this book is dedicated. 29 
This book is divided into ten chapters. Unlike his earlier 
book, Comparative Education, there are no appendices and study 
questions at the end of The New Era in Education. 
Chapter I is entitled, "The Content and Method of Comparative 
Education." Kandel depicted 1955 as an era of crisis, and he began 
this chapter with a discussion of this particular crisis. Even 
though World War II was over, ending the dangers of right wing 
totalitarianism, Kandel was fearful of the perceived dangers from 
29 I.L. Kandel, The New Era in education - A Comparative Study 
(Cambridge. Mass.: The Riverside Press, a division of Houghton 
Mifflin Co., 1955), Preface. 
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left wing totalitarianism i.e. the Soviet Union and its satellites. 
Kandel saw this post-World War II period as the cold war crisis. 
The future of democracies, he said. was just as •uch at stake in 
1955 as it had been in both world wars. Without naming the Soviet 
Union, Kandel said, "Today's struggle is to save the democracies 
from subjugation to the Behemoth of totalitarianism. to liberate 
human beings from subjection to the monolithic state. and to 
preserve those moral and spiritual values for which the de•ocratic 
state exists. 113° Kandel did not have to na•e the Soviet Union in 
the above quote for the reader to know at a glance that it was the 
Soviet Union he was referring to. He had made this clear in the 
preface and at the very beginning of chapter I. 
In chapter I Kandel showed his disappointment that education 
was not high on the list of priorities for the nations of the world 
in the postwar plans for reconstruction. He discussed, as he had in 
many other works. the idea of the intangible forces in education. 
He hammered home the point that answers to important educational 
questions are provided not only by the traditions of education, but 
by political, social, and economic forces as well. 
Writing in this chapter about the major concern of comparative 
education at that time, Kandel said: 
30 
The important fact that stands out is that national systems 
of education today constitute more than ever experimental 
laboratories dealing with similar problems, to the solution 
of which traditional cultural backgrounds and current 
political and social aims as well as economic forces will 
contribute more than any universal theory of education. It 
is with this situation that comparative education is 
Ibid., 5. 
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concerned, since it seeks to analyse and co•pare the forces 
that •ake for differences between national syste•s of 
education. This can only be done by starting with certain 
concepts or problems.31 
In chapter I Kandel discussed what he saw as being the two •ost 
i•portant educational issues of the period. The first one was the 
prolongation of school attendance while the second issue was the 
provision of equal educational opportunities for all students. He 
did not elaborate on either issue. Rather. he joined the issues 
together and discussed their i•plications. He said they both were 
involved with the reconsideration of curricula, •atters of guidance. 
the way students are distributed according to their abilities and 
aptitudes, and the organization of schools and the courses they 
offered. 
Underlying both of these issues was the ability of a nation to 
financially support an extended and differentiated school system. 
In addition. the most pressing demands of a rapidly increasing 
school population, he predicted, would be felt for at least another 
ten year period. This involved providing more school buildings at a 
time when costs were high and •aterials scarce. Kandel touched upon 
the worldwide shortage of teachers at that time. He saw this as the 
aost serious barrier to the advancement of education necessary to 
reach the new stage de•anded by both the defense of de•ocracy and by 
educational theory. 
Concluding chapter I, Kandel pointed out that was a worldwide 
state of educational disequilibrium. He wrote: 
31 Ibid., 8. 
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No system of education anywhere. not even in the United 
States has reached a stage of equilibrium: all are in a state 
of becoming and the directions, aims, and for•s constitute 
the aaterials for the study of coaparative education. The 
promise of new educational reforms of a few years ago has not 
yet been carried out, but the patterns of these reforas and 
the issues in education are sufficiently clear and definite 
to provide the basis for study.32 
Chapter II is entitled, "The State and Education." In this 
chapter Kandel briefly discussed: the expansion of state authority, 
totalitarianism and democracy, the individual and the state, and the 
purposes of education. He also touched upon the state and values, 
freedom, education as conditioning, education as a socio political 
process, and movements for educational reform. Clearly chapter II's 
theme is the relationship of politics to education. 
Kandel showed how the twentieth century extended the functions 
of the state which led to an exaggerated form of nationalism. The 
powerful forces of growing nationalism outweighed the Modern utopian 
hopes for the creation of institutions which were to be designed, 
"to promote international understanding and international 
cooperation to insure peace for hu•anity." 33 He took the reader 
through his discussion of totalitarianism and de•ocracy and clearly 
showed his anathema for the former and his preference for the 
latter. In a democracy as opposed to a totalitarian government, he 
argued, "The state thus derives its authority not through fear and 
force, but by consent of its aembers."34 
32 Ibid., 17. 
33 d lbi .. 19. 
34 d lbi ., 26. 
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Kandel depicted the iapact of de•ocracy and the i•pact of 
totalitarianis• on the education of the individual. In a de•ocracy 
an opti•al education would provide for the growth of the individual 
so he or she could lead a full life and still contribute to the 
welfare of others and of the state. In a totalitarian syste• the 
education of the individual has as its pri•ary ai• the contribution 
that the individual can aake to the strengthening and perpetuation 
of the state. Kandel aeant Co•aunis• in discussing the impact of 
totalitarianis• in this chapter. He believed all totalitarian 
revolutions have demonstrated how easily liberty could be lost and 
what needed to be done to preserve it. He believed that de•ocracies 
were responsible for clearly defining the meaning of equality of 
opportunity in education. 
Kandel wrestled in this chapter with formulating a definition 
of deaocracy. He wrote: 
To define the deaocratic state is not easy. for it is 
not as clearcut nor as systematically organized as the 
totalitarian state. which. whether red, black. or brown. had 
a definite creed. Any attempt to define democracy would o•it 
large areas of activity and life. It is a body of 
principles. ideals and values which is constantly expanding 
in scope and depth of meaning, as the culture of a society 
changes. 35 
Chapter III is entitled, "Forces that Deter•ine the Character 
of an Educational System." Kandel. borrowing from Sadler. his 
mentor of many years ago, continued to place great importance on the 
forces outside of education which were responsible for shaping 
education and educational systems. In chapter III he continued his 
35 Ibid .. 27. 
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concerns for depicting the influence of such forces. He said: "The 
study of comparative education is not concerned priaarily with 
analyzing how an educational syste• is organized or how it is 
adainistered in different parts of the world. It seeks rather to 
discover why in each nation or society or group it is organized and 
administered as it is."36 
In chapter III of this book Kandel showed that fro• a political 
perspective education cannot be an autonoaous entity. He pointed 
out that education could not either escape fro• the influence of the 
indigenous cultural patterns. Nor could education proceed without 
regard to the unique environaent which organized it in the first 
place, and which it is to serve. Along with this, Kandel eaphasized 
that historically the one apparent principle was that as societies 
developed and expanded educational systems to provide education to 
its •embers, it also gave the residual functions of society to the 
care of the school. "As non-school agencies for education, whether 
formal or inforaal, fail to perform their tasks, they are gradually 
transferred to the school, if society considers such tasks valuable 
or iaportant for its own welfare ... 37 
In chapter III, Kandel discussed briefly, the family and the 
home, the nursery school, the e•ancipation of children and youth, 
the residual functions of the school, the prolongation of infancy, 
technological changes and education and education and the 
environment. He also discussed the changing values of youth and of 
36 Ibid., 45. 
37 Ibid. , 50-51. 
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society, pointing to the di•inution of spiritual values in the 
United States, England, and France. Kandel believed strongly in 
spiritual values but he also stated his position of pluralism in 
this chapter. Moral standards were i•portant standards to live up 
to but it was equally important to maintain the variety of ways of 
responding to one's environment. "Certainly as a guide for 
educational activities what is needed is variety set in a framework 
of national unity."38 For Kandel it was important to have a 
pluralistic country without tampering with its national unity. 
Kandel ended chapter III with a discussion of cultural 
borrowing among the nations of the world. He discussed the idea of 
the compatibility of nationalism with the idea of internationalism. 
Each country could progress and make valuable contributions to other 
countries without giving up important national features. He again, 
as he had done in so many other of his works, pointed out in 
discussing school and society, "the things outside the school •atter 
even •ore than the things inside the schools, and govern and 
interpret the things inside."39 
Chapter IV is entitled, "The New Pattern of Reconstruction." 
Kandel briefly discussed de•ocratic versus totalitarian •ethods. He 
compared education by fiat in the U.S.S.R. with the slower processes 
which recognized the consent of all concerned in the democratic 
nations of the United States and Britain. He portrayed the 
totalitarian state as one which did not tolerate pressure groups or 
38 Ibid., 62. 
39 Ibid. I 63. 
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any criticism for that •atter. He believed that when criticisas of 
the goverllllent disappeared or were inactive. the political health of 
the people was lowered. 
The remainder of chapter IV is concerned with the •oveaents. 
extant at that time, for the refora of education. While he gave a 
brief history of refora in the democratic nations, the bulk of 
Kandel's work in this chapter centered upon the educational refor•s 
that began as World War II was being fought. The focus for the 
reform •ove•ents were Britain and France, with so•e discussion of 
reform in the United States, Australia, New Zealand. and Canada. 
In England, a White Paper issued by the govern•ent set the 
course for post-World War II reform. It was issued during the war, 
in 1943, and it was entitled, "Educational Reconstruction." It 
reco•mended a reorganization for nursery schools for children 
between three and five, and co•pulsory education from five to 
fifteen (later sixteen). It covered reform in the pri•ary school. 
the postpri•ary school and new arrange•ents of finances to be aade 
between the Board of Education and the local authorities. 
In France, the plans for reconstructing education took root 
while the French government was still located in Algiers. The 
French recognized the educational defects of their prewar system. 
They attempted to formulate a plan which would pull together the 
discrete divisions of the systea into a unitary whole. The refor•s 
were outlined by M. Rene Capitant, Commissioner for National 
Education in 1943. Other plans followed as the French continued to 
study the need for educational reform. Concerns were for providing 
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for equal educational opportunity. new aethods of instruction. 
extension of the age of compulsory full-time and part-tiae 
education, guidance classes, aore balance in the secondary school 
curriculum, and raising the standards for entrance to the 
universities. 
Kandel also discussed international postwar reforas, especially 
in the area of equal educational opportunity. foraulated by UNESCO 
and the International Bureau of Education in Geneva. Kandel 
credited the United States with making great strides in the area of 
providing equal educational opportunities to all of its citizens. 
But he pointed out toward the end of the chapter that, "It aust be 
recalled that the principle of university elementary education which 
was enunciated in the eighteenth century has not yet been f iraly 
established in aany parts of the world."40 
Kandel was realistic in his assessment of educational reform. 
He realized that the pace of educational change was slow. He was 
aware that the principle of universal eleaentary and other necessary 
educational plans and reforms needed to be understood. He predicted 
that auch experimentation would have to take place in certain 
countries before plans for educational reform could be understood, 
foraulated and iapleaented. 
Kandel devoted the entire chapter V to the topic, "Equalizing 
Educational Opportunities." At the outset Kandel discussed the 
problem of providing equal education to all. He wrote, "If the 
premises upon which it is based are examined, it becomes clear that 
4o Ibid., 87. 
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genuine equality of educational opportunities •ust be considered at 
every level of education. from the preschool to the university."41 
Tracing the historical develop•ent of the principle, Kandel credited 
the Enlighten11ent with its e•phasis on reason and the freedom of 
individual thought coupled with the idea of •an's perfectability. 
This •ove•ent which took place in the latter half of the eighteenth 
century combined the ideas on education with the social and 
political ideas of the times. 
Kandel discussed pri•ary and secondary schooling in this 
chapter. Under primary school he mentioned the elementary school 
tradition. national economy and education, the transition fro• the 
old to the new. the school and social services. and instruction and 
class size. In the section on secondary education Kandel •entioned 
such topics as types of schools and courses, the allocation of 
pupils, equality and curriculua, education and social unity, a 
liberal education. and one school or three. 
Kandel viewed universal co•pulsory elementary education as a 
step in the right direction, a great leap forward in the progress of 
education. In aost of the world's nations except the United States 
for one. elementary schooling had historically •eant a type of 
education instead of a ladder in a continuous process of schooling. 
Elementary schools everywhere, except in the United States had been 
looked upon as an institution designed for the poor. the lower 
class, or the working class. Changes took place more readily in 
providing for equal opportunity for elementary age children in 
41 Ibid .. 88. 
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countries with an industrial base. 
Kandel discussed the retarding practices of the worldwide 
phenomenon of using children to do tasks requiring aanual labor, 
particularly in rural areas or less developed nations. He touched 
upon the problem of nations failing to adapt the curriculu• of the 
school to the envirollllent with which the students were faailiar. He 
recognized that equal educational opportunities could not be 
delivered to students in •any countries until there was iaprove•ent 
in roads and the •eans of transportation. Students, in other words, 
•ust have accessibility to the school before they can even attend 
classes. 
Writing about the disparity between the enact•ent of laws and 
their enforce•ent regarding compulsory school attendance, and other 
problems with coapulsory education, Kandel wrote: 
The enact•ent of laws for coapulsory school attendance 
has been widespread throughout the world. Nevertheless laws 
•ay be on the statute books but their enforce•ent •ay be 
neglected, as •ay be gathered fro• the study of statistics of 
illiteracy in •any parts of the world. Laws are frequently 
passed before schools are aade available or before there is 
acco•aodation in existing schools. Attendance aay not be 
adequately enforced or may be unsatisfactory because of bad 
weather. distances. or ill health. What has happened in aany 
countries which enacted co•pulsory education laws relatively 
recently aay to some extent be witnessed in the •ore advanced 
countries as a result of the unanticipated increase in the 
birth rate following World War II. Under such conditions 
children in over-large classes often taught by inadequately 
prepared or overburdened teachers are de~rived of their right 
to equality of educational opportunity.4 
In the •atter of secondary schooling Kandel believed that the 
aost iaportant problem involved in equalizing educational 
42 Ibid., 96-97. 
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opportunity arose from the difficulties involved in exa•ining the 
purposes of secondary education. He blamed the overe•phasis on the 
academic curriculum at the expense of a more diversified curriculum 
for secondary school students. He disagreed with those parents and 
others who saw other types of education as being inferior to the 
academic. Crystalizing the issue of secondary education and 
equality of educational opportunity, Kandel said: 
Equality of educational opportunities has come to be confused 
with identity of opportunities, as though all pupils could be 
expected to profit equally from the saae type of education. 
Social equalitarianism seriously affects proposals to provide 
some form of secondary education adapted to the ages, 
abilities, and aptitudes of the pupils.43 
Kandel believed strongly in sound guidance practices and 
programs for secondary school youth. He said that guidance was at 
the heart of providing a system of equal educational opportunities 
for all secondary school students. He admitted that new techniques 
needed to be found by researchers in order to discover the abilities 
and aptitudes of students transferring from the elementary school to 
the secondary school. He clearly believed that guidance techniques 
to be effective must not select students but rather distribute them 
to the type of schooling which was best tailored to their abilities. 
Stating the solution succinctly, he wrote, "The fundamental 
principle that should be followed, if equality of educational 
opportunity means the provision of the right education for the right 
pupil under the right teacher, is to discover what a pupil can do 
43 Ibid .. 103. 
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and help him do it."44 
Chapter VI is entitled. "The Administration and Organization of 
Education." While Kandel does write about the four nations in his 
previous Chapters 1-V. it is with chapter VI of this book that in-
depth coaparisons begin. The comparisons continue through chapter 
IX. After a discussion of modern educational systems, Kandel 
discussed the various aspects of administration: centralization. its 
purpose and function. uniformity and diversity, factors which 
determine its character. decentralization, professional freedom, and 
educational finance. 
While Kandel did believe in efficiency in the administration of 
an educational system he saw it as adapting itself to the educative 
process rather than to the industrial model. He believed that 
centralized systems of education and scientific principles of 
aanagement could not help to implement sound educational theory 
successfully. He felt that a centralized system aolded the person 
into a preconceived political pattern and placed the emphasis on 
securing cultural uniformity. Regarding scientific management, he 
wrote: 
The principles of scientific management developed in business 
and industry can be applied only to a slight degree in the 
administration of education. The success of business and 
industry depends upon the production and distribution of 
products that are uniform in size and quality. Education. 
however, is devoted to dealing with human beings, and. while 
it is concerned with standards, it cannot be either 
successful or efficient if its aims are designed to securing 
a standardized product.45 
44 b I id., 105. 
45 Ibid., 118. 
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Kandel devoted the remainder of Chapter VI to discussions of 
administration in the four countries, England. France, the Soviet 
Union. and the United States. His discussions of England and the 
United States are approximately twice as along as those of France 
and the Soviet Union. This appears to be a considerable disparity 
in terms of what was being compared among the four nations. 
Certainly, Kandel's sources for the Soviet Union were li•ited 
because he could not do research in Russian. but there was no lack 
of Materials available to him on the administration of French 
education. 
Kandel gave a short historical account of the four nations' 
traditions of educational administration. He then proceeded to show 
how their systems changed significantly, developed, and planned for 
future changes. He also discussed so•e of the proble•s that each 
nation was experiencing at the time he wrote this book. In addition 
he touched on the subject of educational finance. 
In his discussion on English educational administration Kandel 
clearly showed how the philosophy of having a loosely coordinated 
and articulated educational system with its emphasis on local 
authority and control worked. Quoting an English government 
education official on this topic, he wrote: 
Our plan of decentralization, the relation of partnership 
between the Board of Education and the local authorities. the 
weight that was offered to local sentiment, the policy of 
constant consultation. and the great reluctance of the Board 
to apply coercion were all part and parcel of a great desire 
to foster the spirit of individualism. originality, and 
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experi•ent.46 
Kandel mentioned that the English form of educational administration 
operated under the principle of freedom which •ade possible and 
encouraged flexibility and emphasized successful adaptation to 
unique local conditions in the nation. 
In his briefer accounting of French educational ad•inistration 
he discussed the French tradition of centralization. He showed how 
he thought it differed from the centralization that existed under 
totalitarian governments. The pri•ary purpose for the French 
centralization was to create a sense of national unity and 
solidarity as the French nation faced threats to its security both 
externally and internally. This did not mean, however, as it did in 
totalitarian governments, the subjugation of the individual to the 
State. Kandel thus was auch less critical of French educational 
centralization than in those governaents which were not democratic. 
He did admit that the French system was bureaucratic and he 
predicted educational reconstruction in the future. He discussed 
the freedom in France to have private schools since the state did 
not have a aonopoly on education. 
Kandel aentioned the elimination of illiteracy in the Soviet 
Union under the Co•munists. He also discussed the totalitarian 
features of the u.s.s.R., its educational systea, and its atteapt at 
duping the rest of the world into thinking it was a de•ocratic 
system. Kandel carefully, but briefly, outlined the ad•inistrative 
aspects of the educational system. He showed how everything that 
46 Ibid. 
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was educational was under the control of the government or the 
Communist Party under Article 14 of the Soviet Constitution. He 
wrote: 
Although there does not exist a central authority for 
the administration of all education throughout the U.S.S.R., 
uniformity is secured, first through the supervision and 
definition of policy by the Co•munist Party and secondly by 
the acceptance of the policies and practices of the Russian 
Soviet Federative Socialist Republics as a •odel .... The 
aims of education are the same throughout the U.S.S.R. 47 
In his lengthy discussion of educational ad•inistration in the 
United States Kandel discussed the Allerican tradition of having a 
strong faith in both education and the ideal of equal educational 
opportunity. He mentioned education as being a vital public concern 
and the role of the federal and state govern•ents in education. He 
saw the control of education and its administration as being 
delegated by the states to local units. He discussed the roles of 
the local boards of education and the chief executive officer who 
was to effectively serve each board--the school superintendent. He 
noted the expansion of the authority of each state in education but 
he did not see this as a threat to local control. He said: 
Despite the expansion of the functions of the state 
authority for education, the principle of leaving as •uch 
initiative as possible with the local authority is 
safeguarded. The control of the curriculum and courses of 
study and the selection of textbooks by the state legislature 
or board of education are open to criticism. In general, 
however, local authorities enjoy a great deal of independence 
despite the fact that the states are assuming an increasing 
portion of the costs of education. 48 
Chapter VII is entitled, "The Education of the Child." In this 
47 Ibid., 171-172. 
48 Ibid., 188. 
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chapter Kandel gave equal space to a discussion of education of the 
child in England, France. and the United States. The section of the 
U.S.S.R. is briefer than the others. In this chapter's overview 
Kandel discussed preschool education, eleaentary education. and the 
new pedagogy which shifted the e•phasis from the subject to the 
child. Along with an eaphasis on individual differences of opinion 
the new pedagogy, according to Kandel, stressed the child's 
personality as well as his intellect. "Education as a development 
of personality aeant that it could not be limited to intellectual 
training only but aust contribute to the development of the whole 
child--intellectually, emotionally, and physically."49 
After a brief discussion of the child as an active being in 
need of guidance in the school by its teachers, Kandel went on to 
discuss and compare the education of the child in the four nations 
under consideration. 
In England the chapter included sections on nursery schools and 
classes, infant schools, and junior schools. The nursery school was 
for pupils from three to five, the next stage of school life was 
compulsory education from ages five to seven in the infant school. 
The junior school was the third section that coaprised the stage of 
primary school in England. It received students at the age of seven 
plus and sent the• upward to some type of secondary school at age 
eleven plus. 
Primary education in England was conceptualized in teras of 
activity and experience instead of knowledge to be acquired and 
49 b I id., 203. 
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stored. Kandel •ade the important point, however, that even in the 
English priaary schools, activities and experiences had to be 
eventually organized into subjects which would utilize the 
activities and experiences in teras of modes of instruction. 
Quoting from the influential report issued in England in 1937, the 
Handbook of Suggestions, he wrote: 
it is the function of the school to preserve and transait the 
traditions, knowledge, and standards of conduct on which our 
civilization depends: and if the child at school is to 
assi•ilate the various highly systematized bodies of subject 
matter presented to him, due regard •ust be had to his 
natural interests and the way in which he acquires his 
everyday experience.50 
Kandel pointed out that in England the school trained children 
to see and understand the world around them. He saw a trend in 
nature study, geography, and local history and he co•pared these to 
similar paths of study that the Germans called "Heiaatkunde" and the 
French "etude de ailieu"--environmental studies. Other i•portant 
educational aspects were the physical well-being of the children, 
developing their own interests and learning to do things as well as 
learning from studying books. 
In French education, Kandel discussed the movement for 
preschool children: aaternal schools or "ecoles •aternelles." These 
were schools open to children between the ages of two and six and 
attendance was voluntary. These schools could be established 
anywhere in the nation where there was a coamunity of •ore than 
2.000 persons. For saaller coaaunities, infant classes attached to 
elementary schools were organized. The ecoles maternelles were 
50 d Ibi ., 216. 
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separate fro• the pri•ary schools. These schools like the English 
nursery schools promoted physical and aental health of young 
children in a peaceful atmosphere in order to ensure their sense of 
security and healthy emotional development. 
Coapulsory education in France began at the age of six and 
ended at age fourteen. Kandel traced the coaplex objectives or 
instructions which the French employed in their elementary schools 
to 1887. He showed their changes and their development to 1945, and 
to 1947 for the later years of ele•entary schooling. Historically 
the study for the certificate of primary studies "certificate 
d'etudes," which was issued at age twelve was criticized for 
garnering too many facts without showing the uses to which they 
could be put. By 1945 the instructions were modified to •ake 
learning simpler and more effective. The instructions sought to 
bring the work of the school closer to life to give what the French 
called the "bath of realism". This included the use of audio-visual 
aids in the instructional progra•. 
In discussing the aethods of the "bath of realism," or the new 
education Kandel wrote: 
They emphasize respect for the personality of the child and 
stimulate his activity; reading and writing are taught by the 
global method: stateaents are presented by pupils to their 
classmates; investigations are conducted by teaas into the 
local environment, natural and huaan: and pupils study by 
the•selves or in cooperative groups. These methods are far 
removed, if they can be put into practice from the 
overemphasis on facts that used to prevail.51 
In the U.S.S.R. the education of the child was aodified since 
51 b I id., 224. 
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the revolution. The Soviet plan to destroy family life did not 
succeed but the day care centers for children of the newly 
emancipated women were put into place. In his brief section on the 
U.S.S.R. Kandel discussed nurseries. kindergartens. and pri•ary 
schools. 
The nurseries were open twenty-four hours each day to assist 
women who were working night shifts. Teachers. do•estic workers, 
and nurses worked shifts of lengths varying fro• six to eight hours. 
These nurseries under the supervision of governmental health 
authorities were provided by the woaen's employers wherever there 
were sufficient numbers of women e•ployed. There was an eaphasis on 
close parental cooperation and mothers were trained in child care 
practices and parental education. Infants remained in these 
nurturing environments until they were three years of age. 
From age three until age seven a Soviet child could attend a 
publicly maintained kindergarten. Kandel was of the opinion that 
the Soviet kindergartens were similar to those of the other nations 
discussed in this book. The basic differences were. in his opinion. 
those -that espoused preparation for living under Soviet Co••unism. 
Quoting from a Soviet educationist, Kandel depicted this phase of 
Soviet thusly: "Children are taught to love their Soviet Motherland, 
their people and leaders; are brought up in a collective spirit; 
they are taught to acquire working and organizational habits."52 
Soviet primary school education was made compulsory beginning 
at age seven, for seven years everywhere in the country, beginning 
52 Ibid., 230. 
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in 1949. The program and the textbooks were the saae everywhere. 
Kandel portrayed the use of the textbook as the chief tool in Soviet 
primary education. Communist ideology was all pervasive throughout 
this period of schooling, and the inculcation of patriotis• and 
nationalism prevailed since 1945. 
The last section of this chapter dealt with the education of 
the child in the United States. At that time, 1955, Kandel observed 
that the nursery school did not yet acquire a recognized position in 
the American public school system. He also showed that 
kindergartens were not often found in school systems with local 
populations below 2,500 people. The elementary school was organized 
into the three sections of kindergarten-primary (to Grade three), 
interaediate (Grades 4-6), and upper (Grades 7-8). The upper grades 
offered, in many cases, the sane curriculum as the first two years 
of the junior high school. At that time in the United States, 
Kandel pointed out that the most common organization for elementary 
school was eight grades, articulated with a four year secondary 
school. There was also the pattern of six grades articulated with 
six years of secondary schools, either continuous or divided into 
three year junior and three year senior high schools. 
After a brief discussion of the American nursery school, which 
Kandel co•pared with the English nursery school in terms of its 
similar aims, he briefly discussed the kindergarten movement in the 
United States. He showed the early influence of Froehle and 
Montessori and explained that their ideas were discarded as being 
too formalistic. Outlining the reform of the kindergarten move•ent 
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which had taken place early in the century in Alllerica. Kandel wrote: 
The chief eaphasis in the refor• was placed upon the 
develop•ent of good habits, training in cooperation with 
others, sound physical progress through a variety of 
activities adapted to their stage of growth, and aental 
progress through a variety of experiences--play, 
storytelling, •usic, rhythm, creative occupations in art and 
•anual work. No attempt is made to begin instruction in the 
three R's but the variety of activities and experiences that 
aake up the program are intended to serve as a foundation for 
the later study of for•al subjects.53 
In the balance of the chapter Kandel discussed ele•entary 
education. He saw it as being very successful judging it from one 
criterion, the 90 percent of American children who were in 
attendance at that tiae. He was critical of the continuation of 
Progressive education and its •anifestations of the period, the 
child-centered school and the community-centered school. He saw the 
latter type of school as being the dominant progressive school of 
the period of the early 1950s. His attacks on Progressive education 
and his espousal of Essentialism in this chapter were very si•ilar 
to aany of his earlier writings on the topic. 
Kandel was critical of those who at the time claimed Allerican 
children tested well in school. He believed that after a few years 
of leaving school young persons actually forgot what they learned in 
school even if they tested well while in school. He also believed 
strongly that the schools belonged to the public and not to the 
bureaucrats who operated them. He ended this chapter on the 
education of the child with these co•ments: 
The chief source of the changing fashions in Allerican 
Education has not been the desire to adapt education to 
53 Ibid., 235. 
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rapidly changing conditions. It is to be found largely in 
the atte•pt to bring into education the methods of 
experimentation and research which have produced the rapid 
advances in science. It is forgotten that teaching is an art 
... and that the human being is not the same kind of •aterial 
as that which with the scientists deals in a laboratory. 
Further, there is a cultural heritage ... a map to be 
explored and for which each generation needs to be trained. 
Finally. the revolt of the public or parts of it is an answer· 
to the question "To Whom Do Schools Belong?" 54 
Chapter VIII is entitled, "The Education of the Adolescent." 
After a lengthy introduction in which Kandel wrote about the history 
and traditions of secondary education. he began his co•parison of 
the four nations• secondary school systems. Again, as in other 
places in this book, Kandel 1 s writing about the Soviet Union is •uch 
briefer than the lengthy discussions of the educational syste•s of 
the three other nations. Perhaps this is the chief weakness of this 
modern. informative. and well written book. It is a weakness. which 
as discussed earlier, was admitted by Kandel. Operating with dated 
material of disproportionate length leaves room for criticism of 
Kandel's co•parisons of the Soviet Union with the United States, 
England, and France. In this chapter Kandel wrestled with the 
complexities of providing schooling for adolescents in these tour 
nations. 
In discussing English education Kandel mentioned the act, 
entitled the Education Act, of 1944, which called tor secondary 
education of all. He discussed its provisions for secondary 
education which called for publicly •aintained grammar, technical, 
and modern schools. In addition he included a discussion of the 
54 d Ibi ., 242-243. 
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private or independent schools which covereded the "Public Schools." 
The examination at age eleven plus would deter•ine the type of 
school a student would attend. Kandel seemed to be •ost iapressed 
with the newer type of school in England, called the secondary 
aodern school. He believed that it showed the •ost promise because 
it had to be pioneering and experiMental. He saw it as a school 
which provided a curriculum having a wide range of activities that 
helped students prepare for life and for recreation. The teachers 
were to enjoy greater freedom in instruction and in content than was 
heretofore possible. For some unexplainable reason Kandel favored 
this type of .. progressiveu schooling for adolescents in England. It 
was well known that he usually attacked progressive education. 
Kandel next discussed the French tradition of secondary 
education. He pointed to the criticis•s that were certainly not 
new, that the secondary school in France was too reliant on the use 
of books, and that there was too •uch rote •emory with little 
relation to the Modern world. Kandel showed the shift that took 
place in French secondary education with its newer emphasis away 
from the subject, to the child. This emphasis on guidance 
(orientation) was to prepare each student in the best way for his 
destiny as an adult. In attributing the introduction of secondary 
school guidance to France, Kandel credited M. Jean Zay, who as 
Minister of National Education began the Movement. He wrote: 
M. Zay was ... responsible for the introduction on an 
experimental basis of classes d'orientation or guidance 
classes ... which would advise pupils on the courses best 
suited to their abilities on the basis of an accumulation of 
observations by a group of teachers, parents, and physicians. 
This measure was i•portant because of the number of pupils 
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who were not competent (non-valeurs) in the courses they 
chose.55 
Kandel cited a 1954 series of reports which e•phasized a new 
approach to secondary education in France. The reports suggested 
that French secondary education •eet the needs of preparing students 
for a society which was changing with extraordinary speed. The 
training of the aind should not be neglected in the secondary school 
but it should be geared to problem solving. Eaphasis was on, 
"awakening a spirit of research, to cultivating initiative, and to 
developing an open aind free from prejudices. The educated •an 
should have a critical sense and ... should be ready with the aeans 
and Methods to make adaptations to changing conditlons."56 
In the Soviet Union secondary education was coeducational from 
1918-1943. Kandel reasoned that coeducation was abolished in the 
larger cities by 1943 when the nation was able to afford separate 
schools. Another reason for its abolition was due to the discovery 
that the needs of boys and girls differed psychologically and they 
also differed in their intellectual and vocational interests. In 
1940 tuition fees were begun in the upper levels of secondary 
schools even though the Soviet Constitution prohibited this. The 
charging of fees was lifted by 1947. 
Kandel depicted the secondary school in the Soviet Union as one 
which emphasized the language and literature of Russia, as well as 
the native language and literature where Russian was not the native 
55 Ibid., 280. 
56 Ibid. , 282. 
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tongue. Other subjects studied were astronoay, history, geography. 
foreign languages, drawing, singing, and physical training. 
Literature and history were slanted to present the cult of 
patriotis• and the predoainance of the U.S.S.R. as a •ajor world 
power. These subjects, begun in the fifth year of school continued 
for six years. 
Kandel presented evidence to show that the Soviet secondary 
school student spent •uch •ore ti•e in fewer years studying 
cheaistry, literature, natural science, history, and geography than 
his counterpart in the United States. He cited one Soviet expert on 
this topic who showed that the Soviet course or study, "is a aore 
profound one in the Soviet school and gives the pupil a auch broader 
and systeaatic knowledge than do schools of the United States."57 
Kandel also gave a capsule coament on the powerful impact of Soviet 
extra-curricular activities and organizations on Soviet youth. 
In the last section of this chapter Kandel explored the 
following topics and related the• to the education of the 
adolescent: secondary education and cultural changes, articulation 
with priaary schools, the comprehensive high school, aias of high 
schools, education of the gifted, curriculum. life adjustaent 
education, and extracurricular activities. 
In the very important section on the comprehensive high school 
in the United States, Kandel portrayed this type of school as one 
which was open to all without tuition offering both general and 
vocational education in the saae institution. It was uniquely 
57 Ibid., 298. 
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Alllerican, performing the tasks which in other nations were assigned 
to different kinds of special schools--trade, industrial. 
coamercial. household, and fine arts. etc. 
Kandel named some of the better comprehensive schools operating 
in the nation at that time. In a critical manner, however, he said 
this about the Allerican comprehensive school: 
The comprehensive high school which is attended by all 
the children of all the people is the response to the 
Alllerican ideal of education in a democracy. It is not only 
considered educationally more efficient than separate schools 
but is regarded as essential for developing a sense of social 
unity and solidarity. Neither arguaent has been proven in 
practice ... the high school course is satisfactory for 20 
percent of the pupils with academic ability and 20 percent 
who plan to enter a skilled vocation, but it is 
unsatisfactory for 60 percent of the pupils who derive no 
profit from their attendance at school. 58 
Kandel strongly believed that the American comprehensive high 
school, which was attended by students of a wide variety of 
intelligence, catered primarily to the average student. Because of 
the great variation of students who attended Kandel thought that 
sixty percent of them were being •iseducated. Citing a Harvard 
educational report, Kandel depicted a secondary school system in the 
United States that was "too fast for the slow and too slow for the 
fast." 59 He cited another report of the Educational Policies 
Commission to support his critical remarks. 
Chapter nine is entitled, "The Preparation of Teachers." 
Kandel had been writing on this topic for forty-five years, since 
the publication of his doctoral dissertation, The Training of 
58 Ibid., 305. 
59 Ibid. 
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Ele•entary School Teachers in Geraany. After writing an overview 
for this chapter he compared teacher preparation patterns in 
England, France, the U.S.S.R .• and the United States. In the 
overview. Kandel said that he believed that teaching was a 
profession: 
For apart from its social connotation. the aost distinctive 
character of a profession is that its practitioners Must have 
a prolonged and specialized preparation leading to a aastery 
of certain principles and techniques which are themselves 
based upon a specialized body of knowledge. Professions 
e•erge as soon as there is developed a body of knowledge on 
which principles and techniques are based. Medicine. law. 
engineering, and architecture have eaerged in this way. A 
nUJ1ber of occupations are today passing through the stage of 
semi-professions to become professions in ti•e. Teaching has 
thus become a profession.60 
In spite of Kandel's proclamation that teaching had becoae a 
profession by 1955, he no doubt would have received quite an 
arguaent fro• tens of thousands of practitioners both in the United 
States and abroad. These teachers could rationally argue the point 
that if teaching were really a profession then they would not be 
striking regularly in order to obtain a livable wage from their 
employers. What Kandel see•ed to overlook in his stateaent was 
that, unlike the practitioners of law, •edicine, engineering, and 
architecture. teachers could not set their own fees or, in far too 
many cases, be paid a salary com•ensurate with their training. 
In his section on England, Kandel discussed: proposals for 
reform, the McNair Report, the present system of training, national 
advisory bodies, training college courses, preparation of secondary 
school teachers. certification, salaries and pensions, and in-
60 Ibid., 324. 
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service training. The McNair Report issued in 1944 reco•mended that 
teachers in England at the priaary and secondary levels becoae a 
unified profession with a basic salary scale and with all teachers 
being designated as qualified teachers provided they have 
successfully completed the required •inimum two year period of 
teacher preparation. 
Kandel described in a clear aanner the coaplex aachinery which 
involved area training organizations working with teacher training 
colleges to iaprove the preparation of teachers. He described the 
setting up of a national advisory board which was appointed in 1949 
as a result of the McNair report by the Ministry of Education. The 
•embership of this National Advisory Council on the Training and 
Supply of Teachers represented area training organizations, local 
education authorities, and national associations of teachers. The 
function of this council was, "to keep under review national policy 
on the training and conditions of qualification of teachers, and on 
the recruitment and distribution of teachers in ways best calculated 
to 11eet the needs of the schools or other educational 
establishllents ... 51 
In his section on France, Kandel included: the tradition of 
teacher preparation, proposal for reform, the present system, 
adaission requirements, course of study, certification. higher 
nor11al schools, in-service training, and preparation for secondary 
school teachers. As part of the discussion of traditions. Kandel 
pointed out that the Vichy government suppressed the noraal schools 
61 b I id., 335. 
which had been established in 1879. They were suppressed because 
they were considered to be bulwarks of radicalism. In restoring the 
normal school in 1945, the French governaent upgraded this 
institution so that the future elementary school teacher should be 
well educated in addition to being professionally prepared. 
By 1945 all the nor•al schools in France were boarding 
institutions or "internats," with some provision for partial borders 
and for day students. Admission was by a competitive exa•ination or 
"concours" and not by a qualifying examination or "exa•en." The 
students were educated at the cost of the govern11ent. By 1946 the 
length of the normal school was extended by decree to four years 
leading to the baccalaureate. The normal school was closely aligned 
with demonstration schools attached to them. 
In the U.S.S.R. considerable attention was devoted to the 
preparation of teachers. Kandel quoted Lenin. "We must raise our 
teacher to a height such as he has not attained and never will be 
able to attain in a bourgeois society."62 This status was not 
reached, Kandel explained, due to the fact that so •any teachers 
were needed to meet the rapidity with which the number of schools 
and students increased in the Soviet Union. 
As of the early 1950s the Soviet institutions for the 
preparation of teachers were organized on three levels. The normal 
or teaching schools had a four year course for students who finished 
seven years of school and who wished to teach in preschools or 
primary schools. Pedagogical institutes prepared students to 
62 Ibid., 353. 
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specialize in teaching grades 5 to 7, in a two year course of study 
for students who coapleted ten years of school. These institutions 
were under the control of the Minister of Education of each Soviet 
Republic. The third institution was the higher pedagogical 
institute which prepared students wishing to teach in grades 8 to 
10. This was a four year course of study for graduates of the ten 
year school. This group of teachers was also recruited from 
students who took a five-year course. including professional 
studies. at a university. This institution was under the 
supervision of the Minister of Higher Education. 
The last country in this section was the United States. Kandel 
discussed: current issues, institutions for the preparation of 
teachers, the choice between academic and professional subjects; the 
transition from normal schools to teachers colleges, administration 
of institutions for teacher preparation, the curriculum, in-service 
training, and the appointment and status of teachers. 
As of the writing of this book, institutions for the 
preparation of teachers fell into two categories according to 
whether they were controlled publicly or privately. Pointing out 
that there were no national requireaents or standards for 
certification in the preparation of teachers, Kandel said: 
The institutions under public control nWRbered 432 in 1952 
and were provided by states (315), counties or townships 
(27), aunicipalities (61), and school districts (29). The 
661 private institutions were either secular (169) or 
denominational (472). The total of 1,093 institutions fall 
into another category according as they are normal schools, 
teachers colleges, liberal arts colleges, with education 
departaents, or schools or colleges of education in 
universities. The normal schools usually offer two year 
courses to prepare teachers for elementary schools; the other 
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institutions offer four year courses or a fifth year where 
deaanded by certif 1cat1on requireaents for the preparation of 
teachers for both elementary and secondary schools. 63 
Kandel pointed out that the only characteristic that all of these 
teacher training institutions had in coaaon was that their students 
were admitted only if they were high school graduates. 
Kandel rebutted the crtttcisa that teachers were not educated 
broadly enough or completely familiar with their subject. He also 
disagreed with those critics who said the ttae spent on professional 
studies encroached too auch on the time that should have been spent 
on general cultural education. His reply was that these criticisms 
aay have been true when teacher preparation was only two years and 
there was no opportunity for teachers to obtain a secondary school 
education. As preparation in the United States was extended for 
elementary teachers to three and four years, and to four and five 
years for high school teachers, this was no longer the case. He 
said the time spent on professional studies was only one-eighth to 
one-sixth of the total teacher preparation course. 
Chapter ten is entitled, "Problems and Outlook." It ts a short 
concluding chapter which suaaed up Kandel's thoughts on the four 
educational systems discussed in the book. He saw these four 
nations as being representative of aost industriali~ed and 
developing nations, insofar as the similarity of the problems they 
were encountering at the time, and that is why he selected the• for 
inclusion in this book. He believed that the problems of education 
in underdeveloped countries fell into an entirely different category 
63 Ibid., 359-360. 
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because of a rising nationalism and the realization that concerns 
about food, clothing, housing, and health were priorities that had 
to be met first. 
Kandel lined up the democratic countries of England, France, 
and the United States along with other democracies, against the 
Soviet Union and those countries which had already been coapelled to 
embrace its political and educational system. In the for•er case he 
believed that education was for enlightellllent, while in the latter 
case education and propaganda were indistinguishable. He said the 
differences between the democracies and the Soviet bloc nations 
became clearer if one looked at secondary school trends: 
In the countries behind the Iron Curtain the nature of 
secondary education is deterained by the needs of the 
particular five-year plan adopted by the state and is 
becoming increasingly technical and vocational with an 
emphasis on mathematics and natural sciences. In de•ocracies 
the al• of secondary education is to produce citi~ens and 
workers with broad interests as human beings.64 
Finally, in this chapter, Kandel briefly discussed such 
probleas as: the pheno•enal birth rate increase in all countries 
after World War II: the problem of raising the school-leaving age in 
democratic countries; providing preschool opportunities: the 
•axi•izing of postpri•ary education; the improvement of instruction: 
and, the unification of the teaching profession as it related to 
general education, professional preparation, and basic re•uneration. 
In 1956 Kandel published a major article in the International 
Review of Education. It was entitled, "Problems of Co•parative 
Education." He discussed at the outset the proble• he recently 
64 d Ibi ., 370. 
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encountered in reading the su•aary descriptions of approxi•ately 
eighty educational systems. He said that except for their being 
categorized into three different groups--industrial, agricultural, 
and totalitarian, he could not tell one system of education fro• 
another. He could not discern, "the color, the scent, and the shape 
of a nation or a national group ... 65 
While Kandel believed these accounts to be accurate, they were 
totally unable to co•111unicate any real •eaning because of their 
almost total uniformity. Co•parative education's worth as an 
acadeaic study centered on being able to analyze and co•pare syste•s 
of education and the co•ponents that deter•ined and aolded them. 
Therefore, the presentation of the legal basis of a syste• of 
education, its organization, a discussion of its different types of 
schools, and their curricula was wholly inadequate. 
Kandel was of the opinion that comparative education was 
difficult because it depended significantly on knowing many 
disciplines outside of the field of education. In a strong 
statement, Kandel said, "It aay even be claimed that a knowledge of 
political theory and practice, of econoaics, of public opinion, and 
of sociology is more relevant than a knowledge of the theory and 
practice of education."66 He had a great working knowledge of 
education and its •any aspects. However, his background in the 
fields of history and philosophy aay have led hi• to believe 
65 I.L. Kandel, "Problems of Co•parative Education, 
International Review of Education 2, no. 1 (1956): 1. 
66 Ibid. 
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education was less important than other fields in the study of 
coaparative education. 
It aay see• unusual that a serious •inded educator like Kandel 
would put the study of education on anything other than a coequal 
basis with other disciplines.67 However, he was influenced by the 
great English comparative educator. Sir Michael Sadler, who was his 
teacher at the University of Manchester. In this saae article, 
Kandel quoted fro• Sadler. One can easily see where Kandel obtained 
his opinion about education and other disciplines by examining the 
first part of Sadler's stateaent: "In studying foreign systems of 
education we should not forget that the things outside the schools 
matter even 111ore than the things inside the schools. 068 
Again, in this article, as in the previous article discussed in 
this chapter, Kandel distinguished between the aims of comparative 
education and the aims of international education. He also 
discussed the difficulties that afflicted coaparative education as a 
field of study. One difficulty was the tremendous scope of the 
various disciplines one had to draw on in order to understand the 
intangible forces which underlie nations' educational systems. 
A second proble• also related to the scope of the field. 
Kandel questioned whether coaparative education could be studied 
successfully without directly observing school systems in several 
different countries. This called for having money to travel 
67 Kandel's point that other disciplines were of more 
iaportance than the knowledge of the field of education will be 
discussed in the conclusion of this dissertation. 
68 Ibid .• 3. 
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extensively, and a working knowledge of foreign languages as well. 
He believed that coaplete reliance on the educational literature was 
not warranted. What was needed he said was first hand visitations 
and observations in order to check the literature. The priaary 
purpose of coaparative education was to go deeply into the study of 
national educational systems, not just learn about them. 
The third difficulty he saw in the field of comparative 
education was that a aethodology had not yet evolved by 1956. This 
is significant and interesting as well, because •any of his 
contributions to a aethodology of coaparative education were written 
before 1956. Yet in spite of his own contributions he did not see a 
totality in teras of an effective and suitable methodology. He 
wrote that a aethodology involves the question: 
What do we compare? The answer should be that the 
comparison is ideas, ideals and form. It can be assumed that 
all children as hllllan beings are born with the same central 
tendencies ... Under what conditions do they 
become ... national persons. How is the educational system 
designed to produce such differences?69 
In this article, Kandel pointed to the vast differences between 
the minority of industrial nations and their educational systems and 
the majority of agricultural nations and their educational systems. 
He discussed poverty briefly and its negative impact on students in 
the poorer countries. In addition he also discussed the relative 
deprivation of nonmainstream students in the richer countries. 
He focused on the problem of the absence of standardized 
terminology and statistical reports in comparative education. He 
69 d Ibi ., 6-7. 
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advocated the publication of an international glossary of 
educational teras as one approach towards the solution to this 
problem. He also advocated an international system of uniform 
records and reports that would be clear, accurate and standardized. 
Kandel discussed briefly. the training and course work of the 
prospective comparative educator. He said: 
The major contribution should be to make the educator 
"better able to enter into the spirit and tradition" of the 
educational system of his own nation, to become sensitive to 
certain common problems in education in different parts of 
the world and the different ways in which they are solved 
because of differences in national cultural conditions, and 
to enrich his philosophical insights and understanding of 
education. Comparative education is not an academic study 
but an essential aspect of professional preparation.70 
In 1961, Kandel published what may have been one of his most 
insightful articles in his years of prodigious scholarship in 
comparative education. The name of the article was "Comparative 
Education and Underdeveloped Countries: A New Dimension." He 
discussed an appropriate model of education for the newly 
independent nations. former colonies of the rich industrialized 
nations. 
Kandel called for a new beginning in these nations. He felt 
that the type of educational systems which had been developed under 
industrial and technological conditions in the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries was not appropriate for these underdeveloped 
agrarian nations. He recognized also that a gap had to be closed in 
these poorer countries between the poor and undereducated •aJority 
and the affluent minority who had access to much more education 
7o Ibid., 13. 
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especially at higher levels. 
Kandel believed that educational develop•ent in these agrarian 
nations had to be planned and i•ple•ented thoughtfully and 
carefully. In raising the educational levels of the population 
there •ust be an awareness on the part of the indigenous leadership 
that upward educational •obility takes tiae and patience. There 
aust also be the realization that a change in the value syste• is 
often a difficult and unsuccessful path for people in less developed 
nations. For the young, especially, caution was necessary because 
of the likelihood of the creation of a wide gap between parents and 
children due to an atteapt at educational betteraent. 
Without employing the conteaporary term frequently used in the 
parlance of aodern comparative education. "nonforaal education," 
Kandel conceptualized auch of this type of education in this 
article. One aight think in reading this 1961 work. that it was the 
work of a coaparativist writing in the late 1980s: perhaps even an 
expert on nonforaal education. Kandel wrote: 
It is obvious fro• what is known fro• cultural 
anthropology that the first need of the so-called 
underdeveloped areas is not to disseainate literacy but to 
direct education to the iaproveaent of living-of health and 
hygiene, nutrition, and aethods of agriculture ....... A 
program of literacy can be built up after a desire has been 
created to know aore about the aethods demonstrated, about 
care of health and hygiene (personal and public); and about 
the environaent in which they school is located. 1 . 
It appears that Kandel's advice was quite sound. Only within 
recent years have coaparative educators and development experts 
71 I.L. Kandel. "Coaparative Education and Underdeveloped 
Countries: A New Di111ension," Coaparative Education Review 4 
(February 1961): 130-135. 
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begun to realize that the grafting of aodels of education used in 
industrialized nations onto the educational systems of third world 
nations would not help improve the educational systems of these 
nations. because of the reasons Kandel conceptualized. There was a 
need first to improve from within the basic conditions of life for 
people in these countries. 
Kandel suggested using the idea of 4-H clubs for youth in these 
agrarian nations. He knew that land i•provement could not happen 
just by !•proving students' ability to read. He was aware of the 
problems of health and •alnutrition, which included the wrong kinds 
of diet, in •any of the developing nations of the world. In keeping 
with the idea of "nonformal education", Kandel thought that it was 
i•portant to develop the agricultural economy, but in addition, to 
prepare youth for jobs as skilled craftsmen, machine operators, 
dieticians and nurses. He said, "To set the same standards for 
secondary education as are set for the baccalaureates or the 
certificates and •atriculation of European systems is to miseducate 
a large aajority of the secondary school population.• 72 
Kandel also wrote on formal education in the developing nations 
in this landmark article. He saw the systems of formal and 
nonforaal education as being inextricably bound together if nations 
were to proceed and progress from a less developed status to the 
status of more advanced nations. He wisely set priorities for 
developing nations that would enable their citizens to benefit from 
nonformal education before undertaking formal education. 
72 Ibid. I 133. 
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He saw that priaary education in poorer nations was often 
hindered by an absence of coapulsory education, and entry to school 
was allowed at any age that fell within the legal requireaent. 
Classes were often coaprised of infants and pubescent children which 
was discouraging for everyone. Kandel recommended definite liaits 
to this type of miseducation while setting up longer teras of 
schooling gradually. Incorporating an iaportant principle of 
nonfor•al education and applying it to foraal systems of primary and 
secondary educational systems, he wrote: "The gradual challenge of 
new ideas on aatters recognized to be of direct concern and 
relevance should help to stiaulate a desire to learn aore and to 
lead to purposeful reading."73 
Kandel saw the problem of secondary schooling as being aore 
complex. Most people in the developing countries, he felt, equated 
secondary education with acadeaic work, providing a way to becoae 
separate and distinct from doing aanual labor. So it would not be 
an easy task to educate students either nonforaally or vocationally, 
especially if the population viewed these as being watered-down 
curriculums. Kandel recoamended that these poor countries look to 
the successful programs geared to promoting aarketable skills as was 
being done in both the United States and the Soviet Union. 
A new approach to higher education was also recommended by 
Kandel. He believed that it was important to aodify the traditional 
foras of higher education if people were to receive adequate 
preparation for leadership roles in the developing countries. He 
73 Ibid. 
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recoamended that in working under the auspices of UNESCO and the 
United Nations. students in the developing countries should be 
trained at universities in the advanced countries, as university 
teachers. in order to set up universities in their own country. 
Secondly, he believed that it was i•portant to adjust the nu•ber of 
admissions to the universities in the poorer countries. He said, 
"The adjustment of such numbers must be related to the opportunities 
for employment, if the danger of an educated proletariate is to be 
avoided." 74 
74 d lbi .• 34. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
KANDEL'S CONTRIBUTIONS TO COMPARATIVE AND INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION 
Many scholars throughout the world have given credit to Isaac 
L. Kandel for his pioneering work in comparative and international 
education. Among those who have lauded him for his outstanding 
efforts have been scholars who in their own right are important 
educational luminaries. These scholars such as William Brickman. 
Harold Noah. Max Eckstein. Lawrence Cremin. Robert Ulich. and George 
Bereday were among the long list of comparative and other educators 
to laud Kandel for being a pioneer and a major contributor to the 
field. 
Templeton, whose dissertation on Kandel has been cited in this 
work. regarded Kandel as having made a valuable contribution to 
American educational theory through his comparative educational 
studies. But it was not only for his contributions to American 
education that Kandel was praised. Templeton also pointed out that 
Kandel was a pioneer and recognized authority in international and 
comparative education for many years, throughout the world. 
According to Templeton. Kandel significantly influenced the entire 
field of comparative and international education. 
Kandel's work in these two fields has been of such magnitude 
that to span the gap between his earliest contribution to Peter 
Sandiford's Comparative Education and his more recent The New Era in 
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Education is a huge undertaking. This is true in terms of his many 
publications and professional activities in all parts of the world. 
His sizeable contributions call for redefining the scope. aims and 
methodology of the field of comparative education. 1 
Templeton believed that Kandel's work was important to American 
educational theories because it involved an analysis of the various 
approaches nations have adopted in order to understand and find 
solutions to their common educational problems. Each country could 
benefit from this.process and be offered a way to encourage 
educational progress. In addition, this process could greatly aid 
international unity. Quoting from Kandel. Templeton cited his 
contribution to the spirit of international education. This 
contribution included: 
the development of an internationalism not on emotion or 
sentiment. but arising from the sense that all nations 
through their systems of education are contributing. each in 
its own way. to the work and progress of the world. and from 
a realization of the ambitions and ideals. which each nation 
is endeavoring to hand on through its schools. 2 
From the time Kandel completed his doctoral dissertation in 
1910. he was a major contributor to comparative and international 
education. His dissertation, The Training of Elementary School 
Jeachers in Germany, was published by Teachers College. Columbia 
University in 1910. Kandel did visit Germany and its elementary 
teacher training schools to write this dissertation. He was fluent 
in German. knew its history of education well. and researched his 
1 Templeton. 334. 
2 Templeton. 336. 
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topic thoroughly. 
While he determined that Ger•any did a creditable job in 
preparing elementary teachers. he would not recommend borrowing such 
a harsh and even despotic bureaucratic system for the United States. 
He showed that the success of the German system encompassed 
antidemocratic •ethods. superior authority, and dictatorial 
approaches. In analyzing the German system on a comparative basis. 
Kandel felt that its methods would not promote the development of 
those necessary qualities which were important for a teacher to 
have. German approaches stifled initiative and quashed the human 
personality to the extent that a nation such as the United States 
would not profit from incorporating its teacher training •ethods 
into its own system. 
After an exhaustive and careful look at Germany's teacher 
training. Kandel recommended that America not continue to praise it 
as was done by Horace Mann and others in the 1840s. Kandel's 
thorough research was an important contribution cross-culturally. 
His ability to see the virtue of a given nation's educational 
practices. without recommending continued borrowing due to vast 
cultural and sociopolitical differences between nations was a major 
contribution to comparative and international education at the time. 
Kandel's historiography was an additional important 
contribution to both fields too. His knowledge of the past 
permitted him to see a broader and deeper context than would 
otherwise be possible. His comparisons were solidly grounded 
because be had a historical perspective of a country's educational 
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system. its conteaporary situation. and its possible future 
directions. 
His tenet which espoused the cause of having the best teachers 
in the classrooms for children and young persons was and still is an 
enormous boon to an insecure profession. He was aware that 
education was prone to accepting frivolous innovations and Mindless 
practices that could, in some countries. change directions rapidly. 
Thus. in the United States, for exaaple. he cautioned against change 
for change's sake in education. In international education. 
therefore. the teacher would be the linchpin between the child and 
his environment. mediating between the two in order to facilitate 
international cooperation between and among nations. Teachers 
everywhere were responsible. Kandel felt. for proaoting this 
cooperation in their own classrooms. 
Through this process, Kandel advocated a healthy and positive 
nationalism which would extend itself beyond the borders of a given 
country and show what the country has contributed and could continue 
to contribute to the advancement of civilization. In practice. it 
seems that Kandel would overburden teachers with the teaching of 
international cooperation and education. However. he was certainly 
correct in believing that the teacher was the key person responsible 
for the child's education. He was also correct in believing that 
international cooperation should start with each student. teacher. 
parent. school, and community being imbued with the spirit of 
internationalism. 
Writing in 1945. Kandel said: 
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What renders a consideration of the teacher's part in 
One World is that the whole issue which now confronts all 
concerned with the future of education has been obscured by 
devoting too much attention to means and to little to the end 
to be achieved. So far as school education is concerned. and 
for the majority of pupils in ele•entary and high schools. 
the end to be achieved is of the greatest importance. That 
end is the development of the good neighbor ideal. and that 
development must begin with the pupil's own environment and 
branch out to the community. the nation. and the world. It 
is nothing less than the cultivation in each one of us of the 
recognition of the worth and dignity of human beings 
regardless of race. color or creed. There are some who would 
define the ultimate end to be attained as a sense of world 
citizenship. but that sense can only become a reality as it 
grows out of and is continuous with local and national 
citizenship.3 
Kandel's early concern with teacher education and with the 
professionalization of teaching began early in his academic career 
and continued to the very end of his career. In his doctoral 
dissertation. he wrote: 
However perfect a system of training teacher previous to 
their entry into service may be. it must be recognized that 
the utmost that a normal school can be expected to do is not 
to produce finished teachers but to fill the pupils with a 
desire to continue their further education. 4 
In 1962 Kandel was still contributing to the worldwide attempt 
to improve teaching by improving the qualifications of teachers in 
the classroom. His book published in Spanish by UNESCO was devoted 
to teacher improvement. It was entitled Hacia Una Profesion 
Doconte, (Towards a Teaching Profession). 
As we approach the twenty-first century, the e•phasis on 
professional teachers is finally being given the just place it 
3 I.L. Kandel. "The Teacher's Part in One World." State 
Teachers College Bulletin 12. no. 3 (December 1945). 3-18. 
4 Kandel. The Training of Elementary School Teachers in 
Germany. 97. 
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deserves in the educational systems of •any nations. We can 
appreciate Kandel's continued efforts and his prescience in writing 
on this crucial subject. In his UNESCO monograph he said: 
When so much depends on the quality of the teacher. he 
cannot be considered as an artisan, capable of using the 
tricks of an occupation learned in a relatively short period 
of teaching. Today teaching requires a preparation so 
complete and varied as in any profession. It might be 
difficult to conceive of a time when the preparation of a 
teacher is so extensive as in which one can disregard the 
conditions that would make the preparation attractive. but 
the public even in those advanced countries should realize 
that someday the best guarantee for education to be converted 
into the most advantageous and prudent manner is the quality 
of the teacher. "the soul and sustenance of the school." as 
he has been called.5 
Kandel was one of those educators who realized that higher pay 
by itself would not attract youth to a career in teaching unless 
those factors leading up to professionalism also improved. He 
emphasized another dimension for professionalizing teacher training 
in underdeveloped countries. This dimension included developing a 
sense of duty to the public on the part of prospective teachers. To 
overcome the phenomenon of brain drain in the underdeveloped 
nations. teachers in these countries should be inculcated with the 
spirit of responsibility towards the community where they perform 
their duties. Kandel insisted on a common foundation in the 
professional preparation of all teachers. Teachers should have a 
clear understanding of their society and its ideals, objectives. 
purposes. and significance. 
Teachers should gain this understanding by studying the 
5 I.L. Kandel, Hacia Una Profession Docente (Havana: UNESCO -
America Latina. 1962). 14. 
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disciplines which comprise a common core of basic subjects important 
to the development of civilization. Teachers must not only impart 
knowledge, they must also help students sustain their interest and 
elicit their participation. The teacher must no longer be only an 
instructor: he must become an educator who comprehends the nature of 
the environment and the world so that his understanding would 
capably prepare the younger generation. 
From 1914 to 1919. at the invitation of the United States 
Commissioner P.P. Claxton. Kandel made important contributions which 
were discussed earlier in this dissertation. His work on education 
in England. Ireland. Germany. and France was published by the United 
States Government Printing Office and it advanced Americans' 
knowledge of foreign school systems. Also, as discussed earlier. 
Kandel assisted the noted educator Paul Monroe in a study for 
President Woodrow Wilson. Kandel prepared the translations of 
foreign school laws and administrative regulations which promoted 
nationalism. The study encompassed Prussian. Austrian. Japanese. 
French. Belgian. and Dutch school laws and administrative 
regulations. 
Kandel's involvement in the publication and translation of 
materials on foreign school systems extended American perceptions of 
comparative and international education as fields of study. His 
work was added to these new areas of study. lending an increased 
respectability to them. His research was thorough, scholarly, and 
timely. His service with Professor Monroe laid the groundwork for 
Kandel's involvement in a new and meaningful long term project 
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sponsored by Teachers College. Columbia University. 
One of the Kandel's major contributions to co•parative and 
international education was his participation in Coluabia 
University's International Institute of Education. The Institute 
was established in 1923 by The International Education Board and its 
founder. John D. Rockefeller. Funding also provided Macy grants 
which were the gifts of Mr. V. Everit Macy. According to the 
Educational Yearbook of the International Institute of Teachers 
College, Columbia University: 
The International Institute of Teachers College. 
Columbia University. was established in 1923 to carry out the 
following object (1) to give special assistance and guidance 
to the increasing body of foreign students in Teachers 
College; (2) to conduct investigations into educational 
conditions. movements. and tendencies in foreign countries: 
(3) to •ake the results of such investigation available to 
students of education in the United States and elsewhere in 
the hope that such pooling of information will help to 
promote and advance the cause of education.6 
Kandel was an associate of the Institute working under Paul 
Monroe who was the director. By the years 1927-1928. three hundred 
and forty-nine students from fifty-four nations were enrolled at 
Teachers College through the International Institute.7 There is no 
available evidence to ascertain the particular contributions Kandel 
made to the Institute per se, aside from his contribution to 
comparative and international education. through his editorship of 
6 I.L. Kandel. ed .. Educational Yearbook of the International 
Institute of Teachers College, Columbia University (New York: The 
Macmillan Company, 1925). 
7 Paul Monroe. "The International Institute of Teachers College 
Columbia University, 1928," Teachers College Bulletin. Nineteenth 
Series. no. 3 (May 1928): 5. 
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the Instltute's Educational Yearbook. 
As an associate of the Institute for its twenty-three years. it 
ls assumed that Kandel carried out his share of duties in 
accomplishing the goals of the Institute. The program was a 
powerful factor in contributing to international understanding. A 
basic objective of the Institute was to assist foreign students of 
education in visiting schools in this country. Funding was aade 
available to seventy-five to one hundred students per year to visit 
schools in New England. the Middle States. and the South. These 
visitations to Alllerican public schools helped foreign students 
develop a better awareness of the academic courses they would pursue 
at both Teachers College and in the entire university. 
Some foreign students at the Institute even published books on 
American education in their respective languages. based on their 
visits to schools in the United States. The staff engaged in 
cooperative educational ventures with ministry of education 
officials in other countries and they received •any foreign 
visitors. Members of the International Institute staff also gave 
lectures on American education at foreign universities. In addition 
to assisting foreign students of education the Institute also 
assisted Alllerican students in their quest to learn about education 
in other nations. Also, the project was involved in investigating 
the conditions of foreign educational systems. The Alllerican 
students at the Institute took certain courses in coaparative 
education offered by the staff and relied on the assistance of 
foreign students in the program to learn about the educational 
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systems of particular countries. Added to this was the opportunity 
for soae of the American students to work under the supervision of a 
staff member in a European country in the summer. 
While there is a lack of infor•ation on Kandel's direct role 
and contribution to the Institute as a whole. we can surmise that he 
contributed to its overall success as a staff member. In this 
capacity. he also contributed to its direct role in influencing 
comparative and international education. The Institute's work ended 
after 1944. Fortunately there is ample evidence that Kandel played 
a treaendous role in one facet of the Institute's work. He was the 
editor of its educational yearbook for all of its annual twenty-one 
volumes. 8 Each year the Institute issued a yearbook which consisted 
of approximately twelve sections on contemporary education in 
different countries. The articles were written by outstanding 
indigenous educators who were paid a stipend for their contribution. 
The plan of the series was to treat the most i•portant countries 
every fifth year so •ost of them could be included more than one 
time. 
As was mentioned above. the last educational yearbook was 
published in 1944. It appears that with the cessation of the 
yearbook the work of the Institute came to a close. As the editor 
8 While there were a total of twenty-one books dated from 1924-
1944 on the title page of each consecutive yearbook, they were in 
fact published from 1925-1944. Twenty-one volumes were published in 
twenty years because the 1932 and the 1933 yearbooks were both 
published in 1933. The Macmillan Company published the first three 
year books in 1925. 1926 and 1927. while the remaining eighteen 
yearbooks were published by the Bureau of Publications, Teachers· 
College. Columbia University. 
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of each of the yearbooks. Kandel's job was also finished. He said 
in the preface to the last yearbook: 
The editor has to announce with regret that the present 
volume will be the last in the series. In bringing the 
series to an end the editor wishes to acknowledge his 
indebtedness to the Rockefeller Foundation and to the 
Carnegie Corporation of New York which made the publication 
of the Educational Yearbook possible. to the cooperation of 
the many contributors throughout the world who responded so 
readily, and to his secretary. Miss Katherine M. Gilroy. 
whose assistance in preparing most of the volumes for 
publication has always been invaluable. 9 
At least one source points to the disappointment felt over the 
discontinuance of the Educational Yearbook. This was in the form of 
an undated letter from a professor in England to Kandel. A copy of 
the letter was found in the Kandel file of the personal papers of 
William F. Russell.lo 
From Professor Brian Stanley 
Department of Education 
King's College 
University of Durham 
I do think the discontinuance of 
the Yearbook will be a blow to the 
study of comparative education and that 
many will think it most unfortunate 
that T.C. should withdraw from a service 
to the world which no other institution 
9 I.L. Kandel. ed .. Educational Yearbook of the International 
Institute of Teachers College Columbia University (New York: Bureau 
of Publications. Teachers College. Columbia University, 1944}. 
lO Brian Stanley, Durham. England to Isaac L. Kandel. Westport. 
Connecticut. The William F. Russell Papers, Milbank Memorial 
Library. Special Collections. Teachers College. Columbia University. 
New York. 
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is so fitted. and in a way so bound. to 
perform. The Yearbook has kept Teachers 
College in the front of the mind of 
those who study education. Those I 
have told - the Office of Special 
Inquiries and Reports. the British Council. 
and Fred Clarke - have all expressed regret. 
In addition to his role as editor of this internationally 
acclaimed series of yearbooks. Kandel wrote the introduction to each 
book. He also was the author of the entire yearbook which was 
published in 1929 as, The Philosophy Underlying National Systems of 
Education. He was the author of the second part of the 1934 
yearbook which was entitled, The Making of Nazis. This was 
published as a separate book in 1935. Again. in 1941, editor Kandel 
authored the entire yearbook which was entitled, The End of an Era. 
As mentioned before in this chapter there is little evidence to 
show what Kandel did at the Institute other than his outstanding 
contributions to the esteemed educational yearbooks. Perhaps the 
closest we can come to any significant mention of his other work at 
that time comes from Brickman. He mentioned that the turning point 
in Kandel's academic career came in 1923. That was the year he 
obtained his appointment as a full professor at Teachers College and 
became an associate at the International Institute of Education. 
Brickman said: 
Now he had an opportunity of concentrating his attention 
on comparative education and making that subject an integral 
part of the foundational studies in his specialty, and 
writing voluminously in the form of books. monographs and 
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articles. Dr. Kandel achieved an enviable reputation as 
editor from 1924 to 1944 of the internationally cited 
"Educational Yearbook" of the International Institute. 11 
Kandel's introduction to the first yearbook in 1924 discussed 
the plan of the yearbooks. He theorized that the world would become 
an aggregation of nations which would serve as educational 
laboratories. each committed to the solution of the same problems by 
•ethods unique to each and every nation. Even as early as 1924 
Kandel was saying, as he did in his introduction. that one country's 
solution to its educational problems cannot be entirely incorporated 
into the system of another country. Yet he believed that a great 
deal could be gained for the progress of the world by an educational 
exchange of experiences. He had faith in this process just as he 
did with the exchange of scientific and intellectual experiences 
which contributed to the world's progress. Wisely, he wrote, 
"Educational systems cannot be transferred from one country to 
another, but ideas, practices. devices. developed under one set of 
conditions, can always prove suggestive for improvements even where 
conditions are somewhat different."12 
Kandel had in mind that the Institute's yearbook act as a 
clearing house in education. a vehicle for which educational 
experiences could be shared and standards discussed or actually be 
set in place. He hoped that educational ideals and philosophies 
would also be exchanged. For editing the twenty-one yearbooks 
11 Brickman, 391. 
12 I.L. Kandel. ed .. Educational Yearbook of the International 
Institute of Teachers College Columbia University (New York: Bureau 
of Publications. Teachers College, Columbia University, 1925), IX. 
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published between 1925-1944. Kandel became internationally known as 
a leader in the fields of comparative and international education. 
This contribution was made at a time when there were not too •any 
sources in these areas of study. He wrote the introductions and 
edited each comprehensive yearbook. 
In the three major writings that he himself did for the 
yearbooks. in 1929. 1934. and 1941. it was the latter one which he 
rescued single handedly. Because of World War II Kandel could not 
rely on obtaining the services of the collaborators he needed to 
write the book. No authors in the totalitarian or invaded nations 
would be at liberty to write as they wished, and authors from the 
free countries were too busy with defense jobs to make their 
contributions. Rather than break the continuity of the series, 
Kandel acted as author as well as editor of the 1941 yearbook 
entitled. The End of an Era. 
While some of the yearbooks had as their format single case 
studies of particular countries' educational systems at one point in 
time. other of the yearbooks were more comparative. These dealt 
with certain broad themes. such as the education of the child. the 
education of the adolescent. and the preparation of teachers. 
transnationally. His introductions described the yearbook under 
consideration for the particular year. and the projected problems 
and solutions on a broad basis for the future. His erudition and 
scholarship manifested in his editing and his introductions. make it 
very clear that the yearbooks were important contributions to 
international and comparative education. 
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Kandel's questions opened up these fields to careful analysis 
by educators worldwide. A sampling of these questions that were. 
and still are. so thought provoking are: What are the forces that 
determine a national philosophy of education? What is the effect of 
political theory of a nation on education? What is the relation 
between education and social philosophy? What are the purposes of a 
national system of education? Who shall control the progress of 
education? What are the ends of the educative process? What 
educational influences of other agencies than the school are 
effective? 
In an important statement that demonstrates the quality of 
Kandel's contribution to comparative education. he wrote: 
The influences of geographical location and climate. of 
all that complex of traditions that constitute the social 
inheritance of a nation--culture. language. and literature. 
ausic and art. religion and science. common ideals and ways 
of living, love of one's country. group and national 
loyalties--all color the character of national systems of 
education. Because nationalism is a complex blend of all of 
these factors. national systems of education will diverge, 
and although the educational problems in general may be 
tending everywhere to be identical. solutions will inevitably 
differ in the end. It is this fact--that nations are. as it 
were. educational laboratories and experiment stations--that 
lends interest to the study of comparative education.1 3 
One contribution Kandel aade for which there is no known 
documentation. even in his personal papers. is the large number of 
students whom he taught over his forty years as a professor at 
Columbia University and other universities. As a pioneer in the 
fields of comparative and international education there can be no 
13 I.L. Kandel. Educational Yearbook of the International 
Institute of Teachers College Columbia University (New York. Bureau 
of Publications Teachers College Columbia University, 1929). XIII. 
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doubt that he influenced aany students through his lectures. 
writings. and personal interaction. He was also the advisor to 
those who took advanced degrees under his aentorship. It can safely 
be assumed that at least soae of his students either by themselves. 
or by influencing other students. advanced the fields of coaparative 
and international education to more sophisticated levels. It is 
also conceivable that in whatever ways these spheres of study 
contributed to the progress of education worldwide. at least some of 
this progress can be attributed to Kandel's steady. long-term. and 
often bold approaches. 
Wherever one turns. it becomes readily apparent that Kandel 
made huge strides in studying the educational systems of aany 
countries worldwide. He traveled to aany countries. looked 
carefully at their educational systems. analyzed them. reported his 
findings to interested officials and citizens within the particular 
country and abroad. His involvement with foreign systems in both 
hemispheres was so intensive that it is necessary for the purpose of 
this dissertation to limit the number of examples of his work. For 
a commentary on Kandel's publications and educational activities. 
the reader is referred to chapter I as well as to the other sections 
of this dissertation. 
In a little known work by Kandel. published in 1915. entitled, 
The Training of Elementary School Teachers in Matheaatics. be 
compared academic standards between Europe and the United States and 
found the latter to be wanting. He reported on the noraal schools 
and their curricula with a focus on training eleaentary school 
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teachers in •athematics. Included in the study were: Belgium. 
Denmark. England, France. Germany, Hungary, Italy, Russia, Sweden. 
Switzerland. and the United States. The study was published by the 
United States Bureau of Education. 
Kandel. lucidly identified the problems that each country faced 
at the time and discussed both the strengths and weaknesses in the 
training of elementary school teachers in mathematics. He pointed 
out. for example. that in many countries there were lower 
mathematical requirements for women than for men in the normal 
schools. He also saw a trend at that tiae toward raising the 
standards for the training of elementary school teachers in general. 
and in mathematics in particular. Such incisive points. as these. 
made by Kandel and other authorities, were responsible for some of 
the changes that took place years later in the advancement of 
training for elementary school teachers. In this report, published 
by the United States Governaent Printing Office. Kandel had an 
audience of receptive educators who participated at the highest 
levels of educational decision making. 
In 1918, Kandel contributed a chapter in a book edited by his 
friend and Columbia University classmate. Peter Sandiford. The 
book, one of the first modern books on the subject was entitled. 
Comparative Education - Studies of the Educational Systems of Six 
Modern Nations. Kandel contributed the chapter on Geraany. Already 
an expert on German society and education. Kandel wrote 
prophetically about Germany and perhaps iaplicitly about all nations 
with totalitarian proclivities. He wrote about the educational 
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implications of Ger•any's tightly controlled system: 
A nation's school system is but the reflex of her history. of 
the social forces. and of the political and economic 
situations that make up her existence. From the point of 
view of the state. education is not in the first instance 
regarded as a •eans of laying the foundations for future 
progress. but a method of conserving existing conditions and 
prevailing ideas.14 
In 1937. Kandel visited New Zealand and Australia for several 
months. Three i•portant but not very well known works emanated from 
his visits to these two countries. The writings serve as •odels on 
writing about foreign educational systems. In the sa•e year the New 
Zealand Council for Educational Research released one of the works. 
a monograph entitled, I•pressions of Education in New Zealand and 
Inverted Snobbery and the Problem of Secondary Education.15 
He described the positives during his six week stay in New 
Zealand, the beauty of the country and the hospitality of the 
people. He also pointed out the high standards of education which 
were widespread and the slight differences between the educated 
classes and other classes. especially in the quality of their 
speech. He compared New Zealanders and their high intellectual 
ability. their insight. and their understanding of probleas. with 
the best of what he had seen in the rest of the world. 
On the other hand. he was candid enough to report that the New 
Zealand schoolroo•s had too •any pupils. too much homogeneity. and 
14 I.L. Kandel. "Germany," in Comparative Education - Studies 
of the Educational System of Six Modern Nations. ed .. Peter 
Sandiford (London: J.M. Dent and Sons. Ltd .• 1918), 112. 
15 In a footnote at the very beginning of the monograph there 
is the information which reported that this was the text of a 
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wireless address which Kandel recorded while he was still in New Zealand. 
too •uch e•phasis on "success" in passing examinations. and a lack 
of instructional aaterials and equipment. He saw the need for the 
existing centralized educational system that operated there. 
realizing that it was a young country with reaote areas that 
initially required centralized planning and controls. What he said 
about the system was that there was much too much school 
centralization. There was a lack of local control and freedom of 
adaptation to local conditions. There was also a lack of meaningful 
public participation. Obeying the edicts of centralized 
requirements was destroying teacher initiative and deadening the 
personalities of the students. 
One would think that Kandel was reporting on the dysfunctions 
of •odern urban educational syste•s that exist today even in 
developed countries. the way he was able to quickly grasp the impact 
of educational deficiencies in New Zealand's educational syste•. He 
also saw a division of administration of the schools with competing 
authorities for primary. secondary. and technical schools. He 
advocated a decentralized but unitary administrative system under 
the ultimate authority of one administrative unit. He did believe 
in a democratic administration. one that would educate its public 
and prepare it for change and adaptation. 
If one would read the New Zealand monograph based on Kandel's 
1937 talks in the late 1980s. without knowing the copyright date. 
one could easily suspect that Kandel was speaking about the reform 
of late twentieth century American education and of other nations' 
plans for reform. Thus. it appears that Kandel made great 
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contributions to education in many countries. even if his 
admonitions and advice .often went unheeded. If we would go back and 
study what Kandel said fifty years ago perhaps we would not have to 
spend so much aoney to study how to reform educational systems. He 
had already laid the foundation upon which educators could have 
slowly but surely built better and more effective educational 
systems. His ideas for reform are still sound today. 
His second talk was on inverted snobbery in New Zealand and the 
problem of secondary education. While he believed in education for 
everyone he did not believe in the same education for all. He saw 
this attempt to educate students for the same goals which usually 
included a university education and a raising of social status for 
everyone. as "inverted snobbery." He believed in a type of 
secondary education which would early provide a core of sound 
general education followed by careful and deliberate differentiation 
when more precise evidence of aptitudes has been secured. After 
this should come the aore specialized subjects. Not only in New 
Zealand. but everywhere in the world of formal education Kandel 
recommended an intelligent education for all students based on their 
needs. interests, achievements. and a more scientifically 
constructed measure of this aptitude. He said, in his own 
inimitable way: 
The fundamental problem to-day ... is the proper 
distribution of education--a problem which is as much a 
social as an educational one. A timely reorientation of the 
public mind on educational values and vocational 
opportunities may save individuals and society from the worst 
result of 'inverted snobbery'--overcrowding in some 
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occupations and a dearth of intelligence in others. 16 
Kandel visited Australia for a four month period in 1937. A 
aonograph based on his national talks was published in 1938 in 
cooperation with the Australian Council for Educational Research. 
The name of the book was Iapressions of Australian Education. These 
lectures were broadcast on the Australian radio network on November 
18th and November 25th. 1937. 
Kandel visited every type of Australian school in each of their 
states. He had many favorable comments about the Australian 
educational system. He believed differentiated education was being 
provided according to the abilities and interests of the pupils and 
that students were being taught by uniformly well trained teachers. 
He also commented that these and other favorable aspects of 
education were provided by an enlightened centralized school system. 
He also lauded Australian teachers for their successful educational 
experimentation. He acknowledged that it was commonly assu•ed that 
such successful experimentation was iapossible to achieve in 
centralized systems of education; yet, he witnessed many success 
examples in Australia. 
Within the nucleus of successful education Kandel said he saw 
exceptions that were negative. Some regions were so remote that 
teachers were not given enough cooperation from inspectors who 
worked for the central authority. All in all, however, he lauded 
the Australian system of education and their centralized authorities 
16 I.L. Kandel. Impressions of Education in New Zealand and 
Inverted Snobbery and the Problem of Secondary Education (Auckland: 
Whitcombe and Tombs, Ltd., 1937), 13. 
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because they were working so well meeting the needs of •any teachers 
and many, aany students. 
He saw great progress being aade in Australian education. in 
primary education especially. He felt that secondary education was 
still too restrictive by not enabling enough qualified students to 
attend the universities. He would have the system of school 
inspection strengthened and the control of centralized authority 
lessened. The lessening of authority included the classification of 
teachers. the prescription of what should be taught. and in some 
cases the conduct of examinations. 
Because of indigenous factors such as the size of the country. 
the re•oteness of some areas. and the lack of local political 
structures in Australia. Kandel believed in retaining a centralized 
system for the nation. He wanted the central authorities to 
sanction even more educational experimentation. He also wanted to 
strengthen public opinion and participation in the schools. 
From his visits to New Zealand and Australia. Kandel garnered 
enough data to publish a third book in 1938. It was entitled Types 
of Administration with Particular Reference to the Educational 
Systems of New Zealand and Australia. It was published by Oxford 
University Press in association with Melbourne University Press. 
Kandel compared the ad•inistration of educational systeas in 
totalitarian nations such as Japan, the Soviet Union. Germany. and 
Italy with educational adainistration in France. England. the United 
States. New Zealand. and Australia. 
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Kandel's experiences in New Zealand and Australia added a new 
di•ension to his writings and his ideas about centralization and 
decentralization. He was able to deter•ine from his frequent visits 
to many countries that the type of systea of education a nation had 
reflected its national and local circumstances. He often railed 
against centralized systems. But in Australia he saw a centralized 
syste• working well even though it needed i•prove•ent in its 
educational delivery services. He called for a decentralized system 
in New Zealand but with Australia he opted for a strengthening and 
improvement of its centralized systems. 
Kandel contributed to the improvement of education in New 
Zealand and Australia. and his work in these countries led to his 
•aking an even greater contribution to the spheres of comparative 
and international education. He added much to his firsthand 
experiences by visiting such remote nations. What he gained in 
visiting these countries and their schools provided a broader 
spectrum in his work as a co•parativist and an internationalist. In 
addition. he looked beyond the negative aspects of centralized 
education to extol some of its positives. as he had earlier in his 
writings on French education. This was in keeping with his belief 
that each nation was unique insofar as it had its own history. 
language. custoas. geography, and. of course. its own needs. 
Kandel contributed to the betterment of education nationally as 
well as internationally. Writing in the foreword to this third 
book. an Australian educator. K.S. Cunningham paid tribute to 
Kandel's contribution to Australian education by writing: 
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It will be found that Dr. Kandel does not advocate any swing 
to a decentralized form of educational control. He pays 
tribute to the efficiency of the present system but •akes his 
chief contribution in pointing out the price which is paid to 
achieve this. His suggestions as to the best •ethod of 
overcoming the disadvantages of the present situation are 
worthy of serious consideration b¥ all who have the interests 
of Australian education at heart. 7 
In 1941. in cooperation with members of a committee of which he 
was the chairman, Kandel wrote an official report on high school 
education in Jamaica. Entitled the Kandel Report on Secondary 
Education in Jamaica, it was a comprehensive report advocating 
reform of the Jamaican secondary school system. Kandel was the only 
member of the committee to attend every one of its official 
meetings. This was typical of his dedicated attitude towards his 
work. The committee issued a list of thirty-one recommendations to 
improve education in that Caribbean island-nation. 
Proving that he was not co•pletely wedded to the past by his 
usual celebration of custom and tradition, Kandel pointed out that 
in Jamaica and elsewhere the past often becomes too encrusted with 
tradition. This effected the attitudes of teachers as well as other 
citizens. The past should not be worshiped only because it has been 
hallowed by time. He pointed out that often professional educators, 
especially practitioners. follow older routine methods because they 
are easier to follow. Thus "the best devised reforms are always in 
danger of foundering."18 
17 I.L. Kandel. Types of Administration with Particular 
Reference to the Educational Systems of New Zealand and Australia 
(London: Oxford University Press, 1938). 
18 I.L. Kandel, Kandel Report on Secondary Education in Ja•aica 
(Kingston: The Gleaner Co., Ltd., "n.d."). 
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Traveling to the farthest reaches of the earth to study the 
educational systems of other nations, or chairing an official 
committee charged with reforming education in a not too distant 
island-country, Kandel was always the quintessential contributor: a 
•an of his time with an eye on the past, a vision of the future, and 
a dream of a better world through education. 
Kandel was a believer in international education and an 
advocate of world peace. He supported such international 
organizations as the United Nations and UNESCO. He worked for both 
organizations at different tiaes as a writer. editor. and 
consultant. In an unpublished paper entitled UNESCO, found among 
his personal papers at the Hoover Institution. He wrote: 
The Organization can aake an iaportant contribution by 
aeans of conferences, by collecting and disseainating 
accurate information on the developments in education. 
science. and culture. and by directing attention to new areas 
that need to be explored. It can encourage cooperation 
between nations in all branches of intellectual activity 
through the exchange of persons, objects of artistic and 
scientific interest and other materials of information. It 
can serve in general as a clearinghouse of inforaation. 19 
Some of the iaportant work Kandel did for UNESCO and the United 
Nations is discussed briefly in this section. According to the 
research documents obtained from two separate visits to the UNESCO 
Archives in Paris. France and from correspondence received from the 
chief archivist at the United Nations Archives in New York, it 
appears that Kandel did this work periodically from 1946-1962. He 
aade an important contribution to a book that dealt with 
19 I.L. Kandel, "UNESCO", an unpublished, undated paper copied 
from his person papers at the Archives of the Hoover Institution on 
War, Revolution and Peace. Stanford University, Palo Alto, CA. 17. 
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international literacy in the period after World War II. The book 
was entitled. Funda11ental Education - Coamon Ground for all Peoples. 
published by the Macaillan Coapany of New York in 1947. It was 
based on a report of a special coamittee (of which Kandel was a 
aeaber) to the preparatory coaaission of UNESCO in 1946. 
In 1947. he was an editor and consultant for an important 
report given at a meeting of a general conference of UNESCO member 
states held in Mexico City on October 30, 1947. It was entitled 
Suggestions for a Study of Education from International 
Understanding in the Schools of UNESCO member states. See 
Appendices X and XI showing letters Kandel received from UNESCO 
officials inviting him to work on this project. 
In 1949. Kandel participated in a human rights symposium. He 
wrote a chapter in the book that grew out of the symposium sponsored 
by UNESCO. The name of the book is Human Rights - Coaments and 
Interpretations. The introduction to the book was written by 
Jacques Maritain. There were aany other distinguished contributors. 
The title of Kandel's chapter was "Education and Human Rights". The 
288 page book was published by Allan Wingate publishers of London. 
In the chapter. Kandel suggested that education should become a 
huaan right and should be recognized as such universally. He 
believed that the right to an education was of greater i•portance 
than UNESCO had previously recognized. 
In 1951. Kandel wrote an introductory book for UNESCO entitled. 
Raising The School - Leaving Age. It was the first in a series of 
six books on the subject of compulsory education issued by UNESCO. 
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Kandel e•phasized that raising the school leaving age involved auch 
aore than adding one or aore years to the period of coapulsory 
schooling. His approach was philosophical. describing the steps 
that were taken in countries that had established age 14 as the 
school-leaving age. and which planned to raise the age limit beyond 
it. 
Kandel followed this book alaost ten years later with an 
unpublished paper on the saae topic. This paper was discovered 
aaong his private papers at the Archives of the Hoover Institution. 
He commented in this study that. in the years between the 1951 book 
and the later paper. progress had been reaarkably slow 
internationally in raising the school-leaving age. 
Kandel served for six aonths. from March-Septeaber. 1955. as a 
consultant to the director of the Division of Hwaan Rights for the 
United Nations. He engaged in a study of discrimination in 
education undertaken by the Sub-Coamission on Prevention and 
Protection of Minorities. Regrettably. neither the archivists at 
the United Nations in New York City nor those in Geneva. Switzerland 
could find the record of this study. 
Lastly, Kandel wrote the book discussed earlier in this 
chapter. entitled Hacia Una Profesion Docente (Towards a Teaching 
Profession). This work was published in 1962 in Spanish by UNESCO's 
division in Havana. Cuba. Publishing this book three years before 
his death at age eighty-four is proof that Kandel had a lifelong 
concern with teacher preparation and the improvement of the teaching 
profession. 
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One of the key points of this chapter has been to show the 
depth of Kandel's commitment to and involvement with foreign 
countries and their educational systems. He traveled the globe, 
visiting some countries many times. in an era when travel was not as 
common nor as comfortable as it has become during the latter part of 
this century. Yet, he went to many places, saw a great deal, 
probed, and reported his findings on a wide variety of educational 
systems. 
His research and writings made it possible for educators and 
other interested citizens to learn more about other lands, and 
peoples, other customs and educational practices. His works were 
often translated into languages other than English. Kandel brought 
education and educators into the limelight in many parts of the 
world, with his emphasis on better ways of educating people and a 
greater need for public participation. He did this without seeking 
the central stage for himself. 
Usually practical and cautiously optimistic, Kandel saw the 
improvement of education as being a panacea for mankind. But as 
reported earlier in this dissertation, his words were not empty 
shibboleths on the topic of worldwide educational systems. He was 
not an armchair educational theorist. He went, he saw, he wrote 
profusely, and spoke carefully about different educational topics in 
many lands. He also, unknowingly, would subject himself to 
criticisms from latter day comparativists who would sometimes see 
him as a person with too little objective and reliable information 
and with too much ego. That he was not always correct in assessing 
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an educational problem cannot be argued. But it is also evident 
that Kandel put all of.hi•self and his resources into the study of 
comparative and international education. 
He often forged his beliefs on the anvil of firsthand 
experience. He demonstrated that it was helpful to exaaine other 
school systems carefully when trying to improve one's own system. 
Kandel's advice on the need to study other school systems in order 
to better reflect on one's own system has been a significant 
contribution to the do•ain of comparative and international 
education. There are many examples of educational improve•ents 
occurring in one nation on the basis of studying education in 
another nation. Conversely, there are also examples where national 
educational failures happen because those responsible for education 
fail to study and learn how successful educational practices in one 
country could be adapted to their own country. 
Kandel's contributions, both tangible and intangible, have a 
great deal to do with the improve•ent of formal schooling and the 
consequent effective education o( children and youth in different 
countries. These contributions were of a holistic nature rather 
than the result of a piecemeal approach. The spirit of this 
lifelong mission to improve education and civilization, aeasure by 
aeasure, can be felt wherever coaparative and international 
education are studied and their learnings applied. Bringing to 
light the work of Kandel the scholar. and his countless 
contributions may possibly help to make other scholars aware of 
Kandel's hard work. steadfastness. his ability to communicate and 
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his high level of commitment to the ideal of worldwide educational 
i11prove11ent. 
said: 
Describing the essence of Kandel's contributions, Robert Ulich 
The unattainable--though so11eti11es frightening and 
discouraging--is as important in the life of a man as the 
attainable: our great aims are our guides for the very fact 
that they need the courage of unending vision as well as the 
painstaking devotion to the detail. 
Isaac L. Kandel, the man, the scholar. and the teacher 
has shown us the virtues of both.20 
Praising Kandel once more. Ulich said of his contributions to the 
specialized study of comparative education, "as a result of his 
prodigious erudition and his painstaking scholarship, he knew more 
about the educational events in the countries he wrote about than 
most officials in their own national ministries.·21 
Kandel had many academic honors bestowed upon him for his 
lifelong, pioneering work as an educator. The full accounting of 
these honors was given in chapter one of this dissertation. In a 
letter to the writer from a French government official it was 
confirmed that the French government bestowed upon Kandel, the 
Legion of Honor in 1937.22 (Chevalier De La Legion D'Honneur) His 
complete titles were thus M.A .• Ph.D .. Litt.D .. LL.D. and Chev. Leg. 
20 Robert Ulich. "Some Tendencies in Educational Philosophy,• 
School and Society 83 (21 January 1956): 28-32. 
21 Ulich, "In Memory of I.L.K. ," 255. 
22 See Appendix XIX at the end of this dissertation. Claude 
Jacir to Erwin Pollack 13. October. 1988. Letter received by the 
writer confirming Kandel's appointment to the Legion of Honor. 
Musee National De La Legion D'Honneur. Paris. 
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d'H. No evidence could be found in the published literature on 
Kandel. his own publications. his private papers or from the French 
governaent. as to why the French governaent awarded Kandel this very 
prestigious honor. Brickaan Mentioned that the French governaent 
elected him in 1937 as Chevalier of the Legion of Honor but no 
mention was given as to why he merited the honor. The closest we 
can arrive to an educated guess ls that Kandel. as the secretary of 
the American Field Service Fellowship for French Universities from 
1919 to 1924, assisted Alllerlcan or French students in soae way 
connected with various French universities. Further efforts were 
made to garner evidence in this •atter but they were not 
successful.23 
In an account of Kandel's impact as a comparative educator. the 
comparativist and longtime friend and ad•irer of Kandel. George Z.F. 
Bereday, paid him this tribute: 
Kandel's contribution to comparative education is widely 
known. He greatly furthered the Sadlerian view that things 
outside the school matter as much as things inside for their 
proper understanding. He was the first to chop up the 
national units and to discuss on a more trans-national basis 
23 Early in 1988 a letter was sent by this writer to the Grande 
Chancellerle of the Legion of Honor in Paris. France. In April of 
1988 a reply was received in French saying that Kandel did in fact 
receive the Legion of Honor but no information other than that was 
included. The writer went to the Legion of Honor in the summer of 
1988 to further inquire about this aatter with his correspondent at 
the Grande Chancellerie. The representative there had no further 
information in his records and he referred the writer to the 
archivist at the adjacent Museum of the Legion of Honor. After 
communicating with the archivist the writer was told the matter 
would be looked into. In October of 1987 the writer received the 
letter referred to in footnote 22 of this chapter stating that it 
was not known why the French honored Kandel. At present. therefore. 
it can only be said that he contributed something of importance to 
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French education without our knowing the exact nature of the contribution. 
ele•ents such as administration or teacher training. thus 
paving the way to the problem approach. His precepts about 
on-the spot observation of schools have not yet been 
replaced, even in the age of interdisciplinary team work. He 
advocated meticulous attention to primary documents, a sort 
of comparative explication de texte. which is regrettably 
becoming rare at present.24 
Bereday went on to say in his memorial to Kandel that he was 
greatly proprietary about comparative education. He added that 
Kandel had pushed comparative education to exceptionally high 
standards in terms of the needs of the 1930's. Bereday concluded 
his remarks about Kandel by pointing to the fact that he was 
significantly recognized for his splendid contributions in the 
professional and academic circles. 
As recent as 1985, the comparative educator. Phillip Foster 
wrote this tribute to Kandel: 
pride of place must be given to Isaac Kandel whose teaching 
and research, conducted primarily at Teachers College, 
Columbia University, spanned a period of some five decades. 
With due deference to the work of other scholars, it would 
not be improper to regard Kandel as 11ore responsible (in the 
English-speaking world at least) than any other scholar for 
the emergence of comparative education as a respectable 
teaching area in universities and other tertiary institutions 
concerned with educational matters.25 
24 George Z.F. Bereday, "Memorial of Kandel," 149. 
25 Phillip Foster. "Teaching and Graduate Studies: Comparative 
Education," Vol. 9 of The International Encyclopedia of Education. 
eds., Torsten Rusen and T. Neville Postlethwaite (New York: Pergamon 
Press, 1985), 5085. 
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CONCLUSION 
The first chapter of this dissertation included aany 
observations which were made about Isaac L. Kandel's personal life. 
However. the biographical section was limited since relatively 
little information is available about Kandel's life either in 
published or unpublished sources. Surprisingly, even Kandel's 
personal papers which are located at the Hoover Institution in Palo 
Alto. California gave no indication that he was at all interested in 
telling the world about himself. 
The scholars who knew Kandel well and who wrote tributes about 
him are William Brickman. Robert Ulich. George Bereday. and Lawrence 
Cremin. They are the key sources of information to us in learning 
about Kandel's personal life. In addition. Robert Te•pleton wrote a 
doctoral dissertation on Kandel's work in American education. 
Templeton did interview Kandel but reveals little about him as a 
person. Finally, some correspondence exists between Kandel and 
William Russell. the former dean and president of Teachers College. 
Columbia University. Even here. one can only catch a glimpse of 
Kandel 1 s persona. Because of the paucity of information about him. 
no concrete attempt was made in this study to do a biographical 
portrait of Kandel. in any depth. It is. of course. conceivable 
that someday persons in possession of information on Kandel may 
provide more light on hi• as an individual. 
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This dissertation has focused on Kandel as a professional 
educator. a professor, and an education writer and speaker whose 
output has reached professional and lay audiences worldwide. far 
beyond the almost six decades of his productive career. 
Since there is such a lack of information about Kandel's 
personal life. one can only get to know hi• through his professional 
career and publications instead of through any co•plete biography of 
his life. The closest we can come to a biography on Kandel is 
William Brick•an's di•inutive Festshrift which has been cited in 
this paper. If our data do not lead to a •etabiographical study of 
the person. as elucidated by Professor Joan Smith, they do at least 
include one important aspect of metabiographics. 1 That aspect is 
the search for •eaning and factual truth as revealed from both 
Kandel's published and unpublished works. Smith refers to this 
aspect of metabiographics as a descriptive scientific approach in 
search of •eaning.2 
The central theme of this dissertation has been Kandel's work 
in co•parative and international education. However. two chapters. 
one on Kandel*s historical outlook and the other on his philosophy 
of education. have been included along with his ideas in comparative 
and international education. He defined the field of comparative 
education as the study of history up to the present. His historical 
outlook helped shape his view of the domain of comparative and 
1 Joan K. Smith "Metabiographics: A Future for Educational 
Life-Writing." Vitae Scholastica, The Bulletin for Educational 
Biography 6. no. I (Spring 1987): 1-14. 
2 Ibid .. 8. 
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international education. 
While Kandel recognized that •ajor differences existed between 
the educational systems of all countries. his educational philosophy 
stressed the iaportance of having the best available teacher in 
every classroom in the world. This would allow each nation to shape 
its educational system optimally and enable it to grow 
qualitatively. even as each nation would take its own course in 
doing so. 
Teapleton said this about Kandel as a philosopher: 
His aay be a philosophy of affiraation instead of 
explanation. of evaluation and criticism of the new. the 
novel. for their genuineness and worth from the long range 
point of view and against a background of tested values and 
ideals. Philosophers like Kandel often assume the difficult 
responsibility of relating the best in the present to the 
past in teras of the future. of tempering the exciteaent of 
the fast pace with the spirit of caution and studied 
consideration .... But these thinkers are always necessary if 
the progress of civilization is to be insured. if it is at 
all beholden to the transmitters and synthesizers in the 
realm of ideas.a 
Kandel saw history as a continuum. whose past needed to be 
presented anew to each passing generation. through the schools. so 
civilization could continue to improve. Thus. the steady and 
unremitting transmission of knowledge from the past to present and 
future generations was a major goal that Kandel advocated for all 
school systems in the world. He was comfortable with studying 
school systems in all parts of the world. but his historical outlook 
and writings were those of a scholar with a Western background and 
orientation. 
3 Teapleton, 338. 
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In aany of his aajor studies on comparative or international 
education. the history of education in the country or countries 
under consideration was presented with an enormous sweep of events 
and with great detail. One could argue successfully that so•e of 
his studies were too detailed. Kandel strongly believed that one 
could not understand a nation's educational system without knowing a 
good deal about the history of the particular country. 
One Major criticism of Kandel's historical writing as it 
related to comparative education was his style. He seemed to take 
it for granted that his readers would know or should know what had 
happened in the past in the country he was discussing. His style 
and manner were both cumbersome and often i•perious. On the 
positive side though, it is readily apparent that Kandel had 
considerable breadth in understanding history. This is often 
lacking in the perspective of many educators both in the United 
States and abroad. He was a highly educated person who had a 
working knowledge of many foreign languages. He had enormous zeal 
for his work which is manifested in the intensity of his writings. 
Kandel was a renaissance man in comparative education. 
Immersing himself in different cultures. learning many foreign 
languages, traveling to many distant countries extensively, and 
writing comprehensively on the world's educational systems for •ore 
than fifty years was an extraordinary achievement. His sheer 
perseverance, was responsible for his high level of continuous 
scholarly output. 
While Kandel did write on the educational systems of •any 
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countries. he specialized in writing about Allerica. England. France. 
and Geraany. He was at hoae in these nations and worked his way 
into the very interstices of their cultures. describing their mores 
and. of course. their school systems. It is difficult to pinpoint 
exactly the specifics of Kandel's talent as an educationist. As a 
renaissance type of educator. he showed a comprehensive mind and he 
could write in sweeping aacroscopic wholes or with very specific 
microscopic precision. 
When Kandel wrote on an educational system. few details were 
omitted or considered to be unimportant. His storehouse of 
information was vast and his scholarship was prodigious. His 
incredible production of a huge number of works on comparative and 
international education. educational history. and educational 
philosophy are difficult to surpass. He was a Romanian by birth. of 
English citizenship, who became an American citizen as a young 
aarried man. He felt comfortable everywhere in democratic nations. 
He abhorred totalitarianism and he excoriated every type and 
dimension of it at every single opportunity. 
Perhaps one of Kandel's great contributions was his emphasis on 
the need for having democratic societies in order for schools to 
best perpetuate the most important learnings that would be 
beneficial to each individual. Only democracies focused on the 
importance of the individual human being. His faults. though 
glaring, were human: he knew he was an expert at his work. and he 
did not resist the notion that he was the very best in his field. 
As Bereday pointed out earlier in this dissertation. Kandel's 
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supre•e self-confidence and his pedantry were reserved for his peers 
and his students. In. addition, to his credit. he did not try to be 
a popularizer of his field of study. 
Kandel's insights into comparative and international education. 
for the •ost part were without parallel for at least the first forty 
years of his career. He did not merely report on a foreign 
educational system. His writings went far beyond that. His format 
was to coapletely examine a nation's history, political system, 
culture, and language in depth. He did this in tandem with a look 
at the nation's formal educational system. He went to great lengths 
to try to prove what he had already believed, that the forces 
outside the school were aore i•portant than the forces within the 
school. 
Kandel's comprehensive and thorough writing see•ed to leave no 
stone unturned, but his inclusion of •ounds of detail, facts, 
charts. the profound words of other famous writers, and very often a 
considerable sprinkling of unexplained foreign words and phrases. 
made him a difficult writer to read. It appears that it took Kandel 
about four and one-half decades to finally furnish the reader with 
an imaediate explanation following the foreign words he used in his 
writing. The first evidence of his change of style came about when 
his book. The New Era in Education was published in 1955. For the 
first time, it seems. in one of his major works, he did not use 
unfamiliar terms without explanation. Perhaps other educators or 
his publisher had criticized Kandel for using such an abstruse style 
in his previous writings, or perhaps he just felt like writing in a 
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more aodern style by the year 1955. 
Kandel's cuabersoae writing style is often compensated for by 
his profound sweep of his subject. This profundity was based on 
some iaportant bedrock principles: a respect for the continuing 
contributions of child psychology and their impact on formal 
schooling, a love of learning and respect for the intellect, and a 
strong desire to see civilization continue and to progress through 
the direct iapact of formal education. In addition, Kandel as a 
humanist was concerned about his fellow aan. He paid tribute to the 
countless nuaber of anonymous teachers who helped myriad numbers of 
students achieve success over the course of centuries. 
Many of Kandel's educational ideas are in vogue today as we 
approach the twenty-first century. Yet, he has been given little or 
no credit for having advocated them. Aaong these ideas are: support 
for effective parent participation in the public school, a solid 
curriculum promoting the important and established learnings from 
the past, and an effective teacher in every classroom. Indeed, our 
shortcomings in the United States in the teaching of history and 
geography were pointed out years ago by Kandel who decried the 
watering down of the curriculum and the neglect of important subject 
matter. Books such as The Closing of the American Mind, Cultural 
Literacy, and other popular works of recent vintage have restated 
many of Kandel's ideas.4 These ideas advocated, for the well 
4 Alan Bloom, The Closing of the American Mind (New York: Simon 
and Schuster Inc., 1987). 
E.D. Hirsch Jr., Cultural Literacy (Boston: Houghton-Mifflin. 
1987). 
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educated person, an increased awareness of the past in order to 
better understand the present and prepare for the future. 
One of the problems with Kandel's historical approach in his 
comparative education writings were the gaps created by the 
discontinuities in his work. Often he would write on certain 
periods in a nation's educational history and would include his 
coaaents on what was occuring in the present. No sooner did he do 
this than events would catch up with his work and either nullify 
what he said or alter it significantly. No doubt he could have 
avoided this had he concentrated on writing about more remote 
periods rather than on aore recent ones. or on tiae fraaes that had 
just ended. This problem is typical in comparative education where 
institutional change is constantly occurring. 
Kandel usually concentrated on specific periods and specific 
topics in his historical writings rather than on general history. 
Since his work was so specific, particularized, and recent, it often 
lacked the usual presentation of a detached frame of mind found in 
historical writings done by generalists in the history of education 
and in the field of history. In spite of this shortco•ing, his 
historical writings were lauded by others as pointed out elsewhere 
in this dissertation. 
Kandel revered what he considered to be important worldwide 
contributions of the past. For him, knowing about the past was a 
condition precedent to the understanding of the development of a 
global civilization and all nations'contributions to it. He dug 
deeply below the scholarly surface to show that traditions were 
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vital and contributing factors to the advancement of civilization. 
He believed that each generation of students should learn. in 
school. its own country's past traditions. in order to continue the 
best aspects of what may have been important contributions. His 
objective. though. was not to learn only facts. but to set in •otion 
a process of constantly upgrading civilization through analysis of 
the formal school set up by societies everywhere. 
No doubt. Kandel would have agreed with the thinking of the 
current Director-General of UNESCO. Federico Mayor Zaragoza. who 
recently wrote: 
The cultural heritage of each people is an expression of 
the thousand and one facets of its genius and of the 
mysterious continuity which unites all it has created over 
the centuries and all it has the potential to create in the 
future. The preservation of this heritage is an activity 
inherent in a people's vitality and creativity. 5 
Kandel's philosophy of education is more difficult to relate to 
his comparative educational theories than his historical outlook. 
Philosophically. Kandel was an Essentialist who primarily applied 
his ideas about Essentialism to American education and not to the 
education of other nations. at least not entirely or with such 
frequency. He •ay have ascribed to the Essentialist ideas of having 
very capable teachers in all classrooms everywhere. and of all 
societies transmitting their cultures to the young through the 
schools. but he reserved his most elaborate ideas for Allerican 
consumption. This is understandable since he believed each nation 
to be distinct. with its own unique educational system. 
5 Federico Mayor Zaragoza. "A Legacy For All." The Courier. 
(August 1988). 4. 
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Kandel consistently opposed random borrowing of educational 
practices from one nation to another because of the distinctiveness 
of each nation. He wrote extensively about the negative aspects of 
such educational borrowing done at random. He was not against 
nations sharing ideas and even careful adaptation of foreign 
educational practices. He advocated a steady flow of information 
transnationally but he cautiously recoamended using a nation's 
special educational practices until the practices were proven 
successful on a wide scale. and not until the innovations were 
carefully studied and adapted to the peculiar circumstances of the 
borrower nation. 
Kandel was a thorn in the side of the Allerican progressives and 
reformers for many years. It appears that his very powerful 
statements. made continuously. denouncing progressive education and 
advocating essentialism. were for consumption primarily within the 
United States. He was not usually critical of progressive 
educational ideas or the Progressive Educational movement when he 
wrote for foreign consuaption. Rather. in a surprising way, he 
seeaed to advocate a synthesis of the strengths of the two very 
different philosophies of education. No explanation can be found to 
ascertain why Kandel wrote in such a different vein for different 
audiences; one way for those living in the United States. and 
another way for those living abroad. 
There is no doubt that Kandel was a neaesis to progressive 
educators in the United States for many years. It seems unfortunate 
that he did not also advocate soae synthesis of essentialism and 
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progressivism in the United States as well. Surely. essentialis• 
with all of its positives. could have benefitted from eabracing the 
emphasis on individual instruction. for exaaple. which was advocated 
by progressive educators. Had Kandel joined forces with soae of 
what the progressives espoused. it seems likely that schooling in 
America could have been iaproved. 
Interestingly. Kandel did analyze and compare different 
philosophies of education in the United States and abroad. He 
believed that. while the new philosophy of progressive education was 
widely accepted in theory and in nations 1 official proclamations. in 
practice progressivism was e•braced in differing degrees in the 
countries he studied. How widespread progressivism as an 
educational philosophy became. he thought. depended on the unique 
historical cultural traits of the country. These traits either 
discouraged or encouraged the implementation and management of new 
educational ideas. 
Writing on this topic in the early 1930's. he said: 
Older countries (England and France) with long 
established traditions of culture are less ready to sacrifice 
what is regarded as the essential basis of their national 
foundations: other countries (Germany) seek to adapt the new 
forms of social organization to the progressive development 
of selected tradition as a basis of national solidarity; 
others again (Italy and Russia) seek to combine activity 
aethods with political indoctrination. thus per•itting 
freedom within certain rigidly defined limits: finally, the 
United States building upon a tradition that tradition •ust 
not be binding, emphasizes changes and progress.6 
Kandel was. to apply David Riesman's terminology. an inner-
directed person. He was self-motivated and he did not place too 
6 Kandel. Comparative Education. 867-868. 
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much e•phasis on people's perceptions of him or of his work. 
Kandel's abr~ptness and strong opinions someti•es put hi• in a 
position where he pitted himself against a majority. In so•e cases 
this behavior even led him to withdraw from an organization or an 
educational enterprise. Two exa•ples of this behavior are his 
withdrawal from the board of directors of the Comparative Education 
Society and his unwillingness to have his name associated with the 
report he helped to write for the first United States Mission to 
Japan. In the for•er case. Brickman. who rarely criticised Kandel. 
did take exception by writing: 
Turning now to the inner development of the Society, we 
can focus attention on the board of directors. Not long 
after the birth of the society, (Coaparative Education 
Society) Dr. l.L. Kandel resigned from the board. mainly 
because he feared that the foreign trips would not rise above 
the sightseeing junket level. These fears were not realized. 
because of the academic-professional nature of the program. 
the seriousness of the travelers. and the policy of not 
recommendin~ college and university credit for the foreign 
experience. 
As a member of the highly select group of Allerican educators 
chosen to participate in the first United States Mission to Japan. 
Kandel assisted in the writing of the group's official report. 
However. he also wanted to write a minority opinion which would have 
allowed him to disagree with some of the report's findings. Because 
a minority report was not included he disassociated himself from the 
report and would not allow his n8Jlle to be connected with it. 
Perhaps Kandel's ideas would have had a greater impact if he 
had been aore sensitive to the needs of students in the field of 
7 William Brickman "Ten years of the Coaparative Education 
Society," Comparative Education 10 no.1 (February 1966): 4-15. 
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coaparative and international education. Ulich. for exaaple. 
criticized Kandel's aonuaental work. Coaparative Education. for 
aissing the aark as an effective tool for teaching and learning. 
According to Ulich. both teachers and students in coaparative 
education courses found this comprehensive work to be exceedingly 
dull and uninteresting. It missed the mark as an effective teaching 
tool because of its cuabersome style and the presentation of too 
much detail. Ulich pointed out that ~omparative Education even 
failed to be revised or updated by the original publisher or any 
other publisher. 
Kandel became a very important figure in the field of 
coaparative education. even being referred to by aany as the "Father 
of Coaparative Education." 8 According to Noah and Eckstein. Kandel 
deserved this appelation for his emphasis on the need to collect 
accurate data and his stress on the cultural-historical context 
through which a nation's educational system develops.9 
While Kandel insisted on the importance of explanation in 
comparative education. it may be that. at times. what he included in 
his explanations covering nationalism, political ideology, and 
historical antecedants did not meet a standard for determining how 
important they were in comparison with each other. In addition. it 
was only Kandel's choice whether some factors would be included in 
his analysis while other factors might be omitted. There were no 
8 Harold J.Noah and Max A.Eckstein. Toward a Science of 
Comparative Education (New York: The Macaillan Company. 1969). 51-52. 
9 Ibid., 51-52. 
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objective criteria for inclusion or oaission. 
Even though Kandel's objective was to explain all of his work. 
he never fully accomplished this. This is the case even though he 
supported aany of his judgMents with a great deal of detailed 
information and broad explanatory ideas. According to Noah and 
Eckstein. "What appeared in Kandel's work as persuasive conclusions 
are in fact important hypotheses waiting to be tested."10 
Kandel beca•e a revered name in comparative education but. too 
frequently. •any of his important ideas are either not reaembered or 
his work as a whole has been neglected. As a scholar he influenced 
other scholars. teachers. and policy aakers in the United States and 
abroad. He focused on the need to improve education and educational 
syste•s everywhere. His writings ranged from specific topics on 
particular eras to comprehensive works covering every possible facet 
of a nation's educational system. fro• teacher training to 
administration. and from educational politics to educational 
psychology; within the framework of comparative and international 
education. 
Kandel's overall philosophy of comparative and international 
education diverged from his do•estic philosophy of educational 
essentialis• and gave way to his total concentration on the need to 
politicize educational systems everywhere in the direction of 
democracy. He was less concerned with democratic practices or the 
lack of them inside schools and school systeas. and more concerned 
with nations practicing deaocracy which he hoped the schools would 
lO Ibid .. 51. 
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mirror. 
In discerning certain repeated theaes in Kandel's lifelong 
work. one of them would be an absolute devotion to a democratic way 
of life. This would encompass freedo• coupled with individualism 
and social responsibility. This prevalant sociopolitical theme 
showed up in his articles. speeches, monographs. books. and 
editorials in both his published and his unpublished work. 
There were contradictions in Kandel's writings. For example, 
it was difficult to reconcile his wish to see democracy spread 
everywhere. with the conflicting idea that he espoused: that each 
nation was entitled to select its own form of governaent and its own 
type of school system. His personal feelings that nations 
throughout the world should embrace de•ocracy clashed with his 
sophisticated professional. anthropological. and historical 
insights. These social scientific attitudes toward individual 
choice for nations were therefore outweighed by his primal instincts 
that found totalitarianism of the left and the right. Coamunism. or 
fascism and Nazism. repugnant and inimical to his belief in the 
advancement of civilization. 
Ironically. Kandel would choose coercive methods in order to 
get people to embrace democracy. He would indoctrinate students 
with his ideal that a democratic way of life was the one which was 
best for them. So imbued with the fondness for democracy was he. 
that it is conceivable that Kandel did not even realize that the use 
of totalitarian means to achieve deaocratic ends was not in the best 
interests of democracy. Perhaps he should have been aware of the 
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dilemma since he wrote extensively about the Ger•an Wei•ar 
Republic's poor chances for sustaining de•ocracy. Kandel said. in 
the case of the Ger•an Weimar government. which was extant between 
the two world wars. there was not too much hope of sustaining a 
democracy because of Germany's long previous history of 
authoritarian rule. 
For reasons unknown. Kandel did not unduly concern himself with 
a syste• of de•ocracy within the schools. He gave little weight to 
this even while he raised the banner to have democracies spread and 
enhanced everywhere. He believed that the young in America needed 
to be •olded. not as the Germans did it. as he pointed out in his 
doctoral dissertation, The Training of Elementary Teachers in 
Germany. but molded by teachers who embraced the ideals of America. 
How Kandel expected future citizens to want to follow 
democratic principles without being exposed to them fully as 
students in schools is not known. This is a dile••a for teachers 
and students even as the twenty-first century approaches. Perhaps 
Kandel was following what seemed to be the script of the times. 
wherein students were held to compulsory schooling without any 
thought being given to a hidden curriculum. student rights. or 
teacher-student planning. It is conceivable that Sadler's dictum. 
which Kandel used so readily. actually dissuaded Kandel fro• 
advocating democracy within the classroom. Sadler's dictum was that 
the things outside of the school •atter even more than the things 
inside of it. Kandel was certain that the nation's political system 
provided the •ost i•portant goals a nation could have. It 
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would be an error of presentism to be overly critical of Kandel 
since democracy within the schools has been emphasized •uch more 
recently than it was in Kandel's time. Furthermore, Kandel did 
emphasize a child-oriented public education as funda•ental to a 
deaocracy. 
Seth Spaulding, a contemporary comparative educator discussed 
the dilem•a of having a nondemocratic educational atmosphere within 
a democratic nation. He said: 
It is clear that children and young people learn little 
of democracy through •any of the existing school progra•aes 
and teaching materials. In exaaination-oriented school 
settings, children can often recite dates, facts and figures 
concerning the history of their country and region, but may 
have little understanding of what de•ocracy is all about. 
Presumably, a person must have certain knowledge, skills 
and attitudes in order to participate fully and effectively 
in the democratic process. What knowledge, skills and 
attitudes are these likely to be? 
The usual prescription talks of the rights and 
responsibilities of citizens in a deaocracy. These can be 
listed and me•orized, and often are. But are they 
experienced in the school and university setting? Clearly, 
to the degree that students participate in institutional 
governance, this experience has a chance of developing a 
sense of what democratic is all about.11 
There seemed to be no great concern on Kandel's part to deal with 
the tools of democracy within the school as an important aspect of a 
social process which should conceivably work in tandem with those 
deaocratic processes outside of the school. 
Kandel was a leading proponent of the virtues of formal 
schooling and the development of formal systems of education 
throughout the world. It was through schooling that the youth of 
11 Seth Spaulding, "Prescriptions for Educational Reform: 
dilemmas of the real world," Comparative Education 24, No. 1 (1988): 
5-17. 
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every nation would becoae educated and would learn that every 
nation. including their own. aade important contributions to the 
advancement of civilization. Everywhere he traveled. to Australia. 
New Zealand. Japan. Europe. South America. the Caribbean. and within 
the United States. Kandel tried to "spread the gospel" of the 
benefits of formal schooling. 
He was also aware of the aany limitations of the development of 
formal schooling. He wrote that nowhere in the world was there a 
nation which planned schooling for students of primary. secondary. 
and higher education at the same period in its history. Since these 
various age groups were provided for separately. certain 
discontinuities in planning led to a lack of articulation between 
the subsystems. Coupled with this was the haphazard way school 
systems were often set up. without adequate plans for teacher 
training and other key components necessary for successful 
schooling. 
Nevertheless. Kandel never lost interest in the school and its 
mission of trans•itting culture to its students. He shifted his 
position on advocating initial formal schooling for everyone late in 
his life, when he wisely looked at the problems of the developing 
nations. He came to realize that these poorer nations. often the 
victims of colonialization. had different needs. They would benefit 
more from first focusing on nonformal educational projects in 
preparation for the somewhat later stage of formalized schooling. 
Kandel believed that writing about the educational systems of 
one country at a time was not actually coaparative education. He 
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systems with one another could properly be called coaparative 
education. This is especially interesting because many of his own 
works in the field were on only one nation's educational systea. 
For example. he wrote single works on such individual countries as: 
France. Australia. New Zealand. The United States. England. Geraany. 
Jamaica. Uruguay, Argentina. Brazil. Chile. and Mexico. Of course. 
he did write coaparative studies as he, hi•self. defined comparison 
but. still. a great deal of his work was not of that nature. 
If Kandel would have been consistent and had he adhered to his 
own unequivocal stateaents regarding what could be construed to be 
bona fide work in coaparative education. then he would have produced 
•ore work comparing two or aore systems and not so many reports and 
books on individual nations and their educational systeas. This is 
certainly a perplexing proble• with no easy answers. No evidence 
has been uncovered to show that Kandel was aware of the disparity 
between what he said about single nation works and the works he 
produced of that nature. 
According to aany commentators. Kandel's writings, including 
his single nation studies. are considered to be works on comparative 
education. For the experts. however, there is a split of opinion: 
those. like Bereday, would agree with Kandel that single nation 
studies are not coaparative education: others. like Olivera. 
disagree. Bereday calls single nation studies, "Area Studies," 
where one is not comparing anything. The author is aerely asking 
the reader to aake his own coaparisons and draw his own conclusions. 
Bereday said: "There is one iaportant difference between an area 
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study and a coaparative study. A report on one country is within 
the realm of area studies, whether it is done in a descriptive 
fashion or an explanatory analysts."12 
Olivera. on the other band. said: 
This •eans a•ong other things that individual case-
studies do not belong to coaparative education proper. They 
constitute rather what is so•eti•es known as ~international 
education". in other words. information on educational 
situations or problems such as exist in other countries or 
other societal groups. This infor•ation. whether limited to 
a single country or embracing the whole co••unity of nations. 
is of course indispensable to co•parative education. but only 
in the sense that the ground and the •aterials are necessary 
to a building. They are not the building itself. •ucb less 
the arcbitecture.13 
In spite of the difficulties involved in deter•ining bow 
Kandel's single case studies related to the field of co•parative 
education. they undoubtedly enhanced the reader's knowledge and 
understanding of the general operation of educational systems. even 
if all of his work did not lead to the development of principles and 
theories which he said were necessary for co•parative education. 
His work also emphasized the importance of establishing a basis of 
correct data about educational systems. and the iaportance of the 
past and of traditions in understanding the fra•ework in which they 
develop. In addition. he contributed a theory of school and 
society. Central to this theory was Kandel's stateaent that 
the study of co•parative education. continuing the study of 
the history of education and bringing that history down to 
the present. unfolds the inti•ate relations that aust exist 
12 George z. F.Bereday, Co•parative Method in Education (New 
York: Holt Rinehart and Winston. Inc .. 1964). 21. 
13 Carlos E. Olivera "Coaparative Education: Towards a basic 
theory," Prospects 18. no.2 (1988): 167-185. 
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between education and the cultural pattern of the group it 
serves. It is in fact !•possible to understand any 
educational system and the differences between systeas 
without going behind them to discover the influences that 
helped shape them.14 
As mentioned earlier in this conclusion. one of the central 
virtues of studying comparative education. according to Kandel. was 
not to engage in educational borrowing fro• one nation to another on 
a wholesale basis. Rather. the study of the subject should enable 
one to sharpen his own ideas about his own nation's systea as it 
exists by studying other systems. He felt strongly that all of the 
patterns. clusters. and detailed aspects which comprise an 
educational system cannot simply be transferred intact from one 
country to another. He believed that a nation could successfully 
adapt other nations' educational ideas and practices. but it could 
not successfully assimilate complete practices without making the 
necessary modifications. In order to borrow. one must first 
understand the political, social. and cultural forces which shape 
the uniqueness of national systems of education. He was interested 
in an analysis of the causes of these national differences. 
Where Kandel did coapare national systems of education. he did 
not concentrate on single themes and compare them transnationally. 
For example, he would probably not compare a theme such as corporal 
punishment in the schools of different nations in order to find 
siailarities and differences. Perhaps the one exception to this 
would be his involvement with examinations internationally. But 
14 Kandel, The New Era. 
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this was not an easy the11e. His work as well as the work of others 
in this particular area was quite complex. 
Kandel's co11parisons were often quite comprehensive: witness 
his work on six nations in his book Comparative Education, published 
in 1933. Instead of themes, we find broad categories for comparison 
such as: "The State and Education," "The Organization of National 
Syste11s of Education," "Administration of Education," "Ele11entary 
Education." "Secondary Education," "Preparation of Elementary School 
Teachers," and "Secondary School Teachers." This work, however, was 
so detailed and comprehensive, and it included so much historical 
material that, at times, one would be hard pressed to cull out from 
this work significant and actual comparisons that would be 
•eaningful. 
Kandel continued his pattern of comparing broad categories even 
in his later work which was a much revised and abridged version of 
Comparative Education. This was his book published in 1955, 
entitled The New Era in Education, published in 1955. In this book, 
Kandel changed much of the content of the categories. departing fro• 
those he used in his 1933 work. Here he includes such titles as, 
"The Education of the Child," "The Education of the Adolescent," 
"Equalizing Educational Opportunity" and "The New Pattern of 
Educational Reconstruction." All of these could hardly qualify as 
single theme research. 
Templeton believed that The New Era in Education was si•ply a 
rehash of Kandel's Comparative Education, i11plying that nothing 
useful could be learned from it. This writer, after carefully 
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perusing the later work and comparing it to his 1933 work, found 
that it was a bona fide revision that was quite useful, and 
certainly significantly different from his earlier landmark work. 
Through these two iaportant works in coaparative education 
Kandel wrote about the problems of various countries and their 
educational systems. He atteapted to determine who controlled the 
child's education and how far the responsibility of society and the 
state reached in the education of its citizens. He effectively 
dealt with such difficult questions as: What is the aeaning of 
freedom in an organized society? Should education be planned and 
administered on a centraliied or decentraliied basis? Who should 
plan the curriculum? What should the curriculum cover? What is the 
scope of the various branches of an educational system: 
preschooling, primary education. and secondary schooling? 
Kandel's comparative approach emphasized the need for 
establishing a basis for procuring reliable information, the culling 
out of facts or information about the education systems of different 
nations. While he admitted that the mere reporting of facts was not 
adequate, he believed that it was an important first step in the 
process of comparative education. He then tried to explain 
educational systems by the historical analysis of causes. He 
followed this by generally expressing strong humanistic and 
international sentiments which he hoped would lead to the betterment 
of mankind. 
Kandel's work did not include much documentation. which made it 
very difficult to either check his sources or look carefully at his 
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evidence independently. He used his own stature in the field and 
his own personal authority to present his strong arguaents. He did 
not rely on the use of objective studies that were replicable or 
subject to testing by other comparativists. It is interesting to 
note that Kandel had a somewhat antiscientific and antitechnological 
bias. He felt that, historically, these movements produced changes 
in society that took place too rapidly, thereby leading to extreme 
alterations of the morally charged value systems that aankind had 
held for ages. 
Kandel emphasized the use of national character in describing 
national traits in education. This was a position he ascribed to 
even later in his life and even after he realized that it was a 
position subject to considerable professional criticism. He used 
national character and national traits in education as a way to 
explain differences between nations regarding their educational 
policies and educational structures. While Kandel cautioned against 
the use of hard and fast generalizations about national traits and 
national character, he employed their use in a aanner which 
suggested that they were true and immutable. Of course, we now know 
that they are not a sound basis for writing about a person, a group, 
or a nation. They provide such loosely and subjectively based ideas 
that they do not provide any solid foundation for arguments about 
causation in history. As late as 1959, Kandel complained about a 
trend in comparative education of replacing national character with 
the concepts of patterns of culture, normative standards and value 
systems, which represented to him "a distinction without a 
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difference ... 15 
Refuting Kandel's remark, Trethewey says: 
Despite his reaction, however, the difference is between 
an approach that is intuitive and impressionistic and one 
that atte•pts to develop more scientifically based procedures 
for the observation and analysis of group life and its 
effects. The study of national and cultural differences. 
their origins and their effects on educational systems is 
still relevant, but the old notion of national character 
seems to have had its day.16 
Kandel was an optimist even though, throughout his career. he 
wrote about one world crisis after another. At any one point in 
time one could readily find in one of his works a discussion of war, 
economic depression, rampant individualism and a lack of social 
responsibility within a democracy, totalitarianism of the left or 
right, the failure of the League of Nations, or any other of the 
problems he raised. After reading a particular work of his, it 
would then be easy to conclude that he was a very pessimistic 
person. This would be a superficial conclusion. He always hoped 
for the improvement of formal education as a •eans of enhancing 
civilization. He was optimistic that through the efforts of world 
organizations such as the United Nations and UNESCO there would be 
peace instead of war. While he was quick to see a crisis in 
education or elsewhere, he was also quick to posit solutions, never 
giving up hope for a better world, even in the darkest days of World 
War I and World War II. 
Kandel's stated purpose of education as transmitting 
15 Kandel. "The Methodology of Comparative Education". 277. 
16 Trethewey, 68. 
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civilization from the older to the younger generation would receive 
criticis• from so•e Modern thinkers. Kandel hi•self believed that 
formal education needed considerable improvement, but he believed 
that, by and large, it was the school that took the lead in the 
transmission of culture to a nation's youth. He staked his career 
on that premise. It would have been interesting to see how Kandel 
would have responded to some of the •odern criticism of formal 
education. Since that is not possible, we can only sur•ise that be 
would trace the historical role of the school's contribution to 
civilization and forcefully rebut such criticis• as James 
K.Feibleman's, who recently wrote: 
Due to the •arvels of modern universal education, •ost 
people have been trained for a life to be led in li•bo. They 
eke o~ their anomalous existence so•ewhere between the 
abstract and the concrete. Common experience is not a base 
line. it is a compromise, inherited in average form: the 
shreds of ancient knowledge and wisdom worn away at the edges 
by a constant rubbing against •ediocrity. For 
intensification has come from two directions. The artists 
have genuine experience of concrete objects, the product of a 
high concentration for many years; while the mathematicians 
and experimental scientists know what it •eans to •ove a•ong 
abstractions. But the education most people receive prepares 
them for neither.17 
Kandel believed that international education as a field of 
study was not the same as comparative education. The former dealt 
with the develop•ent of particular intellectual and emotional 
attitudes directed by instruction in the schools. The latter dealt 
with deter•ining the problems in education common to all nations, 
analyzing the problems, noting the differences between systems, and 
17 James K.Feibleman, Education and Civilization (Dordrecbt. 
The Netherlands: Martinus Nikhoff Publishers, 1987), 4-5. 
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the reasons for them, and providing the best solutions. 
Kandel did not agree with those educators who would abolish the 
idea of nationalism, and a withering away of nations in order to 
reach a global oneness. While he certainly opted for a peaceful, 
cooperative and interdependent world, he took the minority position. 
This position held that nationalism should not be eliminated but 
strengthened to achieve these worthwhile global goals. He 
recognized some evils in nationalism throughout history, but he saw 
positive aspects, too, which could successfully promote 
international education. Quoting in part from Comenius on this 
topic, Kandel wrote in 1946: "The universal rededication of minds, 
the guidance of will and purpose and the desires of the peoples and 
nations of the world must begin in the schools of each nation. 
World understanding must begin at home."18 
In his own unique manner, Kandel would have each nation's 
school system, through each classroom, teach international education 
as an integral part of the formal school curriculum. He completely 
disavowed the popular practice of teaching international education 
through assemblies, cultural activities and exchanges, or separate 
subjects added on to the school's curriculum. He saw some value in 
these efforts but as a whole he believed they failed to aake the 
necessary impact on the student. 
His plan called for each nation's school system or systems 
emphasizing, in every school subject, that nation's particular 
l8 I.L.Kandel, "National Education in an International World," 
National Education Association Journal 35, (April 1946): 175. 
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contributions to internationalism. Each and every classroom teacher 
throughout the world would deaonstrate to his or her students how 
the subject being studied has been a positive force in national and 
international affairs. The student would be taught that the 
nation's heroes were those •en and women of the nation who 
throughout history contributed to aankind's betterment. 
Kandel's elaborate and perhaps grandiose scheme would have the 
student becoae proud of his nation while at the saae tiae learning 
history, geography. •athematics. literature, art, music, etc. The 
multiple outcomes would be knowledge of the subject.its contribution 
to the nation, and the contributions other nations have aade to the 
world in each subject area. Kandel believed that this process would 
raise people's awareness of the importance of nations' contributions 
to world civilization and thereby lead to the interdependence of 
nations and the idea of international peace and cooperation. 
Ironically, Kandel prided himself on being a practical-ainded 
educator whose theories were rooted in long established and proven 
educational practices. Nowhere, however, does he really offer any 
concrete plan to help the teacher imple•ent his utopian ideas about 
international education. Reporting in his writings that teachers 
everywhere were overburdened with an expanding curriculu• and too 
many roles and duties to perfor•, Kandel surprisingly would add a 
new di•ension to their teaching. He would add this global aspect 
based on his notion of nationalisa. He believed that the one 
effective road to international education was the placing of 
national and international studies within the for•al school 
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curriculu1R. 
Theoretically, Kandel's ideas may seem to have aerit, 
especially if international education could be spread throughout the 
world through peace, cooperation, and each nation's contributions to 
a new global reality. In current practice, however, these ideas 
seem too utopian to work, given the worldwide problems with for•al 
education, which was also the case when he proposed these ideas. 
Kandel would have each teacher become a political scientist and 
philosopher, a global educator, and a subject specialist, who knew 
how his or her subject contributed to the development of the nation 
and even to the whole world. In addition to these deaands, the 
teacher would have to find additional time in an already overcrowded 
schedule to teach international education. It seems likely that 
•ost classroom teachers everywhere would think poorly of Kandel's 
ideas about their role in the implementation of the subject. 
Perhaps in the future Kandel's ideas will be considered in an effort 
to teach international education. 
Kandel 1 s other ideas on international education seem to have 
more aerit: the strengthening of nongovernaental agencies which 
could contribute to international cooperation, along with the 
strengthening of UNESCO and the United Nations. Certainly these 
ideas seem more workable and realistic, although even here the 
world's governmental agencies are now operating on a crisis basis. 
All in all, Kandel has •ade •any positive and permanent 
contributions to coaparative and international education and he 
aided them in becoming more serious fields of academic studies. The 
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late co•parative education expert, George Bereday, in writing about 
Kandel said: 
The passing of Professor Isaac L.Kandel has cast a 
somber shadow over the field of co•parative education. We 
have lost a great scholar, a great statesman and above all a 
great man. Professor Kandel belongs to the generation of 
universitarian humanists who will not be easily reproduced in 
our age of more technological, more rushed, more narrowly 
specific applications. Nothing can match the towering 
stature of that passing generation and the inspiration they 
provoked. 19 
19 George Z. F. Bereday, "Editorial." Comparative Education 
Review 9, no. 3 (October 1965): 249. 
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APPENDIX - I 
Teachers College t'aeea tl:le"!ies Year rlth reaiiJiationa. 
1Dd a Utt.le Childs 1.ball lean them. 
So-. educators ban re1iCJ:led troa w Teachers' Union but an 
•t&71nc 011 at Teacher• College; there 11 110 report yet ot 
&D7009 reaign1.Dg troa 'l'eacher1 College to •t.&7 011 •it.h the 
D'Dioa. 
Thlln i• Do truth iD tbe rep>rt that t!le lmerican JAgion i• 
JoilWlc rit.h tbe Taachera' 11Dioa to l:lalp 1D bu.:1ld1nc a sat-
ar &Zld mon de.ocratic Teacher• Collage. 
It 11 :reported. that la College, o.d'ord, 11 greatl7 relined 
l:IJ" tbe :rep>:rt that it need no loncer tear compttition tnm 
I• Collage, I• Ion. 
n. In Ione 'l'iaaa d.i1c0Yerecl :recentl7 tla&t a ..aber ot ti» 
'l'aacber1 Collega tacalt7 had "llothinc to ~; sume ot hia 
collaacue• han Imam that t~ 1om tiM. 
ot.blra, hanYft', th1Dk that n. I• Iork TiaH wq ha.Te -.d.e 
• lli•t&D iD t.b• --• 
'l'ucb9r1 Collep 11 atill a napectabl.e add.rtlHI it ii nen 
ued l:IJ" t.hoae who an 11•1 tw atwt.Dta nor teacb9ra there. 
ID an ezcluaiTe 1Dterd.• to n. Da1l7 Oll'l a meablr ot tbli 
'l'eac.bera Coll•c• tacultT 1t&t.e4 tbat the Teacblr1 1 Union 
is 11ot 19t prepued to Ml.opt tha dltmocratic priDciplH 1D 
"'GP9 at 'l'eacmn Collage •hen no re1:1p&tioa1 ha.Te ner 
been i:Dma to t&U place. 
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·~•:- ·r.r.·:-ohm,Co41t~~ 
··119·. iiQu.-q·.c . .:1...1'8.t~cl:t, ~ r.ner· 
.• "'CJY w 'ci1i*Wd;n";"l•·.q.D.:a.••, 
·· 8=::me.·~CS1~ ·ot ':imlr ta "Pb®•1?• 
.. 
' " •••. • ... .. ": "!". ;.;· • 1111 • 
· ~·:i-.ab.d.:a. :.reaour.s .. ~• 
·~• .. ••WJ.:on,.:-'ciliAit.- an.a. eounttoi. 
"ltua1L • .,. ~re.·~ to 11::ao111.ed&• 
pt· d..a~w · .conS'll:a'UJ' :aQUD,tas. 
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• .:t. n. .,. ,. Ji. • r.t 
1'Hll PEl .. INGI NATIONAL TF.ACH&M COi.UGi! 
~ClllNA. 
....,. t, lt"6 
l'Z'Ot•1aor J. 1.. E&nd•l. 
T•a0h1r1 Col.1119,•Columbia ~niTeniity 
•••York, B•• York, u. s. /h 
lhadlr a reoen\ ogre111Mnt Htnen t.be goyernment• of the 
Vi:litecl stat11 &1:14 Cbina, Chineae ooll•se• and un1Ter11u11 
&l'tt liTen the !lnancial fACility to iln'ita T11itina profeeeore 
fzoaa \111 United Stet••• '!'he Peiping Uatiol'IAl T•aohera Coll.ece 
Jaaa au'llaittld ea appl1oation to tlle authority oonolll'llled in the 
hope to hoTI the honor of your preaenoe. Since China ua lieu 
ooP)'ing incli•o:-1111.tnately, durina the la1t fiTI d1cade1, foreign 
•dllcaUol:4l ;:irutioH Without being aware ot their hi1torical 
oripn, cultural and 1ocial llaok.Groimd, a1 well •• tbe aignifi-
oanoe they atan4 for, I belieTe t.hat a 11ri11 ot leoture1 on 
Ooa\JU&UT• "•oattun b7 u mathorit)' like 7ou will do a1 llllob 
1ood. 
· Thi• inaUtvt.1on i• th• b1geet ot i h t1nd in t.bl country 
•1t.'b tuurteen dl~t• ot u:nclergraduate inatruotion oorrea• 
10111Ung \o t.bl nbJeot d1T11iona 1n the 11oondU')' 1Chool1 and 
a CZ'aduate acbool ot aclucaucn. our l1llrar;r caonta1A1 an Ulple 
ooll.eot1on ot .. ter1al on both 1eoondary eduoat1un ancl oompare-
t1ft educa\ion in pneral. You 1111 be free to d.eoid.e upon tbe 
natue of the leoture1 to be dellT•red. or cour111 t.o be offered. 
1D oa11 our plan Will be approTecl and 7ou are wUUng to OOl114h 
Bopina to he&J: from you eoon, I am b-;:.? 
Sb)'tlna Chin 
Prof111or of Education and 
Bl&cl ot the J>l;iart.i:ient ot BduoaUon. 
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Grand iiot.411 - 11'ell1116-ton 
.1111)' l, 1937 
~ dHr ll'ill, 
I ba,,. oaly j'l.1.lt l:letL.-'li rroa Alu of ·Lester ll'ileon 1 s suadea 
dHth. Th•·- n.a a p•eat a.b.ocll: to·•• eiAc• I left l:l1a •ell and 
cb••rf'ul. · Laster wu • dl&rlliag leftl-budlld. tr1ead. · a:od I •ill ai.;s 
b.1a rrea tly. .. · 
··· .. ·; 
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· Jeni•, l~l.ia IUld I hid Ii. splndid t.rip doen l:lere •i th but t•o • 
bad daf• .Oil t.bl boat. •. Illa w arriffd <1.t...Jan, I t:ol.IDd u in'fitation 
ft:tr ue t.o 111111.ch •1 tb tu Oonmor or tM 11.fi Ialuda e.od uothar f'roa 
tAe Dinct.or of l'.due&Ucm:.. &liot.blr l!llaHll - t.o broadeaat the lecture 
t.bat. he hid iJITited. • N.rli•r t.o 11"9• I ra.,.. .,,. lectl.U'e in t!:le after-
o.ocm t.o a capacitr ball ot tbl aoet. med bodT that I ban rrer 
·~Md -·Bu:ropllaDe, Illd1au,; .CbiMH IUld tu.1117 Pijiana cut. across 
1Dto Prot.eat.ut.e ud. C&Ulolica. · • · 
·,. ........... .. 
,~ . ·we iUT.\ftci lA l•"*>eiid Oil .Jlllll.ll tt.h e.od blld a royal reception. 
•'nacbld.~.ut.el.&t.·1 ~.-••. &lld. at. I.JO I •aa lllrud'T at. tn1 State 
T•acu?T· Co!lilp and i; i:. .. ;.·:1:1.-.-1oiili ·- •inc•. Tbe:r .. cm to be 
aiapl;r l:l1111C!7 tor t.11.• "Word.• I c._ d09D t.o lel..llagtacl. and. spent :aoat. 
•ot. t.l:la cSar wj,tb Dr. Baa'bJ' iA"'.cbarp ol t.llll llaHU'Cb Co11ncil. On t.he 
:tonoriAc '90miD& I,.na t.aluia..1.D c:AarP "l:IJ~ 'tbt PNsiderit and Secretary 
lot· tbe I• z. !ducat.icil IuU.tillt.I - .thl. IJ.aiL ·School Teac.bers Aaaocia-
t:lm - lllld et&rted. ap ·tbil hat. Cout., et.oppid in Auci:l.aml for a weell:, 
picll:lld ap Jeaa1e. u.4-"len.,. a.ad drvft dellll. .. t.be C.W. &lld Eaet.el"ll Coast 
to~ •. I han.J.:act.und to a:Ut bn.adlea and ba'l'I met about 
1100 teac.bent llZld~.·.un: taw ·to speak to ta.1· Wel..l.iAgt.cD bnndl on 
llollld.q. T~ I 'o( a Use a1r. It'a a ·a:rut. bunlen t.o carry the 
•bole ot"T.:,-c:, .11tar:taa !ll:luca:Ucm: ud CollplratJ. .. !'.ducat.ion oo IQ' 
11»W.den, bat I wtll•'!!.,., uu .. · 
. Thi• t.illy C~trJ' Wit.II. ~ aillJ.Oll popal&tiOD ·- to .ca-re 
all t.h• edw:atioul prob1- ot tlli rest. or tll.1 world plua aoee or it.ii 
- -.ltiAc· I ba,,. lllOt quite rot tbe Mac ot the social legislation, 
bv.t. lducat.:l.oa doea not. •- to tan 1ot it:• aban 1et. The 40 bc.ur 
... 11: ia plq1Di tbll dnce Wit.II. thiAp at pN .. nt.. In llotela hours of 
. Mala are riC14l:r ti.Zech Jo\IZ'Ullats an iA a hole in diatribu.t.ing 
their t.1-1 tactoriH tor t.11.• pre1111t cumot. tuna 011.t 1110!.lgb to net 
tbll da..acl &Dd prices U'I 1oinr up. so t.h&t gu&n.Qt..ted •&li:H will in 
a abort. t.:l.M - U.ttl• sore t!lu Wore; a gwu-anteed wap acale f'or 
~unnile labor tl.'Gll .15 kt 19 or 2l 1• drniag young1ter1 froa school, 
&Dd ao cm: llZld 10 01a. . 'lbin(a _,. 1trUP,ilA t.be••lvaa ou.t, for the 
Jl"Slllt &OTe~t. bar aJ.;r bffll ill power tw 18 80Dtlur and t.bt 
OppositJ.cm: ia 'H!T .... But. 1A u. -tiae •ta.ti•• is .,..inc 
.•tna.a•r &lld. 1.D1ti&U"9 11 1tra111lld. Alld 1•t. a count.17 1A 11bich a 
la:rp part ot tu popaJ.aU.aa is ridin( cm: t.be H.cka of 1be1p •bile 
bol.cl1A& OD to the llddel'!'I ol C098 laa a d1U1cul.t jo'b. 
All.d. •ith it all eve1"7body ~· &bout the •eather and no one 
is doing &DYtl:li.lll about it. i:v•:,o'Jodr .twddles arowid a s-.ll. tire and 
ao OD• thillJl:ll or el.oaillg •i.ndo-s or doors. lie bave aot ued to 1 t. all 
now but the !irn. r .. days ·cre-:-e qv.ite tryillg. 
:MJ.harbe and bis •if• illlve arri•1ed, Bo;rd oi :ilui~ is due 
:sOGll, and tbe· :-est of <:be ;iat"tr arrives OD July i. I bad planned to 
leave •it.I:! ~he t;r0up 1-ec:U.atal;r alter ttie Conterenee, but I bad •or:i 
today t.m.T. I ay be aa:ad to •T.&1' for 1'~llllr couaultatioi:i for & •••;.: 
loager. In uy cue ay .t.1&11,tralien · lld<.i.naa •ill be c:/ o -A'Ntn.Uu · 
Co!mciJ.. for F.4ucat1onal .a..ea.rcll, l.+5 Colliua Street, 11el.baUnie •. 
Pleue re..tie:- •• to Chloe to •lloa Jeeaie has iil.ready •rittan. 
Jessie and Helen Jo.l.ll .. .l.ll ••ndiu.C you our ltiJld•et regard.II aad best 
•illl:I•• for a &ood rest tllis a1111:11ar. 
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--· ...... u ....... . 
- .. -.__.._, 
_._,,...._,... 
--
Jl..,_l •f ftacatteia 
1-t J.mtricon Jlniurr•illJ ol f 1iro 
Clkl. fllfpL 
11&1 31, 19M. 
IJ•lll' Dr. l'IUl4el, 
'1'baDk JOU llO 1111ob tor fOUZ' letter of April 19. I o~t to 
ll&Te replied lmle4iatel1 bUt ii A&~a4 that •• war• eztreael1 
wa1 •i *It oar c~ao-..t SzoeroiHa. 
1'bAt •plell4i4 Hllc, 1011 1t111411 ,...... WI lHt Deoeaber. • .. 
••ll reoe1Ted 1D all ou e4uoattoll.&l oirolea. 1'b.a Ondar .. Seoret&l'f 
ot state aalle • reeWll ot tbe apaaoh 1D Arabia, ae11t miaeo(traplletl 
oople• ot U to •ll ooat:roller•, au ua4 tbe• to writ• their 
oomaieAte. H1a 14•• wu to draw atteatloa to the 1101At• dlaauaaet 
aD4 to t1114 ou.t their reaoUOR 1D th• U~t of OU 'Pl'AOUae• 1A Ku'Pt. 
1'b.• •tnu" nioh 1• a .,.tb.11 ugu1De pub11•h•4 b1 the 
loTerameat 'J.'eaohera AaaoolaUOR -pub11ahed ibe arUole 1D taU b.~ 
IDgl.Hb 1R •Pit• ot "ill• taot, that Arabio 1• tbe lugu•l!9 of ta.:t. 
-..S1Ae. . ..... 
la our Jow:u.l ot llodtn 14uoaucm we pubU.ebed a tre.u-.· .. • .,.:--
lat1oll ot u 1D aable at th• tm. I haw Hilt '°" macler ••maw·· 
"~= . . 
l. !'ti.• 001>1 of our U«U1De 1A nioll a traulaUOA or tile 1paeell 
appaeioa. · 
a. Dl• re--' 1A Al'ablo prepared Ul4 e1pa4 b1 th• UD4er-Seoretar:r 
•o tile IC1D.1atr1 of A4aoaUOA, 8114 ·:· '· 
a. 1'w apeeoh la tull, 1D 1Dgl.1•1l, a• publ1aba4 b1 the •mua•. · 
. H0p1af: tAat JOU •111 n11Ht 10111' 1'1•U to IQ"Pt ill th• .... 
tatve, all4 •nud.1.D& to 1011 troa all th• ed11oator• 1A ~nt ou 
laelll'tiHt &nat1.DM 1 
1'1'11 beat •iabe• •. tra both of 11• to Mr•. K:aza4el 8114 romr-
Hlr 1 to AlG aD4 Bil.ea, . 
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. ~· ,. 
CllIIIS ti UZI· tlro'WIC?l 
Further evidence th&t brain work 1~ •out-o!-
4a.te11 UIOnt; t;a ~·o~ Oernt.nt h obtained b;.r 
· atat1at:S.ca t.'h!ch ·the lZazi ::oc. .. ·e.Ei:!e w ~ 
:Pnt.chla:i4 (T«>=i: Ge~) 1,'l.blishn. In 
· ~ of tlUa. year, the !~at bunct> o! pu:ill& 
... ,; ~·~-~··~t the •Adolf Bitler Schools• r...avir.£: pa11ed. 
.. ':·.:;··their tl.W esamination. Tl':ue scl!ooll ue. 
:':.<<auppo.aed to be •::iobl achoo11• tro:i the lad 
~'::~:'.?:»o~t" ot viinr, .and· thq he.ve been opened with 
;, C'~' -:p:i.. -~ -;n;i.rpoie o:t produci~ the acad..emc 
~··~_:.:.·"1'tugrovth of l'&d Ge~. It is ligniti-
···.::' .. :ca,nt. 'ld:dch kind of pro:teHiona these model 
. _.· .. ·:~ie ~ choHn: Political leaders, 67.23 
· "l>V cent.; officers in t.be Services, 10.92 per 
.:-cent.; atudenta o:t acie:nCe, 7 .15 per cent..: 
"te&ehara, 4.62 per cent..: l!led.ical doctors, 
3·.36 per cent.: 1t.\'l4ents of economics, 2.94 
·:per cent.; :!e.rmera, 2.1 per cent.; Fnd vari-
. oua ot.her occu;pe.tiona l.SB per cent. It 1:111..v 
·'>~• not.ed tbnt nobo~ o."e1u·e~ a:axioua t~ i:tudy 
" 11:.v or t.'leolog, pro!eaa!on1 for \\'hl c!:. there 
b. z:o d.ez:ia.mi or ne.ed in :~a:i Ger~. llefore 
the Ea.sis obtaiued power the highest percenta,;;e 
of all, t:te pupils W.o bed pe111ed their leav1nc; 
school e:a:iinat1on1 took up the a tudy o! law. 
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t aAcH&IU COLLJJG.a 
COLVacau Vll'IY•&•ITT 
11aw Yoalt 21, 11. T. 
--~ ... ....... 
,.. .......................... "'"·•· 
-
Dee 1flll1u 1. :SU•ll 
feaol:Mtrs Coll• 
Dear Vlll: 
I 4o u• rs--.r ._ .... I ... , 1oa. a oow ot tu 1aa;e1•1ou oa 
4Mliq vl\b lllaoaUoa 111 a.,...,, villa I ta• to L*• .ilsso wt 
...,. • I Md. torpua aboa.• 1 t uUl I tav tu 1110lo1ed. report 
oa •.Al.UH to Coatnl f1ao11lnc 1a a.t.ca• la 1H••l'4q'1 tna:s. 
i>o TOil ... 81llf C01Plllo•loa -·•veea ~ tvo? 
m:m 
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APPENDIX - XI 
BY .u. ii ::: IJ.L 
Or. I.S • .limd .. l, 
;as\1t~t.e or :.;1~c1ottcu, 
\Jniv•r111 t.y or ::i;.r.ct;e:iter. 
iO..ac,;eatcr, :...nt;11l.nd • 
.Dellr :::r. Kn.,1el, 
/ -:--· -
. ~ . .,, . (- ~··/ ~ / 
I l.l: Jel.L;t 1.ed to hear t.hroll!.'l• Dr. U.-llOll \ha\ 
you·~1ll ~e •blo to 5ive.ua yowr wioe coW'lael r11garu•ng 
Uaeaco•o •stwdy or ;aucation fur·lr.teraa\1on•l Un~er-
a t..n.i.r.,~ ln t.hc. Sonoola o.C Me:lu·r ·:itatea~. 
J. loo;; fcr71:ir;i. .., ..... rk1n& w1 th yo1.1 on· th1a pro3ect. 
Enclo.a11J ;.;o .. will !in.i a ter. ti. t.i ve dr...Ct wn1cb 1 
b.1ove ;:;;;.Je o.ai d.~r1rlf the laat few d::.ya. 1 am al.80 e.c-
cloa1ng ·-.-' .. c.i.t1on u• wn.1.ol:a waa a. j,lre.,1ouil o.-tllr.e 
autra.i.t•ed to ~ecb11ru ot the Panel !or taeir or1i1c1aa. 
rou w1ll notice Lt1oi a few obangea nave oeea made in 
the Vli.rlc .. a 11;.rU coate&:platod for \he at.udy lilld tha't. 
only t.!.e •l&.crnllava form for tbe aection on ·Iei;.c.b.er 
:ri.inin~ r .... been 1uHi.t iln 1'1nwl ar .. tt. AU. \he veople 
coaa...i~cJ r.1L tr. .. t the first. r•rt at tbe eec\ion on 
:eiocn.;r ~r.iri.1.ng ""• 1.1.1mecr:aear1 ~l'1 too long • 
.. ., us.;.•l, we 111.1·" ..,,rlting .. no.er ;:reai U:ne reet'r1c-
i1onu. :ne \er.•0;1ve c~1:c enoul~ have been.reac11 ior 
~i:ii.eo6rA~b1ng by October ;tn, but iL wMa absolutely im-
~oeaible beoauoe or the ~reaaure ot other \'IOrl, i•rt1-
;.:;.i.lr.rly. t.be !iell1nar. ~e enall, .uon.,er, nud \o pre-
~¥re •h~o docwaent •• eoon •• poa~1bl• in order tb~t 
1i •MY be trUlalated into Pre.aob .;.nJ a1ceo£r•pncd be-
!ora \he ¥•x1oo contertnoe. 
Ae 1 \hi.Dk you :mow, part l w~• o1roul~\ed in 
.>;1ril to :teaber :itMUa &a. we naw n~vo QJ:"liera· tro:ii. 14 
~ovem:1U1nta wn1cb " aa now a1.uu:ar1:1ng .i.n• a eep•r•te 
yaper ~or tbe torthoo:aing ~t.xioo ~1ty Coatere.aoe. I 
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{Dr. I.s. ~andel) 
'"D/l 4l::I..: -LSIC.: J w 
• .:.? -
haYe incluaed t~e qQeetiona tor it in ~he yreacnt 4oou~ent 
ln o .. ·u.er w enow ·u11 •cope of t.he •tuoy i.111.t 1•l or.::er to 
encourabe govern:e.nt• tmiob na.ve no~ ~lreuay ~one ao to 
•newer it• 1n conJWl~ti~n "1.tb the other ~»r;s. 
Accoro.&.JlG to vraClbt illllla I shall tewve ¥ar1• e1ther 
"'riday nlp;h t. or 11am.raay morning or th11 week (October :ird 
or 4'1.l:U w.J 11b1.U pla.11 1.o ua7 in London Saturda;y an4 
311.1i.s .. y. l •bw.ll cx;:ect. to leaYe Monda1 111ornirit; for .O:i.n· 
che•ter Mnu conti.ct you 11:1:111~iatel1 w~on arrival tbere. 
~ ln•ll atay aa lone ~• we aeea to worE together, b~t 
~ill no~• to return to f~rla •• aoon us posa1ble to C03• 
~lvte work on this tentat1ve G~iue ..nu on the oumaary oi 
1:r.rt I re~ar;U.ng teaching a.bOQt tlle United .lh1t .. ona wi\1 
1~o •~•cial1ae4 agenoiea. I am lc•V4n~ on vet.Ober ~Stb 
~or th• s;~tea. lt ia of course l:poaalole to ~now how 
lo~c I snall ne~d to atay at ~a.nohester, bu.t l am tbinkin~ 
.i.n teruu o: ::I or ' ilaye. 1 ti.o;:ie tuat tl:ls rill be 11.<le'Lii11te 
::f.lr our uu.1·pu&ca. 
I &Uall .LOOk !orwnr:1 1n th t:re:• t ;•ll! .. ~u.re tu this 
u,i;.or~u.ra ty or ~·cet1n.: yOQ l&llJ. wor.<i..n..: wi tt: you.. 
Si.:1cerel¥ llQu.r~ • 
.. c-011o.rd :!. K..:nwort~: 1• 
3eot1on oi .o:.d11.oat.1on • 
.:nets. 'Ie11.tau ... Guide !or -. StGdy o! .1::4u.c11t1i:;11 lor 




APPENDIX - XI I 
GeoerapllJ. tn Clan. Flt\11 !tar. Bop. 
tlullll: llllare 4o .,. lint 
l::lmU: •• ~· ill Europa. 
t1u11u: llllat 1• rour f'atllerlandf 
f:Dll.: Ca1'91Q 11 ., f'atllarland. 
tlullll: All to1a\ller, - Cal'llUJ 1• our Fatllerland. 
ru.ua: C•nl&lll 1• our tatllerlll:IA. 
tus11u: 11110 1• our L&!!dt•'flter (tatller or tll• coutq)t 
J!Ull: Ellparor 11111u II 1• tlla tatbr or our co11DtrJ. 
Iui;Jw:: lllJ 11 II• calle4 L&nd11utut 
J!Ull: Beca111• Ila nil•• tll• Ceraaa tatllerland. 
tus11u: lfo. 
mil: 8ecaue lie care1 tor the land and itl people U it ha nra the 
ta\hr. 
tusllu: !11. Ha oar•• tor th• land as a tatller c•r•• tor hi• cllildrtn, 
•lleaoa COIMll tll• 11&11•. lh1t ill tlla aaparor call1dT All to&•thar. 
tu.Ua: Tiie nperor 11 calle4 Lepdt1Httt. 




twlll.I:: "' •ball llHr aoutbln& aboat t111' c011At17 to-d&J. Illa\ coutr1 
art •• to bear aboat tM&1r 
f:D11: we •11&11 Illar abo11t Fra110• to-d•J. 
%.lllllllE: Olloa 110ra. 
M1111U mil: la llball llaar uout Fruca to-daJ. 
All tocetller. 
•• ab&ll llHr ebout Franca to-daJ. 
lbat 1s t11• - or u1a co1111trrt 
(Tellellar lllld wr1tt1n tb1 naae on tb• board.) 
tJmll: France. 
IlllillU: Ibo baa a¥ar llHrd ot 1\f (Several Ilana •er• ra1Hd. l 
lllat llave JOll beard? 
bJlil: It 1a a npubl1c. 
llu.bl.t= All togHber: France 1• a rap11bl1c. 
l!lla111: Franca ia a r•P11blic. 
'llu.bl.t: hat 1a a r•Pllbl1cT 
·bill: A republic bu u kine. 01111 a rui.r. 
llu.bl.t: Not IUCtlJ. 
bltll: Franc• 1S 11ot. niled bJ a k1111. but. bJ a preudent. 
ZUSlilr.: Ibo 11 tll• rvler or Gtr11UJT 
', ..... 
l!llllla: Tll• M..lUJ: 1s tll• rullr or Geru.111. 
2:1UU.t: AU atttr 111• dut.11 •no •ill be tll• rulerT 
.bJtl1: TU oron pr1aca. 
Jusllu:: Alld llcw 1• 1t 111 a repal>UcT 
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lllil: TU prweid111t 11 •l•cted bJ tll• p11opl• aa ortan as tbey •1•11. 
:~: Tu, 111 a Aplll>ltc tll• prH1d•nt ta alectad tor 1oa1 tour or t1n 
• ....,. Ud Ila ~ bl •laote4 mor1 tllu once. Ha nilu 01111 tor a car-
. \Ua 111111111r or raara. How loac does a lei•& rulaT 
. . 
ta&I,: A "1111 rulu tor lite. ~-"tt..J.. ' 
~: ... ~\are tile lloalldariH or Fraaoa 1po111Uag to tlle aap)t 
~~iA~r .. ~1.0..,·~ ~.,,_ .. w ... 
.' tllal.t: Tiie -t boudariH ot ,_ are U10 At.lutio, OCHA ud. ~ .. ~at": 
': ·. of 1110Af; oa Ula 11111u uo f71• .. ••:1 ud tllo llecUtnrueu Sea: oa_tllo 
~.. -t.. tllo Alps, tbo J11ra. Md Gll"ll&llJ'; ID4 tlle aortbeni boaDdarlH are 
1o111111 IUld tb1 lnl11111l Clllulol. Ciff tll• bolllldar1u of rruo.. {A • 
pGJil poiDtod to tbo boWll\lar1e1 111110 uotbor pupil rct0ited.I 
l:ail: Th• "ltOl'll boaodari .. an tbo ltl1111t10 Oceu llACl tll• hf of 81&-
car, tlll 9"\Jlero bo11Dd&riH aro tile l'frtDffl ud tbl Mtdi tnr&11RA 
,..., tilt outeni tiordol'I are tll• Alps, tllo Jura, ud Col"Pllf; OD tbo 
110~ ar1 lo1&1ua ucS t.111 ED1l1111 Cllaallol. 
Xlullu: Nn lot u cou1dn tllo eut boudar1 .. of rrasoe •ore cloaolf. 
n., are tile Alps. tllo hiH Jvra. ud tile 6i:Ulll!lll !Ill!- All to-
p\An: 1'111 -t•ru • . . 
baill: Tllo outora boudar1H art tll• ilpa, tlll S•1H Jura. aod tll• 
Amauallli· 
%aulutJ:: !loo ODO PllPil aloe• 11n tllo bolladarl .. OD tllo 1ut. 
l:ail: 1111 1ut1ru bolllldari .. of Fruce aro tb1 Alps. tlll S•iH Jvra. ud 
\Al A.t&uu.l llli· 
~: !loo 11•1 ae all tllo l>OUdar1n ot Fruc1 • 
. 1:11.U: Tho ••st.om bollllcl&ri10 of Fruc1 aro t.111 Atlut11: Oceu aod tll1 Bar 
ot li1cor; t.111 H11t111ru are tlle PJreotes Ud tlll MN!Unrueaa Sea; 
tlle euuro bO'alldarieo are tllo llpe, tbe s.1 .. Jura. ud tll• 6.mJUWl 
~: Ud B•l&J.111 Ud tlle llaclisll Cbuuitl OD tilt Dort.II. 
I!Gll!J:: 1111&\ 1011 told .. ot Fnmoa wu 11ot •err auc11. Can ur OH 11v1 
ae tilt HM ot a rllltr oC Fr&11t:lf 
l:llall: Napoleon I. 
1:11.U: NapoltoD III. 
~: lhat wan did llapoltoD I •&&•f 
1:11.U: Tllo wan a&aiDIJt Prva11a OH llWldNd rearo qo. 
IIUU.I:: lllat wan diet llapoltoa Ul collduott 
bli1: '1'211 Fraaco-Prq11u tar 111 1871. 
Il&Ult: Ha•• tbe Fro11011 &lid Gol'l&lll 1ott111 a.loric ••11 tocetllerf 
lllldl: lo, tll•J Ila .. lllld ..., IU'S lit.II ODO uo\bor. 
I!Gll!J:: Tn. lln we .. , ltlldf ud tlnd out Mro abollt thll couotrr. 
btO&Ut .. .., HYO t.tftbll ill. tllt l'lltllrt 11\ll tllMI 'nit Cbitf r1Hl'I · 
ot fruOtJ are tll• Loire. tll• lllloae. tll• Ct.ro11H. uo Mau, tbe Mosel. 
IUld tllo S.1At. lltPAt that. 
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[original page 17] 
~·;.I..'· 
llmil: TM alaiet riTer• ot France are th• Loire, th• ahOGe, tJut • 
llaQlll.t: Garoaa•. 
l!llUJ.: . • • • ill• Garcue, t.114 t1ut • 
. 
llaQlll.t: hill• l&i"'Ui U tile rnaota proriuola\iou). 
l!llUJ.: ••• -UM Seine. tile l&u, u4 tlut lloHl. 
llaQlll.t: All toa11t1utr (polDtUI to th• r:l.,..reJ. 
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bRill.: 'nae clU•t ri,..ra of rranoe are tile lthoH, Ul• Loire, tJut GaroDH, 
tlut S.lD&, tile ..... u4 tlut lloHl. 
taull&t: Oil tile net Of fl'Ulff are tile Al.pl!. tile Jura, tile &raouu, tJut 
an...... 'nae ll4iffue11 11tretcJa tap u tar u tile llo11111. ..,_t ·tllat. 
bit&l:. 'nae llOllllt&illll 1A ll&lltenl fl'IAOll an tile Al.pa, tile Swla Jva, tM 
;/~ . &rpDMll, u4 Ula Sel'HDN. 
:· ... -
'lllllllu: ,..,.., tJaat oaoe 110re. '1lllH llO'llllt&illll .u Jutre are .tlut TOlll•· 
~ . . 
:'Zlmila:. 'De -t&J.u iD ... t•ni rraaoe are Ul• Al.pa,· Ula Swla .rva, tu 
t .lrplma11, tJut YOll&M, u4 t.1re ,.,.._.., 
·flulw:: ftere an -UM lnlt.11411 of rruoeT (No fllPl.7.) TU lowlt.114 plaJ.a 
.;., •. Of rnuan re&claell troll Ula PrntOHll to lel&i•· lepHt Ulat. . .• 
~i ~ ~ l~l&Dd plalo of Franc• rMCJI .. fl'Oll ill• Prreoffll to hl&i•· 
.Zlulw:: ..... t Ulat ap:l.o. 
~: .. ,... lnl&lld plaia ot rru.c• reaollM froa tile Prreo ... to 111111•· 
:~: fteN la UOtller lowlud (ftll.,J aloq tbll lthOUe. 
!'._ .... "1>11t11phl,&11. Rtut•cl!.1&11. uu llll.I" na \Ilea llllJll, plWvMl>lJ 
. .,...... tJut llofa Wf're 1•tt1D1 a lUU• •lHPf.) 
•tt:r; .... , iJ 4U' htJutrludT 
~i 1111.._ .la ov htJMrl&lld. 
··•:11t .. --~ llalHrt 
·-.S, --~ .I.ti .... luW!er. 
I 
.. _ ............ 994&11 -
llidl: We oall "111 tll• kad•m\tr. 
f.Ulllu: 111111\ coutr'1 are ff •t.uqln& tM&Jf 
bill: •• an 1tuq1a1 Fruce. 
tlub,t: 111111\ border of C.111&11r 1• Fraac1f 
flllll: Fruce 1a tllt •t1ttna lloroar ot C.ruar. 
f.Ulllu: ftat. 111 uu. cap1 ta1 of Fruo•T 
bill: hrlll 1• 1.11• capital of rruc1. 
tlub,t: 111111\ 1• tllt blet uua tor hr1•T (lfo replJ.) Tll• but trala 
tor P•r1• pus•• uu·wp ltlaaoTer, Colope. IUld lruaHl•. Rapt&\ tllat. 
bill: Tl!.• blet tna1a tor Par11 nu trn B•rl1a throop Hamsonr, Co-
l0&1Ut, IUld •~•l•. (It ... 1'9PN1\e4 a1a1n.1 
tuuu:: 'I'll• Met nter ro.t• rro11 .. rlia to hr1a 1• doWll tile llb• to 
H&ablaf'I, tllft tlll'Olll&ll tile llortll Sea IUld t111 1:11&111111 Cllaaael to Hane, 
Uld tllen br r&U to Paris. or oae 1111 10 br nr or lnlop1 1n11ieac1..-
ot llaTre. run •• tll• lloudar1•• ot Fr111c1. 
fllall: Tll• bo'Cllld&r1H or rruce OD tu nat are th• AtluUc Oceu aild tll• 
llaF or 81ac:q: \bl -tll•na bo!mdl.r1H. tb• hdUerruean Sea ud tlla. 
PJnaen; tll• ... ten boudar1t1 are tlle Al$19. tll• SY1a1 J11ra. tll• 
Ar:lml.ua 11.lll: l•l1tu 11114 tll• ID&Ullll CU-•l are tll• aortll•na boW:l-
anu. 
IuQu: Oh"t 111 t.llt 111111t r1nni ot Fraac1. 
fllall: Th• c1111t r1Hl'I or Fruce are th• fl.hoae. th• C&rOM1, tilt Loire. 
UI.• Sein, UI• lla&ll, and tll• lloatl. 
Ius.b.c: Repeat uat. (C1llla1 uoUltr pupil.) 
fllall: Th• oh1•t r1Hl'I ot Fruoe are th• IUlou. tile Oaronne. tll• Loire, 
tile Se1M, \bl llaU, Uld tU lloa1l. 
l!ulau: 111111\ are tilt oll1•f aouwu of rruoet 
tlail: 1'11• llOUta1u of Fruc• art tll1 AlPI, tllt Jana. lilt Yoa1••· th• 
Ar&Olllln, UIS tilt St'flllllt1. { lttpiatlld br 1110\ller' pupU. l 
l!ulau: Ch"• M tll• lnllllCLI ot Fruct. 
tlail: Tl!.• clllet low•luo ot Fruoe rNoll• troa tll• Prrtat•• to a.111u. 
fte Other pla111 111 aloo& tllll lllODe. 
l!ulau: It" tau a looll at tll• &••ral nape ot Fruce. 111at fora 40 •• 
flail U to llaff t 
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baU:, .n u flll&drilawra.1.: 
~: Y••· nen are two pe11uau1u. Nol'll&lldY. Say that. 
flll11I: llormlldf. 
J'.t.IUlt: And lr~ttan:r. ProDOUAC• that. 
£11lJ.1: lrittaa:r. 
taulil.t: 'nl••• paUSV.lu ued to 1"9ach out &11d join England to th• con-
tUUIDt. blat \lie Horth Sea broke throq.11. What ft.II the re1111lt'l' 
bllJJ.: l'llllud wu Uln u 1a1and. 
IwJ1.1.t: lbat ludll 111111cl io be l oiDed 'i' 
bllJJ.: Eq11U1d IUld rruce used to t>e joined. 
IwJ!.1.t: lbat 42.videcl th••• cOUAtriea'i' 
bllJJ.: TU Hortb Sea broke through and Hparated thea h:v t.hs English 
Cliiamltll • 
:1!all: Th• 1:11&111111 Cbamael (Am.l llllll . 
:~: 11111• 1t oalled. the Am.l b!lll'i' 
·bail: leoaue 1t bu tile ab.ape ot a coat 1leeve. 
'.11&&1.t: '!1ae ll&rl'OW .. t part or the CbaDDtl ia at Dover Streite. lher'!l i!! 
.• ,,.,. tlMt aarrowni part or tile cJwaD•U 
?IR.ll: TU narrowe1t part ot the cluuulel is called the Straits of Dover. 
11&&1.t: lbat are the oh1•t peniD.nlu ot rnmce? 
.. 
bR.1.1: · '!1aa Ohiet pnillnlu or Fraao• an Br1 ttan:r and i-lot'llal1d:r. 
. . 
· ~: lllat llave " talked about to-daff 
~: .•• lllave talJuicl atiout France. 
f~:~--- . . ·-
... ~ ~t,... V.. - or the earl7 1Dllab1tants or Franoe? 
; :':!lie' Fnlllla. 
-.t<'tllr~ . •. 
' , . . ii ;Wtao ,,.. \Mir klasT 
'!·:-~· ... ~ ~~ · .. . 
J'··~~ ...... . 
.. - .,, ..... 1111u1 .. t.lllt tar.t .. 
~ ...... 'II ........... .,. • .,~ .............. #< ,;,.. 
, ........ l&M~- ••. '• •·. _ 
_ ,_ ... __ ..... , ......... 
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l!llaLlf" 'ft• lloudllr1•• ot France .,. th• Atl&llUC CCHll I.lid tb• 8&)' of ... ;' 
: 11acay 01 th• ft8t, th• f'Jren•••· tb• lledUerr111 .. a. I.lid tb• Cult ot: 
Lr• are tba tHtb•rD llOWldarlas: and France 1• bounded 011 tb• east. bJ 
th• Al1111. tbe Swl•• Jura, th• Ar1onn ... the Yoa&••: and Ol'I 'I.Ill nortb 
llr 111&1 ua ud tbe lqliab Cbu111l. 
1:111.U: Tll• cbl•t rt•er• oc Fr111c• are \he llllone. th• Garonne. tb• Lolr•, 
Uut s.11111, Uut ....... ud Ul• 110111. 
llulllJ:: Gl•• th• - ot tba -ta1aa 111 Fruc1. 
1:111.U: 1'111 Alpe, tb1 Jura. the Yoa1••· th• Argo111111. and th• S•••nn••· 
llulllJ:: llllre dO " Clod th• S1n11111at 
1:111.U: Tiii S.Y11111H eatllld froa 1111 l'JrH•H to tb• llo11l. 
lusi.bl.t: lll•re ar• Ul• lowlllld plaiiut ot Fr1.11c1t 
1:111.U: Tll• 1rut lowlud plalll at France 111 111 tb• •Ht•l"ll part at tbt 
-trr llld ezt111411 froa tbl PJren .. a to 8•1&1u. 
lusi.bl.t: Gl•• tba -• at tba cb1•t pH1oH1u ot France. 
1:111.U: Tll• cbi•t pell.iuulu ot Franc• are 8rtttur &lid llonu.adr. 
taulw:: lteput t.hat to1au.r. 
l!Jia.Ul: Th• cb1•f pen1111111lu ot France are lrlttur ll1d Noniandy. 
IluJlu.: lby ta th• ch1111111 called tbt !Illl IWlll? 
fllall: It 11 tilled th• ltUJ. llu.l b1cau11 1t bu th• shape ot a 1lene. 
lusi.bl.t: lb1t did •• •tudr about betort Y&cat1011f 
J:Dll: •• at11d1ad about th• lallwl COUDtriH. 
r.tullu: lbat are lll• lalllaa cOUDtr1H (po111u111 at a aaplf 
J:Dll: Th• lalllu atatn are TllrllQ. 8ul1ar11. ltouaan11. S1rr11. 8oP11, 
llollt1ugro. llblAia, Herao10•1111, ud cr .. c1. 
lUsJw:: ltepeet tll&t, ·-OH tlae. (It IU rep•atld &pill.) 
falllU: lllo ta t.be ••• pr1ua et &lbauat 
?IRU: Prioc:e 11111aa of 1114. 
llullu: 1'H, Ila .t.a a C.l'Mll prince. lllat 1a th• c1p1tal ot Al'bulaf 
?IRU: ft• oapna.I. of Allluia 1• llltrruo. 
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~; ~~ 1~ ~~ oa~1 \al or Tlark•JT 
tail: CoUUllUaoplt. 
Iua&t: G1'f't u Ut ro11i. b1 tr&111 tro• ltrU11 to Co111t11.11U11oplt. 
J!.llail: The tra111 puH• tllro11111 Drt1de11. Pr1111•. vn1111a. B•l&rad•. Sotu . 
.l.drlUOpll. ud C011at&11U11oplt. ud th• DU• Of th• train 1e tll• 
Or1111t.U Elpnu. · 
~;. llow do JOll 10 to Co11nuU11o?l• by water? 
lJmll: One RJ 10 to Tri.Ht• by traln and then by boat thro111b th• Adri-
auc Sea, tb• AE1•u SH. tb• Dardanelles. the Sea or Mar•ora. 111d 
tbtll tbt IOQl!Ol'IUI. 
~: lbat otbllr water ro11t• 1• tllert? 
f.llai.l: Ont .. , •tart froa Haab11r1 do'llll tllt Elbe, through th• North Sea. 
· tb• Ell&l1ab Cha1111tl. tht Atlutic OctlUI, t~• Stralts or Gibraltar. the 
lltel1ttrr111tu Sea. the AE&tlUI Sta, th• Dardan•llts. the Sea ot Mar-
aora. and tbt loapllonia. 
~: Ttll .. l'bat 1011 UOY ot Conat1U1t111opl1. 
llill.U: Thi Cb11rehH btH 110 btlll &lld 1Httad Of SplrH tllty have titl&-
: .. nu. Tb11 are called ao1q11H. 
~: Hoe are t.bt ta1Ultlll called to prayerf 
tu.u.: A pr1tat callt tilt people tro. tbt a1111ret. 
%usdia.t: Cout1U1U11opl1 l1H 011 Ult water. or •bat aea111D& 11 tbatf 
~: · ~t f.~ a sreat c-ro1al c1 tJ. 
.. . .... . ~ ... 
%tlsb.t: TH. ltt harbor 11 oat or th• belt ill th• world. 1'ha\ 1• tll• 
O&p1tal ot Grt.ctf 
bl.U.: . Atll•u 1• ill• oap1 t.al ot Crttct. 
. . 
~: lbat 11 Ul• •taport or Atbena? 
~ .... ~. i)' • 
. 111.U: U 1, •1rua. 
~-., ...• ," 
Juatt: · 111o 11 1111 11111111 or G,..ectT (Ho uHer .1 s111 11 tb• •1•t•r ·., Ilia- :.;dilr. ...,..,, • . . . 
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APPENDIX - XI I I 
l .. UtJ.nk it ou be atate4 u a.Lmoat a .b.u-
torioal ti"Gi... aa14 Kr. Will.kl•• that the 
greateat c1•111sat1on• of h1etol'T have been the 
beat ecl.ucate4 c1Yil1sationa. And when l •peak 
·of education la. th1 • ••n•• l do not. have in aind 
what •O M.D1' claim u education, uaeJ.T, apeclal. 
training .to d.o particular Job•. Clearl.7 iD. a 
technological ace like our•. a great deal ot 
trai::.i:l& i• neoe••a.J7· Some of ua mw1t learn 
how to be meobanice, aoae hov to be architect•. 
or chealata. so .. will have a apecial apt1tu4e 
tor Md.icine. And a ~at llU7 will be.Te - or 
think.thq ban -- a llV'•teriou.a talent inducing 
them to tmd.ertake the practice of law. 
But none ot th••• apecialtlea conatitute• 
true education. !be:r are tra1niq tor ekill• 
b;r vhlch men lin. I am thlnkiq, rather, of 
what ve call the liberal arta. 1 aa •peaking 
· of education for ita OVIL aake: to know for the 
aheer Jo7 of UDClerataDdi:ng; to •peculate, to 
analyse, to compare, and to i1aa&ine. 
• • • • • 
The deatl"'\1Ction of the tradition of the liber-
al art•, at th1• criala in our hhtory, when 
freedom 1• more than eyer at atake, would mean 
Juat that. It woul.4 be a crime, oomparable, in 
IV' opinion, with the burning of the books b7 the 
'lash. .And it would. haTe approzimatel.7 the 
•aae reault•. Burn :rour boon - or, what 
amounts to the aaae thing, neglect 7our books -
and 7ou will loae free4oa, a• eurel7 aa if TOU 
were to in.vi te B1 tler and hia henchmen to rule 
O'f'er 7ou. 
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APPENDIX - XIV 
BllDI ICBOOL VICl'ORY CDUS 
· · .. · In the middle of 1941 the war actiYitics ·of youth in high 
scbools·were bmpt to a focus by the organization of the High 
~ Vamy ~• .. o8icial. responsibility .for the Federal 
· ·. Governmem in developing· this orpaiution WIS delegated to 
the U. S. Oftice of Education. The plan in general WIS approved 
: · by·a Nadonal Policy ComnUme co-=r of representatives of 
~War and Navy~ the Department of Cmnmerce, 
. the U. S. Oftice of F.duciiion Wartime Commission, and the 
· Chilian ~.~.The plaD WIS endorsed by 
';~ v. McNuu...·~mvm' Wir Manpower Cmnmimon; 
:>~cmr. L. Srinisoa, ~:Of \Yar; Frmk Knos, Secretary of 
"· >f:tic·.Nayy; and J~ H. )ones, Secremy of Commerce. 
·.'::A. national .pattern. ram.er than :a national organization, was 
· :~~·for the V°u;tc>?y Corps. which wu ''basically an 
· · eQ~ plan to ·promo!e instruction and training for useful 
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purmir:s and semcfeS critically needed in wartime." The pur-
pose of the plan was defined as follows: 
We are engaged in a war for $1l!Vival. This is a total war-a war 
of annics·and·navies, a war of factories and farms, a war of homes 
and schools. Education has an indispensable part tO play in total W.:· 
Schools muse help to teach individ~ the is.mes at stake; to ~ 
them for their vital parts in the total war· e1fort; to guide them mto 
c:omcious personal relatiomhip to the struggle. 
Studenm in the Nation's :z8.,ooo secondary .schools are eager to do 
their pm for victory. To utilize more fully this eagemess to serve, 
to organize it into .effective action. to clwmel it into areas of in-
. creasingly crit:ical need, the National Policy Committee recom-
mends the organization of a Victory Corps in every American high 
school. large or small. public or private. 
The Policy Committee wps the organization of the Victory 
Corps as .. high school youth sector in the all.out effort of our total 
war. a sector manned by youth who freely volunteer for present 
service appropriate to their expcrienc:e and maturity, and who 
eamestly seek preparation for greater oppommities in the service 
which lies ahead.11 
The tw0 objectives of the wartime programs of the high 
schools to w~ch the Victory Corps was related were as follows: 
( 1) The training of youth for that war service that will come 
.nu they leave school; and ( :z) the active participation of youth in 
the community's war effort while they are yet in school The 6m 
seems closer to what goes on in schbol classrooms and shops; the 
second to the out-of-school activities of students. The Victorv 
Oxps organization takes account of both.lf · 
To give a list of the activities included in the Vicrory Corps 
program would be t0 repeat the activities presented earlier in 
the account of the preinduction training program. All srudcnts 
were eligible to membership, provided they participated in a 
school physical fimess program appropriate to their abilities and 
needs in the light of their probable contribution to the nation's 
war eff orr. They were required to be pursuing srudies of prob-
16. Higb School Victory Corps, u: S. Office of Education., Pamphlet 
No. I, 1941, p. I. 
17. Ibid., p. S· 
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able immediate and future usefulness to the war effort and to 
be participants in at least one wartime activity or service.1' 
The Victory Corps was designed as much for promoting and 
miintaining the morale of youth as it was to provide training. 
The wearing of insignia, a ~mple uniform (a white shirt with 
dark uousers for bovs and a white waist and dark skin for 1?irls}, 
initiation ceremonie5 with riru.als of induction into memb;rship, 
participation in parades. and other community ceremonies-all 
these were elements in developing consciousness of participation 
in the war effort. To link youth and adult in this etf ort the for-
mation of a Victory Corps Advisory Committee in each com-
munity was recommended. In January, 1943, Captain Eddie 
Rickenbacker became chairman of the Victory Corps Policy 
Committee. 
The Victory Corps was organized in si.'t divisions, each with 
its own insignia: general membership, production serVice divi-
sion, community service division, land service division, air service 
division, and sea service division. In addition to the specialized 
work of each division, members participated not only in the com-
munity activities listed earlier but also in selling war savings 
samps and bonds. in salvage campaigns, and in collecting waste 
paper. Perhaps an added inducement to activities of an extra-
curricular and community nature was the fact that credits could 
be obtained . for participation. This was recommended by those 
responsible for the organization: 
College entrance requiremdlts, as well as requirements for grad-
uation from high school, need adjustment in wartime. The substitu-
tion of war service, war production, and other forms of partici-
pating work experience in critically needed occupations for class 
attendance may be encouraged, at least during the period of the 
war emergency, without lasting damage to the student's education. 
Seate and regional accrediting associations must adjust their require-
ments. A campaign of community education to break down the 
18. This wa defined 11 "air warden, fire watcher, or oiher civilian 
defense acdviry; U.S.O. volunteer acdvities; Red Cross services; scale 
model airplane building; participation in health services. such IS malaria 
control; fann aid, or other part·dme employment tO meet man power 
shonaga; school-home-community services, such IS salvage campaigns, 
cue of ll1'llll children of working mothers. gardening, book collection, 
er:c."-(lbill., p. is.) 
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existing prejudices in favor of the strictly academic college prc-
. paratory types of high school coune is also required. :s'aturally 
such a campaign will require' the \'j~l)rOUS Je:idership of the pro• 
fcssional educators.11 
The preinduction ri'aining program, the Victory Corps pro-
gram. and the funds available for the promotion of vocational 
training all combined to produce a new emphasis in the high 
school curriculum. This was not accidental but was deliber:uely 
designed. Thus it was urged that "The fligh Schools ·Should 
Prepare Youth for War Production and Essential Community 
Services" for the following reasons: 
A realistic appraisal of our need for trained manpower, both in 
the armed forces and in war production. makes it evident that the 
high school can't go on doing business u usual. High school youth 
are impelled by paaioric considerations to point their training to 
pnpantion for war work, to tasks requiring skill of hand and 
strength of body, coupled with intelligence and devotion. The 
i8,ooo high schools of the ~ation with their 6,500,000 students 
should speedily undertake the adaptation of their curricula and of 
their organizations to train ~·outh (and adults. also) to do their part 
in the victory effort.• 
It is difficult to estimate the contributions of the Victory Corps. 
The organization and its plans rccci,,cd a great deal of publicity 
for a year or so, but no general report to indicate the enent to 
which it was adapted by the high schools or its eff ectivcness 
was published. 
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APPENDIX - XV 
DmiDg the pat two decades American education bu been increU-
IDslY fdueaced by a psychology that is e1MJDtiadY mecb."rustic and a 
pHmophy· that. in ltl elects. is esseatially opportun.astic. The 
~ -y uad that which follows will attempt to prove, 6nt, that 
a much man liberal~ buis tbm mechanmn provides. md 
a equally wlid buil, ca be made available for educational theory 
uad practice; uad lmlODdly. that this psychological buil will justify 
a 'Vfrtle tdeelism in pm of the weak opportuDilm that DOW prevails. 
A warldng hypotbesil will be IOUgbt fD the bnplfcllicms of emergent 
nvlutim when this DOW familiar hypothesis is used U a basis for 
iDterpretiq the facts of mental Ufe. •. 
Tbl hypotbem of the coatinuity of culture is of basic signi&c:ance to · 
t1ae iDltitutkml of society the business of which is to see to it ~t 
the pm. made from generation to generation are not lost ~o postenty · 
11m is aot to ay that the preservation of the actual material products 
ti the Important thing ( acept iD the case of written records) ; rather _ 
the lmpartlDt tbfDg fl the ut or skill or knowledge that creates the 
material pocluct. 
Tbe social heritage here implied 
bu two puts: (1) the material heritage of implement, utensil, ma-
chme, or any artifact or Unprovement wrought by Man and conserved 
over one or more generatiam for the use of Mm: and ( 2) the spiritual 
heritage of tradition, custom, standard. ideal, knowledge, and skill. 
· So laq u the pedagogical doctrine of interest meant the following 
of the lines of least r.esistance, its failure u an educational principle 
wu abdutely certam. Always to obey the dictates of Interest, in 
this 1en11 ol the term, would man the instant urest of all progress. 
But if the interest meam the desire for a satisfaction of acquired needs, 
the cue is somewhat different. The chdd is no longer at the mercy 
ol the ltrallgest stimulus; sustained attention directed toward a remote 
end bu become possible. But the point never to be forgotten is this: 
ocquhd ...,.,_,, ,,,. d.wloped onlv untkr tM drm t1f octioe cdtm· 
ffon. Always there muat be some inhibition of natural tendencies at 
the outlet. Tbe passion for cban1e, the insidious and often over· 
whelming desire to do IOIDetbing else must be strenuously repressed. 
· · · One vital necessity of education. therefore, is to develop. bl the 
........... clalW needs that will demand the acquisition of experiences 
""" tolll ,,. ~ ... mtdure ,., •. 
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Certain it is Che wrote fD &lucallonal Valw.rl that the present 
tmdendes in our ICboo)s toward ease and comfort and the lfnes of 
leut reGstece coa8rm rather tblD counteract the operation of that 
~ wbJch reflects so perfectly the moral decadence that comes 
with prosperity - the Iettm1 loOle the pip that our forefathers, who 
liwd under sterner and hanber conditiom, bad upon the ideals of 
lelf-dea.ial and telf-ucri6ce. 
What is needed, now that we have got away from the lock step, 
now that we ue happily emancipated from the meaningless thralldom 
of meicbtinbl repetition and the worshfp of drill for its own sake -
what is needed now is not less drill, but better drill. And this should 
be the net l'llU1t of the recent reforms in elementary education. In 
oar 8nt enthmium, we threw away the spelling book, poked fun at 
the mu1tipJfcat:fm tablet, decried baal ieading. and relieved ourselves 
of much wit and sarcum at the expense of formal grammar. But now 
we are swinging back to the adequate recopitiml of the true purpose 
of drill. And fD the wake of this newer coacept:ion, we are leaming 
that its drudgery may be lightened and as efllciency Mightened by 
the Introduction of a richer content that lhlD provide a greater variety 
in the repetitions, insure m adequate :motive for elort, and relieve the 
dead moaotony that &equently nadered tbe older methods IO futile. 
I look forward to the time wbm. to be an efllcient drillmaster in this 
newer seme of the tenD will be to have reached one of the pinnacles 
of profentonal skill. 
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Jn short. the Det elect of these raf:ion1Ji7«1 justiflcatfom of reJued 
standards bu been to open the paths of least resistance. The ioftuence 
can even be traced in the changes that have talc:m place in our educa-
tioaal vocabulary. P:ractically every term sugpstive of strmgtb and 
vigor and rigor bu been replaeed by a weaker term. Certain words 
ue seldom mention.eel in our professional c:liscmsiom except as objects 
of oppmbrium- such words. for emnple, as dfscipline, thoroughness, 
and system. 
The educatianaJ praditianer and the educational administrator, in 
my judgment, have not been primarily responsible for these weakening 
tmdenciel. The spirit of the times bu worbd increa.singly in this 
direction, and educatfonal theory, in a very emphatic fashion, bu 
compounded this influeru:e. 
The extent to which these sofbning inhmces have gone is most 
clearly seen in the increasing vogue of what I sbaJl call the Freedom 
theory of education. In its popular form, this theory dei8es indMdual 
freedom, not only as an end of education, but also u the primary·and 
most elective ,,...,., to this end. Leaming activities must not be 
imposed; they must always tab their cue from the immediate desires 
and purposes of the lelmer. The continuance of the learning process 
must be justi8ed at each step by the learner's own satisfaction with 
its results; as the stnet phrase bu it, he must get a "'ldck'" out of each 
leaming experience. Imposed tub and prescribed programs of study 
not only violate the inherent right of the learner to make free cboicea, 
but are themselves either futile or negative as educational means. Just 
now the favorite theme is the "'creative impulse.• By the simple leger-
demain of ""1aldng oH the lid: it seems. one will be able to conjure 
cnative products out of a vacuum. 
My GWll object!m to Plol,rmivim is that, in spite of IDIDY lllutuy 
\lfltam, It fl at bull a weU theory. It lacb virility not in the lllUle 
that it fl fmninine but rather in the seme that ft fl eleminate. It ls 
my CODt.entloa. that itl virtuel lllCl worthy CODtributfom to educational 
progrea can be pw ved without committing American education to 
ltl wealmeaes and its abortcominp, eapecially at a stage of social 
evolutfaa. wbm educadoa llDClll the few rem•ining democratic 
....... needl molt empbldcllly to be fused through and throup 
with • ¥iltle and dyuamia tdeelhm 
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The 8abbiness and supedlciality of American education ue due to 
the laclc of adequately prepared teachers, not only in elem~tarY 
schools but on the secondary and higher levels as well - a condition 
almost inevitable in view of the rapid growth of the high schools and 
colleges. The larger problem is: Can schools and colleges level up 
imtead of down? Can we rea1i7.e the praiseworthy democratic ideal 
of equal educational opportunity for all without committing the 
American people to a standardized-institutimalfmd-mediocrity? Can 
we maintain secondary scboo1s that are quite unselective and higher 
imtitutians far less selective than those of other countries and still 
compete with other countries in the development of talent that will be 
competent to the higher realms of intellectual activity? Finally, 
throughout the range of school and college life can we make the 
eclucatiaD of all an effective stimulus to intellectual and volitional 
growth upon the part of all? 
What we need in education is something de&nite to tie to. If this 
anething be accurate 1Dd aact, so much the better; if it cannot be 
accurate and exact, let it approach this ideal u clolely u pnssihle, but 
in any cue let ft be de&nfte. If we have a delnite notion of what we 
ue trying to accomplish, and ff we reali7.e that this notion is subject 
at all times to the changes that later discoveries may necessitate, we 
shall at least have a chmce to mab some degree of progress and yet 
e1e&pe the danger that is incident to hasty generalization.11 
Bat the 8nisbed product of the teacher's art must be more than a 
rw:ling-writing-ciphering automaton. It must repiesent a highly 
compla mechanism of cMlized habits, delicately adjusted to respond 
electively to the innumerable stimuli of an increasingly complex 
social lffe. It must represent a storehouse of organized race-experi· 
eace, camerved agajnst the time when knowledge shall be needed in 
the constructive solution of new and untried problems. It must 
repre1ent the fnftfathe that is competent to adapt means to ends in 
the ,.tion of such problems. And, beyond all this, it must 
represent ideaJs - thole intangible forces that can lift a race in a 
single century through a greater distance than ft has traversed in all 
precedjng ages. Every teacher who comes in contact with the plastic 
material that we designate u childhood and youth can add a touch to 
tlda creative process- CID inlumce de&nitely, tangibly, 1Dlerringly, 
the type of manhood and womanhood that is to dominate the succeed-
inl pneratlaa.11 
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But what ii educatim for if it fl not to p-eserve midst the chaos 
and confusion of troublous timel the great truths that the race bu 
wnmg from its experience? • • • Is ft not the specl8c task of education 
to iepresent in each generation the human experiences that have been 
tried and tested and found to work- to represent these in the face 
of opp01ition. jf need be- to be faithful to the trusteeship of the molt 
priceless lepcy that the put bu left to the present and to the 
future?: .t' 
A clear and primary duty of organized education at the present 
time is to recopJze the fundamental chanps that are already taldng 
place, and to search diligently for means of countenctfng their 
dangers. Let us repeat that an educational theory to meet these needs 
must be strong, virile, and positive, not feeble, deminate, and vague. 
The theories that have increasingly dominated American education 
during the put generation are at basis clist:fnctly of the latter type. 
The Essentialists have recognir.ed and increasingly recopJze the con· 
tribotiom of real value that these theories have made to educational -
practice. They believe, however, that these positive elements can be 
preserved in an educational theory wbieh Inds Its basis fn the neces-
sary dependence of the immature upon the mature for guidance, in-
structkm, and discipline. This dependence is inherent in human na-
ture. "'What bas been ordained among the prehistoric protozoa, .. said 
Huzley, '"cannot be altered by act of Parliament" - nor, we may add, 
by the wishful thinking of educational theorists, however sincere their 
motives. '"Authoritarianism" !s an ugly word. But when those who 
&test it carry their laudable rebellion against certain of its impli-
cations so far u to reject the authority of plain facts, their arguments, 
while well adapted perhaps to the generation of heat, become lament· 
ably lacldag in light. 
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APPENDIX - XVI 
What lollow1 are lftey key chara~teristics of an Esseruialist 
raUonale • 
. ,f" tm1pluuis on q/O'ft. Laming valuable sic.ills and le.now ledge re· 
q~ &he ~tun: of time and dfort. 'Many of the permanent and 
pel'llllellt &nlftettl of adult life have resulted from dforu that initially 
may not have been intm!lting or appealing co the teamer. While the 
child'1 interest should not be ignored, all learning should not be based 
oa &he child'• limiled range of experience. The Essentialist position 
lll"IU9 tbac abereare many things to learn that, while they may not be of 
hamediaae intr:rat co &he learner. can become both valuable and per· 
nuuaently inaernting at a later time in a person's life . 
.4n tm1pluuu on tlUtipliiv. To advance the attitude that a person 
hu abloluae flftdom co do u he or 1he pleua, without regard to per· 
aonal and social conaequeoca, i1 to inviae moral and social anarchy. 
"Doing your own thing" i1 an insufficient justification in education. 
Nor is it po11ible for children co aate and live in their own reality as 
many romantic child-centered educaton have suggested since the time 
of 1.owseau. Genuine and lasting freedom i1 won and preserved by tne 
sy11ematic discipline of learning what Medi to be learned for survival 
in a civilized society. 
,..,. tm1pluuu on che acnunuliatul ltnowltdge of the human rue. By 
SUll&ined inquiry, llCimtific invmiption, and literary and artiscic 
adlievement, &he human raa: hu aated a cultural heritage that is 
one generation's legacy co &he next. So that the cultural heritage can be 
uanamitled dficieruly, it hu hem organized inco units of subject mat· 
m. thac can be taught at age-appropriaae levela. As a cultural agency, 
the llCbool's primary tulc. is to transmit the cultural heritage to the 
young so that &hey may llhatt and participate in it. For the Essentialist, 
the uansmiuion of &he cultural heritage must be done sysiematically 
and deliberaaely rather than incidentally or haphazardly. 
,..,. tm1pluuis °" lffe'M·initio#d lnming. The human infant is 
long dependent on adult care. Children have the right to ex.pea that 
adulu will pnwide the guidance and conuol they need to grow and 
dfMlop. Society hu the ript toexpea that teachers pouea basic skills 
and knowledge and have the profeu.ional competence to uansmit that 
knowledge by l'fllelDIUc insuuaion. 
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An nnpluuis on logical organiwion of mb;eci maun. In elemen· 
w:• schools, learners need to master the basic skills of reading, writing, 
Uld computation. These furldamental skills have generative power in 
that they are the foundation for learning other skills and for learning 
orpnized bodies of knowledge. Instruction in these important skills 
should be 1y11e111atic and 1equential. 
1be KCUmulatcd experience of the human race is vast and com· 
pla. For instructional purpoea. it is best organized into.subject matter 
disciplines that are arranged either logically or chronologically. Each 
subject matter has its own pattern of organization and the curriculum 
should reflect these pauam. 
Although laming by activities, projects, and discovery methods 
may be appropriate at various times in a child's school experience, it is 
always necasary that care be given to organizing the curriculum ac· 
cording to a systematic auucture and sequence . 
..411 nnpluuis on long-range goals. While it is true that society has 
esperiencm profound social change, it is equally uue that the human 
race has abiding internll and concerns of a perennial nature. The 
school's educational program should not be based 0~1 wha·t appears to 
be immediately relevant and popular at the moment. Fashions and 
styles may change, but the euentials of a good education are penna· 
nenL 
Al individuals grow from childhood to maturity. their interesu will 
change. While these changing internu can be significant. it is of para-
mount imponance that the long-range needs of human beings and of 
society be recognized in the education of a person. 
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APPENDIX XVI I 
A CREBD OF DEMOCRACY 
w~ believe in and will endeavor to mfke a democracy which 
1--e:xtenda into every realm of human a.aociation; 
2 -respeccs the pcncmality ol every individual, wlu.ieve.· his 
origin or pracnt status~ 
s-imures to all a 11C:D1C of security; . 
4-protects the weak and cares for the needy that .hey may 
maintain their lclf'-rapect; . 
5-develops in all a llC:DIC ol bclonginpas; 
6--protects every individual against exploitation by apecial 
privilege or power; 
?-believes in the improvability o! all men; 
8-bu for iu social aim the maximum devc;J.opme11t of each 
individual; . 
g-uaumes that the maximum development poaibk to each 
individual ii !or the beat interest of all; 
to--providcs an opportunity Cor each and every ind~vidual to 
mali.e the beat o! IUCh natural gifts u he baa and cnce>urap 
him todolO; 
11-fumishes an c::nviromnen.t in which every .individual can be 
and ii stimulated to exert bimxlf to develop hia own unique 
perlODality, limited only by the aimilar rights ?f others; 
12-usuma that adulu are capable of' being influenced by reason; 
1rappeala to reasoa rather than Con:e to RCUre iu cn:is; 
14-pc:rmiu no armed force that is not under public control; 
t 5--implics that a perlOD becomes &ee and dFectivc by exer-
cising lclf'-restraint rather than by having restrain•. imposed 
upon him by external authority; 
16-impo1t::1 only IUCh regulation as ii judged by IOdety to be 
necessary for safeguarding the righu o! otbcn; 
I~ that all J"!'T'IODS ha¥e equal ri;ht: to li!c, li~i-crt;·, c.nd 
the pursuit o! bappinm; 
18-guarantea that righu and opportunities accord~d to one 
lha1l be accorded to all; 
1g-imures standards of living in which m:ry individual can 
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retain bia own lelf'-rapect a.ad unahuhcd make bia peculiar 
contribution to the IOCiety in which he lives; 
to-does not tolerate an enduring llOcial ttratificatioD bued on 
birth, race, religioA, or· wealth, inherited or otherwise ac-
quired; 
1n-recopi.zea a desire OD the part of people to govern themselves 
and a willingness to usume responsibility for doing so; 
12-hol.ds that government deriva ita powers IOlely &om the 
CODICDt of tbe ~; 
1s tests the Vllidity of government by its dtort and success in 
pramocing tbe welfare of human beings; 
14-lays OD individuals an obligatkm to llbarc actively and with 
iDfarmed intelligence in formulating general public policies; 
15-ftqWra that the rapomibilitia and activides o{ citizenship 
be generally held to be among the highest duties of man; 
l6-boldt that men deserve DO better govamnent than they exert 
tbamdves to obtain; 
17-believes that the deciliom conc:cming public policir.s made by 
the pooled judgment of the maximum number ol interated 
and informed individuals are in the long run the wilcst; 
r.18--weight.1 all votel equally; 
1g-bas faith that an individual grows beat and most by actively 
and intelligently exercising bis right to lbare in making 
decitiom OD public policy; 
so-permits, encouraga, and facilitates access to information 
necamy to the m•king of wile decisions OD public policies; 
31--providea &ee education &om tbe beginninp of formal 
1ehooling u long u it may be proitable to IOCiety for each 
industrious individual to CODtinue; 
311-att.empt.1 a gmera1 difFuaioD among the people of the ideals. 
lmowledge, atandll'd: of couduct, and spirit of fair play 
which promote a ICllle of cqwwty; 
33--pc:rmita the unhampered expsellion of everyone's opinions on 
public policy; 
)l-guaranteea the right of free expasioD of opinions OD all 
maucn. subject to reuon1ble libel laws; 
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SS-implies that all who are bound by decisions of broad public 
; policy should have an opportunity to share in making them; 
~'that minorities live in accord with the dedliom of 
the majority, but accords the right to agitate J>C!ICCfully for 
the change of such decisions; 
S7 cscrcbet tolerance to others without sacrificing the strength 
of conviction favoring different notions and practices; 
38-accepts representative government aa an economy necessi-
tated by the size of the population; 
3g-delegata responsibility to individuals chosen by the people 
t'ar their peculiar COIDpetencc in defined areas of actioD, but 
retains the right to withdraw this authority; 
40"""'"develops a steadily increasing seme of obligation to a c:on-
mndy enlarging IOCial gnnip; 
41-induca a willingnas to sacrifice personal comforts for the 
recognized general welfare; 
41 stimulates a hope of comtant betterment and provides meam 
which the ambitious and earnest may use; 
4s-enc:ouragcs constant reappraisal of things as they are and 
stimulates a hope that leads to action for their betterment; 
44--use:s peaceful means for promoting and bringing about 
change; 
45-bolds that the fundamental civil liberties may not be im-
paired even by majorities; 
.f.6--pemdts unrestrained association and aJ1Cmbly for the pro-
motion of public welfare by peaceful means; 
4. 7--re:cognizcs and protects the right of individuals to aaociate 
tbamelves for the promotion of their own interests in any 
ways that are not incompatible with the genenl welfare; 
~ts the right to labor at work of one's own choosing, 
provided it does not interfere with the interests of society; 
~tees the right to enjoy the fruits of one's honest labor 
and to me them without molestation after paying a part 
popordonate to wealth or income to the coat of nec:t:llUY 
government and general welfare; 
~ individual initiative and private enterprise iD ID 
far u they are compatible with the public weal; 
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51-maiDtaim human rights to be more impart.ant than property 
rightai 
5st-t0 regulata the natural resow:ca of the country u to preserve 
. them for the widest U1C for the welfare of all the people; 
5,.--imura freedom of movement; 
54--guarantees a legal uaumpcion of innocence until proof of 
guilt, definite cbargcs before arrest and detention, and open 
and speedy trial before a jury of peers, with protection of 
rights by the coun and by competent' coumcl; 
55--guarantea freedom from penecution by those in authority; 
56-provides that no individual be .deprived of life, liberty, or 
property without due process of law; 
5? pexmita wonbip according to the dictates of one•s con-
ldence; 
,58-teparata state and church; 
5~es such security, freedom, opportunity, and justice for 
all it.a members that they will be qualified and ready, if cir· 
cumstance:s require, to acrificc in defeme of its way o: life; 
6o-f'enews its strength by continued education u to its meanings 
and purpmes. 
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APPENDIX - XVI I I 
THE DECREE OF MAY 3RD, 1923 
Ttie President. of the ~ch Republic 
Having rep.rd to the report of the Mfuister of Public Instruc-
ti.cm and of the Fine Art.a, 
Having rep.rd to the law of February 27, 1880, Article 5, a.nd 
tbe law of March 28, 1882, 
And after the report from Higher Council of Public Instruction, 
issues the following Decree: 
BKT:toN I 
A:s!:t. 1. Secondary instruction comprises a courae of study 
oonring aeven years. It follows a course of elementary educa-
ti.cm which wu established ·by Article 1 of the law of March 28, 
1882. 
A:Jn. 2. All pupils follow the same courae of study during the 
mat four years. 
Beeidea the other subjects required of Ill pupil& alike, Latin 
ia required during these first four years (sixth, fifth, fourth and 
third claaa). and Greek during two years (fourth and third 
claaaes). 
Art. 3. In tbe ll!lCODd and first c1asees the pupils have a choice 
between olwical and modem-language instruction. 
Oa tbe cl••ical side Latin is continued as a required study 
and Greek aa an. elective. Pupila who. succeed in passing the ex-
amina.tiom in advanced Greek will be rewarded with special 
advantages in their candidature for the ~ and in being 
recei-nd for that degree, the terms of these advantages to be 
stated in tbe decree on the ~ syBtem.. The hours set 
ape.ri for Greek in the daily time-t.able are divided between 
French ud the required modem foreign languagee in the cue 
Of those who do not continue Greek. 
Oa tbe JD.Odem.language side Latin and Greek are replaced 
by a more fully developed muly of French and by a aecond 
modem foieign language. 
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Arr. 4. From the siXth class to the· end of the first, the pro-
crammee and time-tables in science ft.I"! the sam~ for a.ti pupils . 
.4'R'l'. 5. The ''pbiloeophy clau" and the "mathema.tiCR class" 
U'e open to pupils on passing out of the first class, no matter 
what their previous elective choice may have been. 
Arr. 6. The requirements for the baccalaur.&it are the only 
l&tadud for the aecondary schools. 
Every candidate, on applying for admission to the fi:-st part 
of the bacmlaunat examination, must produce a certifbate for 
tbe early common classical studies and show that he hw1 passed 
a special examination, consisting merely of a. w-ritt.f\n test in La.tin 
IDd one in Greek, taken two yea.rs before th~ baccalaureu.t e.u.m-
:-a.:-
_..n. 
A ministerial decree will give further details in regar'l to this 
&'M'ination, which all pupils v.ill be oblii;ed t.o take under thF.. 
111118 conditions of anonymity in the correct.ing of phJ:ers, and 
1'iD decide also in regard to those uceptionai cases in wbich tl:Js 
int.ervtll of two years may be reduced. 
S&CTION II 
Arr. 7. Public secondary education is open only to pupils 
who give evidence that they have received sufficient instruction 
&o enable them to pursue the studies of the class the;t wiEh to 
at.er. 
A ministerial decree will determine for every class the terms 
of tbia evidence. 
Pupils who have paaaed the first part of the atudir.s covered 
by ibe certifieate of primary studiea will be acceptaUe !or the 
mth claas, and thoee who have passed the second part will be 
aoceptable for the filth clua. 
AJJ:r. 8. A ministerial decree will determine the time-tables 
and programmes for the public secondary schools. 
AJJ:r. 9. The preeent decree will be applicable, bepnning on 
October 1, 1923, to pupils who shall entier the sixth c.laHs, except 
in what affects the terms of. admission referred to in Article i. 
AJJ:r. 10. Further decrees will determine the new system of 
aaboJanbipe in the secondary schools and also the waya and 
IDllD8 for adapting the new p• of studies to thf secondary 
education of girls. 
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An. 11. The decree of May 31, lOO'J, concerning the plan of 
secondary educat.ion is abrogated, except in so far as it affects 
pupils who are at the present time pursuing secondary-school 
studies. 
An. 12. To the Minister of Public Instruction and of the 
Fine Arte ia oommitt.ed the eucution of this decree. 
Paris, May 3, 1923 
A. Mn.T.JlBAND 
BY TBlll PB.BBIDBNT OJ' TBlll BBPUBLIC! 
TAI Mir&iller of Pvblic I'IWttrul:ti.oft and of IM FiM Aru, 
L'*oN BWB.D 
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APPENDIX - XIX 
Mt .... NATIONAL ... llua .... I ...... - .... 
.. -... ilo8 ....... 
To _. to ,_ letter, IcorltUlle to .JOU tbe data of 
Prat__. 1aMc Leon IAllDl1. -1be.UM of the Leaion of 
Honor. 
He - ...se " chevalier " the 12 maaust 1937. 
~tl.7. I -t to.., :rou wtlY tbe·'""ch aov-t 
'-eel Prot'- UllDll.. 
I baft not uotbc'll detail.a reprdUI& tbe -1Dation of 
!Tot'- IllUC L9orl UMJSL. 
lllldMoillelle Claude J ACIR 
~tali.ate 111.1 llwl6e 
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